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PREFACE.

:z following Essays contain the substance of some Discourses not origin

I for the Press, hut which I was strongly urged to publish by several of ihe

to whom the Volume is inscribed.*

I have endeavoured to throw the material* into a form more suited for pr

pen I that of the Discourses originally delivered. I fear, however, that in

of frequent interruptions during the preparation of the work for the

Press, some defects may be found in the arrangement and comparative develope-

ment of the several topics, and other such imperfection? in the -aions, which
can only be effectually guarded against by means of a period of unbroken leisure

ad what I can ever reasonably expect.

But whatever may be thought of the Work as a Composition, I trust that, in

•f the mailer of it, the reader will give me credit for being incapable of

putting forth, on subjects so important, any views that have not been carefully

considered.

In (act, among the subjects here treated of are some on which I have not only

reflected much, but have written and published from time to time for above twelve

real

And it may not be impertinent here to remark, that in respect of some most im-

portant points now maintained, I may appeal be-ides the arguments contained in

the following \ to the strongest of all external eoofirmat oony
of oppo. .'" that I have ever written in a polemical form, or sought to pro-

voke 'V opponents, I mean tfaos maintained, and who
maintain, opinions opposite to those I have put forth ; but who have nev- i

the best of my knowledge, even attempted any refutation of the reasons I have

adduced.

I
- instance, that the introduction into the Christian Religion of Sacrifices and

Sacrificing P - utterly at variance with the whole System of the Gospel, and

destructive of one of its most important eba I
- : I • that the

implicit e to the declarations and pn f Holy Scripture, is due to

that it is not humble piety, but profane presumption, either to

attribute infallibility to the traditions or decision of any uninspired Man
men, (whether Church, Council, Fathers, or by er other title designated,) or,

still more, to acknowledge in these, although fallible, a right to fix absolutely the

interpretation of Scripture, to be blended therewith, and to supersede all private

judg- - - are positions which T have put forth, from time to time, for many
years pa=t. in various forms of expression,, and supported by a variety of argum
in several different works, some of which have appeared in more than one edition.

And though opposite views are maintained by many writers of the present day.

several of them professed members of the Church of England, I have oever seen

even an attempted refutation of any of those a-guments.

It cannot be alleged that they are not worth noticing: since whether intrinsically

weak or strong, the reception they have met with from the Public indicates their

having had some influence.

And again, if any one is averse to entering into cont- especially per-

sonal c" - d feeling with which I cordially sympathize.; this would not

compel him to leave wholly unnoticed all the arguments that can I

hts views. It would be absurd to speak as if there were no medium .. on

the one hand, engaging in a controversy and, on the other hand, pat 'ith-

* In the earlier part of the first Essay. I have been much indebted to a valuable Wurk which, for

•everal yeare, I have been in the habit of recommending to divinity students,—" Wilson on the In-

terpretation of the New Testament," [published by Parker. West Strand ] In the first edition thus

nofiee, tliou^h referred to in afjjt note to ^ 6, (2 --vas eekleutaEy ©a ;h~»



viii PREFACE.

out any notice at all, every thing that ever has been, or may be, urged on the op-

posite side. Nothing is easier or more common, and I should add, nothing more

advisable, than to notice in general terms the opinions or arguments opposed to

one's own, and without reference to any particular book or author : as by saying,

for instance, "Such and such a doctrine has been held;"

—

u this or that may be

alleged ;"

—

u some persons may object so and so," &c. In this way, not only per-

sonal controversy may be avoided, without undue neglect of what may be said on

the opposite side, but also the advantage is gained (to the cause of truth, I mean) ot

confinino- the reader's attention to the real merits of the case, independently of the

extraneous circumstances,* which ought not to influence the decision.

It is true, no one should be required to notice every minor objection,—every diffi-

culty relative to points of detail,—that may be alleged against any principle or

system he is contending for; since there may be even valid objections against each

of two opposite conclusions.! But this does not affect the present case ; the argu-

ments I am alluding to having relation to fundamental principles. Whatever any

one may think of the soundness of those arguments, no one can doubt that, if ad-

mitted, they go to prove that the system contended against is (not merely open to

objections, but) radically wrong throughout ; based on false assumptions, supported

by' none but utterly fallacious reasoning, and leading to the most pernicious conse-

quences.

And these arguments, though it is not for me to say that they are unanswerable

have certainly been hitherto, as far as I know, wholly unanswered, even by those

who continue to advocate opposite conclusions.

Should it be asked why they do not either abandon those conclusions, or else

attempt a refutation of the reasons urged against them, that is evidently not a ques-

tion for me, but for them, to answer. Else, an answer is not unlikely to occur to

some minds, in the words of the homely proverb, " he that's convinced against his

will, is of his own opinion still."

It is only, however, in reference to the subject-matter itself of the question under

discussion—to the intrinsic soundness of the conclusions advocated—that the

opinions and procedure of individuals can be worth the attention of the general

reader. All that I wish to invite notice to is, the confirmation that is afforded to

the conclusiveness of arguments to which no answer is attempted, even by those-

who continue to maintain doctrines at variance with them.

All that has been said in reference to the positions above alluded to (which are

among those maintained in the second of these Essays) will apply equally to some

of those maintained in the first Essay : for instance, that to attempt the propagation

or support of Gospel truth by secular force, or by establishing in behalf of Chris-

tians, as such, a monopoly of civil rights, is utterly at variance with the true cha-

racter of Christ's Kingdom, and with the teaching and practice of Himself and his

Apostles ;J
and that to attribute to them any such design, is to impugn their cha-

racter, not merely as inspired Messengers from Heaven, but even as sincere and

upright men.
These conclusions have been maintained by arguments which have been as long

before the Public § as the others above alluded to, and have remained equally un-

answered.

If in these, or in any other points, I am in error, I trust I shall be found open to

conviction whenever my errors shall be pointed out. In the mean time, I trust I

shall not be thought to have been unprofltably employed, in endeavouring more

fully to elucidate, and to confirm by additional arguments, what appear to me to be

momentous truths, and in developing some of the most important of the practical

conclusions which result from them.

In the present edition a few notes have been added in further illustration of

the principles maintained ; and here and there a sentence has been slightly altered

in expression, in order to guard, as far as lies in myself, against all danger of mis-

apprehension.

* "Ef« tcw 7r^yfAdftcr, Arist. Rhet. f See Logic, b. iii. § 17.

i See a very interesting pamphlet on the present condition of the Vaudois. (Murray, Albemarle

Street.)

§ Particularly in the Essay " On Persecution," (Third Series,) and in Appendix E. and F. to the

Essays " On the Dangers," &c, (Fourth Series.)



ESSAY I.

ON CHRIST S OWN ACCOUNT OF HIS PERSON, AND ON THE NATURE OF HIS KINGDOM,
AS SET FORTH AT HIS TWO TRIALS.

Qch ::..J'i\ AOA02 iv rcji crro//.aT» ocvtov .

§ 1. To any one who is convinced of

the divine origin of the Christian Re-
ligion,—who is satisfied that what is called

in Scripture " the Kingdom of Heaven'"'

does really deserve that title,—and who is

inquiring into the personal character of

its Founder, and into the nature of that

Kingdom which He proclaimed and estab-

lished, the most obvious and natural

course would seem to be, to appeal, in the

first instance, to that Founder himself, and

to consider what account He gave of his

own character and that of his kingdom.

For to believe Him sent from God, is to

believe Him incapable of either deceiving

or being deceived, as to these points. He
must have understood both his own per-

sonal nature, and the principles of the re-

ligion He was divinely commissioned to

introduce. Having a full reliance there-

fore both on his unerring knowledge, and

his perfect veracity, our first inquiry

should be, as I have said, (without any
disparagement of other sources of instruc-

tion, ) into the accounts He gave of Him-
self and his religion; both in the various

discourses which He delivered and de-

clarations which He made, on sundry

occasions, and, most especially, on the

great and final occasion of his being tried

and condemned to death.

We collect from the sacred historians

that He underwent two trials, before two
distinct tribunals, and on charges totally

different; that on the one occasion He
was found guilty, and on the other, ac-

quitted; and that ultimately He was put

to death under the one Authority in com-
pliance with the condemnation which
had been pronounced by the other.

He was tried first before the Sanhe-
drim, (the Jewish Council,) "for blas-

phemy," and pronounced " guilty of

death." Before the Roman governor,

Pilate, (and probably before Herod also,)

He was tried for rebellion, in setting up
B

I

pretensions subversive of the existing

:
Government; and was pronounced not

I

guilty. The Jewish rulers had the will,

but not the power, to inflict capital pu-

l

nishment on Him; Pilate had the power,

I

and not the will. But though he " found
no fault in Him," he was ultimately pre-

vailed on by the Jews to inflict their

sentence of death. " We* have a law,"
they urged, " and by our law He ought
to die, because He made Himself the Son
of God."
Of this most interesting and important

portion of the sacred narrative, many per-

sons, I believe, have a somewhat indistinct

and confused notion; partly from the

brevity, scantiness, and indeed incom-
pleteness, of each of the four narratives,

when taken alone; each evangelist re-

cording, it may be supposed, such cir-

cumstances, as he was the most struck

with, and had seen or heard the most of:

and partly, again, from the commonly
prevailing practice of reading the Scrip-

ture-histories irregularly, and in detached

fragments, taken indiscriminately and with-

out any fixed object, out of different

books.f

This indistinctness a reader of ordinary

intelligence may I think very easily clear

away, by attentively studying and com-
paring together all the four accounts that

have come down to us : and he will then

find that this portion of the history so

examined, will throw great light on some
of the most important points of Gospel
truth ;—on those two great questions

* 'H/ut?; is expressed in the original.

J-
The whole of the New Testament is read in

this irregular mode, in the Second Lessons ap-

pointed in our service; as these are appointed in

reference to the day of the month only ; and it is

consequently a matter of chance which of them
shall fall on Sunday. This is one of the imper-

fections which a Church-government, if we had
one, would not fail to remedy. See Appendix
to the Second Essay

9



10 CHRIST S CONDEMNATION.

especially which were alluded to in the

outset, as to the fundamental character

of " the kingdom of Heaven," and the

person of its Founder.

§ 2. When the Jewish Rulers and Peo-

ple were clamorously demanding the

death of Jesus under sentence of the

Roman Authorities, and Pilate in answer
declared, that before his—the Roman

—

tribunal, no crime had been proved, say-

ing, u Take ye Him and judge Him ac-

cording to your law," his intention evi-

dently was that no heavier penalty should

be inflicted than the scourging which was
the utmost that the Jewish Authorities

were permitted to inflict. But they replied

that the crime of which they had convicted

Him was, by their law, capital, while

yet they were restricted by the Romans
from inflicting capital punishment; ("it

is not lawful for us to put any man to

death ;") on which ground accordingly

thev called on the Governor to execute

the capital sentence of their Court.

Their clamours prevailed, through Pi-

late's apprehension of a tumult,* and of

himself incurring suspicions of disloyalty

towards the Emperor; which they had

endeavoured to awaken by crying out that

" if he let this man go, he was not Caesar's

friend : whosoever maketh himself a king,

speaketh against Caesar." But this was

only brought forward as a plea to influ-

ence Pilate. The trial before the Jewish

Council had nothing to do with the Ro-

man Emperor, but was for u blasphemy,"

because " He made Himself the Son of

God."
It is important, thereO re, to inquire,

—

-since this phrase may conceivably bear

more than one meaning,—in what sense

it was understood by those who founded

on it the sentence of death.

In a certain sense all mankind may be

tailed children of God.f In a more espe-

* It seems to have been not unusual for the Ro-

man Governors of Provinces to endeavour thus to

prevent, or mitigate, or cut short, any tumult not

directed against the Roman power itself, by yield-

ing to the wishes of the populace, however unrea-

sonable, or conniving at their disorders. A sort

of compromise was thus made with the most tur-

bulent and violent among them; who, provided

they made no attempt to throw off the yoke of a

foreign Power, were permitted to sacrifice a fellow

citizen to their lawless fury. Thus Gallio at Co-

rinth left the rioters to settle their own disputes as

they would; (Acts xviii. ;) and the magistrates at

Philippi readily and spontaneously gratified the

populare by seconding and sanctioning their un-

just violence, Pilate on this occasion did so,

tardily and reluctantly.

f rActaxvii.) . . "for we are also his children."

cial manner,—in a higher s *nse,—those

are often called his children whom He ha?

from time to time chosen to be his "pe-
culiar People,"—to have his will revealed

to them, and his offers of especial favour

set before them. Such were the Israelites

of old (to whom the title of Son is ac-

cordingly assigned by the Lord himself,

Exod. iv. 22,) as ben^; the chosen or
u elect" people of Gou, caii-ju from among
all the nations cl tbe world to receive di-

rect communications, and especial bless-

ings from their Heavenly Father. And the

like privilege of peculiar " Sonship," (only

in .-.! far higher degree,) was extended af-

terwards *o all nations who should em-
brace the Gospel ;

u who aforetime" (says

the Apostle Peter) " were not a People,

brt now are the People of God." And
Pav.l uses like expressions continually

in fedi^s.sinff his converts, whether they

walked worthy of their high calling or not.

Yet again, still more especially, those

who do avail themselves of the privileges

offered to them, and " walk as Children

of the light," are spoken of as, in another

and a superior way, tbe " Sons" of ilitn

whom they love and submit to as a Fa-

ther :
" as many," says Paul, " as are led

by the Spirit of God, they are the Sons
of God."
Those Patriarchs, and Prophets again,

to whom of old God revealed Himself
immediately, and made them the means
of communication between Himself and
other men,—his messengers to his Peo-
ple,—and endowed with miraculous pow-
ers as the credentials of a heavenly em-
bassy,—to such men as having a peculiar

kind of divine presence with ihcm, wc
might conceive the title of Children of

God to be applicable in a differed . eiise,

as distinguishing them from uninspired

men.
Now it is a most important practical

question whether Jesus, the Author and

Finisher of our faith,—He to whom we
are accustomed emphatically to apply the

title of u the Son of God,"—was so de-

signated, in the Angel's first announce*

ment, and on so many occasions after-

wards, merely as being an inspired mes-

senger from heaven, or in some different

and higher sense; and what that higher

sense is.

§ 3. And first, that Jesus is spoken of

in Scripture as the Son of God, in some
different sense from any other person, is

evident at once from the very circum-

stance of his being styled M the only be-

gotten Svii ;" which title is particularly
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dwelt on when He is speaking of Him-
self, (John iii.) This is a further stage

in the revelation given ; for the Angel had

not told Mary that He should be " the Son

of God," (though it is so rendered in our

version) but only " a Son of God," vlo<;

&ZOV.

I need not multiply the citations of pas-

sages of which so many must be familiar

to every one even tolerably well-read in

the New-Testament Hut there is one

tha. is peculiarly worthy of attention, on

account of the care which divine Provi-

dence then displayed in guarding the dis-

ciples against the mistake of supposing

Jesus to be merely one—though the most
eminent one—of the Prophets. In the

transfiguration "on the Mount," three fa-

voured Apostles beheld their Master sur-

rounded with that dazzling supernatural

light which had always been to the Is-

raelites the sign of a divine manifestation,

and which we find so often mentioned in

the Old Testament as the Glory of the

Lord—the Shechinah ;—which appeared

on Mount Sinai,—on the Tabernacle in

the Wilderness,—in Solomon's Temple,
&c: and they beheld at the same time, in

company with Him, two persons, each of

whom had been seen in their lifetime ac-

companied by this outward mark of su-

pernatural light; Moses, their great law-

giver, whose " face shone when he came
down from Mount Sinai, so that the Is-

raelites could not fix their eyes on it, and
Elias (Elijah), their ulost illustrious Pro-

phet, who was seen borne away from the

earth in that Shechinah appearing as a
" chariot and horses of fire :" and now,
these same two persons were seen along

with Jesus. It might naturally have oc-

curred to the three disciples (perhaps

some such idea was indicated by the in-

coherent words which dropped from them)
—the thought might have occurred to

them,—were Moses and Eiias also Em-
manuels?—were all three, manifestations

of "God dwelling with his People?" and
was Jesus merely the greatest of the

three ? To correct, as it should seem,

any such notion, it was solemnly an-

nounced to them that their Master was a

Being of a different character from the

others :
4 » there came a voice out of the

cloud, saying, This is my beloved Sox:
hear Him." And on two other occa-

sions we read of the same signs being

given.

§ 4. No one can doubt then, that those

who believed in Jesus at all, must have be-

lieved Him to be the Son o^ God in a far

different and superior sense from that in

which any other could be so called. But
what was the sense, it may be asked, in

which they did understand the title ? Did
the people of that time and country under-

stand that God was with Him, not only

in some such way as He never was with

any other man, but so as to permit and
require divine worship to be addressed to

God in Christ ? Many passages by which
this tenet is supported are commonly cited

from the Evangelists and Apostles ; but I

wish at present to confine myself to the

expression "the Son of God," and to in-

quire in what sense that word was under-

stood at the time.

Waiving then all abstruse disquisition

on the notions conveyed by such terms

as " consubstantiality"—" personality,"

—hypostatic-union,"

—

u eternal filiation,"

and the like, (oftener I conceive debated

about with eagerness than clearly under-

stood.) let us confine ourselves to such

views as we may presume the Apostles to

have laid before the converts they were in-

structing; who were most of them plain

unlearned persons, to whom such abstruse

disquisitions as I have been alluding to

must have been utterly unintelligible ; but

who, nevertheless, where called on,—all

of them, of whatever age, sex, station,

and degree of intellectual education,—to

receive the Gospel, and to believe, and

feel, and act, as that Gospel enjoined.

There is one great practical point clearly

intelligible to all, thus far, at least, that

they can understand what the question is

that is under discussion, and which it is,

and ever must have been, needful to bring

before all Christians without exception :

viz., whether there is that divine charac-

ter in the Lord Jesus which entitles Him
to our adoration :—whether He is the Son

of God in such a sense as to authorize

those who will worship none but the one*

God, to worship Jesus Christ; so that all

men* should honour the Son even as they

honour the Father."

Now there is a maxim relative to the

right interpretation of any passage of Scrip-

ture, so obvious when stated, that it seems

strange it should be so often overlooked :

viz. to consider in what sense the words

were understood by the generality of the

persons they were addressed to; and to

keep in mind that the presumption is in

favour of that, as the true sense, unless

reasons to the contrary shall appear.

Some are accustomed to consider what

* John v. 23.
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jense such and such words can be

brought to bear; or how we should be

most naturally inclined to understand

them : but it is evident that the point we
have to consider, if we would under-

stand aright what it is that God did design

to reveal, v», the sense (as far as we can

ascertain it) which the very hearers of

Christ and his Apostles did actually at-

tach to their words. For we may be

sure that if this was, ill any case, a mis-

taken sense, a correction of the mistake

(if it relate to any important practical

point) will be found in some part of the

Sacred Writings*.

However strange therefore it may seem
to any one that the phrase " Son of God"
should have been so understood as it was
at the time, and however capable of ano-

ther sense it may appear to us, still, the

sense which Jesus and his Apostles meant
to convey, must have been that, whatever
it was, in which they knew that their hear-

ers understood them.

And what this meaning was, may I

think be settled even by the testimony of
his adversaries alone, as to the sense in

which they understood Him. They
charged Him, not only on his trial, but
on many other occasions also, with ' 4 blas-

phemy," as "making Himself God,"

—

" making himself equal with God ;" and
threatened to « stone Him," according to

the law of Moses against blasphemers

;

understanding blasphemy to comprehend
the crime of enticing the People to wor-
ship any besides the one true God, Jeho-
vah.*

Now if they had misunderstood his

words, and had supposed his language to
\

imply a claim to such divine honour as

He did not really mean to claim, we may
be sure that any one— I do not say mere-
ly, any inspired messenger from heaven,

but—any man of common integrity,

would at once have disavowed the impu-
tation, and explained his real meaning.

|

If any Christian ministers, in these days,

or at any time, were to have used some j

expression which they found was under-
stood,—either by friends or foes,—as im-
plying a claim to divine worship, what
would they not deserve, if they did not
hasten to disclaim such a meaning?

' And much more would this be requisite

in the case of a person who foresaw (as

Jesus must have done) that his followers

would regard Him as divine,

—

would wor-
ship Him—if He did not expressly warn

* See Dent. xiii.

them against it. Such a one would be
doubly bound to make such explanations

and such disavowals as should effectually

guard his disciples against falling into the

error—through any thing said or done by
himself—of paying adoration to a Being
not divine : even as the Apostle Peter
warns the Centurion Cornelius against the

adoration which he suspected that Corne-
lius designed to oiler him ; saying, u stand

up, I myself also am a man." Jesus of

course would have taken care to give a

like warning, if He had been conscious

of not having a claim to be considered as

divine, and had at the same time been
aware that the title cf Son of God would
be understood as implying that claim.

That the title ivas so understood, is the

point to which I am now calling the read-

er's attention.

§ 5. On one occasion, when he had
healed a cripple on the Sabbath-day, and
had commanded him immediately " to

take up his bed" (which was a work pro-

hibited by the Jewish law) He vindicates

himself against his opponents by saying

"My Father worketh hitherto,* and i

work ;" or, as it might be rendered more
clearly, according to our modern usage,

"My father has been working up to this

time;" (that is, ever since the creation, the

operations of God have been going on
throughout the universe, on all days alike;)

and I work ;" I claim the right to perform,

and to authorize others to perform, what-

ever and whenever I see fit.f " Therefore

the Jews" (says the Evangelist) " sought

the more to kill Him, because He not only

had broken the Sabbath, but said also that

God was his [proper] Father ; making him-

self equal with God.'l

On another occasion (John x. 33) when
He had said " I and the Father are one,"

the Jews were about to stone Him for blas-

phemy, " because (said they) thou being

a man makes t thyself God." He defends

Himself by alleging a passage of their

Scripture in which the title of" God" is ap-

plied to those, c
' to whom the word of God

came ;" implying however at the same time

j- I have treated more fully on this point, in an

Essay entitled " Thoughts on the Sabbath."

t Our version, it is important to observe, does

not give the full force of the passage as it stands

in the Original. It should be rendered, "that God
was his own proper (or peculiar) Father." (V*<t{/>x.

iV/ov.) This it seems was the sense in which (ac-

cording to the Evangelist) He was understood by
his hearers to call God his Father, and Himself
" the Son of God."—See Wilson on the New
Testament, referred to in the Preface.
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a distinction between Himself and those

persons, and his own superiority to them :

"Say ye of Him" (He doth not say "to

whom the word of God came"—but)

" whom
v
the Father hath anointed and

sent into the world, thou blasphemest, be-

cause I said I am the Son of God ?"

This however did not necessarily imply

any thing more than superiority, and di-

vine j?iissioti; and accordingly we find the

Jews enduring it; but when He goes on
to say " that ye may know and believe

that the Father is in me and I in him"
we find them immediately seeking again to

lay hands on him; and lie withdraws from

them.

But the most important record by far

in respect of the point now before us is

that which I originally proposed to no-

tice,—the account of our Lord's trial and

condemnation before the Jewish council.

In order to have a clear view of this por-

tion of the history, it is necessary to keep

in mind, ihat when He was tried before

the Roman Governor, it was (as I ob-

served i.i the beginning) not for the same
crime he was charged with before the

Council of the Jews ; but for seditious

and treasonable designs against the Roman
Empe/*;.«r :

' ; We found this fellow per-

verting the nation and forbidding to give

tribute to Caesar, saying that He Himself

is Christ a King." "Whosoever maketh
himself a King, speaketh agair?~t Caesar."

Now I need hardly remark that this was
no crime under the Law of Moses : arid

would in fact have been a merit in the

sight of most of the Jews. But what He
was charged with before them, was blas-

phemy, according to the Law of Moses;*
and of this they pronounced Him guilty,

and sentenced Him to death , but not hav-

ing power to inflict capital punishment,

ihey prevailed on Pilate, who had acquit-

ted Him of the charge of treason, to in-

flict their .sentence: " We have a law, and
by our taw He ought to die, because He
made Himself the Son of God."

In order to understand clearly tl_„

trial and condemnation of our Lord
before the Jewish council (which is in

many respects a most important p^rt of

Sacred history) we should study, as I have

said, the accounts given of it by all four

of the Evangelists. Each relates such
circumstances as most struck his own
mind; v^.ere one is abridged, another is

more diffuse ; each omits some things that

are noticed by another ; but no one can

* See Dei. \ xiii. 7.

be supposed to have recorded any thing

that did not occur. All the four, there-

fore, should be compared together, in or-

der to obtain a clear view of the transac-

tion.

It seems to have been divinely appointed

that Jesus should be convicted on no tes-

timony but his own; perhaps in order to

fulfil the more emphatically his declaration

" No man taketh away my life, but I lay

it down of myself." For the witnesses

brought forward to misrepresent and dis-

tort his saying "Destroy this temple,"

and "/will destroy," could not make their

evidence agree.

The High Priest then endeavoured, by
examining Jesus Himself, to draw from
Him an acknowledgment of his supposed
guilt. He and the others appear to have

asked Him two questions ; which in the

more abridged narrative of Matthew and
Mark are compressed into one sentence;

but which Luke has given distinctly as

two. After having asked Him " Art thon

the Christ V they proceed to ask further

" Art thou then the Son of God ?"* and as

soon as He had answered this last ques-

tion in the affirmative (according to the

Hebrew idiom "Ye say," "Thou hast

said") immediately " the High Priest rent

his clothes," saying, " He hath spoken
blasphemy : ye have heard the blasphe-

my ; what need we any further witnesses ?

for we ourselves have heard of his own
mouth."

§ 6. Some readers, I believe, from not

carefully studying and comparing together

the accounts of the different Evangelists,

are apt to take for granted that the crime

for which our Lord was condemned was
that of falsely pretending to be the Mes-
siah or Christ. But whatever the Jews
may have thought of that crime, they cer-

tainly could not have found it mentioned,

and death denounced against it, in the Law
of Moses. It could, at any rate, have
been no crime, unless proved to be & false
pretension ; which was not even at-

tempted. Nor could they have brought
that offence (even if proved) under the

head of blasphemy; unless they had been
accustomed to ex"

t ect the Messiah as a di-

vine person. Then, indeed, the claim of

being the Messiah, and the claim of divine

honour, would have amounted to the

same thing. But so far were they from
having tins expectation that (not to multi-

ply proofs) they were completely at a loss

to answer our Lord's question, how Da-

* See John xx. 31.
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.

vid, ii the Christ were to be David's son,

could speak of him as a divine Being un-

der the title of Lord. " If David then

called Him Lord, how is Hj his son," is

a question which they would have an-

swered without a moment's hesitation, if

tkey had expected that the Christ should

be. though the Son of David after the flesh

and us a human Being, yet, the Son of

God in such a sense as to make him a

Divine Beinj{ also.

Whatever good reasons then they might

have found in prophecy for such expecta-

tion, it seems plain that they had it not.

And the same I believe is the case, ge-

nerally speaking, with the Jews of the pre-

sent day.* A learned modern Jew, who
has expressly written that Jesus " falsely

demanded faith in Himselfas the true God
of Israel," adds that u if a prophet, or

even the Messiah Himself, had offered

proof of his divine mission by miracles,

but claimed divinity, he ought to be

stoned to death ;" conformably i. e. to the

command in Deut. xiii. And the only

Jew with whom I ever conversed on the

subject appeared to hold the same doc-

trine ; though he was at a loss when I

asked him to reconcile it with the appli-

cation of the title of Emmanuel.
The Jewish Council then could not, it

appears, capitally convict our Lord, merely

for professing to be the Christ, even

though falsely : and accordingly we may
observe that they did not even seek for any

proof that his pretension was false. But

as soon as He acknowledged Himself to

be the " Son of the living God," they im-

mediately pronounced him " guilty of

death" for blasphemy; i. e. as seeking to

lead the people (Deut. xiii.) to pay divine

honour to another besides the true God.

They convict him on his own testi-

mony (having "heard of his own mouth")
of the crime which they afterwards de-

scribe to Pilate. " We have a law, and

by our law he ought to die, because he
made himself the Son of God."

§ 7. No candid reader then can doubt,

I think, that the Jews understood him to

claim by that title a divine character. And
He Himself must have known that they so

understood him. As little can it be doubted

therefore that they must have rightly

understood him. For if he—condemned
as he was on the evidence of his own
words—had known that those words were

understood differently from his real mean-

* See Wilson on the New Testament, above re-

ferred to.

ing, and yet had not corrected the mis-
take, he would have been himself bearing

false witness against Himself; since no
one can suppose it makes any difference

in point of veracity, whether a man says

that which is untrue in every sense, or

that which, though in a certain sense true,

yet is false in the sense in which he
knows it to be understood. It is mere
waste of labour and learning and insfenu-

ity to inquire what meaning such and such

an expression is capable of bearing, in a

case where we know, as \vc do here, what
was the sense which was actually con-

veyed by it, to the hearers, and which the

speaker must have been aware it did con-

vey to them.

Jesus did therefore acknowledge the

fact alleged against Him; viz.: that of

claiming to be the Son of God in such a

sense as to incur the p?na'*y (supposing

that claim unwarranted) of death for blas-

pheming, according to the law respecting

those who should entice Israel to worship

any other than the one true God. The
whole question therefore of his being

rightly or wrongfully condemned, J,,
.r:)3 on

the justness of that claim :—on his actu-

ally having, or not having, that divine cha-

racter which the Jews understood Ki'.n to

assume. For if Pie were not sue 1 u id

and yet called Himself the Son ot God,
knowing in what sense they understood

the title, I really am at a loss to see on
what ground we can find fault with the

sentence they pronounced.

It does appear to me therefore—I say

this without presuming to judge those who
think differently, but to me it appears

—

that the whole question of Christ's divine

mission, and consequently of the truth of

Christianity, turns on the claim which He
so plainly appears to have made to divine

honour for Himself.

I am not one of those indeed who pro-

fess to understand and explain why it was
necessary for man's salvation that God
should have visited his People precisely

in the way He did. On such points, as I

dare not believe less, so I pretend not to

understand more, than He has expressly

revealed. If I had been taught in Scrip-

ture that God had thought fit to save the

world, through the agency of some Angel,

or some great Prophet, not possessing in

himself a divine character, I could not

have presumed to maintain the impossi-

bility of that. But this does strike me as

utterly impossible; that a heaven-sent

messenger—the Saviour of the world,

—

should be a person who claimed a divinS
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character that did not belong to Him; and

who thus pave rise to, and permitted, and

encouraged, a system of idolatry. This

is an idea so revolting to all my notions

of divine purity, and indeed of common
morality, that ] could never bring myself

to receive as a divine revelation any reli-

grious system that contained it.

All the difficulties on the opposite side

—and I do not deny that every religious

persuasion has its difficulties—are as no-

thing in comparison of the difficulty of be-

lieving that Jesus (supposing Him neither

an impostor nor a madman) could have

made the declaration he did make at his

trial, if He were conscious of having no
just claim to divine honour.

§ 8. And the conclusion to which we
are thus led, arises (it should be observed)

out of the mere consideration of the title

" Son of God," or " only-begotten Son of

God," as applied to Jesus Christ; without

taking into account any of the confirma-

tions of the. same conclusion (and there

are very many) which may be tlr&wn from

other parts of the Sacred Writings, both of

the Evangelists and Apostles—from many
things that were said, and that were done,

both by our Lord and by his Apostles.

There is indeed no one of these their

recorded -
1 tions and expressions that may

not be explained :.*,%ay by an ingenious

critic, who should set himself to do so,

air who should proceed like a legal advo-

rmti, examining every possible sense in

which some law or precedent, that makes
against his client, may be interpreted. But
again, there i's hardly one of these passages

which can be ti^'G explained away with-

out violating the nioxim above laid down;
viz., that we should consider, not any in-

terpretation whatever that such and such
words can bear, but—what notion they

conveyed, and must have been known to

convey, to the hearers, at the time.* For
if this were a mistaken notion,—an untrue

sense,—it follows inevitably that Christ

and his Apostles must have been teachers

of falsehood, even though their words
should be capable of a different am! true

signification.

Unless, therefore, we conceive them ca-

pable of knowingly promoting idolatry,

—

unless wr
e can consider Jesus Himself as

either an insane fanatic, or a deliberate im-
postor,—we must assign to him, the "Au-
thor and Finisher of our Faith," the "only-
begotten Son of God," who is "one with
the Father," that divine character which

* See Sermon on the " Name Emmanuel."

He and his Apostles so distinctly claimed
for Him ; and acknowledge that God truly
" was in Christ, reconciling the World un-
to Himself."

§ 9. Not less important, I conceive, are

the lessons to be drawn from the second
trial,—that before Pilate,—to which our
Lord was subjected; provided this portion
also of the sacred narrative be studied on
the principle already laid down; that of
interpreting his declarations with reference

to the meaning they were meant to convey
at the time, and to the very persons He
was addressing.

The Jewish Council having found Jesus
guilty of a capital crime, and being not
permitted,* under the Roman laws, to in-

flict capital punishment, (for the stoning of

Stephen appears to have been an irregular

and tumultuous outbreak of popular fury,)

immediately bring him before Pilate on a

new and perfectly different charge. " The
whole multitude of them arose and led

Him unto Pilate : and they began to ac-

cuse Him, saying, We found this fellow

perverting the nation, and forbidding to

give tribute to Caesar, saying that He Him-
self is Christ, a King." For the crime of
which He had been convicted before thern^

that of blasphemy, in seeking to draw aside

the Jews to the worship of another besides

the Lord Jehovah, though a capital crime
under the Mosaic law, was none at all in

the court of the Roman Governor; and
again, the crime alleged in this latter court,

treason against the Roman emperor, was
no crime at all under the law of Moses.
Now, in studying the circumstances of

this second trial, we ought, as has been
above observed, to proceed by the same
rule of interpretation as in respect of the

former trial ; viz., to understand our
Lord's expressions, not in any sense

whatever 'hey can be brought to bear,

nor, necessarily, in the sense which to

us may seem the most suitable, but in

the sense, as far as we can ascertain it,

in which He must have known that He
was understood at the time.

When ther; He was charged before

lilate with " speaking against Caesar"

in:! " making Himself a King," how
does He defend Himself? As on a

former occasion, when his adversaries

had tried to make him commit the offence

with which they now charged Him, of

interfering with the secular government
of Caesar, He, so far from " forbidding to

give tribute," drew the line between

* OUK i^&TlV*
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secular and spiritual government, saying,

"Render unto Caesar the things which

be Caesar's, and unto God the things

which be God's," so, now, before Pilate,

He asserts his claim to be a King, but

declares that u his kingdom is not of this

world," and that, accordingly, his ser-

vants were not allowed to fight for Him
;

and He further describee his kingly office

to concist in u bearing witness of the

truth." "Every one that is of the truth,"

said He, " heareth (t. e. obeyeth) my
voice."*

The result was that Pilate acquitted

Him ; declaring publicly that he " found

no fault at all in Him." It is plain,

therefore, that he must have believed

—

or at least professed to believe—both that

the declarations of Jesus were true, and

that they amounted to a total disavowal

of all interference with the secular

government, by Himself, or his fol-

lowers, as such.

Much ingenuity has been expended,

—

I must needs say, has been wasted,—in

drawing out from our Lord's expressions

before Pilate, every sense that his words
can be found capable of bearing ; while

a man of little or no ingenuity, but of

plain good sense and sincerity of pur-

pose, seeking in simplicity to learn what
Jesus really did mean, can hardly, I

should think, fail of that meaning, if he

does but keep in mind the occasion on
which He was speaking, and the sense in

which He must have known that his lan-

guage would be understood. The occa-

sion on which He spoke was when on
his trial before a Roman governor, for

* He came to establish a Kingdom of Truth;

that is, not a kingdom whose subjects should em-
brace on compulsion what is in itself true, and
consequently should be adherents of truth by acci-

dent; but a kingdom whose subjects should have

been admitted as such in consequence of their

being " of the truth" that is, men honestly dis-

posed to embrace, and " obey the truth," whatever

it might be, that God should reveal : agreeably to

what our Lord has elsewhere declared, that " if any
man will do (bixu, is willing to do) the will f my
Father, he shall know the doctrine, &c."

Those who explain Christ's declaration of his

having " come into the world to bear witness of

the truth," in some sense in itself intelligible, but

quite unconnected with the inquiry He was
answering, as to his being " a King," seem to

forget that what he said must have had not only

some meaning, but some meaning pertinent to

the occasion ; and this they seem as much at a

loss for as Pilate himself; who exclaimed, "What
is truth?" not from being ignorant of the meaning
of the word, but from peiceiving no connexion

v between "truth" and the inquiry respecting the

m to regal office.

—

Sec Essay I.. 2d series.

treason,—for a design to subvert, or in

some way interfere with, the established

government. To this charge, it is plain

i Pilate understood Him to plead not

\ guilty ; and gave credit to his plea.

Pilate, therefore, must have taken the

I declaration that Christ's " kingdom is not

of this world," as amounting to a renun-

ciation of all secular coercion,—all for-

cible measures in behalf of his religion.

And we cannot without imputing to our

blessed Lord a fraudulent evasion, sup

pose Him to have really meant any thing

different from the sense which he knew
his words conveyed. Such is the conclu-

sion which I cannot but think any man
must come to who is not seeking, as in

the interpretation of an Act of Parliament,

for any sense most to his own purpose,

that the words can be made to bear, how-
ever remote that may be from the known
design of the Legislator; but who, with

reverential love, is seeking with simpli-

city and in earnest to learn what is the

description that Christ gave of his king-

dom.
But the ingenuity which has been (as

I said before) wasted in trying to explain

our Lord's words in some other way, has

been called forth by a desire to escape

some of the consequences which follow

from taking them in their simple and
obvious sense. Those who are seeking

not really to learn the true sense of our
Lord's declarations, but to reconcile them
with the conduct of some Christian

States, and to justify the employment of

secular force in behalf of Religion, are

driven to some ingenious special-pleading

on the words employed, in order to draw
from them such a sense as may suit their

own purpose.

And all this ingenuity is (as I said be-

fore) wasted ; because even supposing it

proved that the words which Jesus ut-

tered are, in themselves, capable of bearing

some other meaning, still, nothing is

gained (supposing our object is, not to

evade, but to understand Scripture) if that

meaning be one which could not have

been so understood at the time, or which
would have been one utterly foreign to

the occasion and irrelevant to the question

that was to be tried.

§ 10. For instance, I have heard it said

that ourLord's description of his kingdom
as "not of this world" meant merely

that He claimed to possess a spiritual do-

minion (as undoubtedly He did) over the

souls of men, and to be the distributor of

the rewards and judgments of the other
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world. And such certainly is his claim-:

but the essential point, with a view to the

trial then going on, was, that this was his

on ly claim. He did not merely claim spi-

ritual dominion, but he also renounced

temporal. He declared not merely that

his kingdom is of the next world ;
but that

it is not of this world.

In fact, the mere assertion of his spiritual

dominion, and one extending beyond the

grave, would have been, at that time, and

in reference to the charge brought against

Him, wholly irrelevant, and foreign to the

question. He was charged with u speak-

ing against Caesar,"—with making Himself

King in opposition to the Roman Em-
peror. The Jews expected (as Pilate

could hardly have been ignorant) a Christ

who should be a heaven-sent " King of

the Jews, 1
' possessing both temporal and

spiritual authority; a kingdom, both of

this world and of the next : for the great

mass of the nation believed in a future

state. Any man claiming to be such a

king of the Jews, would evidently be an

opponent of the Roman government. His

spiritual pretensions, the Romans did not

concern themselves about. It was the

assumption of temporal power that threat-

ened danger to the Empire ; and it was of

this assumption that Jesus was accused

:

did He not distinctly deny it? There was
no question about the rewards and pu-

nishments of another world. The question

was, whether He did or did not design to

claim, for Himself, or his followers as

such, any kind of secular empire :* could

any words have disclaimed it more strongly

than those He used ? And can any one in

his senses seriously believe that when
Jesus said, " My kingdom is not of this

world," He meant to be understood as

saying that his kingdom was not only of

this world, but of the next world too.

No,— I have heard it said by some
other expounders,—He did mean to dis-

claim all temporal dominion for Himself
personally and at that time ; but that,

hereafter, when u the kingdoms of this

world should become kingdoms of the

Lord," and when " kings should become
nursing fathers" of his Church, when
" the Church should be in its complete

developement by being perfectly identified

with the State,—then, all those Christians

who should have attained power, should

exercise that power in enforcing th. pro-

fession of his Gospel, and in putting rl« -\ n

idolatry, infidelity, heresy, dissent, and all

* See Appendix, Note (A.)

c

false religion. In short, at the time when
Christ stood before Pilate, his kingdom
was not of this world, " because" (I am
citing the words of one of the most ce-

lebrated ancient divines) " that prophecy
was not yet fulfilled, ' Be wise now, there-

fore, O ye kings, be learned, ye that are

judges of the earth ; serve the Lord with

fear ;' " the rulers of the earth, he adds,

were at that time opposed to the Gospel

;

the Apostles and other early disciples

were unable to compel men to conform to

the true faith ; and therefore it was that

the secular arm was not yet called to aid

against the Church's enemies.

Now, without entering into the ques-

tion whether our Lord's words could, in

themselves, bear such a meaning, let us

confine ourselves to the principle we set

out with, and merely consider whether He
could possibly have meant to be so under-

stood. For this, we should observe, would
clearly have been to plead guilty to the

charge. It mattered nothing to the Roman
Government whether it were Jesus Him-
self or his followers that should revolt

against Caesar's power, and set up a rival

kingdom. And therefore, when our Lord
himself, and afterwards Paul and the other

Apostles, defended themselves against the

imputation of seditious designs, it is im-

possible they could have meant to be

understood as merely disclaiming such

designs for the present, and renouncing

temporal dominion only for themselves-,

personally, but reserving for their fol-

lowers, when these should have become
strong enough, the right to establish by
force a Christian political ascendency, and

to put down all other religions. To have

defended themselves against their accusers

by acknowledging the very designs which

those accusers imputed to them, would
have been downright insanity.

But such absurdities as would, in any

other subject, revolt every man of com-
mon sense, are sometimes tolerated in

the interpretations of Scripture, that are

framed in order to serve a purpose. For
instance, suppose some emissaries of

the Pretender in the last century, or,

in later times, of the French revolu-

tionists, or of the Chartists, or any set

of revolutionists of the present day, to

go about the country proclaiming and

disseminating their principles, and then

to be arrested and brought to trial for

sediti m : can any one conceive them
defending themselves against the charge,

by pleading that they did not intend that

they themselves, but that their disciples,
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should obtain the government of the

country, and enforce their principles

;

that they aimed at the possession and the

monopoly of civil rights* and privileges,

not for themselves, but for their succes-

sors ; that they did not mean to take up
arms till they should have collected a

sufficient number of followers ; and that

they taught all men to yield obedience to

the existing government till they should

be strong enough to overthrow it ? Who
does .not see at once that to urge such a

'

plea would convince every one of their

being madmen ? And yet this is what
must be imputed to Jesus and his disci-

pies, by any one who can suppose that

;

they meant to be understood by the Roman :

magistrates as merely disclaiming all in-
\

terference with civil government, till they
J

should become numerous enough to en- ,

force the claim ;—all resort to secular

coercion in religious matters, till they

should have strength to employ it effec-

tually;—all political monopoly, till they

should be in a condition to maintain it

hy a strong hand.

Jesus then, it is plain, when He said

"My kingdom is not of this world,"

could not have meant to be understood as

implying that it should be so hereafter.

One of the modes in which it has been
attempted to explain away the teaching

of Christ and his Apostles, is by re-

presenting them as inculcating only the

duty of Subjects towards Governors, and
not meaning that the same principles

should be applied in reference to the duty

of Governors towards Subjects : so that

though Christians were to "be subject,

for conscience' sake," even to idolatrous

rulers (as long as nothing at variance

with Christian duty was enjoined) the

right was reserved, it seems, to Christians,

whenever they might obtain political

power, to employ this in forcibly main-
taining and propagating their own reli-

gion,! and securing to its professors a

monop ly of civil rights. As if a citizen,

of whatever persunsion, had not the same
claim to the rights of a citizen* that a

ruler, of whatever persuasion, has to the

rights of a ruler! As if the Christian

principles implied in " render unto Caesar

the things that r.re Cesar's" ..." render

* See Appendix, Note (A.)
•j- 1 know not how the oppression under w! ic .

the Vaudois are now suffering (see the Pamphlet
referred to in the Preface) can be objected to by
Protestants who hold these principles, unless they

renounce altogether the rule of doing as we would
*% done by.

unto all their duef were not equally

applicable to the duties either of Subject

or of Prince

!

And supposing (what is inconceivable)

that any such groundless and fanciful

distinction had been in the mind of our
Lord and his Apostles, and moreover that

they had meant the Roman magistrates

so to understand them, and also that

those magistrates had given them credit

for sincerity, still, after all, nothing is

gained by these suppositions : since there

could be no security against a Christian's

obtaining political power, or against a

man's embracing Christianity who was
already in power. And if this power
was to be exerted in propagating the

Religion by those coercive means which
a civil magistrate is enabled to employ,
no one in his senses can doubt, that had
Christ and his Apostles been understood

as acknowledging this, they would have
been pleading guilty to the charges

brought against them.*

§ 11. But had He then some hidden

meaning, which He did not intend to be

understood at the time ? Did He design

to convey one sense to the Roman
governor, and another to his own disci-

ples ?—to reserve for his followers in

future times, that power to enforce the

acknowledgment of his gospel, which He
pretended to disclaim.

It seems almost too shocking even to

ask such a question : and yet it is but

too true, that such, in substance, (how-
ever glossed over in words) must be the

meaning attributed to our blessed Lord
by those who would reconcile his decla-

rations before Pilate with that which they

represent as the right and the duty of

every Christian Governor. " The magis-

trate," they say, (I am giving the very

words that have been employed,) " who
restrains, coerces, and punishes any one

who opposes the true faith, obeys the

command of God :" and they contend

that a Christian Governor is not only

authorized, but bound, to secure to the

professors of the true faith a monopoly of

political power and civil rights. Now,
to reconcile such doctrines with the

declarations of Christ and his Apostles, a

meaning must be attributed to those

declarations which it would have been

madness for them to have avowed at the

time ;—in short, a hidden meaning.

It is recorded of an ancient king of

Egypt—one of the Ptolemies—that he

* See Essays on the Dangers, &c. pp. 210-13,
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employed a celebrated architect to build

& magnificent Light House, for the be-

nefit of shipping, and ordered an in-

scription in honour of himself to be en-

graved on it; the architect, it is said,

though inwardly coveting the honour of

such a record for himself, was obliged to

comply ; but made the inscription on a

plaster resembling stone, but of perisha-

ble substance : in the course of years

this crumbled away ; and the next gene-

ration saw another inscription, recording

the name, not of the King, but of the

architect, which had been secretly en-

graved on the durable stone below.

New, just such a device as this is at-

tributed to our Lord and his Apostles by
those who believe them to have designed

that secular power should hereafter bs

called in to enforce the Christian Faith,

though all such deigns were apparently

disavowed, in oiucr to serve a present

purpose. According to such interpreters,

"My kingdom is not of this world"" was
only an inscription on the perishable

plaster ; the design of " coercing and
punishing" by secular power all oppo-

nents of the true faith was, it seems, the

engraving on the stone beneath. " Ren-
der unto Caesar the things that be

Caesar's" was but the outward part of

the inscription; the addition was a?i inner

hidden engraving, directing that Chris-

tians, when become strong enough, should

compel both Caesar and his subjects,—all

Rulers and all citizens—either to ac-

knowledge the true faith, or to forfeit

their civil rights. It was the outside in-

scription only that ran thus, " Submit
yourselves to every ordinance of man

;

* * * the pow-.vs that be are ordained of i

God :" the secre. characters on the stone

said, " Take car 3 as soon as possible to
j

make every ordinance uf wan submit to

j

t/OM," and to pro'uda that none but those
j

of your own aody shall bo in authority
; j

and that they shall use that authority in !

enforcing the profession cf your religion.*
\

It might seem incredible, did we not

!

know it to be the fact, that pers :>ns pro- i

fessing a deep reverence for Christ and
J

his Apostles as heaven-sent messengers,

should attribute to them this double-deal-

ing ;—should believe them to have secret-

ly entertained and taught the very views
of which their adversaries accused them,

and which they uniformly disclaimed :

* Of Ihis subject I have treated more fully in

the " Essay on Persecution," 3d Series ; and in

Appendix E. and F. to " Essays on the Dan-
gers," &c, 4tii Series.

that the blessed Jesus Himself, who re-

bukes hypocrisy more strongly than per-

haps any other sin, should be regarded

by his professed followers as having pre-

tended to disavow that which was his

real design, and which He imparted to his

Apostles; teaching them in like manner
to keep the secret till they should be
strong enough to assert the political su-

premacy of the Gospel, and to extirpate,

or hold in subjection as vassals, all pro-

fessors of false religions.

All this I say, might seem hardly credi-

ble, did not daily experience show us

how easily (not only in this but in other

cases also) even intelligent men are satis-

fied with the slightest pretences of argu-

ment—with the most extravagant conclu-

sions—when they are seeking not really

for instruction as to what they ought to

do, but for a justification of what they

are inclined to do. Such a bias of incli-

nation is like the magnet which is said to

have been once secretly placed near a

ship's compass by a traitor who purposed

to deliver the crew into the enemy's hands.

All their diligence and skill in working
the ship, and steering by this perverted

compass, served only to further them on
the wrong course.

Without presuming to pronounce judg-

ment on the general moral character of

others, I cannot forbear saying, for my-
self, that if I could believe Jesus to have

been guilty of such subterfuges as I have

been speaking of, 1 not only could not

acknowledge Him as sent from God, but

should reject Him with the deepest moral

indignation.

How far this indignant disgust may
have been excited injtthe breasts of some
who have taken for granted, on the au-

thority of learned and zealous divines,

that the interpretation I have been repro-

bating is to be received, and who may in

consequence have rejected Christianity

with abhorrence, it is for those who main-

tain such an interpretation carefully to

consider.

§ 12. It is in many respects import-

ant to observe and to keep in mind, to

how great an extent both an obliquity of

moral judgment, and a deficiency in the

reasoning-powers, will often affect, on

some one or two particular points, a man
who may be, on the whole, and in other

points, where his particular prejudices

have not gained dominion, a person both

morally and intellectually above the

average. In the present case, for instance

one may find men of much intelligence
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misled by a fallacy which in the ordinary

concerns of lire every person of common
«ense \vould see through at once.

Was it designed, they say, that Chris-

tians should never take any part in civil

affairs;— should never be magistrates or

legislators, and thus partake of political

power? And if this is permitted, must

they not, as civil magistrates, acton Chris-

tian principles? No doubt; but they

would cease to act on Christian princi-

ples if they should employ the coercive

power of civil magistrates in the cause of
Christianity ; if they should not only take

a part in civil affairs, but. claim as Chris-

tians, oras members of a particular Church,

a monopoly of civil rights. It is this, and

this only, that tends to make Christ's

kingdom "a kingdom of this world."

Now this is a distinction which in all

other cases is readily perceived by every

man of common sense. For instance,

there are many well-known Societies in

this and in most other countries, which
no one would call in any degree political

Societies ; such as Academies for the cul-

tivation of mathematical and other sci-

ences,—Agricultural Societies,—Antiqua-

rian Societies, and the like ; now it would
be reckoned silly even to ask respecting

any one of these Secieties, whether the

fibers of it were excluded from taking

any part in civil affairs, and whether a

magistrate or a legislator could be admit-

ted as a member of it. Every one would
see the absurdity of even entertaining any
doubt on this point : ami it would be

reckoned no less silly to inquire whether

the admission of such persons as mem-
bers, constituted that Academy a political

Society. It would at once be answered

that the Society itself, and the members
of it i7.s' such, had nothing to do with po-

litical, but only with scientific matters;

and that though individual members of it

it be also members of the legislature,

the provinces of the two Societies;, as So-

cieties,—of a scientific association, and a

political community,—arc altogether dis-

tinct.

Now this is just the non-interference

in political affairs which Christ and his

Apostles professed, and taught, and car-

ried into practice, in respect of the reli-

gion of the Gospel. As the Apostle Pe-

ter converted to the Faith Cornelius the

Centurion, so likewise Paul, who avowed
his practice of" witnessing both to small

and great"—converted Sergius Paulas

the Roman Governor at Paphos, and Dio-

nysius the Areopagite, a judge of the

highest court at Athens ; and -XLressed

his ardent wish to convert Agrippa, and

also all "who heard him that day.'
1 Yet

neither Peter nor Paul ever thought of

desiring the Centurion—the Governor

—

the Judge and the King, to lay down their

offices, and renounce all concern with

secular business ; nor did they ever dream
that their holding such offices when
Christians, would make Christ's a "king-

dom of this world." They wished, and

they openly endeavoured, to make " the

kingdoms of this woiid the kingdoms of

the Lord,"* and " kings the nursing-fa-

thers of the Church," in the sense of

making the indiv duals of every nation

members of Christ;—of inducing kings

and magistrates, and subjects too, to ab-

stain from per editing Christians, and t>o

become Christians, and to act ^o as to in-

duce others to follow their example.

It has been said that this passage re-

specting the "kingdoms of this world be-

coming the kingdoms of the Lord," de-

scribes the Christian Church in its per-

fection, and " My kingdom is not of this

world," describes it in its infancy. But

what Jesus and his Apostles taught on
this point, belongs, and ever did, and ever

will belong, to the Christian Church in

every stage alike; namely, that the Chris-

tian is to act, in all the relations in life,

in whatever circumstances he is placed,

on Christian principles. And what were

the principles they inculcated ? " Render

unto Crcsar the things that are Caesar's,

and unto God the things that are God's :"

"Render unto all their due; tribute to

whom tribute is due ; custom, to whom
custom; fear, to whom fear; honour, to

whom honour;" " Submit yourselves to

every ordinance of man, for the Lord's

sake:" "Ye must needs be subject, not

only for wrath, but also for conscience'

sake," See. Never was the Christian re-

quired to do less than conform to such

principles ; never will he be called oai W
do more.

If Sergius Paulus and other converted

Roman governors had consulted Paul,

whether they should use their poioer as

Roman governors to put clown Paganism

by force, or if Dionysius, after having in-

duced (suppose) the other judges of the

Areopagus to embrace the Gospel, had

proposed to the Apostle that that Court

should sit in judgment on religious of-

* Some Millenarians understand this prophecy

as referring to a temporal reign of Christ on earth.

See "Scripture Revelations of a Future State.'*

Lect. on Millennium.
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fences, and inflict penalties on all persons

opposing or rejecting the true Faith, or

deprive them of civil rights,—if the Apos-

tle Paul, I say, had been thus consulted,

what answer, think you, he would have

given ? What answer must he have given,

if we believe him sincere in his profes-

si*< ns, and if we believe his great Master

to have really meant exactly what lie de-

clared ? The Apostle would surely have

explained to such inquirers that Christ

r.ean? the reception of his Gospel to rest

c .: sincere inward conviction, not on con-

strained outward profession, which is all

that fegal penalties can produce:—that

their ollice as governors and judges, was
t- lake cognizance of men's overt acts,

and to punish and restrain crimes against

the civil community; but that their duty

as Christians was to regulate, and try to

persuade others to regulate, the inward

motives and dispositions of the heart, ac-

cording to Gospel principles ; and to keep

themselves not from crimes merely, but

from sins against God ; and to " exercise

themselves in having themselves a con-

science void of offence, before God &.id

man," (Acts xxiv. 16,) not in seeking to

force another to speak or act against his

conscience. He would not have forbid-

den them to take a part (as it is most fit

that the laity should) in the government
of the Church, or to hold any ecclesias-

tical or spiritual office in it; or again, to

retain their civil offices: but he would
have deprecated with abhorrence their

blending the two classes of offices to-

£'.j f.';er, and attempting to employ the

power of coercion which essentially be-

longs io the civil magistrate, in the cause

of Christ's religion. He would have told

them to strive to convert and reclaim their

neighbours from superstitious error, (even

as he had converted them) by instruction

and persuasion ; never losing sight of

their great Master's rule, of doing as they

would be done by, not inflicting there-

fore on die unbeliever the persecution

which they had disapproved when direct-

ed against Christians 5 but leaving to every

man that liberty of conscience which they
desired to enjoy themselves.

Such would have been the answer, I

think we cannot doubt, which the

Apostles would have given to such in-

quirers; and which, if Peter and Paul
-were row- on eatth, they would give to

any li^e questions at this day. For such
surely .nust be the decision of any one
who is convinced that Jesus HimseJtf was
perfectly sincere in the declaration He

made at his trial, and that He " left us an

example, that we should follow his steps,

who did no sin, neither was guile found
in his mouth."

§ 13. Yet if the Apostle Paul, with

these sentiments, were now on earth,

would there not be some danger of his

being accounted a latitudinarian—a per-

son nearly indifferent about religious dis-

tinctions,—regarding one religion nearly

as good as another ;—ready to profess

any,— -.nd ' elieving little or nothing of

any ? For such is the character often

attributed to any o. e who disapproves

of the employment f secular force in

behalf of the true Faith, or the monopoly
by its professors, of civil rights.

That there are persons indifferent

about all religions, is true ; and it is true

that some of them are, from humanity of

disposition, averse to persecution and
coercion. For many persons,—perhaps

most,—are tolerant or intolerant accord-

ing to their respective tempers, and not

according to their principles. But as far

as principles are concerned, certainly the

latitudinarian is the more likely to be

intolerant, and the sincerely conscientious

tolerant. A man who is careless about

religious sincerity, may clearly see and

appreciate the political convenience of

religious uniformity; and if he has no
religious scruples of his own, he will not

be the more likely to be tender of the

religious scruples of others : if he is

ready himself to profess what he does

not believe, he will see no reason why
others should not do the same.

That man on the contrary whose own
conscience is tender, and his sense of

religion deep-felt and sincere, will be (so

far) the more disposed to respect the

conscience of another, and to avoid

giving occasion to hypocritical profes-

sions. His -\vn faith being founded on
genuine conviction, he will seek for the

genuine conviction of others, and not

their force ' conformity. He will re-

member that u the highest truth, if pro-

fessed by one who believes it not in his

heart, is, to him, a lie, and that he sins

greatly by professing it. Let us try as

much as we will, to convince our neigh-

bours ; but let us beware of influencing

their conduct, when we fail in influencing

their convictions. He who bribes or

frightens his neighbours into doing an

act which no good man would do for

reward, or from fear, is tempting his

neighbour to sin; he is assisting to lower

and to harden his conscience ;—to make
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him act for the favour or from the fear of

man, instead of for the favour and from

the fear of God : and if this be a sin in

him, it is a double sin in us to tempt him
to it."*

And above all, in proportion as any

man has a right understanding of the

Gospel, and a deep veneration for his

great Master, and an earnest desire to

tread in his steps, and a full confidence

in his promises, in the same degree will

he perceive that the employment of

secular coercion in the cause of the

Gospel is at variance with the true spirit

of the Gospel ; and that Christ's declara-

tions are to be interpreted as He himself

knew them to be understood, then, and

are to be the guide of his followers, now.
And finally, such a man will be con-

vinced that it implies a sinful distrust,

—

a want of faith in Christ's wisdom, and
goodness, and power,—to call in the aid

of the arm of flesh of military or civil

force,—in the cause of Him who declared

that He could have called in the aid of

"more than twelve leg-ions of angels ;"

and who, when " all power was given

unto Him in Heaven and in Earth," sent

forth his disciples—not to Subjugate, or

to coerce, but to " teach all nations ;"

and "sent them forth as sheep among
the wolves," forewarned of persecutions,

and instructed to "bless them that cursed

them," to return "good for evil;" and
to "endure all things,—hope all things,

—

believe all things," for which He, their

Master, had prepared them :—to believe

all that He had taught,—to hope all that

He had promised, and to endure and do
all that He had commanded.

ESSAY II.

ON THE CONSTITUTION OP A CHRISTIAN CHURCH, ITS POWERS, AND MINISTRY.

Ov yap &a,VTov$ xrHsvccofAsv, aXha. XgicrTov Ina-oiiv Kv^iov eavrovi ^/, SovXovq l^uit ^»o.

'iucreSn. 2 Cor. iv. 5.

§ 1. Of all who acknowledged Jesus

I Nazareth as their Master, "the Au-
vaor and Finisher of their faith," there

are scarcely any who do not agree in re-

garding Him as the Founder and per-

petual Head of a religious Society also

;

—as having instituted and designed for

permanent continuance, a Community or

system of Communities, to which his

Disciples here on earth were to belong.

The religion He introduced was mani-

festly designed by Him,—and so under-

stood by his immediate followers,—to be

a social Religion. It was not merely a

revelation of certain truths to be re-

ceived, and of practical rules to be ob-

served,—it was not a mere system of

doctrines and precepts to be embraced by
each individual independently of others

;

md in which his agreement or co-opera-

tion with any others would be acci-

dental ; as when several men have come

to the same conclusions in some Science,

or have adopted the same system of

Agriculture or of Medicine ; but it was
to be a combination of men who should

be " members of the Body of Christ,"

—living stones of one Spiritual Temple;*
" edifying" (i. e. building up) " one another

in their Faith ;"—and brethren of one
holy Family.

This " Kingdom of Heaven," as it is

called, which the Lord Jesus established,

was proclaimed (i. e. preached)f by his

forerunner, John the Baptist, as " at

hand." And the same, in this respect,

was the preaching of our Lord Himself,

* Arnold's Christian Life, p. 435.

* See Sermon IV., " On a Christian Place of

Worship," and also- Dr. Hinds' " Three Tem-
ples."

J-
This word has come to. be ordinarily applied

to religious instruction f from which, however, it

is always clearly distinguished in Scripture. Tl

signifies, properly, to announce as a herald. Our
Lord's "preaching that the Kingdom of Heaven
was -A hand," and his teaching the People,, are

always expressed by different words.
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and of his Disciples,—first the Twelve,

and afterwards the Seventy,—whom He
sent out during his ministry on earth.

The good tidings they were to proclaim,

were only of the approaching Kingdom
of Heaven; it was a joyful expectation

only that they were commissioned to

spread : it was a preparation of men's

hearts for the coming of that Kingdom,
that they were to teach.

But when the personal ministry of

Christ came to a close, the Gospel they

were thenceforward to preach was the

good tidings of that Kingdom not ap-

proaching merely, but actually begun,—
of the first Christian Community set on
foot,—of a kingdom which their Master

had " appointed unto them :" thence-

forward, they were not merely to an-

nounce that kingdom, but to establish it,

and invite all men to enrol themselves in

it : they were not merely to make
known, but to execute, their Master's

design, of commencing that Society of

which He is the Head, and which He has

promised to be with "always, even unto

the end of the world."*

We find Him, accordingly, directing

them not only to " go into all the world,

and preach to every creature,"! but

further, to " teach" (" make disciples

of," as in the margin of the Bible) "all

nations ;" admitting them as members of

the Body of Disciples, by " baptizing

them into* the name of the Father, and
the Son, and the Holy Ghost."

Of his design to establish what should

be emphatically a Social Religion,—

a

M Fellowship" or "Communion of Saints,"

there can be, I think, no doubt in the

* It is likely that the Doxology at the end of

the Lord's Prayer, " Thine is the kingdom, and
the power, and the glory," (which all the soundest

critics, I believe, are now agreed, does not exist

in the best MSS. of the Gospels,) was adopted by
the Disciples very soon after our Lord's departure

from earth. At the time when He first taught

the prayer to his Disciples, it would have been
premature to speak of the heavenly kingdom in

the present tense, as actually established. They
were taught to pray for its coming as a thing

future. At a later period, it was no less proper to

allude to it as already existing ; and the prayer

for its " coming" would be, from the circum-

stances of the case, a prayer for its continued ex-

tension and firmer hold on men's hearts.

+ See a Sermon by Dr. Dickinson, (now
Bishop of Meath,) on our Lord's two charges to

his disciples.

t " In the name," is a manifest mistranslation,

originating, apparently, with the Vulgate Latin,

which has " in nomine." The preposition, in the

original, is not a but tis "into" or "to."

mind of any reflecting reader of our
sacred books. Besides our Lord's gene-
ral promise of "coming unto, and dwell-
ing in, any man who should love Him
and keep his saying," there is a distinct

promise also of an especial presence in

any ^Assembly—even of " two or three

—

gathered together in his name." Besides

the general promises made to prayer,—to

the prayer of an individual " in the

closet,"—there is a distinct promise also

to those who shall " agree together touch-

ing something they shall ask." And it

is in conformity with his own institution

that Christians have, ever since, celebrated

what they designate as, emphatically, the

Communion, by " meeting together to

break bread," in commemoration of his

redemption of his People.

His design, in short, manifestly was to

adapt his Religion to the social principles

of man's nature;* and to bind his disci-

ples, throughout all ages, to each other,

by those ties of mutual attachment, sym-
pathy, and co-operation, which in every

human Community and Association, of

whatever kind, are found so powerful.

§ 2. Obvious, and indeed trite, as the

remark may appear, most persons are apt,

I think, not sufficiently to consider what
important conclusions result from it;

—

how much is implied in the constituting

of a Community. It is worth while, there-

fore, to pause at this point, and inquire

what are the inherent properties and uni-

versal character naturally and necessarily

belonging to any regularly-constituted so-

ciety, as such, for whatever purpose form-

ed. For I think it will appear, on a very

simple examination, that several points

which have been denied or disregarded by
some, and elaborately, but not always sa-

tisfactorily maintained by others, arise, as

obvious consequences, out of the very in-

trinsic character,—the universal and ne-

cessary description of a regular community.

It seems to belong to the very essence

of a Community, that it should have

—

1st, Officers of some kind ; 2dly, Rules
enforced by some kind of penalties ; and
3dly, Some power of admitting and ex-

cluding persons as Members.
For, 1st, whatever may be the charac-

ter, and whatever the proposed objects, of

a regularly-constituted Community, Offi-

cers of some kind are essential to it. In

whatever manner they may be appointed r—whether by hereditary succession, or by

* See Bampton Lectures for the year 1822,
Lect. I.
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rotation,—or by election of any kind,

—

whatever be the number or titles of them,

and whatever the distribution of their func-

tions,—(all which are matters of detail,)

Officers of some kind every Community
must have. And these, or some of these,

while acting in their proper capacity, re-

present the Community; and are, so far,

invested with whatever powers and rights

belong to it ; so that their acts, their rights,

their claims, are considered as those of the

whole Body. We speak, e. g. indifferent-

ly of this or that having been done by the

Athenians, the Romans, the Carthaginians

;

or by the Athenian, the Roman, or Car-

thaginian Government or Rulers* And
so also when we speak of the acts of some
University, or of the Governors of that

University, we are using two equivalent

expressions.

2dly. It seems equally essential to every

Community that it should have certain

Regulations or By-laws, binding on its

own members. And if it be not wholly

subjected to the control, and regulated by

the directions of some extraneous power,

but is in any degree an independent Com-
munity, it must so far have power to en-

act, and abrogate,—to suspend, alter, and

restore by-laws, for itself; namely, such

regulations, extending: to matters intrin-

sically indifferent, as are not at variance

with the enactments of any superior au-

thority. The enforcement also of the re-

gulations of a Community by some kind

of Penalties, is evidently implied by the

very existence of Regulations. To say of

any Community that its Laws are valid,

and binding on its members, is to say that

the violators of them may justly be visited

with penalties: and to recognize Officers

in any Community is to recognize as

among its Laws, submission to those ofTi-

cers while in the exercise of their legiti-

mate functions.

In the case of Political Communities,
which is a peculiar one, inasmuch as they

necessarily exercise an absolutely-coercive

power,—the penalties must be determined

according to the wisdom and justice of

each Government, and can have no other

limit. But in a voluntary Community, the

ultimate Penalty must be expulsion ; all

others, short of this, being submitted to

# And it is to be observed that it, makes no dif-

ference, :is to this point, whether the Governors

are elected bij the governed, and in any degree re-

strained by them, or arc hereditary and unlimited.

In all cases, the.established and recognized, Rulers

of any Community are considered as represent-

ing it.

as the alternative* But in every Com*
munity, of whatever description (or in

those under whose control it is placed)

there must reside a power of enacting,

enforcing, and remitting, the Penalties by
which due submission to its laws and to

its officers is to be secured.

3dly. Lastly, no less essential to a Com-
munity seems to be a power, lodged some-
where, of determining questions of Mem-
bership. Whatever may be the claims or

qualifications on which that may depend,

—nay, even whether the community be a

voluntary Association, or (as is the case

with political Communities) one claiming

compulsory power,—and whatever may
be its purpose—in all cases, the admission

to it, or exclusion from it, of each indivi-

dual, must be determined by some recog-

nized authority.

Since therefore this point, and also those

others above-mentioned, seem, naturally

and necessarily, to belong to every regular

Community,—since it must, in short, con-

sist of regularly constituted Members, sub-

ject to certain Rules, and having certain

Officers, it follows, that whoever directs

or sanctions the establishment of a Com-
munity (as our Lord certainly did in re-

spect of Christian Churches,) must be

understood as thereby sanctioning those

institutions which belong to the essence

of a Community. To recognize a Com-
munity as actually having a legitimate ex-

istence, or as allowably to be formed, is

to recognize it as having Officers,—as

having Regulations enforced by certain

Penalties, and as admitting or refusing to

admit Metnbers.

§ 3. All this, I say, seems to be im-

plied by the very nature of the case.

But, on purpose, as it should seem, to

provide against any misapprehension or

uncertainly, our Lord did not stop at the

mere general sanction given bv Him to

the formation of s. Christian Community,
but lie also particularized all the points

I have been speaking of. He appointed or

ordained the first OjJice?s; He recognized

the power of enacting and abrogating

Rules ; and He gave authority for the ad-

mitting of Members.
Such is the obvious sense of his direc-

tions to his Apostles : obvious, I mean,

to them,—with such habits of thought and
of expression as they had, and as He
must have known them to have. He must
have known well what meaning his words
would convey to his own countrymen, at

* See Appendix, Note (B.)
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26 COMMISSION TO THE DISCIPLES.

bates, could invalidate the legitimate ex-

ercise of that power. Indeed, since there

is hardly any human government that has

not, at some time or other, abused, more

or less, the power entrusted to it, to deny

on that ground all claims whatever to

submission would be the very principle

of anarchy.

The Jewish Rulers went beyond their

proper province, when, instead of merely

making 1 such regulations as were neces-

sary with a view to the due observance

of the Mosaic Law, they superadded, on
the authority of their supposed Tradition,

commandments foreign to that Law ; and,

still more, evasions of the spirit of it.*

Jesus accordingly censures them se-

verely, as " teaching for doctrines the

commandments of men ;" and again, as

" making the Word of God of none effect,

by their Tradition." But still He dis-

tinctly recognizes their legitimate author-

ity in making such regulations as were

necessarily left to their determination.

§ 5. And his disciples, therefore, who
have loth of these his declarations, could

not have been at any loss to understand

what He meant by giving to themselves

and the succeeding Officers of a Christian

Church, the power to " bind and loose."

He charged them to " teach every one to

observe all things whatsoever He had

commanded them ;" promising to be
" with them always, even to the end of

the world ;" and He also gave them the

power of " binding and loosing ;" saying,

" whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall

be bound in heaven :" (i. e. ratified by the

divine sanction,) " and whatsoever ye

shall loose on earth, shall be loosed in

heaven."

They would of course understand by
this, not that they, or any of their suc-

cessors, could have authority to dispense

with their Master's commandments—to

add to or alter the terms of Gospel salva-

tion—to teach them, in short, not to " ob-

serve what He had commanded them,"

but to enact, from time to time, to alter,

to abrogate, or to restore, regulations re-

specting matters of detail, not expressly

determined in Scripture, but which yet

must be determined in some way or other,

with a view to the good order of the

Community, and the furtherance of its

great objects.

So, also, we cannot suppose they would
even suspect that they, or any mortal

man, can have " power to forgive sins,"

* See Wotton on the Mishna.

as against God;—that a man could be
authorized either to absolve the impeni-

tent, or to shut out from divine mercy the

penitent ; or again, to read the heart, so as

to distinguish between the two, without

an express inspiration in each particular

case.

And this express inspiration in particu-

lar cases, whatever may have been their

original expectations, they must soon have

learned they were not to look for. They
were to use their best discretion, to exer-

cise due caution, in guarding against the

admission of " false brethren"—" deceit-

ful workers"—hypocritical pretenders to

Christian faith and purity ; but they had

not, universally at least, any supernatural

safeguard against such hypocrisy.

The example of Simon Magus would
alone show this, even if there were no
others to be found. He was, we find,

baptized along with the other Samaritans,

(Acts viii. 13,) professing, as of course he
must have done, sincere repentance and
devotion to Christ : and yet the Apostles

find him, after this, to be still " in the gall

of bitterness and in the bond of iniquity."

Acts viii. 21.

But still, the Gospel or good-tidings

which they were authorized and enjoined

to proclaim, being most especially tidings

of u remission of sins" to all who should

accept the invitation made to them by the

preachers of that Gospel, they might pro-

perly be said to "• remit" or "retain"

according as they admitted to Baptism the

attentive and professedly-penitent and be-

lieving hearers, and left out of the number
of the subjects of Christ's kingdom those

who neglected or opposed Him.* "Re-
pent and be baptized every one of you

for the remission of sins" is accordingly

the kind of language in which they invite

their hearers every, where to join the

Body of their Master's People ; and yet

it is certain the remission of sins was
conditional only, and dependent on a con-

dition of which they—the Apostles them-

selves—had no infallible knowledge ; the

* Of course, if there had been a distinct divine

appointment of such a sacrament as that of Pe-

nance, as it is called (including private Confession

and priestly Absolution) we should have been

bound to regard lhat in the same light as we do

the sacraments of Baptism and of the Eucharist.

Without presuming to set limits to the divine

favour, we feel bound to resort to, and to adminis-

ter these, as appointed means of grace. But if

there had not been that divine appointment of

these sacraments, a Church would have no more

authority to confer on them a sacramental charac-

ter, than on the pretended sacrament of Penance,
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condition being, the real sincerity of that

penitence and faith which the converts

appeared and professed to have.*

§ 6. But although this is the only sense

in which the Apostles, or of course any
of their successors in the Christian minis-

try, can be empowered to " forgive sins"

as against God ; i. e. though they can

only pronounce and proclaim his forgive-

ness of all those who come to Him through

Christ, and assure each individual of his

acceptance with God, supposing him to

be one of " those who truly repent and

unfeignedly believe," yet offences, as

against a Community, may, it is plain, be

pardoned, or pardon for them withheld,

by that Community, or by those its offi-

cers who duly represent it.

Whether our Lord intended, in what
He said of " remitting and retaining sins,"

to include (as seems to me a probable

supposition) this power of inflicting or

removing ecclesiastical censures for trans-

gressions of the regulations of a Society,

we may be perhaps not authorized posi-

tively to conclude; but at any rate, such

a power is inherent, necessarily in every

Community, so far as not expressly re-

served for some superior jurisdiction

:

regulations of some sort or other, and
consequently enforcement of those regu-

lations by some kind of penalties, being

essential to a Community, and implied in

the very nature of it.

But what leads to confusion of thought

m some minds is, that the same action

may often have two distinct characters,

according to the light in which it is

viewed; whether as a smj* against God,
or as a crime in reference to the Com-
munity ; and hence they are sometimes
led to confound together the pardoning

of the crime—the offence against the

Community—with the pardoning of the

tin. Now the regularly-appointed Minis-

ters—the Officers of a Community may
be authorized to enforce or remit penalties

against the ecclesiastical offence, the crime

in reference to the Community; and may
pronounce an absolute and complete par-

don of a particular offender, for a particular

act, on his making the requisite submis-

sion and reparation, and appearing out-

wardly, as far as man can judge, a proper
subject for such pardon ; while the pardon
of sin as against God must be conditional

on that hearty inward repentance, of

* See Speech of Bishop Stanley in the House
pf Lords, May 26, 1840.

\ See Warburton's Div. Leg.

which, in each case, God only, or those
to whom He may impart the knowledge,
can adequately judge.

When Paul says to the Corinthians in

reference* to that member of their Church
who had caused a scandal by his offence,
" to whomsoever ye forgive any thing, I

forgive it also," though 1 am far from
saying that the offender's sin against God
was not pardoned, it is quite plain this is

not what the Apostle is here speaking of*

He is speaking of a case in which they
and he were not merely to announce, but
to bestow forgiveness. They were to re-

ceive back the offender, who had scandal-
ized the Society, into the bosom of that

Society, on his professing with sincerity,

or rather apparent sincerity (for of that

alone they could be judges) his contrition.

They would, of course—as believing

those his professions—cherish a confident
hope that his sin against God was par-

doned. But doubtless they did not pre-

tend either to an omniscient discernment
of his sincerity, or to the power either

of granting divine pardon to the impeni-
tent, or of excluding from God's mercy
the repentant sinner.

§ 7. Then again, with respect to the
" Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven" which
our Lord promised (Matt. xvi. 19.) to

give to Peter,f the Apostles could not, I

* 2 Cor. ii. 10.

•j- There seems good reason to believe,—though
it would be most unwarrantable to make it an
article of faith,—that Peter really was the chief

of the Apostles ; not, certainly, in the sense of

exercising any supremacy and absolute control

over them,—as dictating to their consciences,—as

finally deciding all cases of doubt—or as claiming

any right to interfere in the Churches other Apos-
tles had founded, (See Gal. ii. 7—9 and 1 1—14,)
but as the chief in dignity ; taking precedence of

the rest, and acting as President, Chairman, or

Speaker in the meetings. Peter, and James, and
John, and sometimes Peter, and James,—always

with Peter placed foremost, were certainly dis-

tinguished, as appears from numerous passages in

the Gospels, from the rest of the Apostles. He
was apparently the chief Spokesman on the day
of Pentecost, when the Jewish Believers were first

called on to unite themselves into a Church ; and
he was the chosen instrument in founding the

first Church of the (" devout") Gentiles, opening

the door of the Kingom of Heaven to Cornelius

and his friends.

I need hardly add, that to claim on that account

for Peter's supposed successors such supreme
jurisdiction over the whole Church-universal, as

he himself neither exercised nor claimed, would
be most extravagant. Moreover, since whatever

pre-eminence he did possess, was confessedly not

conferred on him as Bishop of Rome, his supposed

successors in that See cannot, manifestly, have

any claim to that pre-eminence; any more than
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conceive, doubt that He was fulfilling

that promise, to Peter and to the rest of

them conjointly, when He u appointed

unto them a Kingdom," and when, on

the day of Pentecost, He began the build-

ing of His Church, and enabled them,

with Peter as their leader and chief spokes-

man, to open a door for the entrance of

about three thousand converts at once;

who received daily accessions to their

number. The Apostles, and those com-
missioned by them, had the office of

granting admission into the Society from
time to time, to such as they judged

qualified.*

And that this Society or Church

—

was u that Kingdom of Heaven" of which
the keys were committed to them, and
which they had before proclaimed as " at

hand," they could not doubt. They could

not have been in any danger of cherishing

any such presumptuous dream, as that

they or any one else, except their divine

Master, could have power to give or re-

fuse admittance to the mansions of im-

mortal bliss.

On the whole then, one who reads the

Scriptures with attention and with candour

will be at no loss, I conceive, to ascertain

what was the sense, generally, in which

our Lord's Disciples would understand his

directions and injunctions. Besides what

is implied, naturally and necessarily, in

the very institution of a Community, we
know also, what the instructions were I

which the Disciples had already been

accustomed to receive from their Master,

and what was the sense they had been

used from childhood to attach to the ex-

pressions He employed. And as we may i

be sure, I think, how they would under-
j

stand his words, so we may be equally
;

sure that He would not have failed to
\

undeceive them, had they mistaken his

real meaning; which therefore, we cannot

doubt, must have been that which these

Disciples apprehended.

§ 8. As for the mode in which the

Apostles and other early Christian Minis-

ters carried into effect the directions they

had received, we have indeed but a few^

and those generally scanty and incidental,

the successors of King William the Third, in the

office of Stadtholder, could claim the English

throne. And to speak of a succession of men as

being, each, a foundation on which the Church
is built, is not only extravagant but unmeaning.

* c-a^y.'iv.uc, rendered in our version " such as

should be saved;" by which our Translators pro-

bably meant, according to the idiom of their day,

(which is the (rue sense of the original,^ " persons

entering on the road of salvation."

notices in the sacred writers ; but all tha

notices we do find, go to confirm—if con-

firmation could be wanted—what has been
just said, as to the sense in which our
Lord must have been understood—and
consequently, in which He must have
meant to be understood—by his Disciples.

And among the important facts which
we can collect and fully ascertain from
the sacred historians, scanty and irregular

and imperfect as are their records of par-

ticulars, one of the most important is thai

very scantiness and incompleteness in the

detail: that absence of any full and sys-

tematic description of the formation and
regulation of Christian Communities, that

has been just noticed. For we may
plainly infer, from this very circumstance,

the design of the Holy Spirit, that those

details, concerning which no precise di-

rections, accompanied with strict injunc-

tions, are to be found in Scripture, were

meant to be left to the regulation of each

Church, in each Age and Country. On
any point in which it was designed that

all Christians should be, every where, and
at all times, bound as strictly as the Jews
were to the Levitical Law, we may fairly

conclude they would have received direc-

tions no less precise, and descriptions nc
less minute, than had been afforded to the

Jews.

It has oA,en occurred to my mind that

the generality of even studious readers

are apt, for want of sufficient reflection,

to fail of drawing such important inferences

as they often might, from the omissions

occurring in any work they are perusing

;

—from its not containing such and such
things relative to the subject treated of.

There are many cases in which the non-

insertion of some particulars which, under

other circumstances, we might have cal-

culated on meeting with, in a certain book,

will be hardly less instructive than the

things we do meet with.

And this is much more especially the

case when we are studying works which
we believe to have been composed under

divine guidance. For, in the case of mere

human compositions, one may conceive

an author to have left out some important

circumstances, either through error of

judgment, or inadvertency, or from having

written merely for the use of a particular

class of readers in his own time and
country, without any thought of what
might be necessary information for persons

at a distance and in after ages ; but we
cannot, of course, attribute to any such

causes omissions ;

n the inspired YVriters.
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On no supposition whatever can we
jccount for the omission, by all of them,

f m?ny points which they do omit, and

of their scanty and slight mention of

others, except by considering them as

withheld by the express design and will

(whether communicated to each of them

or not) of their Heavenly Master, restrain-

ing them from committing to writing many
things which, naturally, some or other of

them, at least, would not have failed so to

record.

1 have set forth accordingly, in a dis-

tinct Treatise,* these views respecting the

Omisslons'm the Sacred Books of the New
Testament, and the important inferences

thence to be deduced. We seek in vain

there for many things which, humanly
speaking, we should have most surely

calculated on finding. " No such thing is

to be found in our Scriptures as a Cate-

chism, or regular Elementary Introduction

to the Christian Religion ; nor do they

furnish us with any thing in the nature of

a systematic Creed, set of ArtLies, Con-
fession of Faith

t
or by whatever other

name one may designate a regular, com-
plete Compendium of Christian doctrines :

nor, again, do they supply us with a

Liturgy for ordinary Public Worship, or

with Forms for administering the Sacra-

ments, or for conferring Holy Orders ; nor

Jo they even give any precise directions

as to thc<se and other ecclesiastical mat-
ters ;—any thing that at all corresponds to

a Rubric, or set of Canons."
Now th<\se omissions present, as I have,

m that Treatise, endeavoured to show,
a complete moral demonstration that the

Apostles and their followers must have
been suvernaturally withheld from record-

ing great part of the institutions, instruc-

tions, and regulations, which must, in

point of fact, have proceeded from them;
withheld, on purpose that other Churches,
in other ages and regions, might not be

led to consider themselves bound to ad-

here to several formularies, customs, and
rules, that were of local and temporary
appointment; but might be left to their

own discretion in matters in which it

seemed best to divine wisdom that they

should be so left.f

§ 9. With respect to one class of those

points that have been alluded to, it is

probable that one cause—humanly speak-

ing—why we find in the Sacred Books

* Essay VI., First Series. See Appendix, Note
CD.)

f See Appendix, Note (D.)

less information concerning the Christian

Ministry and the Constitution of Church
Governments than we otherwise might
have found, is that these institutions

had less of novelty than some would at

first sight suppose, and that many por-
tions of them did not wholly originate

with the Apostles. It appears highly
probable— 1 might say morally certain*

—

that wherever a Jewish Synagogue existed

that was brought,—the whole or the chief

part of it,—to embrace the Gospel, the

Apostles did not, there, so mnc\\ form a
Christian Church, (or Congregation ;| Ec-
clesia,) as make an existing Comzre-ra-
Hon Christi'.m; by introducing the Chris-
tian Sacrament; and Worship, and estab-

lishing whatever regulations were requi-

site for the newly adopted faith ; leaving

the machinery (if I may so speak) of
government unchanged ; the Rulers of
Synagogues. Elders, and other Officers

(whether spiritual or ecclesiastical, or

both) being aire .idy provided in the exist-

ing institutions. And it is likely, that se-

veral of the earliest Christian Churches
did originate in this way ; that is, that

they were converted synagogues; which
became Christian Churches as soon as the

members, or the main part of the mem-
bers, acknowledged Jesus as the Messiah.
The attempt to effect this conversion

of a Jewish Synagogue into a Christian

Church, seems always to have been made,
in the first instance, in every place where
there was any opening for it. Even after

the call of the idolatrous. Gentiles, it ap-

pears plainly to have been the practice of
the Apostles Paul and Barnabas,J when

* See Lightfoot, Appendix, Note (C.)

j The word " Congregation" as it stands in

our Version of the Old Testament, (and it is one
of very frequent occurrence in the Books of Mo-
ses,) is found to correspond, in the Septuagint,

which was familiar to the New Testament writers,

to Ecclesia ; the word which, in our version of

these last, is always rendered—not " Congrega-
tion," but " Church." This, or its equivalent
" Kirk," is probably no other than " circle ;" i. e.

Assembly, Ecclesia.

t These seem to be the first who were employed
in converting the idolatrous Gentiles tuChristian-

ity,* and their first considerable harvest among
these seems to have been at Antioch in Pisidia, as

may be seen by any one who attentively reads the

13th chapter of Acts. Peter was sent to Corne-
lius, a "devout" Gentile,—one of those who had
renounced idolatry and frequented the Synagogues.
And these seem to have been regarded by him as

in an especial manner his particular charge. Hi3
Epistles appear to have been addressed to them; as

may be seen both by the general tenor of his ex-

* See Barrington's Miscellanea Sacra.

3*
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they came to any city in which there was
a Synagogue, to go thither first and de-

liver their sacred message to the Jews and
"devout (or proselyte) Gentiles;"—ac-

cording to their own expression, (Acts xiii.

16,) to the "men of Israel and those that

feared God :" adding, that it was neces-

sary that the Word of God should first

be preached to them."

And when they found a church in any
of those cities in which (and such were,

probably, a very large majority) there was
no Jewish Synagogue that received the

Gospel, it is likely they would still con-

form, in a great measure, to the same
model.

But though, as has been said, the cir-

cumstance just mentioned was probably

the cause—humanly speaking—why some
particulars are not recorded in our exist-

ing Sacred Books, which otherwise we
might have found there, still, it does seem
to me perfectly incredible on any suppo-

sition but that of supernatural interfe-

rence, that neither the Apostles nor any
of their many followers should have com-
mitted to writing any of the multitude of

particulars which we do not find in Scrip-

ture, and concerning which we are per-

fectly certain the Apostles did give instruc-

tions, relative to Church-Government, the

Christian Ministry, and Public Worship.

When we consider how large a portion of

the churches and of the ministers were

Gentiles, and strangers to the constitution

of Jewish Synagogues, and also how
much was introduced that was new and

strange, even to Jewish Christians (as well

as highly important)—the Christian Sa-

crament being wholly new, and the

prayers in a great measure so—we may
judge how great a number of particular

directions must have been indispensably

necessary for all; directions which it

would have been natural, humanly speak-

ing, for the Apostles or their attendants to

have recorded in writing ; and which, if

it had not been done, would naturally

have been so recorded by the persons to

whom they were .delivered. u Suppose
we coul 1 make out the possibility or pro-

bability, of Paul's having left no Creed,

Catechism, or Canons, why have we none
from the pen of Luke, or of Mark ? Sup-

pose this also explained, why did not

pressions,* and especially in the opening address

;

which is not (as would appear from our Version)

to the dispersed Jews, but to the " sojourners of the

dispersion 7ra^yriH(ji. fM^ Si-JL<r7ro£#.<;, e. e. the devout

Gentiles living among the " Dispersion
"

* See Hind's History, vol. ii.

John or Peter supply the deficiency ?

And why again did none of the numerous
bishops and presbyters whom they or-

dained, undertake the work under their

direction ?"* " And that there is nothing

in the Christian Religion considered in it-

self, that stands in the way of such a pro-

cedure, is plain from the number of works
of this description which have appeared

from the earliest times, {after the age of
inspiration^) down to the present; from
the writings entitled the 'Apostles' Creed,'

and the 'Apostolical Constitution,' &.c.

(compositions of uncertain authors, and,

amidst the variety of opinions respecting

them, never regarded as Scripture) down
to the modern Formularies and Confes-

sions of Faith. Nor again can it be said

that there was any thing in the founders
of the religion, any more than in the reli-

gion itself, which, humanly speaking,

should seem likely to preclude them from
transmitting to us such compositions. On
the contrary, the Apostles, and the rest of

the earlier preachers of Christianity, were
brought up Jews ; accustomed in their

earliest notions of religion, to refer to the

Books of the Law, as containing precise

statements of their Belief, and most mi-

nute directions as to religious worship and
ceremonies. So that to give complete and
regular instructions as to the character

and the requisitions of the new religion

as it would have been natural, for any
one, was more especially to be expected

of these men.f
We are left then, and indeed unavoida-

bly led, to the conclusion, that in respect

of these points the Apostles and their fol-

lowers were, during the age of inspiration,

supernaturally withheld from recording

those circumstantial details which were
not intended by divine Providence to be

absolutely binding on all Churches, in

every Age and Country, but were meant
to be left to the discretion of each par-

ticular Church/};

§ 10. The absence of such detailed de-

scriptions and instructions as I have been

adverting to, is the more striking when
contrasted with the earnest and frequent

inculcations we do meet with, of the great

fundamental Gospel doctrines and moral

duties, which are dwelt upon in so many
passages, both generally, and in reference

* Essay on Omissions, p. 1 9.

+ Essay on Omissions, pp. 7, 8.

i See some valuable remarks on this subject, in

a pamphlet by Dean Hoare, entitled " Letters on

the Tendency and Principles advocated in the

" Tracts for the Times."
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to various classes of persons, and various

occasions. Our sacred writers have not

recorded their Creeds,—their Catechisms

for the elementary instruction of converts,

—their forms of Public Prayer and Psalm-

ody,—or their modes of administering

the Sacraments ;—they have not even de-

scribed the posture in which the Eucha-

rist was received, or the use of leavened

or unleavened bread
;

(two points on

which, in after ages, bitter controversies

were raised,) nor many other things which I

we are certain Paul (as well as the other
|

Apostles) u set in order, when he came"
to each Church.

T3ut, on the other hand, it is plainly

recoided that they did establish Churches

wherever they introduced the Gospel

;

that they ordained elders in every city,"

and the Apostles again delegated that of-

fice to others; that they did administer

the rite of Baptism to their converts ; and

that they celebrated the communion of

the Lord's Supper. And besides the gene-

ral principles of Christian Faith and Mo-
rality which they sedulously set forth,

they have recorded the most earnest ex-

hortations to avoid " confusion"* in their

public worship ; to do " all things de-

cently and in order ;" to u
. let all things

be done to edifying," and not for vain-

glorious display; they inculcate the duty

of Christians " assembling themselves to-

gether" for joint worship ; theyf record

distinctly the solemn sanction given to a

Christian Community ; they inculcate^

due reverence and obedience to those that

" bear rule" in such a community, with

censure of such as walk u disorderly"

and "cause divisions;" and they dwell

earnestly on the care with which Chris-

tian Ministers, both male and female,

should be selected, and on the zeal, and
discretion, and blameless life required in

them, and on their solemn obligation to

" exhort, rebuke, and admonish :" yet

with all this, they do not record even the

number of distinct orders of them, or the

functions appropriated to each, or the de-

gree, and kind, and mode of control they

exercised in the Churches.

While the principles, in short, are

clearly recognized, and strongly inculcat-

ed, which Christian Communities and in-

dividual members of them are to keep in

mind and act upon, with a view to the

great objects for which these Communi-
ties were established, the precise modes

* 1 Cor.and 1 Tim. f Heb. x. 25.

* See Hebrews and Timothy

in which these objects are, in each case,

to be promoted, are left,—one can hardly

doubt, studiously left—undefined.

§ 11. Many of the omissions I have
alluded to, will appear even the more
striking in proportion as we contemplate
with the more minute attention each part

of the sacred narrative. For instance, it

is worth remarking that the matters con-
cerning which the Apostle Paul's Epistles

do contain the most detailed directions,

are most of them precisely those which
every one perceives to have relation only
to the times in which he wrote ; such as

the eating or abstaining from u meats of-

fered to idols," and the use and abuse of

supernatural gifts. He was left, it should

seem, unrestrained in recording— and
hence he does record,—particular direc-

tions in those cases where there was no

danger of those his directions being ap-

plied in all Ages and Countries, as bind-

ing on every Church for ever. Again,

almost every attentive reader must have

been struck with the circumstance, that

there is no such description on record of

the first appointment of the higher Orders

of Christian Ministers as there is (in Acts

vi.) of the ordination of the inferior Class,

the Deacons. And this consideration

alone would lead a reflecting mind to

conclude, or at least strongly suspect,

that the particular notice of this appoint-

ment of Deacons is incidental only, and

that probably there would have been as

little said of these, as of the Presbyters,

but for the circumstance of the extraor-

dinary effect produced by two of these

Deacons, Stephen and Philip, as preach-

ers : the narrative of their appointment

being a natural, and almost necessary, in-

troduction to that of two most important

events, the great outbreak of persecu-

tion consequent on Stephen's martyrdom

(which seems to have led, through the

dispersion of the Disciples, to the found-

ing of the first purely Gentile Church, at

Antioch,* and the conversion of Samaria.

But this conclusion is greatly strength-

ened, when, on a closer examination, we
find reason to be convinced that these,

so-called, first seven Deacons, who are

usually assumed (for I never met with

even any attempt at proof) to have been

the first that ever held such an office,

were, in reality, only the first Grecianf

* See Encyclop. Metrop. (Ecclesiastical His

tory) on the designation of Christians first given

to the Disciples at that place.

| Hellenist, or " Grecian," is the term con-

stantly used for the Jews who used the Greek
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pea.coqs, and that there were Hebrew
Deacons before.

The following extract from an able

Article in the Encyclopaedia Metropo-

litana on Ecclesiastical History, will

make this point, I think, perfectly clear.

" Meanwhile within the Church itself

were displayed some slight symptoms of

discontent, which deserve to be noticed

particularly, on account of the measure
to which they gave rise. The complaint

is called i a murmuring of the Grecians

(or foreign Jews) against the Hebrews,
(or native Jews,) because their widows
were neglected in the daily ministration.'

Who these widows probably were has

already been suggested ; and if the sug-

gestion, that they were deaconesses, be

admitted, the grounds of the complaint

may be readily surmised. As the greater

share of duty would at this time devolve

on the Hebrew widows or deaconesses,

they might have been paid more liberally,

as their services seemed to require ; and
hence the discontent.

" This, it is true, supposes that the

order of deacons and deaconesses already

existed, and may seem at first to contra-

dict the statement of St. Luke, that in

consequence of this murmuring, deacons

were appointed. It does not, however,

really contradict it; for evidently some
dispensers there must have been, and if

so, either the Apostles must have offi-

ciated as deacons, or special deacons

there must have been, by whatever name
they went. That the Apostles did not

officiate, is plain from the tenor of the

narrative, which indicates that the appeal

was made to them, and that they ex-

cused themselves from presiding person-

ally at the ' ministration,' (as was pro-

bably desired by the discontented party,)

alleging that it was incompatible with

their proper duties. ' It is not reason

that we should leave the word of God,
and serve tables.' This very assertion,

then, is proof certain that they did not

officiate. Again, on reading over the

names of the seven deacons, we find

them all of the Grecian or Hellenistic

party; Stephen, Philip, Prochorus, Nica-
nor, Timon, Parmenas, and Nicolas, the

last of whom is expressly described as

"a proselyte of Antioch." Now this

surely would have produced, in turn, a

murmuring of the Hebrews against the

language ; as distinguished from Heilen, a Greek
or Gentile by nation.

Grecians, unless they had already had
some in office interested in looking after

their rights. With these presumptions
in favour of a previous appointment of
deacons, it would seem then, that these

seven were added to the former number,
because of the complaint.

" All that is thus far intimated of their

office is, that they were employed in the

daily distribution of the alms and the

stipends due from the public fund. Whe-
ther, even at the first, their duties were
limited to this department of service, may
be reasonably doubted. Of this portion

of their duties we are now informed
;

obviously;, because to the unsatisfactory

mode in which this had been hitherto

performed it was owing, that the new
appointment took place, and that the

subject was noticed at all. It is, how-
ever, by no means improbable, that the

young men who carried out the dead
bodies of Ananias and Sapphira, and who
are described as c ready' in attendance,

were of the same order ; in other words,

deacons by office, if not by name. What
may serve to confirm this view of it is,

the opposition between what would seem
to have been their original title, and an-

other order in the Church. They are

called 'juniors' and ' young men,' (nure-

£ot v£«/»5-xot,) terms so strongly opposed
to presbyters or elders as to incline one
at the first glance to consider them as

expressive of the two orders of the

ministry, the seniors and the juniors,

(the 7rgecri3vTi(>cu ouzkovoi and the vsaregoi

^ukovoi ;) the two orders, in short, which
at length received the fixed and perpetual

titles of presbyters and deacons.
" Accordingly, there is «>o just ground

for supposing, that when the same term

deacon occurs in the Epistles of St. Paul,

a different order of men is intended : first,

because an office may preserve its original

name long after the duties originally

attached to it have been changed ; and,

secondly, because, whatever duties may
have been added to the office of deacons,

it is certain that the duty of attending to

the poor was for several centuries attached

to it. Even after the deacons ceased to

hold the office of treasurers, and the

Bishops began to receive the revenues of

their respective sees, the distribution of

that portion which was allotted to charity

still passed through the hands of the

deacons. Hence, in a still later period,

the title of cardinal deacon; and hence,

too, the appropriation of the term dia-

conice to those Churches wherein alms
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used to be collected and distributed to

the poor.
u N ot that it is possible to point out,

with any thing like precision, the course

of duty which belonged to the primitive

deacons. That it corresponded entirely

with that of our present order of deacons

is very unlikely, whatever analogy be

allowed from their relative situation in the

Church. As the Church during the greater

part of the first century was a shifting,

and progressive institution, their duties

probably underwent continual change and

modification. U we were to be guided,

for instance, by the office in which we
find the 'young men,' (j-sa/tc-xtn,) engaged,

when the dead bodies of Ananias and

Sapphira were removed, we should say

that they performed the business which
in the present day would devolve on the

inferior attendants of our churches. If,

a^ain, we were to judge of their charac-

ter from the occasion on which we find

them acting as stewards of the Church
fund, a higher station would be doubtless

assigned to them, but still, one not more
nearly connected with the ministry of the

word, nor approaching more to the sphere

of duty which belongs to our deacons.

On the other hand, the instances of Stephen

and Philip prove, that the title was applied

to those who were engaged in the higher

departments of the ministry, although not

in the highest.

" After all, it is most likely that the

word deacon was originally applied, as

its etymology suggests, to ail the ministers

of the Gospel establishment. But the

Apostles having from the first a specific

title, it more properly denoted any minis-

ter inferior to them,—any, however em-
ployed in the service of the Church. Be-

tween these, also, there soon obtained a

distinction. If we suppose, then, that the

seniors, or superior class, were distin-

tinguished by the obvious title of Elder

deacons, {^^icrBvnooi ^axom,) the generic

and unappropriated term c deacon' would
devolve on the remaining class. And thus

the present Order in the Church, to which
that name is applied, may be truly asserted

to be deacons in the apostolical and primi-

tive sense of the word ; and yet, never-

theless, much may be said about deacons,

both in the New Testament and in the

writings of the early fathers, which will

not apply to them."

If any one should be disposed to think

it a question of small moment whether
Stephen and his companions were or were
not the first Deacons ever appointed let

E

him consider that, however unimportant

in itself, it is one which throws much ad-

ditional light on the subject now before

us. We not only find few and scanty

records of those details of the Church-
government established by the Apostles,

which, if they had designed to leave a

model absolutelv binding on all Christians

for ever, we might have expected to find

fully and clearly particularized, but also

we find that a part even of what the in-

spired writers do record, is recorded inci-

dentally only, for the elucidation of the

rest of the narrative ; and not in pursu-

ance of any design to give a detailed

statement of such particulars. Thus a

further confirmation is furnished of the

view that has been taken ; viz., that it was
the plan of the Sacred Writers to lay down
clearly the principles on which Christian

Churches were to be formed and governed,

leaving the mode of application of those

principles undetermined and discretionary.

§ 12. Now what did the Holy Spirit

design us to learn from all this ? In the

first place " he that hath ears to hear"

may draw from it, as has been already

observed, a strong internal evidence of

the genuineness and of the inspired cha-

racter of our Sacred Books ; inasmuch as

they do not contain what would surely

have been found in the works of men
(whether impostors or sincere) left to

themselves to record whatever seemed in-

teresting and important.

And this point of evidence presents

itself to the mind at once, before we have

even begun to inquire into the particular

object proposed in the omission ; because

we may be sure, in this case, that what
did not come from Man must have come
from God.*

But besides this we may fairly infer, I

think, that what is essential is to be found

clearly laid down in Scripture ; and that

those points which are either wholly

passed over in silence, (when they are

such that we are certain from the nature

of the case, the Apostles must have given

some directions relative to them,) or are

slightly mentioned, imperfectly described,

and incidentally alluded to, must belong

to the class of things either altogether

indifferent, or so far non-essential in their

character that "• it is not necessary (as our

34th Article expresses it) they should be

in all places one and utterly alike ;"

—

such in short that divine wisdom judged

it best they should be left to the discre-

* See Appendix, Note (E.)
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tio'J of each Church in each Age and

Country,* and should be determined ac-

cording to the principles which had been

distinctly laid down by divine authority
;

while the application of those principles

in particular cases was left (as is the case

with our moral conduct also|) to the re-

sponsible judgment of Man.
It was designed in short that a Church

should have (as our 34th Article ex-

presses it) " authority to ordain, change,

and abolish ceremonies and rites resting

on Man's authority only:" (this, be it

observed, including things which may
have been enjoined by the Apostles to

those among whom they were living, and
which, to those persons, had a divine

authority; but which are not recorded

by the sacred writers as enjoined univer-

sally) " so that all things be done to

edifying :" but that " as no Church ought

to decree any thing against Holy Writ,

so besides the same ought it not to enforce

the belief of any thing as necessary to

salvation."

§ 13. And we may also infer very

clearly from an attentive and candid sur-

vey of the Sacred Writings, not only that

some things were intended to be absolutely

enjoined as essential, and others left to

the discretion of the rulers of each Church,

but also that some things, again, were
absolutely excluded, as inconsistent with

the character of a Christian Community.
It is very important therefore, and, to

;a diligent, and reflective, and unprejudiced

reader, not difficult,—by observing that

the Sacred Writers have omitted, and
what they have mentioned, and in what
manner they have mentioned each, to

form in his mind distinctly the three

classes just alluded to : viz., 1st, of things

essential to Christianity, and enjoined as

universally requisite; 2dly, those left to

the discretion of the governors of each

'Church ; and 3dly, those excluded as in-

consistent with the character of the Gos-
pel religion.

These last points are not least deserv-

ing of a careful examination ; especially

on account of the misconceptions relative

to them, that have prevailed and still pre-

vail, in a large portion of the Christian

World. It would lead me too far from

the subject now immediately under con-

sideration, to enter into a full examination

of all the features that are to be found in

most religions except the Christian, and

* See Appendix, Note (F.)

J-
Essay on Abolition of Law. Second Series.

which might have been expected to appeal
in that, supposing it of human origin

;

but which are expressly excluded from
it. It may be worth while however to

advert to a few of the most remarkable.

The Christian Religion, then, arose,

be it remembered, among a People who
not only looked for a temporal Deliverer

and Prince in their Messiah, but who had
been accustomed to the sanction of tem-

poral rewards and judgments to the divine

Law ;*—whose Laws, in religious and in

secular matters alike, claimed to be an

immediate revelation from Heaven—whose
civil Rulers were regarded as delegates

from " the Lord their God, who was their

king," and were enjoined to punish with

death, as a revolt from the Supreme Civil

Authority,—as a crime of the character

of high-treason.—any departure from the

prescribed religion. It arose in a Nation
regarding themselves as subjects of a
" Kingdom ofGod" that was, emphatically,

a kingdom of this world : and its mo,^
prominent character was its being "a
Kingdom not of this world;" it was in

all respects the very reverse in respect

of the points just mentioned, of what
might have been expected, humanly speak-

ing, from Jewish individuals, and of what
ivas expected by the Jewish Nation; and
it may be added, of what many Christians

have in every Age laboured to represent

and to make it. While the mass of his

own People were seeking " to take Jesus

by force to make Him a king," (a proce-

dure which has been, virtually, imitated

by a large proportion of his professed

followers ever since) He Himself and his

Apostles, uniformly and sedulously, both

in their precepts, and in their conduct,

rejected, as alien from the character of the

Gospel, all employment of secular co-

ercion in behalf of their religion,—all

encroachments on "the things that be

Caesar's;" and maintained the purely

spiritual character of that " Kingdom of

Heaven" which they proclaimed.

On this, every way most important

point, I have treated at large in the first

Essay in this volume, and also, in the

Essay on Persecution, (3d Series,) and the

Essays on the Dangers to Christianity,

(4th Series.)

§ 14. Moreover the Gospel religion

was introduced by men, and among men

—

whether Jews or Gentiles,—who had

* See Essay I., 1st Series: " On the Peculiar*

ities," &c. And also Discourse " On National

Blessings."
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never heard of or conceived such a thing

as a religion without a Sacrificing Priest,

without Altars for Sacrifice,—without

Sacrifices themselves,—without either a

Temple, or at least some High Place,

Grove, or other sacred spot answering to

a Temple;—some place, that is, in which

the Deity worshipped was supposed more
especially to dwell.*

The Apostles preached, for the first

time—the first both to Jew and Gentile

—

a religion quite opposite in all these re-

spects to all that had ever been heard of

before:—a religion without any Sacrifice

but that offered up by its Founder in his

own person -

,—without any sacrificing

Priest (Hiereus)'f except Him, the great

and true High Priest,j and consequently

with no Priest (in that sense) on Earth;

except so far as- every one of the worship-

pers was required to present himself as a
" living Sacrifice, holy, acceptable to

God;"§ and a religion without any'Tem-
ple, except the collected Congregation of

the Worshippers themselves.
||

Let any one but contemplate the striking

contrast between the confined—the local

character—of the Mosaic system, and the

character of boundless extension stamped

on the Gospel of Christ. M In the place

which the Lord shall choose" (says Mo-
ses** " to set his Name therein, there shalt

thou offer thy Sacrifices.'" "The hour
cometh" (says Jesusj"j") " when men shall

neither on this mountain, nor yet at Je-

rusalem, worship the Father;"
" wheresoever two or three are gathered

together in my name, there am I in the

midst of them."JJ "In his TempZe" (says

the Psa |vr.ist;§§ i. e. in his temple at Je-

rusalem) "doth every one speak of his

glory:" "there will I" (Jehovah)

"dwell, for I have a delight therein:"
" Ye are the Temple" (says the Apostle

Paul) " of the Holy Ghost, which dwelleih

in you."!!||

Now all this is deserving of attentive

* Hence the name of N*ec from vaisiv, "to

dwell." See Hinds' « Three Temples."
•j- See Discourse " On the Christian Priesthood,"

appended to Bampton Lectures.

t Hebrews, ch. iv.

§ Rom. xii. This offering the Apostle calls

Bucrixv £a>T*v, " a living Sacrifice," as distinguished

from the slain animals offered up in other reli-

gions ; and also Kcyucti harpi*, " a reasonable (i. c.

rational) service," as opposed to the irrational

animals slam on the altars.

(j I have treated of this point in one of a volume

of Discourses delivered in Dublin.
** Deut. xii. ff John iv. $$ Matt, xviii.

4§ Ps. xxix. MB 1 Cor. iii.

j

reflection, both as important in reference

!
to a right knowledge of the true character

of the religion of the Gospel, and also as

furnishing a strong internal evidence as to

its origin. For not only is it inconceiv-

|

able that any impostor or enthusiast would

j

have ever devised or dreamed of any thing

both so strange, and so unacceptable, as

j

must have seemed, in those days, a reli-

gion without Priest, Altar, Sacrifice, or

Temple, (in the sense in which men had
always been accustomed to them;) but also

it is no less incredible that any persons,

unaided by miraculous powers, should
have succeeded—as the Apostles did—in

propagating such a religion.

But what is most to our present pur-

pose to remark is, that the Sacred Writers

did not omit the mention of these things,

and leave it to the discretion of each

Church to introduce them or not; but

they plainly appear to have distinctly ex-

cluded them. It is not that they made
little or no mention of Temples, Sacrifices,

and sacrificing Priests; they mention them
and allude to them, perpetually; as exist-

ing, in the ordinary sense of the terms,

among the Jews, and also among the Pa-

gans; and again, they also perpetually

mention and allude to them in reference to

the religion of the Gospel, invariably, and

manifestly, in a different sense. Jesus

Christ, as the Christian Priest, and Chris-

tian Sacrifice,—Christians themselves as

"living Sacrifices,"—the sacrifice of bene-

ficence to the Poor,*—the Temple com-

posed of the Christian Worshippers them-

selves ; who are exhorted to " build up"

(or edify, oJko&>jks*V) one another, as "liv-

ing stones"| of the Temple of the Holy

Ghost;—all these are spoken of and al-

luded to continually; while, in the primary

and customary sense, the same terms are

perpetually used by the same writers, in

reference to the Jewish and to the Pagan

religions, and never to the Christian.

I cannot well conceive any proof more

complete than is here afforded, that Christ

and his Apostles intended distinctly to ex-

clude and forbid, as inconsistent with his

religion, those things which I have been

speaking of. It being the natural and in-

herent office of any Community to make
by-laws for its own regulation, where not

restricted by some higher Authority, these

points are precisely those which come
under that restriction; being distinctly ex-

* " To do good and to distribute, forget not, for

with such sacrifices, (Qutixk,) God is well pleased.'*

j- 1 Peter ii. 5, &c.
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eluded by the Founder and Supreme Go-
vernor of the Universal Church, is incon-

sistent with the character of his religion.

it is not a little remarkable, therefore,

—though in other matters also experience

shows the liability of men to maintain at

once opposite errors.—that the very per-

sons who are for restricting within the

narrowest limits,—or rather, indeed, an-

nulling altogether,—the natural right of a

Community to make and alter by-laws in

matters not determined by a superior au-

thority, and who deny that any Church
is at liberty to depart, even in matters left

wholly undecided in Scripture, from the

supposed,—or even conjectured—practice

of the Apostles, these very persons are

found advocating the introduction into

Christianity of practices and institutions

not only unauthorized, but plainly ex-

cluded, by its inspired promulgators;

—

such as Sacrifices and sacrificing Priests

;

thus, at once, denying the rights which do
belong to a Christian Community, and as-

serting those which do not ; at once fet-

tering the Church by a supposed obliga-

tion to conform strictly to some supposed
precedents of antiquity, and boldly cast-

ing off the obligation to adhere to the

plainest injunctions ofGod's written word.

"Full well do ye reject the command-
ment of God, that ye may keep your own
tradition*

§ 15. Among the things excluded from
the Christian system, we are fully author-

ized to include all subjection of the Chris-

tian World, permanently, and from gene-
ration to generation, to some one Spiritual

Ruler (whether an individual man or a

Church) the delegate, representative and
vicegerent of Christ; whose authority

should be binding on the conscience of

all, and decisive on every point of faith.

Jesus Himself, who told his Disciples that

it was "expedient for them that He
should go away, that He might send them
another Comforter, who should abide
with them for ever," could not possibly

have failed, had such been his design, to

refer them to the man, or Body of men,
who should, in perpetual succession, be
the depository of this divine consolation

and supremacy. And it is wholly in-

credible that He Himself should be per-

petually spoken of and alluded to as the

Head cf his Church, without any refer-

ence to any supreme Head on Earth, as

fully representing Him and bearing uni-

versal rule in his name,—whether Peter

* Mark vii. 9.

or any other Apostle, or any successor of
one of these,—this, I say, is utterly in-

credible, supposing the Apostles or their

Master had really designed that there

should be for the universal Church any
institution answering to the oracle of

God under the Old Dispensation, at the

Tabernacle or the Temple.
The Apostle Paul, in speaking of

miracles as " the signs of an Apostle,"

evidently implies that no one not pos-

sessing such miraculous gifts as his.*

much less, without possessing any at all,

—could be entitled to be regarded as even

on a level with the Apostles
;
yet he does

not, by virtue of that his high oflice,

claim for himself, or allow to Peter or

any other, supreme rule over all the

Churches.f And while he claims and
exercises the right to decide authoritative-

ly on points of faith and of practice on
which he had received express revelations,

he does not leave his converts any in-

junction to apply, hereafter, when he
shall be removed from them, to the

Bishop, or Rulers of any other Church,
for such decisions ; or to any kind of

permanent living Oracle to dictate to all

Christians in all Ages. Nor does he

even ever hint at any subjection of one

Church to another, singly, or to any num-
ber of others collectively-;—to that of

Jerusalem, for instance, or of Rome ; or

to* any kind of general Council.

It appears plainly from the sacred nar-

rative, that though the many Churchec
which the Apostles founded were branches

of one Spiritual Brotherhood, of which
the Lord Jesus Christ is the Heavenly

Head,—though there was " one Lord, one

Faith, one Baptism," for all of them, yet

they were each a distinct, independent

community on Eartlu united by the com-
mon principles on which they were found-

ed, and by their mutual agreement, affec-

tion and respect; but not having any one
recognized Head on Earth, or acknowledg-

ing any sovereignty of one of these So-

cieties over others.!

And as for—so-called—General Coun-
cils, we find not even any mention of

them, or allusion to any such expedient.

The pretended first Council, at Jerusalem,

* 1 Cor. xiv. 18. f Gal. ii. 7—9.
+ Generally speaking, the Apostles appetr to

have established a distinct Church in each con-

siderable city ; so that there were several even in

a single Province ; as for instance, in Macedonia,
those of Philippi, Thessalonica, Bersea, Amphi-
polis, &c. ; and the like in the Province of Achaia
and elsewhere.
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does seem to me* a most extraordinary

chimera, without any warrant whatever

frjDin Sacred History. We find in the

narrative, that certain persons, coming
from Jerusalem to Antioch, endeavoured

to impose on the Gentile converts the

yoke of the Mosaic Law
;
pretending

—

as appears plainly from the contextf—to

have the sanction of the Apostles for this.

Nothing could be more natural than the

step which was thereupon taken—to send

a deputation to Jerusalem, to inquire

whether these pretensions were well

founded. The Apostles, in the midst of

an Assembly of the Elders (or Clergy, as

they would now be called) of Jerusalem,

decided that no such burden ought to be

imposed, and that their pretended sanction

had not been given. The Church at

Jerusalem, even independently of the

Apostles, had of course power to decide

this last point; i. e. to declare the fact

whether they had or had not given the

pretended sanction : and the Apostles,

confessedly, had plenary powrer to declare

the will of the Lord Jesus. And the

deputation, accordingly, retired satisfied.

There is no hint, throughout, of any
summons to the several Churches in

Judea and Galilee, in Samaria, Cyprus,

Cyrene, &c, to send deputations, as to a

general Council; nor any assumption of

a right in the Church of Jerusalem, as

such, to govern the rest, or to decide on
points of faith.

It is worth remarking also, that, as if

on purpose to guard against the assump-
tion, which might, not unnaturally, have

j

taken place, of some supremacy—such as I

no Church was designed to enjoy,—on
J

the part of Jerusalem, the fountain-head

of the religion, it was by the special ap-

pointment of the Holy Spirit that Saul

and Barnabas wrere ordained to the very

highest office, the Apostleship, not by the

hands of the other Apostles, or of any per-

son at Jerusalem, but by the Elders of
Antioch. This would have been the less

remarkable had no human ordination at

all taken place, but merely a special im-

mediate appointment of them by divine

revelation. But the command given was,
u separate me ... . let them go."J Some
reason for such a procedure there must
have been ; and it does seem probable

that it was designed for the very purpose

(among others) of impressing on men's

* See Burnet on Article 21. f Acts. xv. 24.

4 Acts xiii. 2, 3 C

minds the independence and equality of

the several Churches on Earth.

On the whole, then, considering in ad-

dition to all these circumstances, tho

number and the variety of the Epistles of

Paul, (to say nothing of those of the

other Apostles.) and the deep anxiety he
manifests for the continuance of his

converts in the right faith, and his

earnest warnings of them* against the

dangers to their faith, which he foresaw

;

and considering also the incalculable im-

portance of such an institution (supposing

it to exist) as a permanent living Oracle

and supreme Ruler of the Church, on
Earth ; and the necessity of pointing it

out so clearly that no one could possibly,

except through wilful blindness and ob-

stinacy, be in any doubt as to the place

and persons whom the Lord should have

thus " chosen to cause his name to dwell"

therein—especially, as a plain reference

to this infallible judge, guide, and go-

vernor, would have been so obvious,

easy, short, and decisive a mode of guard-

ing against the doubts, errors, and dissen-

sions which he so anxiously appre-

hended ; considering, I say, all this, it

does seem to me a perfect moral impos-

sibility, that Paul and the other sacred

writers should have written, as they have

done, without any mention or allusion to

any thing of the kind, if it had been a

part (and it must have been a most essen-

tial part, if it were any) of the Christian

System. They do not merely omit all

reference to any supreme and infallible

Head and Oracle of the Universal Church,

—to any Man or Body as the representa-

tive and Vicegerent of Christ, but they

omit it in such a manner, and under such

circumstances, as plainly to amount to an

exclusion.

It may be added that the circumstance

of our Lord's having deferred the Com-
mencement of his Church till after his

own departure in bodily person from the

Earth, seems to have been designed as a

further safeguard against the motion I

have been alluding to.* Had He publicly

presided in bodily person subsequently to

the completion of the Redemption by his

death, over a Church in Jerusalem or

elsewhere, there would have been more
plausibility in the claim to supremacy
which might have been set up and ad-

mitted, on behalf of that Church, and of

his own successors in the Government of

it. His previously withdrawing, made it

* Acts xx.

4
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the more easily to be understood that He
was to remain the spiritual Head in

Heaven, of the spiritual Church uni-

versal ; and consequently of all particular

Churches, equally, in all parts of the

world.

§ 16. This therefore, and the other

points just mentioned, must be regarded

as negatively characteristic of the Chris-

tian religion, no less than it is positively

characterized by those truths, and those

enactments which the inspired Writers

lay down as essential. Their prohibi-

tions in the one case are as plain as their

injunctions in the other.

There is not indeed any systematic

enumeration of the several points that are

excluded as inconsistent with the cha-

racter of the religion ;
answering to the

prohibition of Idolatry in the Decalogue,

the enumeration of forbidden meats,

and other such enactments of the Leviti-

cal Law. But the same may he said no
less of the affirmative directions also that

are to be found in the New Testament.

The fundamental doctrines and the great

moral principles of the Gospel are there

taught,—for wise reasons no doubt, and

which I think we may in part perceive,*

not in creeds or other regular formularies,

but incidentally, irregularly, and often by
oblique allusions ; less striking indeed at

first sight than distinct enunciations and

enactments, but often even the more de-

cisive and satisfactory from that very cir-

cumstance ; because the Apostles fre-

quently allude to some truth as not only

essential, but indisputably admitted, and

familiarly known to be essential by those

they were addressing.*!"

On the whole then, I cannot but think

an attentive and candid inquirer, who
brings to the study of Scripture no extra-

ordinary learning or acuteness, but an

unprejudiced and docile mind, may ascer-

tain with reasonable certainty, that there

are points—and what those points are

—

which are insisted on by our sacred

writers as essential ; and again, which
are excluded as inconsistent with the reli-

gion they taught; and again that there

are many other points,—some of them
such that the Apostles cannot but have

practically decided them in one way or

another on particular occasions, (such

as the mode of administering the Eu-
charist, and many others) respecting

which they have not recorded their de-

* See Appendix, Note (G.)

j- See Rhetoric, 6th Edition, Part I. ch. 2, § 4.

cisions, or made any general enactment
to be observed in all Ages and Countries.

And the inference seems to be inevita-

ble, that they purposely left these points-

to be decided in each Age and Country
according to the discretion of the several

Churches, by a careful application of the

principles laid down by Christ and his

Apostles.

§ 17. At variance with what has been
now said, and also at variance with each

other, are some opinions which are to be

found among different classes of Chris-

tians, in these, as well as in former times.

The opposite errors (as they appear to

me to be) of those opinions may in many
instances be traced, I conceive, in great

measure, to the same cause ; to the ne-

glect, namely, of the distinction—obvious

as it is to any tolerably attentive reader

—

which has been just noticed, between
those things, on the one hand, which are

either plainly declared and strictly en-

joined, or distinctly excluded, by the Sa-

cred Writers, and on the other hand, those

on which they give no distinct decision,

injunction, or prohibition ; and which I

have thence concluded they meant to

place under thejurisdiction ofeach Church.

To the neglect of this distinction, and

again, to a want of due consideration of the

character, offices, and rights of a Christian

Community, may be attributed, in a great

degree, the prevalence of errors the most
opposite to each other.

There are persons, it is well known,
who from not finding in Scripture precise

directions, and strict commands, as to the

constitution and regulation of a Christian

Church,—the several Orders of Christian

Ministers,—the distinct functions of each,

—and other such details, have adopted the

conclusion, or at least seem to lean, more
or less, towards the conclusion,—that it

is a matter entirely left to each individual's

fancy or convenience to join one Christian

Society, or another, or none at all ;—to

take upon himself, or confer on another,

the ministerial office, or to repudiate al-

together any Christian Ministry whatever :

—to join, or withdraw from, any or every

religious Assembly for joint Christian

worship, according to the suggestion of

his individual taste :—in short, (for this is

what it really amounts to when plainly

stated) to proceed as if the sanction ma-
nifestly given by our Lord and his Apos-

tles to the establishment of Christian

Communities, and consequently, to all the

privileges and powers implied in the very

nature of a Community, and also the in-
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culcation in Scripture of the principles on

which Christian Churches are to be con-

ducted, were all to go for nothing, unless

the application of these principles to each

particular point of the details of Church
government, can also be found no less

plainly laid down in Scripture.

Now though I would not be understood

as insinuating any thing against the actual

morality of life of those who take such

views, f cannot but remark, that their

mode of reasoning does seem to me per-

fectly analogous to that ofmen who should

set at nought all the moral principles of

the Gospel, and account nothing a sin that

is not expressly particularized as forbid-

den,—nothing a duty, that is not, in so

many words, enjoined. Persons who en-

tertain such lax notions as I have been al-

luding to, respecting Church enactments,

should be exhorted to reflect carefully on

the obvious and self-evident, but often-

forgotten truth—the oftener forgotten,

perhaps, in practice, from its being self-

evident—that right and duty are recipro-

cal; and consequently that since a Church
has a right (derived, as has been shown,
both from the very nature of a Community,
and from Christ's sanction) to make re-

gulations, &c, not at variance with Scrip-

ture principles, it follows that compliance

with such regulations must be a duty to

the individual members of that Church.

On the other hand, there are some who,
in their abhorrence and dread of principles

and practices subversive of all good order,

and tending to anarchy and to every kind

of extravagance, have thought,—or at

least professed to think,—that we are

bound to seek for a distinct authoritative

sanction, in the Scriptures or in some other

ancient* writings,—some Tradition in

short—for each separate point which we
would maintain. They assume that what-
ever doctrines or practices, whatever in-

stitutions, whatever regulations respecting

Church government, we can conclude,

either with certainty, or with any degree

of probability, to have been either intro-
»

* By " ancient" some persons understand what
belongs to the first three centuries of the Christian

era; some, the first four; some, seven; so arbitrary

and uncertain is the standard by which some would
persuade us to try questions, on which they, at the

same time, teach us to believe our Christian Faith

and Christian Hope are staked !

" Scire velim, pretium chartis quotus arroget annus:*******
Est vetus atque probus, centum qui perficit annos.

Quid ] qui deperiit minor uno mense vel anno,

Inter quos referendus erit ? veteresne]" * * *

Horace, Epist. I. b. 2.

duced by the Apostles, or to have pre-
vailed in their time, or in the time of their

immediate successors, are to be considered
as absolutely binding on all Christians for

ever ;—as a model from which no Church
is at liberty to depart. And they make
our membership of the Church of Christ,

and our hopes of the Gospel salvation,

depend on an exact adherence to every
thing that is proved, or believed, or even
suspected, to be an apostolical usage ; and
on our possessing what they call Aposto-
lical Succession ; that is, on our having
a Ministry whose descent can be traced

up, in an unbroken and undoubted chain,

to the Apostles themselves, through men
regularly ordained by them or their suc-

cessors, according to the exact forms ori-

ginally appointed. And all Christians

(so called) who do not come under this

description, are to be regarded either as

outcasts from " the Household of Faith,"

or at best as in a condition u analogous

to that of the Samaritans of old" who
worshipped on Mount Gerizim,* or as in

" an intermediate state between Chris-

tianity and Heathenism," and as " left to

the uncovenanted mercies of God."

§ 18. Those who on such grounds de-

fend the Institutions and Ordinances, and
vindicate the Apostolical Character, of our

own (or indeed of any) Church—whether
on their own sincere conviction, or as

believing that such arguments are the best

calculated to inspire the mass of mankind
with becoming reverence, and to repress

the evil of schism,—do seem to me, in

proportion as they proceed on those prin-

ciples, to be, in the same degree, remov-

ing our institutions from a foundation on

a rock, to place them on sand. Instead

of a clearly-intelligible, well-established,

and accessible proof of divine sanction for

the claims of our Church, they would
substitute one that is not only obscure,

disputable, and out of the reach of the

mass of mankind, but even self-contra-

dictory, subversive of our own and every

Church's claims, and leading to the very

evils of doubt, and schismatical division,

which it is desired to guard against.

The Rock on which I am persuaded

our Reformers intended, and rightly in-

tended, to rest the Ordinances of our

Church, is, the warrant to be found in

the Holy Scriptures written by, or under

the direction of those to whom our Lord
had entrusted the duty of " teaching men
to observe all things whatsoever He had

* John iv.
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commanded them." For in those Scrip-

tures we find a divine sanction clearly

given to a regular Christian Community, a

Church; which is, according to the defini-

tion in our 19th Article,* " a congregation

(£. e. Society or Community ; Ecclesia,) of

faithful men,t in the which the pure

Word of God is preached, and the Sacra-

ments duly administered according to

Christ's ordinance, in all those things

which of necessity are requisite to the

same." Now since, from the very nature

of the case, every Society must have offi-

cers appointed in some way or other, and

every Society that is to be permanent, a

perpetual succession of OfHcers, in what-

ever manner kept up, and must have also

a power of enacting, abrogating and en-

forcing on its own members, such regula-

tions or by-laws as are not opposed to

some higher authority, it follows inevi-

tably (as I have above observed) that any

one who sanctions a Society, gives, in so

doino-, his sanction to those essentials of

a Society, its Government,— its Officers,

—its Regulations. Accordingly, even if

our Lord had not expressly said any thing

about " binding and loosing," still the

very circumstance of his sanctioning a

Christian Community would necessarily

have implied his sanction of the Institu-

tions, Ministers, and Government of a

Christian Church, so long as nothing is

introduced at variance with the positive

enactments, and the fundamental princi-

ples laid clown by Himself and his

Apostles.

§ 19. This, which I have called a foun-

dation on a rock, is evidently that on

which (as has been just observed) our

Reformers designed to place our Church.

* In our Article as it stands in the English, it

is "The visible Church of Christ is," &c; but

there can be no doubt, I think, that the more cor-

rect version from the Latin (the Latin Articles

appear to have been the original, and the English

a translation—in some few places, a careless trans-

lation—from the Latin) would have been " A
visible Church," &c. The Latin "Ecclesia

Christi visibilis" would indeed answer to either

phrase, the want of an article definite or indefinite

in that language rendering it liable to such ambi-

guity. But the context plainly shows that the

writer is not speaking oi the Universal Church,

but of particular Churches, such as the " Churches

of Jerusalem, Alexandria and Rome." The Eng-

lish translator probably either erred from moment-
ary inattention, or (more likely) understood by
*' Ecclesia," and by " the Church," the particular

Church whose Articles were before him,—the

Church of England.

+ I. e. believers in Christ;—fideles;

—

mo-roi.

While tiiey strongly deny to any
Church the power to kt ordain any thing

contrary to God's Word," or to require as

essential to salvation, belief in any thing

not resting on scriptural authority, they

claim the power for each Church of or-

daining and altering "rites and ceremo-

nies," " so that all things be done to edi-

fying," and nothing " contrary to God's

Word." They claim on that ground for

our own Church a recognition of that

power in respect of the Forms of Public

Service ; on the ground, that is, (Art. 36)
that these " contain nothing that is in it-

self superstitious and ungodly."

And they rest the claims of Ministers,

not on some supposed sacramental virtue

transmitted from hand to hand in un-

broken succession from the Apostles, in

a chain, of which if any one link be even

doubtful, a distressing uncertainty is

thrown over all Christian Ordinances,

Sacraments, and Church privileges for

ever; but, on the fact of those Ministers

being the regularly appointed officers of a

regular Christian Community. " It is not

lawful (says the 23d Article) for any man
to take upon him the office of public

preaching, or ministering the sacraments

in the congregation, before he be law-

fully called and sent to execute the same.

—And those we ought to judge lawfully

called and sent, which be chosen and
called to this work by men who have

public authority given unto them in the

Congregation, to call and send Ministers

into the Lord's Vineyard."*

Those who are not satisfied with the

foundation thus laid,—and which, as I

have endeavoured to show, is the very

foundation which Christ and his Apos-

tles have prepared for us,—who seek to

take higher ground, as the phrase is, and

maintain what are called according to the

modern fashion "Church principles," or

" Church-of-England principles," are in

fact subverting the principles both of our

own Church in particular, and of every

Christian Church that claims the inhe-

rent rights belonging to a Community,
and confirmed by the sanction of God's

Word as contained in the Holy Scrip-

tures. It is advancing, but not in the

right road,—it is advancing not in sound

learning but error,—not in faith, but in

superstitious credulity, to seek for some
higher and better ground on which to

rest our doctrines and institutions than

See § 23.
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that on which they were placed by "the

Author and Finisher of our Faith."*

On this point I will take the liberty of

inserting an extract from a Charge (not

published) which was delivered a year

ago ; because I wish to point out, that

the views I am taking, whether sound or

unsound—and this I sincerely wish to

be decided according to the reasons ad-

duced—are at least not hastily but deli-

berately adopted, and have undergone no
change in that interval.

" When I speak of unceasing progress,

—of continual improvement in all that

pertains to the Christian life,—as what
we ought to aim at, both in ourselves,

and in those with whom we have influ-

ence, it may perhaps be proper to add,

that this does not imply any attempt 4 to

be wise above that which is written,'

—

any expectation of a new and additional

revelation, or of the discovery of new
doctrines,—any pretensions to inspira-

tion,—or hopes of a fresh outpouring of

that, or of any other miraculous gifts.

It seemed needful to make this remark,

because such hopes have been cherished,

—such pretensions put forth,—from time

to time, in various ages of the Church,

and not least in the present.

" I have coupled together these two
things,—miraculous gifts, and a new reve-

lation, because I conceive them to be in

reality inseparable. Miracles are the only

sufficient credentials on which any one

can reasonably demand assent to doc-

trines not clearly revealed (to the under-

* It is curious to observe how very common it

is for any Sect or Party to assume a title indicative

of the very excellence in which they are espe-

cially deficient, or strongly condemnatory of the

very errors with which they are especially charge-

able. Thus, those who from time to time have

designated themselves " Gnostics," i. e. persons

"knowing" the Gospel, in a far superior degree

to other professed Christians,—have been gene-

rally remarkable for their want of knowledge of

the very first rudiments of evangelical truth. The
phrase " Catholic" religion, (i. e. " Universal") is

the most commonly in the mouths of those who
are the most limited and exclusive in their views,

and who seek to shut out the largest number of

Christian communities fiom the Gospel covenant.

" Schism," again, is by none more loudly repro-

bated than by those who are not only the imme-
diate authors of schism, but the advocates of prin-

ciples tending to generate and perpetuate schisms

without end. And " Church-principles,"

—

"High-church principles,"—" Church-of-England

principles,"—are the favourite terms of those who
go the furthest in subverting all these.

Obvious as this fallacy is, there is none more
commonly successful in throwing men off their

guard.

F

standing of his hearers) in Scripture.

The promulgation of new articles of

faith, or of articles which, though not
avowedly new^ are yet not obviously
contained in Scripture, is most presump-
tuous, unless so authenticated. And
again, pretensions to miraculous powers
such as those of Moses and the Pro-
phets,—of Christ and the Apostles, seem
to imply some such object to be fur-

thered by them. At any rate, those who
shall have thus established their claim
to be considered as messengers from
Heaven, may evidently demand assent to

whatever they may in that character

promulgate. If any persons therefore

pretend to such a mark of divine commis-
sion as the gift of tongues, or any such
power, no one who admits their preten-

sions can consistently withhold assent

from any thing they may declare them-
selves commissioned to teach.

" And, again, if any persons claim for

any traditions of the Church, an author-

ity, either paramount to Scripture, or

equal to Scripture, or concurrent with

it,—or, which comes to the very same
thing, decisive as to the interpretation of
Scripture*—taking on themselves to de-

cide what is ' the Church,' and what tra-

dition is to be thus received,—these per-

sons are. plainly called on to establish by
miraculous evidence the claims they

advance. And if they make their appeal

not to miracles wrought by themselves,

but to those which originally formed the

evidence of the Gospel, they are bound
to show by some decisive proof, that

that evidence can fairly be brought to

bear upon and authenticate their preten-

sion ;—that they are, by Christ's decree,

the rightful depositaries of the power
they claim.

" But to such as reject and protest

against all such groundless claims, an in-

terminable field is still open for the appli-

cation of all the faculties, intellectual and

moral, with which God has endowed us,

for the fuller understanding and develope-

ment of the truths revealed in his written

Word. To learn and to teach what is

there to be found ;—to develope more and
more fully to your own minds and to those

of your hearers, what the Evangelists and
Apostles have conveyed to us, will be

enough and more than enough to occupy
even a longer life than any of us can ex-

pect.
u The Mosaic Dispensation was the

* See Appendix, Note (H.)
4*
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dawu of 'the day-spring from on high,'

not yet arrived,—of a Sun only about to

rise. It was a Revelation in itself imper-

fect. The Sun of the Gospel arose ;
' the

true Light, which lighteth every one that

cometh into the world' appeared : but it

was partially hidden, and is so, still, by a

veil of clouds ;—by prejudices of various

kinds,—by the passions, and infirmities,

and ignorance of mankind. We may ad-

vance, and we may lead others to advance,

indefinitely, in the full developement of

Gospel truth,—of the real character and
meaning and design of Christ's religion

;

not by seeking to superadd something to

the Gospel revelation ; but by a more cor-

rect and fuller comprehension of it;—not

by increasing, absolutely, the light of the

noonday-sun, but by clearing away the

mists which obscure our view of it. Chris-

tianity itself cannot be improved; but

men's views, and estimate, and compre-
hension of Christianity, may be indefi-

nitely improved.
" Vigilant discretion however is no less

needful than zeal and perseverance, if we
would really advance in the Christian

course. The most active and patient tra-

veller, if he be not also watchfully careful

to keep in the right road, may, after hav-

ing once diverged from it into some other

track, be expending his energies in going
further and further astray, while he fancies

himself making progress in his journey.
" In various ways is the Christian, and

not least, the Christian Minister, liable to

this kind of self-deception. I am not now,
you will observe, adverting chiefly to the

danger of mistaking Avhat is absolutely

false, for true, or wrong for right ; but

lather to that of mistaking the real cha-

racter of some description of truth or of

valuable knowledge. We have to guard

against mistake, for instance, as to what
is or is not a part of the Christian-Ueue-

lation ;—a truth belonging to the Gospel,

and resting, properly, on divine authority.

While advancing in the attainment of what
may be in itself very valuable and import-

ant knowledge, we may be in fact going
further and further in error, if we confound
together the inspired and the uninspired,

—the sacred text, with the human com-
ment.

" There are persons (such as I have
above alluded to) who in their zeal—in

itself laudable—to advance towards a full

comprehension of the Gospel revelation,
j

have conceived that they are to seek for

this by diligent research into the tenets '

and practices ofwhat is called the Primitive
I

Church; i. e. the Christian world during

the first three or first four Ages; and some
have even gone so far as to represent the

revelation of the Christian scheme con-
tained in the New Testament as a mere
imperfect and uncompleted outline, which
was to be filled up by the Church in the

succeeding three centuries;—as a mere
beginning of that which the early Fathers

were empowered and commissioned to

finish; though on what grounds any kind

of authority is claimed for the Church
then, which does not equally belong to it

at this day, or at any intermediate period,

no one, as far as I know, has even at-

tempted to make out.

" Now, to learn what has been said and
done by eminent men in every Age of the

Church, is of course interesting and valu-

able to a theological student. And a man
of modesty and candour will not fail to

pay great attention to their opinions, in

whatever period they may have lived. He
will also inquire with peculiar interest in-

to the belief and the practices of those

who had been instructed by the immediate

disciples and other contemporaries of the

Apostles themselves. But the mistake is,

to assume, on the ground of presumptu-
ous conjecture (for of proof, there is not

even a shadow) that these men were in-

fallible interpreters of the Apostles, and
had received from them by tradition some-
thing not contained, or not plainly set

forth, in their writings, but which yet

were designed by those very Apostles as

a necessary portion of Christianity.

"Not only are all these assumptions

utterly groundless and unwarrantable, but,

on the contrary, even if there is any thing

which we can be morally certain was prac-

tised in the time of the Apostles, and with

their sanction (as is the case for instance

with the Agapae or Love-feasts) we must
yet consider it as not designed by them to

be of universal and perpetual obligation,

where they have not distinctly laid it down
as such in their writings. By omitting, in

any case, thus to record certain of their

practices or directions, they have given us

as clear an indication as we could have

looked for, of their design to leave these

to the free choice and decision of each

Church in each Age and Country. And
there seems every reason to think that it

was on purpose to avoid misapprehensions

of this kind, that they did leave unrecorded

so much of what we cannot but be sure

they must have practised, and said, and
established, in the Churches under their

own immediate care.
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"''And it should be iemembered that

what some persons consider as the safe

side in respect of such points,—as the ex-

treme of scrupulous and cautious venera-

tion— is in truth the reverse. A wise and

right-minded reverence for divine autho-

rity will render us doubly scrupulous of

reckoning any thing as a divine precept or

institution, without sufficient warrant.

Yet, at the first glance, a readiness to be-

stow religious veneration, with or without

good grounds (which is the very character-

istic of superstition) is apt to be mistaken

for a sign of pre-eminent piety. Besides

those who hold the ' double doctrine'

—

the ' disciplina arcani'—and concerning

whom therefore it would be rash to pro-

nounce whether any particular tenet

taught by them is one which they in-

wardly believe, or is one of the exoteric in-

structions deemed expedient for the multi-

tude,—besides these persons, there are, no
doubt, men of sincere though mistaken

piety, who, as has been just intimated,

consider it as the safe side in all doubtful

cases, to adhere with unhesitating confi-

dence to every thing that may possibly

have been introduced by the Apostles ;

—

to make every thing an article of Christian

faith that could have been implied in any
thing they may have taught. But such

persons would perceive, on more careful

and sober reflection, that a rightly scrupu-

lous piety consists, as has been said, in

drawing the line as distinctly as we are

able, between what is, and what is not de-

signed by our divine Instructors as a por-

tion of their authoritative precepts and di-

rections. It is by this careful anxiety to

comply with their intention with respect to

ws, that we are to manifest a true venera-

tion for them.
" Any thing that does not fall within this

rule, we may believe, but not as a part of

the Christian revelation;—we may prac-

tise, but not as a portion of the divine in-

stitutions essential to a Christian Church,

and binding on all men in all ages : not,

in short, as something placed beyond the

bounds of that ' binding and loosing'

power which belongs to every church, in

reference to things neither enjoined in

Scripture nor at variance with it. Other-

wise, even though what we believe should

be, really, and in itself, true, and though
what we practise, should chance to be in

fact what the Apostles did practise, we
should not be honouring, but dishonour-

ing God, by taking upon ourselves to give

the sanction of his authority to that from
which He has thought fit to withhold that

sanction. When the Apostle Paul gave his

advice on matters respecting which he ' had
no commandment from the Lord,' he of

course thought that what he was recom-
mending was good ; but so far was he
from presuming to put it forth as a divine

command, that he expressly notified the

contrary. Let us not think to manifest

our pious humility by reversing the Apos-
tle's procedure !

" I have thought it needful, in these

times especially, to insert this caution

against such mistaken efforts after ad-

vancement in Christian knowledge and
practice ; against the delusions of those

who, while they exult in their imagined

progress in the Christian course, are, in

reality, straying into other paths, and fol-

lowing a bewildering meteor."

§ 20. Those whose " Church princi-

ples" lead them thus to remove from a

firm foundation the institutions of a Chris-

tian Church, and especially of our own,
and to place them on the sand, are more-
over compelled, as it were with their own
hands, to dig away even that very founda-

tion of sand. For, in respect of our own
Church, since it inculcates repeatedly and
earnestly as a fundamental principle,* that

nothing is to be insisted on as an essential

point of faith, that is not taught in Scrip-

ture, any member of our Church who
should make essentials of points confess-

edly not found in Scripture, and who
should consequently make it a point of
necessary faith to believe that these are

essentials, must unavoidably be pronounc-
ing condemnation, either on himself, or

on the very Church he belongs to, and
whose claims he is professing to fortify.

But moreover, not from our own Church
only, but from the Universal Church,

—

from all the privileges and promises of

the Gospel,—the principles I am con-

demning, go to exclude, if fairly followed

out, the very persons who advocate them.

For it is certain that our own institutions

and practices (and the like may be said,

I apprehend, of every other Church in the

world) though not, we conceive, at vari-

ance with any Apostolical injunctions, or

with any Gospel principle, are, in several

points, not precisely coincident with those

of the earliest Churches. The Agapae for

instance, or " Love-feasts," alluded to just

above, have, in most Churches, been long

discontinued. The " Widows" again,

whom we find mention of in Paul's Epis

* Besides the Articles, see, on this point, the

Ordination Service.
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ties, appear plAinly to have been an Or-

der of Deaconesses regularly appointed

to particular functions in the earliest

Churches : and their Deacons appear to

have had an office considerably different

from those of our Church.

Again, it seems plainly to have been at

least the general, if not the universal,

practice of the Apostles, to appoint over

each separate. Church a single individual

as a chief Governor, under the title of

"Angel" (i. e. Messenger or Legate from
the Apostles) or " Bishop," i. e. Superin-

tendent or Overseer. A Church and a

Diocess seem to have been for a con-

siderable time co-extensive and identical.

And each Church or Diocess (and con-

sequently each Superintendent) though

connected with the rest by ties of Faith

and Hope and Charity, seems to have

been (as has been already observed) per-

fectly independent as far as regards any
power of control.

The plan pursued by the Apostles seems

to have been, as has been above remarked,

to established a great number of small

(in comparison with modern Churches)

distinct and independent Communities,

each governed by its own single Bishop,

consulting, no doubt, with his own Pres-

byters, and accustomed to act in concur-

rence with them, and occasionally confer-

ring with the Brethren in other Churches,

but owing no submission to the rulers of

any other Church, or to any central com-
mon authority except the Apostles them-

selves. And other points of difference

might be added.

Now to vindicate the institutions of our

own, or of some other Church, on the

Ground that they " are not in themselves

superstitious or ungodly,"—that they are

not at variance with Gospel principles, or

with any divine injunction that was de-

signed to be of universal obligation, is

intelligible and reasonable. But to vin-

dicate them on the ground of the exact

conformity, which it is notorious they do

not possess, to the most ancient models,

and even to go beyond this, and condemn
all Christians whose institutions and ordi-

nances are not u one and utterly like" our

own, on the ground of their departure

from the Apostolical precedents, which no

Church has exactly adhered to,—does

seem,—to use no harsher expression,

—

not a little inconsistent and unreasonable.

And yet one may not unfrequently hear

members of Episcopalian Churches pro-

nouncing severe condemnation on those

of other Communions, and even exclud-

j

ing them from the Christian body, on the

ground, not of their not being under the

best form of Ecclesiastical Government,*
but, of their wanting the very essentials

of a Christian Church : viz., the very same
distinct Orders in the Hierarchy that the

Apostles appointed : and this, while the

Episcopalians themselves have, univer-
sally, so far varied from the Apostolical

institutions as to have in one Church
several Bishops; each of whom conse-
quently differs in the office he holds, in a

most important point, from one of the

primitive Bishops, as much as the Go-
vernor of any one of our Colonies does
from a Sovereign Prince.

Now whether the several alterations,

and departures from the original institu-

tions, were or were not, in each instance,

made on good grounds, in accordance
with an altered state of society, is a ques-
tion which cannot even be entertained by
those who hold that no Church is com-
petent to vary at all from the ancient mo-
del. Their principle would go to exclude

at once from the pale of Christ's Church
almost every Christian Body since the

first two or three Centuries.

The edifice they overthrow crushes in

its fall the blind champion who has

broken its pillars.

§ 21. Waiving however what may be

called a personal argument, and supposing
that some mode could be devised of ex-

plaining away all the inconsistencies I

have been adverting to, still, if the essen-

tials of Christianity,—at least a consider-

able portion of them—are not to be found

in Scripture, but in a supplementary Tra-

dition, which is to be sought in the works
of those early Fathers who were ortho-

dox, the foundations of a Christian's Faith

and Hope become inaccessible to nearly

the whole of the Laity, and to much the

greater part of the Clergy.

This, it may be said, is just as it should

be; and as it must be: the unlearned be-

ing necessarily dependent on the learn-

ed, in respect of several most important

points ; since the great mass of Christians

cannot be supposed capable of even read-

ing the Scriptures in the original tongues
;

* It is remarkable that there are Presbyterians

also, who proceed on similar principles ; who con-

tend that originally the distinction between Bi-

shops and Presbyters did not exist; and conse-

quently (not that Episcopacy is not essential to

a Church but) that Episcopal government is an

unwarrantable innovation— a usurpation— a

profane departure from the divine ordinances

!
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much less of examining ancient manu-
scripts.

Now this necessity I see no reason for

admitting, if it be understood in the sense

that the unlearned must needs take the

word of the learned, and place implicit

reliance* on the good faith of certain in-

dividuals selected by them as their spiritual

guides. It is in their power, and is surely

their duty, to ascertain how far the asser-

tions of certain learned men are to be

safely relied on.|

But when, in the case now before us,

men come to consider and inquire what
the foundation really is on which they

are told (according to the principles

I have been speaking of) to rest their own
hopes of eternal life, and to pronounce
condemnation on those who differ from
them, it cannot be but that doubt and dis-

satisfaction, and perhaps disgust, and
danger of ultimate infidelity, will beset

them, in proportion as they are of a

serious and reflective turn, and really

* See Appendix, Note (I.)

j- " It is manifest that the concurrent testimony,

positive or negative, of several witnesses, when
there can have been no concert, and especially

when there is any rivalry or hostility between

them, carries with it a weight independent of that

which may belong to each of them considered

separately. For though, in such a case, each of

the witnesses should be even considered as wholly

undeserving of credit, still the chances might be

incalculable against their all agreeing in the same
falsehood. It is in this kind of testimony that

the generality of mankind believe in the motions

of the earth, and of the heavenly bodies, &c.
Their belief is not the result of their own observa-

tions and calculations ; nor yet again of their im-

plicit reliance on the skill and the good faith of

any one or more astronomers ; but it rests on the

agreement of many independent and rival astro-

nomers ; who want neither the ability nor the will

to detect and expose each other's errors. It is on
similar grounds, as Dr. Hinds has justly observed,

that all men, except about two or three in a mil-

lion, believe in the existence and in the genuine-

ness of manuscripts of ancient books, such as the

Scriptures. It is not that they have themselves

examined these ; or again, (as some represent)

that they rely implicitly on the good faith of those

who profess to have done so ; but they rely on the

concurrent and uncontradicted testimony of all

who have made, or who might make, the exa-

mination ; both unbelievers, and believers of various

hostile sects ; any one of whom would be sure to

seize any opportunity to expose the forgeries or

errors of his opponents.
" This observation is the more important, be-

cause many persons are liable to be startled and
dismayed on its being pointed out to them that

they have been believing something—as they are

led to suppose—on very insufficient reasons ; when
the truth is perhaps that they have been mis-stat-

ing their reasons."

—

Rhetoric, part I. ch. 2. § 4.

anxious to attain religious truth. For
when referred to the works of the ortho-

dox ancient Fathers, they find that a very
large portion of these works is lost ; or

that some fragments, or reports of them
by other writers, alone remain : they find

again that what has come down to us is

so vast in amount that a life is not suffi-

cient for the attentive study of even the

chief part of it;* they find these Authors
by no means agreed, on all points, with

each other, or with themselves ; and that

learned men again are not agreed in the

interpretation of them ; and still less

agreed as to the orthodoxy of each, and
the degree of weight due to his judgment
on several points ; nor even agreed by
some centuries as to the degree of anti-

quity^ that is to make the authority of

each decisive, or more or less approach-

ing to decisive.

Every thing in short pertaining to this

appeal is obscure,—uncertain,—disputa-

ble—and actually disputed,—to such a de-

gree, that even those who are not able to

read the original authors may yet be per-

fectly competent to perceive how unstable

a foundation they furnish. They can per-

ceive that the mass of Christians are

called on to believe and to do what is es-

sential to Christian! v, in implicit reliance

on the reports of their respective pastors,

as to what certain deep theological anti-

quarians have reported to them, respecting

the reports given by certain ancient

Fathers, of the reports current in their

times, concerning apostolical usages and

institutions ! And yet, whoever departs

in any degree from these, is to be re-

garded at best in an intermediate state

between Christianity and Heathenism!

Surely the tendency of this procedure

must be to drive the doubting into con-

firmed (though perhaps secret) infidelity,

and to fill with doubts the most sincerely

pious, if they are anxiously desirous of

attaining truth, and unhappily have

sought it from such instructers.

* Would not the ingenuous course be, for those

who refer to the authority of " The Fathers," to

state distinctly, 1st, which of these ancient

writers they mean ; and, 2dly, whether they have

read these ? For, a very large proportion, even

of the higher classes, are far from being aware of

the voluminous character of the works thus

vaguely referred to : and being accustomed, when
any one refers to " The Scriptures" to under-

stand him as speaking of a well known book,

which they presume he professes to have read, it

is likely they should conclude, unless told to the

contrary, that one who appeals to " The Fathers,"

has himself read them.

f See Note, p. 114.
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§ 22. But an attempt is us dally made
to silence all such doubts by a reference

to the Catholic Church, or the "primi-

tive" or the " ancient Catholic Church,"

as having authority to decide,—and as

having in fact decided,—on the degree of

regard due to the opinions and testimony

of individual writers among the Fathers.

And a mere reference such as this, ac-

companied with unhesitating assertion, is

not unfrequently found to satisfy or

silence those who might be disposed to

doubt. And while questions are eagerly

discussed as to the degree of deference

due to the " decisions of the universal

Church," some preliminary questions are

often overlooked : such as,—when, and

where did any one visible Community,
comprising all Christians as its members,

exist ? Does it exist still ? Is its au-

thority the same as formerly ? And
again, who are its rulers and other offi-

cers, rightfully claiming to represent Him
who is the acknowledged Head of the

Universal (or Catholic) Church, Jesus

Christ, and to act as his Vicegerents on
Earth ? For, it is plain that no society

that has a supreme Governor, can perform

any act, as a Society, and in its corporate

capacity, without that supreme Governor,

either in person, or represented by some
one clearly deputed by him, and invested

with his authority. And a Bishop, Pres-

byter, or other officer, of any particular

Church, although he is a member of the

Universal Christian Church, and also a

Christian Ecclesiastical Ruler, is not a

Ruler of the Universal Church ; his juris-

diction not extending beyond his particu-

lar Diocess, Province, or Church: any
more than a European King is King of
Europe. Who then are to be recognized

as Rulers of (not merely, in) the Uni-

versal Church ? Where (on Earth) is its

central supreme government, such as

every single Community must have ?

Who is the accredited organ empowered
to pronounce its decrees, in the name of

the whole Community ? And where are

these decrees registered ?

Yet many persons are accustomed to

talk familiarly of the decisions of the

Catholic Church, as if there were some
accessible record of them, such as we
have of the Acts of any Legislative Body

;

and " as if there existed some recognized

functionaries, regularly authorized to go-

vern and to represent that community,
the Church of Christ ; and answering to

the king—senate—or other constituted

authorities, in any secular community.

And yet no shadow of proof can be offered

that the Church, in the above sense,—the

Universal Church,—can possibly give any
decision at all;—that it has any consti-

tuted authorities as the organs by which
such decision could be framed or promul-
gated,—or, in short, that there is, or ever

was, any one community on earth, recog-

nized, or having any claim to be recog-

nized, as the Universal Church, bearing

rule over and comprehending all particu-

lar Churches.
" ' We are wont to speak of the found-

ation of the Church,—the authority of

the Church,—the various characteristics

of the Church,—and the like,—as if the

Church were, originally at least, One So-
ciety in all respects. From the period in

which the Gospel was planted beyond the

precincts of Judaea, this manifestly ceased

to be the case; and as Christian societies

were formed among people more and
more unconnected and dissimilar in cha-

racter and circumstances, the difficulty of

considering the Church as One Society

increases. Still, from the habitual and
unreflecting use of this phrase, " the

Church," it is no uncommon case to

confound the two notions ; and occasion-

ally to speak of the various societies of

Christians as one, occasionally, as distinct

bodies. The mischief which has been
grafted on this inadvertency in the use of

the term, has already been noticed ; and
it is no singular instance of the enormous
practical results which may be traced to

mere ambiguity of expression. The
Church is undoubtedly one, and so is the

Human race one ; but not as a Society.

It was from the first composed of distinct

societies ; which were called one, because

formed on common principles. It is One
Society only when considered as to its

future existence. The circumstance of

its having one common Head, (Christ,)

one Spirit, one Father, are points of unity

which no more make the Church One
Society on earth, than the circumstance

of all men having- the same Creator, and

being derived from the same Adam, ren-

ders the Human Race one Family. That
Scripture often speaks of Christians gene-

rally under the term, " the Church," is

true ; but if we wish fully to understand

the force of the term so applied, we need

only call to mind the frequent analogous

use of ordinary historical language when
no such doubt occurs. Take, for example

Thucydides' History of the Peloponne-

sian War. It contains an account of the

transactions of two opposed parties, each
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made up of many distinct communities;

on the one side were Democracies, on
the other Oligarchies. Yet precisely the

same use is made by the historian of the

terms u the Democracy" and u Oligar-

chy," as we find Scripture adopting with

regard to the term " the Church." No
one is misled by these so as to suppose

the Community of Athens one with that

of Corcyra, or the Theban with the

Lacedaemonian. When the heathen writer

speaks of " the Democracy of" or "in"
the various democratical States, we natur-

ally understand him to mean distinct So-

cieties formed on similar principles; and

so, doubtless, ought we to interpret the

sacred writers when they, in like manner,

make mention of the Church of, or in,

Antioch, Rome, Ephesus, Corinth, &c.
" ' But there was also an especial reason

why the term Church should have been

often used by the sacred writers as if it

applied to One Society. God's dispensa-

tion had hitherto been limited to a single

society,—the Jewish People. Until the

Gospel was preached, the Church of God
was One Society. It therefore sometimes

occurs with the force of a transfer from

the objects of God's former dispensation,

to those of his present dispensation. In

like manner, as Christians are called " the

Elect," their bodies " the Temple," and
their Mediator " the High Priest ;" so,

their condition, as the objects of God's
new dispensation, is designated by the

term " the Church of Christ," and " the

Church."
" ' The Church is one, then, not as con-

sisting of One Society, but because the

various societies, or Churches, were then

modelled, and ought still to be so, on the

same principles; and because they enjoy
common privileges,—one Lord, one Spirit,

one Baptism. Accordingly the Holy
Ghost, through his agents the Apostles,

has not left any detailed account of the

formation of any Christian society; but

He has very distincly marked the great

principles on which all were to be founded,

whatever distinctions may exist amongst
them. In short the foundation of the

Church by the Apostles was not analo-

gous to the work of Romulus, or Solon

;

it was not, properly, the foundation of

Christian societies which occupied them,

but the establishment of the principles on
which Christians in all ages might form

societies for themselves.'

—

Encyclopaedia

Metropolitana. " Age of the Apostolical

Fathers," p. 774.

"The above account is sufficiently

established even by the mere negative

circumstance of the absence of all men-
tion in the Sacred Writings of any one
Society on earth, having a Government
and officers of its own, and recognized
as the Catholic or Universal Church

:

especially when it is considered that the

frequent mention of the particular

Churches at Jerusalem, Antioch, Rome,
Corinth, &c,—of the seven Churches in

Asia,— and of 'the care of all the

Churches' which Paul had founded,
would have rendered unavoidable the

notice of the One Church (had there been
any such) which bore rule over all the

rest, either as its subjects, or as provin-

cial departments of it.

" This negative evidence, I say, would
alone be fully sufficient, considering that

the whole burden of proof lies on the

side of those who set up such a claim.

He who appeals to the alleged decisions

of a certain Community, is clearly bound,

in the first place, to prove its existence.

But if we proceed to historical evidence,

we find on examination, that there never

was a time when the supremacy of any
one Church was acknowledged by all, or

nearly all Christians. And to say they

ought to have done so, and that as many
as have refused such submission are to

be regarded as schismatics and rebels, is

evidently to prejudge the question.

" The Universal Church, then, being

one, in reference not to any one Govern-
ment on earth, but only to our Divine

Head, even Christ, ruling Christians by
his Spirit, which spoke to them from

time to time through the Apostles while

these were living, and speaks still in the

words of the Christian Scriptures, it fol-

lows that each Christian is bound (as far

as Church authority extends) to submit

to the ordinances and decisions,—not re-

pugnant to Scripture, (see Art. xxxiv.,) of

the particular Church of which he is a

member.
" If it were possible that all the Chris-

tians now in existence—suppose 250 mil-

lions—could assemble, either in person,

or by deputation of their respective Clergy,

in one place, to confer together: and that

the votes, whether personal or by proxy,

of 230 or 240 millions of these were to

be at variance (as in many points they

probably would be) with the decisions

and practices of our own Church ; we
should be no more bound to acquiesce

in and adopt the decision of that majority,

even in matters which we do not regard

as essential to the Christian Faith, than
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we should be, to pass a law for this

realm, because it was approved by the

majority for the human race."*

Many persons are accustomed to speak

as if a majority had some natural inherent

right to control and to represent the

iv/iole of any Assembly or Class of per-

sons. We are told of this or that being
" held by most of the early Fathers ;"

—

of the opinions or practices of " the

greater part of the members of the

early Church;"—of the "decision of

the majority of" such and such a Coun-
cil, &c. No doubt, when other points

are equal, the judgment of a greater

number deserves more consideration than

that of a less; but a majority has no such

controlling or representing power, except

by express, arbitrary regulation and
enactment : and regulations as to this

point differ in different cases. Thus, the

decision of a Jury, in England, is their

unanimous decision ; in Scotland, that of

two-thirds ; a decision of the House of

Peers is that of a majority of those who
are (personally, or by Proxy) present ;

—

of the House of Commons,—of a majo-

rity in a House of not less than forty

;

&c. And when there is no express

enactment or agreement on this point,

nothing can fairly be called an opinion

or decision of such and such persons,

except one in which they all concur.

When they do not, we then look, not

merely to the numbers, but also to the

characters and circumstances of each

party.

Many again are misled by the twofold

-ambiguity in the phrase "Authority of

the Catholic (or Universal) Church ;"

both "Authority," and " Church"! being

often employed in more than one sense.

Authority, in the sense, not of power,\ but

of a claim to attention and to deference,

(more or less as the case may be,) belongs

of course to the "Universal Church,"

meaning thereby not any single Society*

but Christians generally throughout all

regions ;—the " Christian World," or (in

* Essays, 4th Series, pp. 166—171.

j- See Appendix, Note (K.)

t It is worthy of remark that Power (or Author-
ity in that sense) in reference to any particular

act, or decision, does not admit of degrees. A
man may indeed have more or less power than

another : that is, he may have rightful power to

do something which another cannot: but with

respect to any specified act, he either has the

power, or he has it not. On the other hand,

"Authority" in the sense of a claim to deference,

admits of infinite degrees.

modern phraseology) "the Christian

Public." Whatever is, or has been,

attested, or believed, or practised, by all

of these, or by the greater part of them,
or by several of those whom we may
regard as the best and wisest araonar

them,—is, of course, entitled to a degree

of attentive and respectful consideration,

greater or less according to the circum-

stances of each case.

It is in quite a different sense that we
speak of the " Authority," for instance,

of Parliament; meaning, of an Act of
Parliament, regularly passed according to

the prescribed forms, and claiming (if not

at variance with the divine laws) submis-

sion—compliance

—

obedience; quite in-

dependent of any approbation on our part.

And yet one may find it asserted, as a

matter that admits of no doubt, and is to

be taken for granted, as " generally ad-

mitted, except by those trained in a mo-
dern school, that any particular Church
oives obedience to the Universal Church,
of which it is a part." Such assertions

sometimes come from men of acknow-
ledged learning ; in reality far too learned

not to be themselves well aware that there

never ivas, since the days of the Apostles,

any such Body existing as could claim, on
the plea of being the recognized repre-

sentative of the whole Christian World,
this " obedience," from each particular

Church ; and hence, these bold assertions

will often succeed in overawing the timid,

in deceiving the ignorant and inconsider-

ate, and in satisfying the indolent.

The temptation, doubtless, is very
strong—especially for those who would
maintain doctrines or practices that are,

seemingly at least, at variance with Scrip-

ture—to make an appeal to a standard

that is inaccessible to the mass of man-
kind, and that is in all respects so vague

;

to a vast and indefinite number of writers,

extending over a very long and indefinite

space of time ;—and to avail oneself of

the awe-inspiring force of sacred names,

by exhorting men, in the apparent lan-

guage of Scripture*—(for no such passage

really exists) to " hear the Church !"

* Our Lord directs his disciples, in the event of

a dispute between two individuals, to refer the

matter, in the last resort, to the decision of the

Congregation, Assembly, or Church (Ecclesia
;)

and that if any one disobey (or " refuse to hear,"

as our translators render it) this, he is to be re-

garded "as a heathen," &c, gav t»c iK.K\ynrUg

7rci£>j.Kciutr*i. Those who adduce this passage, would,

it may be presumed, have at leastpreferred bring-

ing forward, if they could have found one, some pas-

sage of Scripture which does support their views.
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§ 23. The readiness with which some

persons acquiesce, at least profess to ac-

quiesce, in supposed decisions of the Uni-

versal or Catholic Church, using the term

in a sense in which it can even be proved

that no such Community ever existed on

Earth, and of General Councils, such as,

in fact, never met, and of Traditions se-

veral of which are such as to need proof,

first, how far they are genuine, and next,

how far, if admitted to be genuine, they

would be binding on all Christians,—this

readv acquiescence, I say, is the more ex-

traordinary, when we consider that many
of the points which are attempted to be

supported by an appeal to such authority,

do, in fact, stand in no need of that sup-

port, but have a firm foundation in Scrip-

ture, by virtue of the powers plainly con-

ferred by Christ Himself on Christian

Communities.

Any forms, for instance, for Public

Worship, and for the Ordaining of Chris-

tian Ministers, which u contain (as our

Reformers maintain respecting those they

sanctioned*) nothing that is in itself su-

perstitious and contrary to God's Word,"
are plainly binding, by Christ's own
sanction, on the members of the Church
that appoints them.

But some, it should seem, are not

satisfied with a justification of their own
ordinances and institutions, unless they

can find a plea for condemning all those

who differ from them. And this plea

they seek, not by endeavouring to show
the superior expediency, with a view to

decency, good order, and edification of

the enactments they would defend, but by
maintaining the obligatory character of

supposed apostolical traditions ; and then

they are driven, as I have said, to shift

our own institutions from the foundation

on a rock, to place them on sand.

When one sees persons not content

with the advantages they enjoy, unless

they can exclude others, and in the at-

tempt to do so, u falling into the midst

of the pit they have digged for another,"

it is hardly possible to avoid recalling to

one's mind the case of Haman, and the

result of his jealousy of Mordecai.

Some persons have endeavoured, from

time to time, to represent our Reformers

as appealing to the practice of what is

called the Primitive Church, and to the

writings of the early Fathers, as the prin-

cipal,—or as one principal—ground on

* Article xxxvi.

G

which they rest the vindication of their

own decisions ; and as taking for their

authoritative standard of rectitude and

truth in religious matters, not Scripture

alone, but Scripture combined and " blend-

ed with Tradition."

And it is very true that they do (as it

was perfectly natural they should, en-

gaged as they were in controversy with

the Romanists) frequently refer to the

records which their opponents appealed

to, in order to show that the very author-

ities these last were accustomed to rely

on, are in fact opposed to them. They
point out the proofs extant that many
doctrines and practices which had been

made to rest on supposed ancient tradition,

were in fact comparatively modern inno-

vations ; and they vindicate themselves

from the charge of innovation in some
points by referring to ancient precedents,

All this is perfectly natural and perfectly

justifiable. But it is quite a different thing

from acknowledging a decisive authority

in early precedents, and in Tradition,

either alone, or "blended with Scrip-

ture."* If any man is charged with in-

troducing an unscriptural novelty, and he

shows first that it is scriptural, and then,

(by reference to the opinions of those who
lived long ago) that it is no novelty, it is

most unreasonable to infer that Scripture

authority would have no weight with him
unless backed by the opinions of fallible

men.
No one would reason thus absurdly in

any other case. For instance, when some
bill is brought into one of the Houses of

Parliament, and it is represented by its

opponents as of a novel and unheard-of

character, it is common, and natural, and

allowable, for its advocates to cite in-

stances of similar Acts formerly passed.

Now, how absurd it would be thought for

any one thence to infer that those who
use such arguments must mean to imply

that Parliament has no power to pass an

* The maxim of "abundanscautela nocet ne-

mini" is by no means a safe one if applied with-

out limitation. See Logic, b. ii. ch. 5, § 6.)

It is sometimes imprudent (and some of our

Divines have, I think, committed this impru-

dence) to attempt to " make assurance doubly

sure" by bringing forward confirmatory reasons,

which, though in themselves perfectly fair, may
be interpreted unfairly, by representing them as an
acknowledged indispensable foundation ;—by as-

suming, for instance, that an appeal to such and

such of the ancient Fathers or Councils, in con-

firmation of some doctrine or practice, is to be un-

derstood as an admission that it would fall to tbj3

ground if not so confirmed.
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Act unless it can be shown that similar

Acts have been passed formerly I

If any Bishop of the present day should

be convinced that such and such Theolo-

gians,—ancient and modern—had given

correct and useful expositions of certain

parts of Scripture, he could not but wish

that the Clergy he ordained should give

similar expositions ; and he would proba-

bly recommend to their attentive perusal

ihe works of those theologians. Now
now monstrous it would be to represent

nim, on such grounds, as making those

works a standard offaith conjoint!}/ with

Scripture !

Of a like character is the very reference

have now been making to the documents
~>ut forth by those Reformers themselves. I

•certainly believe them to be in accordance

with the principles above laid down as

scriptural and reasonable : but I protest

and so probably would they) against

blending with Scripture" the writings of

the Reformers, to constitute jointly a rule

of faith binding on every Christian's con-

science. If any one is convinced that the

doctrines and practices and institutions of

aur Church are unscriptural, he is bound
m conscience to leave it.

Our Reformers believed, no doubt, that

their institutions were, on the whole, simi-

lar to those of the earliest Churches
;

perhaps they may have believed this simi-

arity to be greater than it really is ; but

what is the ground on which they rested

the claim of these institutions to respect-

ful acquiescence ? On the ground of their

u not being in themselves superstitious,

and ungodly, and contrary to God's

Word;"—on the ground of the " power

of each particular Church to ordain and

abrogate or alter" (though not wantonly

and inconsiderately) Church-rites and

ceremonies, provided nothing be done

contrary to Scripture. So also, they be-

lieved, no doubt, that the doctrines they

taught, and which they commissioned

others to teach, were such as had been

taught by many early Fathers ; and think-

ing this, they could not but wish that the

teaching of the Clergy should coincide

with that of those Fathers : but what was
the rule laid down,—the standard fixed

on, for ascertaining what should be taught

as a part of the Christian Religion ? It

was Holy Scripture ; not Scripture and
Tradition, jointly and " blended together; 1

"

but the Written Word of God •, nothing

being allowed to be taught as an Article

of faith that could not thence be proved.

Again, they doubtless believed that there

were early precedents for the form of

Church-government they maintained.-—

for the different Orders of the Ministry-

and for the mode of appointing each.

They believed, no doubt, as p fact, that

the Apostles ordained Ministers, and these

others, and so on in succession, down to

the then-existing period. But what was
the basis on which they deliberately chose

to rest their system ? On the declared

principle that '' those and those only are

to be accounted as lawfully appointed

Ministers who are called and sent out by
those who hace authority in the Congrega-

tion" (or Church) a to call and send la-

bourers into the Lord's vineyard :" and

though themselves deliberately adhering"

to episcopal Ordination, they refrain, both

in the Article on the w Church" and in

that on u ministering in the Church" from
specifying Episcopacy and episcopal Or-

dination as among the essentials.

§ 24. Some individuals among the Re-
formers have in some places used lan-

guage which may be understood as im-

plying a more strict obligation to conform
to ancient precedents than is acknow-
ledged in the Articles. But the Articles

being deliberately and jointly drawn up
for the very purpose of precisely deter-

mining what it was designed should be

determined respecting the points they

treat of, and in order to supply to the An-

glican Church their Confession of Faith

on those points, it seems impossible that

any man of ingenuous mind can appeal

from the Articles, Liturgy, and Rubric,

put forth as the authoritative declarations

of the Church, to any other writings,

whether by the same or by other authors.*

* Articles XIX. XX. XXIII. XXXIV. XXXVI,
"XIX. Of the Church.—The visible Church

of Christ [" ecclesia Christi visibilis est," &c. evi-

dently A visible Church of Christ is a congrega-

tion, &c] is a congregation of faithful men, in the

which the pure Word of God is preached, and the

Sacraments be duly administered according to

Christ's ordinance in all those things that of ne-

cessity are requisite to the same.

" As the Church of Jerusalem, Alexandria and

Antioch, have erred; so also the Church of Roma
hath erred, not only in their living and manner of

Ceremonies, but also in matters of Faith.

"XX. Of ihe Authority of the Church.—
The Church hath power to decree Rites and Cere-

monies, and authority in Controversies of Faith J

and yet it is not lawful for the Church to ordain

any thing that is contrary to God's Word written,

neither may it so expound one place of Scripture,

that it be repugnant to another. Wherefore, al-

though the Church be a witness and a keeper of

holy Writ, yet, as it ought not to decree any thing

against the same, so besides the same ought it a*
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On the contrary, the very circumstances

that opinions going far beyond what the

Articles express, or in other respects con-

siderably differing from them, did exist,

and were well known and current, in the

days of our reformers, gives even the more

force to their deliberate omissions of these,

and their distinct declaration of what they

do mean to maintain. It was not hastily

and unadvisedly that they based the doc-

trines of their Church on " the pure Word
of God," and the claim of their Church

to the character" of a Christian Commu-
nity, on its being a "Congregation of be-

lievers, in which that pure word is

preached, and the Christian Sacraments

duly administered."

Whatever therefore may have been the

private opinion of any individuals among
their number, they have declared plainly

to enforce any thing to he believed for necessity

of Salvation.

"XXIII. Of Ministering in the Congregation.

—It is not lawful for any man to take upon him
the office of public preaching, or ministering the

Sacraments in the Congregation, before, he he law-

fully called and sent to execute the same. And
those we ought to judge lawfully called and sent,

which be chosen and called to this work by men
who have public authority given unto them in the

congregation, to call and send Ministers into the

Lord's vineyard.

"XXXIV. Of the Traditions of the Church.
•—It is not necessary that Traditions and Ceremo-
nies be in all places one, and utterly like ; for at all

times they have been divers, and may be changed

according to the diversities of countries, times, and

men's manners, so that nothing be ordained against

God's Word. Whosoever through his private

judgment, willingly and purposely, doth openly

break the traditions and ceremonies of the Church,

which he not repugnant to the Word of God, and

be ordained and approved by common authority,

ought to be rebuked openly, (that others may fear

to do the like,) as he that offendeth against the

common order of the church, and hurteth the au-

thority of the Magistrate, and woundeth the con-

sciences of the weak brethren.

" Every particular or national Church hath au-

thority to ordain, change, and abolish, ceremonies

or rites of the Church ordained only by man's au-

thority, so that all things be done to edifying.

" XXXVI. Of Consecration of Bishops and
Ministers.—The Book of Consecration of Arch-

bishops and Bishops, and Ordering of Priests and

Deacons, lately set forth in the time of Edward the

Sixth, and confirmed at the same time by authority

of Parliament, doth contain all things necessary

to such consecration and Ordering: neither hath

it any thing that of itself is superstitious and un-

godly. And therefore whosoever are consecrated

or ordered according to the Rites of that Book,

since the second year of the forenamed King Ed-

ward unto this time, or hereafter shall be consecrat-

ed or ordered according to the same Rites; we
decree all such to be rightly, orderly, and lawfully

consecrated and ordered."

what it was they agreed in regarding as a

safe and sufficient foundation, and as es-

sential, and consequently requiring to be

set forth and embodied in the Symbol or

Creed of their Church.

But neither the Reformers of our Church,
nor anv other human beins", could frame

any expressions such as not to admit of

being explained away, or the consequences
of them somehow evaded, by an ingenious

person who should resolutely set himself

to the task. And accordingly our Church
has been represented as resting her doc-

trines and her claims on Scripture and
Traditionjoirt/7/y, and "blended" together.

We have been told for instance of a

person held up as a model of "pure An-
glican Church principles, that he '•' sub-

mitted to the decision of inspiration

wherever it was to be found, whether in

Scripture or Antiquity." And again we
have been told that "Rome differs from

us as to the authority which she ascribes

to tradition: she regards it as co-ordinate,

our divines as suh-on\'mate ; as to the way
in which it is to he employed, she, as in-

dependent of Holy Scripture ; ours, as

subservient to, and blended with it: as to

its limits, she supposes that the Church of

Rome has the power of imposing new ar-

ticles necessary to be believed for salva-

tion ; ours, that all such articles were
comprised at first in the Creed, and that

the Church has only the power of clearing,

defining, and expounding these fixed ar-

ticles."

Now whether the above description be

a correct one as far as regards the tenets

of the Church of Rome, 1 do not pretend

to decide, nor does it belong to my pre-

sent purpose to inquire : but the descrip-

tion of the tenets of the Anglican Church,

is such as I feel bound to protest against

If indeed by u ms" and "our divines"

is to be understood certain individuals

who profess adherence to the Church of

England, the above description is, no

doubt, very correct as far as relates to

them : but if it be meant that such are

the tenets of our Church itself as set forth

in its authoritative Confession of Faith,

—

the Articles,—nothing can be more utterly

unfounded, and indeed more opposite to

the truth. Our Church not only does not

" blend Scripture with Tradition," but

takes the most scrupulous care to dis-

tinguish from every thing else the Holy
Scriptures, as the sufficient and sole au-

thoritative standard.

Our Reformers do not merely omit to

ascribe to any Creed or other statement
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of any doctrine, an in'rinsic authori

derived from tradition, but in th

tide on the three Creeds,* they take care,

i •icllij to assign the ground on which

those are to be retained ;
viz., that " they

may be proved by Holy Writ. 11

§ 25. As for the distinction drawn be-

tween making Tradition on the one hand

authority co-ordinate with Scripture,"

on the other hand "subordinate and
blended with Scripture," I cannot but

think it worse than nugatory* The
latter doctrine f have no scruple in pro-

nouncing the worse of the two; because

while it virtually comes to the same thing,

it is more insidious, and less likely to

alarm a mind full of devout reverence for

Scripture.

When men are told of points of faith

which they are to receive on the authority

of Tradition alone, quite independently of

any Scripture warrant, they are not un-

likely to shrink from this with doubt or a

disgust, which they are often relieved from

at once, by a renunciation, in word
such a claim, and by being assured that

Scripture is the supreme Authority, and

that Tradition is to be received as its

handmaid only,—as not independent of it,

but u subordinate and blended with it."

And yet if any or every part of Scripture

is to be interpreted according to a sup-

posed authoritative Tradition, and from

that interpretation there is to be no appeal,

it is plain that, to all practical purp

this conies to the same thing as an inde-

pendent. Tradition. For on this system,

any thing may be made out of any thing.

* Nor, by the way, is it true that our Church
has declared, in that, or in any other Article, li that

all such Articles as are necessary to be believed

ilvation were comprised at first in the [Apos-

tles'] Creed. This, in fact, is neither done, nor was
intended to be done, by the framers of that Creed;

if at least they held—as I doubt not they did— '

the doctrine of the Atonement: for this is not at

all mentioned in the Apostles' Creed. The cause,

I have no doubt, was that the doctrine had not in I

the earliest a?es been disputed* Bat at any rate,

the fact is certain, that the Creed does dwell on

the reality of the historical transaction only, the
'

actual death of Christ, without assertingfar whom
or for what He suffered death.

•f-
It is not meant to be implied that all persons I

who take this view are, themselves, disposed to

join the Romish Church, or to think little of the

differences between that and their own. Distinc-
j

tions may be felt as important by one person, which
'

may appear to others, and may really be, utterly
;

insignificant. The members, for instance, of the

Russian branch, at least, of the Greek Church, are

said to abhor image-worship, while they pay to

pictures an adoration which Protestants would
'egard as equally superstitious.

The Jews may resort, whenever it suits

their purpose, (and often do,) to an a

to their Scriptures interpreted according
to their tradition, in behalf of any thing

they are disposed to maintain. I i

•

conversing some years ago with an edu-
cated Jew on the subject of some of their

observances, and remarking, in the course
of the conversation, that their prohibition

of eating butter and flesh at the same meal,

rested, 1 supposed, not like several other

prohibitions, on the Mosaic written Laws,
but on Tradition alone. No, he assured

me it was prohibited in the Law. ] dare

say my readers would be as much at a

loss as I was, to guess where. He referred

me to Exod. xxiii. 19.

In like manner, if any ordinary student

of Scripture declares that he finds no
warrant there for believing in the bodily

presence of Christ in the Eucharist, and
that he finds on the contrary our Lord
Himself declaring that 4i

it is the Spirit

that quickeneth," (giveth life;) i; the flesh

profit eth nothing," he is told that Tradi-

tion directs us to interpret literally the

words u This is my Body." and that he
must not presume to set up Ids u private

judgment" against the interpretation, and
this, when perhaps he is assured by the

same person, on similar grounds, that
M the whole Bible is one great Parable !"

If again he finds the Apostles ordain-

ing Elder-. Presbyters,) and never allud-

ing to any person, except Christ Him-
self, as bearing any such office in the

Christian Church as that of the Levitical

Priest, Hierens) he is told, on the au-

thority of Tradition, which he must not

He, that Presbyter means Hiereus, a

sacrificing Priest. Mahomet's application

to himself of the prophecy of Jesus, that

He would u send another Paraclete" or

Comforter, was received by his followers

on similar grounds ; that is, it was an in-

terpretation which he chose to put on the

words ; and woe to him who should dis-

pute it!

If again we find the whole tenor of

Scripture opposed to invocation of Saints,

and Image-worship, we may be told that

there is a kind of invocation of Saints

which the Scriptures, as interpreted by
Tradition, allow and encourage. And so

on, to an indefinite extent; just as effec-

tually, and almost as easily, as if Tradi-

tion had been set up independent of

Scripture, instead of being " blended

with it."*

* See Powell on Tradition, § 14-17.
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a Tradition'1 and " Church interpreta-

tion'1 are made, according to this system,

subordinate to, and dependent on Scrip-

ture, much in the same way that some
e dependent on the trees

that them. The parasite af

clings to, and rests on the tree, which it

.ally <> with its own
_<•. till by little and little, it weakens

and completely .smothers it:

'

'

; oa poma."

And it may he added that trie insidious

m is still fu

L, if the principle he laid down
with- g it out, at once, into all

Iting consequences that may
.-. and that have followed, from its

For by this means a contrast

is

. far more modera •. system ol I

hood an
;
and it is insinu-

that this favourable contrast i.s the

one b s
•• c< >-

on •• subordi-

tion; the real difference being

only that e arbitrary

'I with compar n-

l meney at first, till it has I

lished. Let hut the princip

is common to both systems be '

I the one may he easily made
er all the purposes of the other.

And ail this time tl Cates of this

authoritative tradition may Loudly pro-

claim that they require no assent to any

thing hut what "may he proved by

Scripture;" that j-. proved to them; and

_ ound of their conviction.

be implicitly received by every man.

most important.—when the expres-

sion . of - referring to Scripture as

the infallible standard,'1 and requiring

eh points of faith only a- can
• .<mc<: pr . le clearly, in the

•:, the important question, -prove']

to whom?71
If any man or Body of

. as the s hori-

tative standard, meaning that we are not

e called on to believe any thing as a

hit of faith, on their v.

but only on our own conviction that it is

...then they place our faith on

; -. not of human authority, bi

divh. call on ?/ . as a point

of conscience, to receive whatevi

red to their satisfaction from S

. -n though it may appear to us

. . ad of re!

from the author, rlan taking

the place of God, they are placing
- on us

two burdens instead of one. "You re-

quire us," we might reply, "to beli

hatever yon teach is true ;

and secondly, besides this, to believe also,

that. it. is a truth contained in Scripture
;

and we are to take your word for both !

:1

§ 26. I can imagine p< urging, in

reply to what has been said, the import-

ance ofgiving the people religious instruc-

tion over and ab< ading oA

Scripture—the utility of< tions and
comment-.—and the ne< of creeds

and catechisms, kr-.; and dwelling also on
the reverence due to antiquity, and on the

arrogancy of disregarding the judgment
of pious and learned men. especially of

such as lived in or near the times of the

Apostles.

1' is almost superfluous to remark that

nothing at variance with all tin- has been

here advanced. The testimony of ancient

,s as to the fact.-, that such and such

doctrines or practices did or did not pre-

vail in their own time-, or that such and

such a sense was, in their time-, conveyed
bycer'am passages ofScripture, may i

he very valuable; provided we keep clear

of the mistake of inferring, either that

whatever is ancient i.s to he supp
apostolical, or ev< a necessarily, In accord'

with apostolical ig
;

;i- if er-

rors had not crept in. even during the life-

time'' of the Apostles,] or again, that e\

practice and regulation that really hai

sanction of the Apostles and which, there-

fore, must be concluded to have been the

jt, at that ! as designed by them,

— when & 16] from re-

ling it in writing,—to be of

and eternal obligation ;—in short, that

they entrusted to oral Tradition any of the

ntials of Christianity.! And, again,

the opinions of any author, ancient or

modern, are entitled to resp

deration in proportion as he may have

been a sensible, pious, and learned man :

provided we draw the line distinctly be-

tween orks of divin ogers in-

spired from above, and those of fallible

men.
But object (unh - tl

: <e to

* See Appendix, Note (L.)
- And yet one may find pei

view by alleging that 3 uresthem-

by Tradition. Any one may be believed to

be serious in urging such an argument, if it is

found that he p much confidence in the

genuineness of pome account that baa been trans-

mitted from mouth to mouth bypopular rumours
u in a

b-.tltr that baa been transmitted over the same.space

See Appendix, \ute (K.)
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mystify the readers, and draw off their

attention from the real question) of dwell-

ing on truths which are universally ad-

mitted,* not only in theory but in practice,

by Christians of every denomination ? Ca-

techisms, oral or written,—expositions of

Scripture—religious discourses or tracts,

of some kind or other, &.c, are in use,

more or less, among all. The utility, and

indeed necessity, of human instruction,

both for young Christians and adults, has

never, that 1 know of, been denied by any

Christian Church or denomination. The
only important distinction is between those

who do, and those who do not, permit,

and invite, and encourage their hearers to

w search the Scriptures whether these

tilings be so,"" which they are taught by
their pastors.

It is to be observed, however, that what

J am speaking of is a reference to Scrip-

ture, as the sole basis of the articles of

necessary faith,—the only decisive au-

thority.

Some persons, while claiming reception

for such and such confessions of faith,

declare continually and with much earnest-

ness, that they are teaching nothing but

what is "conformable to Scripture,"

" agreeable to Scripture," &c. And the

unwary are often misled by not attending

to the important distinction between this,

—between what is simply agreeable to

Scripture,—and what is derived from
Scripture,

—

founded on it, and claiming

no other authority.

When it is said that the Old Testament

and the New are not at variance, but con-

* It is no uncommon practice with some writers,

to shelter (as in the present instance) some para-

doxical tenet, when oppose* I, under the guise of

a truism; and, when this has been admitted with-

out suspicion, to unmask the battery as it were,

e.nd by a seemingly slight change, to convert a

self-evident and insignificant truth into a dogma
of fearful importance. Thus for instance, when
we are sometimes told, with much solemn earnest-

ness, of the importance of holding fast "the faith

of the Holy Catholic Church," this is explained

as being " what has been held by all Christians,

always, and every where.-" ["quod semper, quod

ubique, quod ab omnibus:"] and of course no one

can think of denying that what has always been

held universally by all Christians as a part of their

faith, must be a part of the universal [or Catholic]

faith. There " needs no ghost to tell us that ;" as

it is in fact only saying that "Catholic" means
" Universal," and that what is believed is believed.

But when the wooden horse has been introduced,

it is found to contain armed men concealed within

it. "All Christians" is explained to mean "all

the orthodox;" and the "orthodox" to be, those

in agreement with the authors who are instruct-

ing us.

I

formable to each other, this is quite dif-

ferent from saying that either of them
derives all its authority from the other.

On the other hand, our Reformers do not

maintain merely that the Creeds which
they receive are agreeable to Scripture ;

but that they are to be received because

tliev mav be proved from Scripture.

The distinction, as I have above re-

marked, is apparent only, and not really

important, between those who require the

acceptance of what they teach, independ-

ently of Scripture, and those who do refer

to Scripture as the ground of their oien

conviction, or at least as confirmatory of

their teaching, but require their interpre-

tations of Scripture to be implicitly re-

ceived; denying to individuals the right

and the duty* of judging ultimately for

themselves. The real distinction is be-

tween those who do, and those who do
not recognize this right and duty. For
if -d certain comment, is to be received im-

plicitly and without appeal, it not only is

placed, practically, as far as relates to every

thing except a mere question of dignify?

on a level with Scripture,f but has also a

strong—and as experience has abundantly

|

proved,—an increasing tendency to super-

sede it. A regular and compact system

|

of theology, professedly compiled from

j

Scripture, or from "Scripture and Tradi-

tion blended together,"! if it be that which,

after all, we must acquiesce in as infallible,

whether it accord or not with what ap-

pears to us to be the sense of Scripture,

being more compendious and methodical

than the Sacred Books themselves, will

naturally be preferred by the learner. And
all study, properly so called, of the rest of

Scripture,—(for on the above supposition,

such a comment would be itself a part of

Scripture, infallible and divinely inspired,

as much as the rest)—all lively interest in

* See Dr. Hawkins on the Duty of Private

Judgment.
-j- Among the Parliamentarians at the time of

the Civil War, there were many,—at first a great

majority,—who professed to obey the King's com-

mands, as notijied to them by Parliament, and

levied forces in the King's name, against his per-

son. If any one admitted Parliament to be the

sole and authoritative interpreter and expounder

of the regal commands, and this, without any check

from any other power, it is plain that he virtufifly

admitted the sovereignty of that Parliament, just

as much as if he had recognized their formal de-

position of the King. The parallelism of this case

with the one before us is too obvious to need being

dwelt on.

i See Essay (Third Series) on "Undue lie*

liance on Human Authority."
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the perusal,—would be nearly superseded

by such an inspired compendium of doc-

trine; to which alone, as being far the

most convenient for that purpose, habitual

reference would he made in any question

that might arise. Roth would be regard-

ed, indeed, as of divine authority; but the

compendium, as the fused and purified

metal ; the other, as the mine, containing

the crude ore.

§ 27. The uses are so important, and

the abuses so dangerous, of the instruc-

tion which may be afforded by uninspired

Christian teachers, that it may be worth

while still farther to illustrate the subject

by an analogy, homely perhaps and un-

dignified, but which appears to me per-

fectly apposite, and fitted by its very fa-

miliarity to answer the better its purpose

of a (lording explanation.

The utility of what is called paper

currency is universally acknowledged and

perceived. Without possessing any in-

trinsic value, it is a convenient representa-

tive of coins and ingots of the precious

metals. And it possesses this character,

from its being known or confidently be-

lieved, that those who issue it are ready,

on demand, to exchange it for those pre-

cious melals. And the occurrence, from

time to time, of this demand, and the

constant liability to it, are the great check

to an over issue of the paper money.
But if paper money be made a legal tender

and not convertible into gold and silver at

the pleasure of the holder—if persons are

required to receive it in payment, by an

arbitrary decree of the Government, either

that paper shall be considered as having

an intrinsic value, or again, that it shall

be considered as representing bullion, or

laud,* or some other intrinsically valuable

commodity, the existence and amount of

which, and the ability of Government to

produce it, are to be believed, not by the

test of any one's demanding and obtain-

ing payment, but on the word of the very

government that issues this inconverti-

ble paper currency, then the conse-

quences which ensue are well known.
The precious metals gradually disappear,

and a profusion of worthless paper alone

remains.

Even so it is with human teaching in

religion. It is highly useful, as long as

the instructers refer the People to Scrip-

ture, exhorting and assisting them to

" prove all things and hold fast that which

* This was the case with the Assignats and
Mandats of France.

is right;"—as long as the Church "or-
dains nothing contrary to God's word,"
—nothing, in short, beyond what a Chris-

tian Community is authorized both by
the essential character of a Community,
and by Christ's sanction, to enact; and
requires nothing to be believed as a point

of Christian faith " that may not be de-

clared"* (i. e. satisfactorily proved) to be
taken from Holy Scripture. But when a
Church or any of its Pastors ceases to

make this payment on demand—if ] may
so speak—of Scripture-proof,f and re-

quires implicit faith, on human authority,

in human dogmas or interpretations, all

check is removed to the introduction of

any conceivable amount of falsehood and
superstition ; till human inventions may
have overlaid and disfigured Gospel truth,

and Man's usurped authority have gradu-

ally superseded divine : even as was the

case with the rabbinical Jews, who con-

tinued to profess the most devout rever-

ence for the Mosaic Law, even at the time

when we are told that " in vain they

worshipped God, teaching for doctrines

the commandments of men.''|

§ 28. It is worth remarking also tha

the persons who make this use of Tradi-

tion are often found distinctly advocating

the deliberate suppression, in the instruc-

tion of the great mass of Christians, of a

large portion of the Gospel doctrines

which are the most earnestly set forth in

Scripture ; as a sort of esoteric mystery,

of which ordinary believers are unworthy,
and which should be "reserved" as a

reward for a long course of pious sub-

mission. This system of " reserve" or
" economy" is vindicated, by studiously

confounding it with the gradual initia-

tion of Christians in the knowledge of

their religion, in proportion as they are

" able to bear it;" ?'. e. able and willing

to understand each point that is presented

to their minds : and the necessity of gra-

dual teaching,—of reading the first line

of a passage before the second,—and the

care requisite to avoid teaching any thing

which, though true in itself, would be

falsely understood by the hearers, is thus

confounded with the system of withhold-

ing a portion of Gospel truth from those

* The Word " declared" is likely to mislead

the English reader, from its being ordinarily used

in the present day in a different sense. The Latir
" declarare" of which it was evidently intended tc

to be a translation, signifies "to make clear'— " tc

set forth plainly."

| See Appendix, Note (M.)

± See Dr. Hawkins on Tradition,
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able and willing to receive it ;—the sys-

tem of " shunning to set before men all

the counsel of God," and of having one

kind of religion for the initiated few, and

another for the mass of the Christian

World. Very different was the Apostle

Paul's Gospel, which he assures us, if it

was hid, was hid from them that are

lost," (men on the road to destruction,

ecTroXTivpfaovi;,) " whom the god of this

world hath blinded."

But the charge of teaching something

different from what they inwardly believe,

the advocates of this system repel, by

alleging that all they do teach is agree-

able to Scripture, although they withhold

a part, and do not teach all that is to be

found in Scripture : as if this did not as

effectually constitute two different reli-

gions as if they had added on something

of their own. For, by expunging or sup-

pressing at pleasure, that which remains

may become totally different from what
the religion would have been if exhibited

as a whole.

It has been remarked that every statue

existed in the block of marble from
which it was carved ; and that the Sculp-

tor merely discloses it, by removing the

superfluous portions ;—that the Medicean
Venus, for instance, has not in it a single

particle which did not originally exist

exactly in the same relative position as

now ; the artist having added nothing
but merely taken away. Yet the statue is

as widely different a thing from the origi-

nal block, as if something had been

added. What should we think of a man's

pleading that such an image is not con-

templated in the commandment against

making an image, because it is not
" made," as if it had been moulded, or cast,

out of materials brought together for the

purpose ?, Should any one scruple to

worship a moulded, but not a sculptured

image, his scruple would not be more
absurdly misplaced, than if he should

hold himself bound, in his teaching, not

to add on to Scripture any thing he did

not believe to be true, but allowed to sup-

press any portions of Gospel truth at his

pleasure, and to exhibit to his People the

remaining portions, as the whole system
of their religion.

It may be added also, that as a Chris-

tian teacher is not authorized either to

suppress any portion of the Gospel as

unfit for those disposed and able to re-

ceive it, or to inculcate as an essential

portion of it, any tiling not revealed in

Scripture, but dependent on Tradition,

whether alone or "blended with Scrip-

ture," so, he ought not to insist on the

acceptance, as essential, of any thing

which, even though it may be satisfac-

torily proved from Scripture, vet it is so
slightly hinted at there, that till attention

has been called to it, and the arguments
by which it is supported brought toge-

ther, whole Churches for whole genera-

tions together may have studied Scrip-

ture without finding it. I do not say that

nothing of this character should he main-
tained, and supported by arguments
which may satisfactorily prove it; but it

should not be maintained as something

necessary to Salvation, unless it is clearly

revealed to an ordinary reader of candid
mind.

For instance, there are some who think

that an intermediate state of conscious-

ness,—and others, of unconsciousness,—
between death and the resurrection,

—

may be proved from Scripture; but I

cannot think it justifiable to represent

either opinion as an essential article of
faith.

Again, the call of the Gentiles to be

partakers with the Jews of the privileges

of God's People, and the termination of
the Mosaic dispensation, are contained,

but not clearly revealed, in the Old Tes-
tament, and in the discourses of our
Lord ; these doctrines are not so obviously

contained there, as to make them an

essential part of the Jewish faith. This,

therefore, was a case in which a fresh

and distinct declaration, supported by
miraculous evidence, was fairly to be ex-

pected : and this was accordingly afforded.

A distinct miraculous revelation was made
to the Apostle Peter as to this very

point.*

§ 29. In saying that the essential doc-

trines of Christianity are to be found in

Scripture, or may be satisfactorily proven

from it, and that the enactments of any
Church, with a view to good government,

"decency and order," derive a sufficient

authority from that very circumstance, in-

asmuch as the Apostle commands us to

" do all things decently and in order,"

and our Heavenly Master has given power
to "bind and loose" in respect to 'such

regulations, I do not mean to imply that

such reasons always will, in fact, prove

satisfactory to careless and uncandid rea-

soners—to the fanciful, the wilful, and

* According to our Lord's promise respecting

the Holy Spirit :—He shall teach you all things,

and bring all things to your remembrance*' Sec
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the arrogant. But nothing is in reality

gained by endeavouring to add force to

sound reasons by the addition of unsound
ones. To seek, when men will not lis-

ten to valid arguments, for some otber

arguments which thev will listen to will,

I am convinced, (to say nothing of its un-

fairness,) be found in the end to be un-

wise policy.

Yet I cannot but suspect that the prin-

ciples I have been deprecating must have

been sometimes maintained by persons

not altogether blind to the inconsistent

consequences they lead to, but actuated

by a desire of impressing on the minds
of the multitude not only an additional

confidence in the doctrines of our Church,
but also that reverence, which is so often

found to be deficient, for Church institu-

tions and enactments, and for regularly

ordained Christian Ministers: and that

they have been influenced by a dread of

certain consequences as following from
an adherence to what I have pointed out

as the only sound and secure principles.*

For instance, it has been thought dan-

gerous to acknowledge a power in any
Body of uninspired men to depart in the

smallest degree from the recorded prece-

dents of the earliest Churches : including

(be it remembered by the way) those ex-

isting after the times of the Apostles, and
therefore consisting, themselves, of unin-

spired men. And a danger there certainly

is ; a danger of the mis-use of any power,
privilege, or liberty, trusted to any one.

* For instance, the view taken (see Thoughts
on th ' Sabbath) of the Lord's Day, as a Church
festival observed in memory of Christ's resurrec-

tion on the first day of the week, and not in com-
pliance with the Mosaic Law, I have seen objected

to, on the ground that " men are apt not to pay so

much deference to the enactments of the Church,

as to express commands of Scripture." That is

to say, although the Mosaic Law be not really

binding on Christians (for, if it were, and the ob-

servance of the Lord's day were a part of it, that

would supersede all need of other arguments) yet

it is advisable to teach men that it is, in order that

they may be the more ready to observe the Lord's

Day. The Church therefore is to be represented,

—

and that to men who, by supposition, are dis-

posed to undervalue Church authority,—as hav-

ing taken the liberty to alter a divine command-
ment of acknowledged obligation, by changing

the seventh day of the week to the first (besides

alterations in the mode of observance) in compli-

ance with a supposed tradition, that the Apostles

sanctioned—winch it is plain from Scripture they

did not—this transference of the Sabbath. This

is surely expecting an unreasonable deference for

Church authority from men who, it is supposed,

are unwilling to yield to it such a deference as is

reasonable.

H

The Christian course is beset by dangers-

They are an essential part of our trial on
Earth. We are required to he on our
guard against them ; but we must never
expect, here below, to be exempt from
them. And there is nothing necessarily

gained by exchanging one danger for an-
other; the danger of erring in our own
judgment, for that of following imperfect,

uncertain or corrupted traditions.

But to maintain the right of any Com-
munity—a Church among others—to es-

tablish, abrogate, or alter, regulations and
institutions of any kind, is understood
by some as amounting to an approval of

every thing that either ever has been done,

or conceivably might be done, by virtue

of that claim ; as if a sanction were thus

given to perpetual changes, the most rash,

uncalled for, and irrational. But what,
is left to men's discretion, is not therefore

meant to be left to their ^discretion. To
maintain that a power exists, is not to

maintain either that it matters not how it

is used, or again that it cannot possibly

be abused.

The absurdity of such a mode of rea-

soning would be at once apparent in any
other case. For instance, the Senate,

Parliament, or other legislative Body of

this or any other country, has clearly a

right to pass or to reject any proposed

law that is brought before it ; and has an

equal right to do the one or the other;

now no one hr his senses would under-

stand by this, that it is equally right to do
the one or the other:— that whatever is

left to the legislator's decision, must be a

matter of absolute indifference; and that

whatever is to be determined by his judg-

ment, may fairly be determined according

to his caprice.

A Church,—and the same may be said

of a State,—may so far abuse its power,

and exceed the just limits of that power,

as to make enactments which a man may
be bound in conscience to disobey; as,

for instance, if either an ecclesiastical or

civil Government should command men
(as the Roman Emperors did the early

Christians') to join in acts of idolatrous

worship; or (as was done towards the

Saxon Clergy) to put away their wives.

But this does not do away the truth of

the general assertion that " the Powers
that be are ordained of God ;"—that both

civil and ecclesiastical Governments have

a right to make enactments that are not

contrary to religion or morality.

And again; even these enactments,

—

such as a State or a Church docs possess
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a right to make,'—it is not only conceiv-

able, but highly probable, that there will

be some which may appear to many per-

sons, and perhaps with reason, to be not

the very wisest and best. In such a case,

a man is bound to do his best towards

the alteration of those laws:* but he is

not, in the mean time, exempted from

obedience to laws which he may not fully

approve.y For supposing his objections

to any law to be well founded, still, as

infallibility does not exist among men,
all Professions and precepts relative to

the duty of submission to Government
would be nugatory, if that duty were to

be suspended and remain in abeyance, till

an unerring government should arise.

If any one, accordingly, is convinced

that a certain Church is essentially un-

scriptural, he cannot with a sound con-

science belong to its communion. But

he may consistently adhere to it, even

though he should be of opinion that in

some non-essential points it has adopted

regulations which are not the most expe-

dient. He mav still consistently hold

these to be binding, as coming from a

competent authority; though he may
wish that they had been, or that they

should be, settled otherwise.

§ 30. But as there are some persons

who are too ready to separate from any
religious Community on slight grounds,

or even through mere caprice, to "heap
np to themselves teachers, having itching

ears," it has been thought,—or at least

maintained,—that the only way of afford-

in jt complete satisfaction and repose to

the scrupulous, and of repressing schism,

is to uphold, under the title of " Church
principles," the doctrine that no one is a

member of Christ's Church, and an heir

of the covenanted Gospel promises, who
is not under a Ministry ordained by
Bishops descended in an unbroken chain

from the Apostles.

Now what is the degree of satisfactory

assurance that is thus afforded to the

scrupulous consciences of any members
of an Episcopal Church ? If a man con-

sider it as highly probable that the par-

ticular Minister at whose hands he re-

ceives the sacred Ordinances is really thus

apostolically descended, this is the very

utmost point to which he can, with any
semblance of reason, attain : and the more
he reflects and inquires, the more cause

for hesitation he will find. There is not

* See " Appeal in behalf of Church Govern-

ment;" (Houlston;) a very able pamphlet.

| See Sermon on Obedience to Laws.

1 a Minister in all Christendom who is able

to trace up with any approach to certainty

{

his own spiritual pedigree. The sacra-

; mental virtue (for such it is, that is im-

plied,—whether the term be us°d or not

in the principle I have been speaking of)

dependent on the imposition of hands,

with a due observance of apostolical

usages, bv a Bishop, himself duly conse-

crated, after having been in like manner
baptized into the Church, and ordained

Deacon and Priest,—this sacramental

virtue, if a single link of the chain be

faulty, must, on the above principles, be

utterly nullified ever after, in respect of

all the links that hang on that one. For

if a Bishop has not been duly consecrated,

or had not been, previously, rightly

ordained, his Ordinations are null ; and

so are the ministrations of those ordained

by him; and their Ordination of others;

(supposing any of the persons ordained

by him to attain to the episcopal office)

and so on, without end. The poisonous

taint of informality, if it once creep in un-

detected, will spread the infection of nullity

to an indefinite and irremediable extent.

And who can undertake to pronounce

that during that long period usually de-

signated as the Dark Ages, no such taint

ever was introduced ? Irregularities could

not have been wholly excluded without

a perpetual miracle; and that no such

miraculous interference existed, we have

even historical proof. Amidst the nume-
rous corruptions of doctrine and of prac-

tice, and gross superstitions, that crept in,

during those ages, we find recorded de-

scriptions not only of the profound ig-

norance and profligacy of life, of many
of the Clergy, but also of the grossest

irregularities in respect of discipline and

form. We read of Bishops consecrated

when mere children;—of men officiating

who barely knew their letters—of Pre-

lates expelled, and others put into theii

places, by violence;—of illiterate and

profligate laymen, and habitual drunkards,

admitted to Holy Orders; and in short,

of the prevaleuce of every kind of dis-

order, and reckless disregard of the de-

cency which the Apostle enjoins. It is

inconceivable that any one even mode-
rately acquainted with history, can feel a

certainty, or any approach to certainty,

that, amidst all this confusion and cor-

ruption, every requisite form was, in every

instance, strictly adhered to, by men,

many of them openly profane and secular,

unrestrained by public opinion, through

the gross ignorance of the population
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among which they lived ; and that no one

not duly consecrated or ordained was

admitted to sacred offices.

Even in later and more civilized and

enlightened times, the probability of an

irregularity, though very greatly dimin-

ished, is yet diminished only, and not

absolutely destroyed. Even in the me-
mory of persons living, there existed a

Bishop concerning whom there was so

much mystery and uncertainty prevailing

as to when, where, and by whom he

had been ordained, that doubts existed in

the mind, of many persons whether he

liad ever been ordained at all. 1 do not

say that there was good ground for the

suspicion : but I speak of the fact, that it

did prevail ; and that the circumstances

of the case were such as to make manifest

the possibility of such an irregularity oc-

curring under such circumstances.

Now, let any one proceed' on the hy-

pothesis that there are, suppose, but a

hundred links connecting any particular

minister with the Apostles, and let him
even suppose that not above half of this

number pass through such periods as ad-

mit of any possible irregularity ; and

the!!, placing at the lowest estimate the

probability of defectiveness in respect of

each of the remaining fifty, taken sepa-

rately, let him consider what amount of

probability will result from the multiply-

ing of the whole together.* The ulti-

mate consequence must be, that any one

who sincerely believes that his claim to

the benefits of the Gospel-Covenant de-

pends on his own Minister's claim to the

supposed sacramental virtue of true Or-

dination, and this again, on perfect Apos-
tolical Succession as above described,

must be involved, in proportion as he

reads, and inquires, and reflects, and rea-

sons on the subject, in the most distress-

ing doubt and perplexity.

,; Supposing it to be one hundred to one, in

each separate case, in favour of the legitimacy and
regularity of the transmission* and the links to

amount to fifty, (or any other number) the pro-

bability of the unbroken continuity of the whole
chain must be computed as 99-100 of 99-100
of 99-100, &c, to the end of the whole fifty. Of
course, if different data are assumed, or a different

system is adopted of computing the rate at which
the uncertainty increases at each step, the ultimate

result will be different as to the degree of uncer-

tainty ; but when once it is made apparent that a

considerable and continually increasing uncer-

tainty does exist, and that the result must be, in

respect of any individual case, a matter of cha?ice,

it can he of no great consequence to ascertain

precisely what the chances are on each side.

It is no wonder, therefore, that the ad-

vocates of this theory studiously disparage

reasoning, deprecate all exercise of the

mind in reflection, decry appeals to evi-

dence, and lament that even the power of
reading should be imparted to the People.

It is not without cause that they dread

and lament " an Age of too much light,"

and wish to involve religion in u a solemn
and awful glo.om."* It is not without

cause that, having removed the Christian's

confidence from a rock, to base it on
sand, they forbid all prying curiosity to

examine their foundation.

The fallacy, indeed, by which, accord-

ing to the above principles, the Christian

is taught to rest his own personal hopes

of salvation on the individual claims to

'" Apostolical succession" of the particular

Minister he is placed under, is one so

gross that few are thoughtless enough to

be deceived by it in any case where Re-
ligion is not concerned ;—where, in short,

a man has not been taught to make a vir-

tue of uninquiring, unthinking acquies-

cence. For the fallacy consists in con-

founding together the unbroken Aposto-

lical succession of a Christian Ministry

generally, and the same succession, in an
unbroken line, of this or that individual

Minister. The existence of such an Or-
der of Men as Christian Ministers, con-

tinuously from the time of the Apostles

to this day, is perhaps as complete a

moral certainty, as any historical fact can

be ; because (independently of the various

incidental notices by historians, of such

a class of persons) it is plain that if, at

the present day, or a century ago, or ten

centuries ago, a number of men had ap-

peared in the world, professing (as our

Clergy do now) to hold a recognized of-

fice in a Christian Church, to which they

had been regularly appointed as succes-

sors to others, whose predecessors, in

like manner, had held the same, and so

on, from the time of the Apostles,—if, I

say, such a pretence had been put forth

by a set of men assuming an office which
no one had ever heard of before,— it is

plain that they would at once have been

refuted and exposed And as this will

apply equally to each successive genera-

tion of Christian Ministers, till we come
up to the time when the institution was
confessedly new,—that is, to the time

when Christian Ministers were appointed

by the Apostles, who professed them-
selves eye-witnesses of the Resurrection,
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we have (as, Leslie has remarked*) a

standing Monument, in the Christian

Ministry, of the fact of that event as

having been proclaimed immediately after

the nun- when it was said to have occur-

red. This therefore is fairly brought for-

ward as an evidence of its truth.

J Jut if each man's Christian hope is

made to rest on his receiving the Chris-

tian Ordinances at the hands of a Minis-

ter to whom the sacramental virtue that

gives efficacy to those Ordinances has

been transmitted in unbroken succe

from hand to hand, every thing must de-

pend on that particular Minister : and his

claim is by no means established from our

merely establishing the uninterrupted ex-

istence of such a class of nan as Chris-

tian Ministers. "Von teach me," a man
might say, w - thai my salvation depends on

the possession by you—the particular

Pastor under whom I am placed—of a

certain qualification; and when I ask for

the proof that you possess it, you prove

to me that it is possessed genera^y, by a

certain class of persons of whom you

ne, and probably by a large majority

of them!" How ridiculous it would

be thought, if a man laying claim to the

throne of some Country should attempt

t. •
i -iahlish it without producing and

proving his own pedigree, merely by

showing that that Country had always
hern under hereditary regal government!

§ 31. Then as to the danger of

Schism, nothing can be more calculated

to create or increase it, than to superadd

to all the other sources of difference among
( !hi istians, those additional ones resulting

from the theory we are considering. Be-

sides all the divisions liable to arise rela-

tive to the essential doctrines of Scripture,

and to the most important points in any

system of Church-Government, Schisms,

the most difficult to be remedied, may be

ted by that theory from individual

cast's of aliened irregularity.

A most remarkable instance of this is

furnished in the celebrated schism of the

Donatist, in Africa, in the beginning of

the fourth century.t They differed in

no point of doctrine or Church-discipline

from their opponents, the Orthodox, (that

is, the predominant party;) hut were at

issue with them on the question as to an

alleged irregularity in the appointment of

a certain Bishop; whose ordinations con-

sequently of other Bishops and Presby-

* Short Method with Deists.

+ See Waddington's Ecclesiastical History, &c.

ters, they inferred, were void
; and hence

the haptisms administered by those mi-

nisters were void, and their whole minis-

tration profane; so that they rebaptized

all who joined their party, (as J believe

the Creek Church docs, to this day,) and
regarded their opponents in the light of

Heathen. And this schism distracted the

greater part of the Eastern portion of the

Church for upwards of two hundred
years.

And an attempt was made in the last

century, by the Non-jurors, to introduce,

in these realms, the everspreading canker
of a similar schism. They denied the

episcopal character of those who had suc-

ceeded the displaced prelates
; and, con-

sequently, regarded as invalid the Orders

conferred by them ; thus preparing the

way for all the consequences resulting

from the Donatist schism.

The sect died away before long,

through a happy inconsistency on the

part of its supporters; who admitted the

claims of the substituted Bishops on the

death of their predecessors ; though it is

hard to understand how those who were

not true Bishops at first, could become
such, through a subsequent event, without

being reconsecrated : the Presbyters or-

dained by them becoming at the same
time true Presbyters, though their Ordi-

nation had been invalid, it seems like

maintaining that a woman, who during

her husband's life-time marries another

man, and has a family, becomes, on her

real husband's death, the lawful wife of

the other, and her children legitimate.

More recently still, an attempt was
made of the same nature, on the occasion

of the suppression (as it was called) of

some of the Irish Bishoprics ; that is, the

union of them with others.* It has been

publicly and distinctly declared that an

elfort was made to represent this measure

as amounting to an " interruption of Apos-

tolical succession :" though it is not very

easy to say how this was to be made out,

even on the above principles.!

* I do not mean to maintain that this was seri-

ously believed by all those—some of them men of

intelligence and learning—who put it forward. It

may very likely hive been one of their u exoteric

doctrines," designed only for the Multitude. But,

be this as it may, they evidently meant that it

should be believed by others, if not by themselves.

•j- According to this view, the Apostolical suc-

cession must have been long since lost in some
parts of England, and the greatest part of Ireland.

For there were many such unions existing before

the Act in question : such as Cork and Ross.

Ferns and Leighlin, and several others.
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In short, there is no imaginable limit to

the schisms that may be introduced and

kept up through the operation of these

principles, advocated especially with a

view to the repression of schism.

§ 32. Some have imagined however
that since no rule is laid down in Scrip-

ture as to the number of persons requisite

to form a Christian Community, or as to

the mode in which any such Community
is to be set on foot, it must follow that

persons left to Scripture as their sole

decisive authority, will be at liberty,—all,

and any of them,—to form and dissolve

religious Communities at their pleasure;

—to join and withdraw from any Church,

as freely as if it were a Ciub or other

such institution ; and to appoint them-

selves or others to anv ministerial Office,

a* freely as the members of any Club
elect Presidents, Secretaries, and other

functionaries.

And it is true that this license has been

assumed by weak and rash men; who
have thus given occasion to persons of the

class who u mistake reverse of wrong 1

for

right," to aim at counteracting one error

by advocating another. But so far are

these anarchical consequences from being

a just result of the principles here main-

tained, that I doubt whether, on any other

subject besides Religion, a man would
not be reckoned insane who should so

reason.

To take the analogous case of civil

government : hardly anv one in his right

mind would attempt a universal justifica-

tion of rebellion, on the ground that men
may be placed in circumstances which
morally authorize them to do what, in

totally different circumstances, would be

rebellion.

Suppose, for instance, a number of

emigrants, bound for some Colony, to be

shipwrecked on a desert island, such as

afforded them means of subsistence, but

precluded all reasonable hope of their quit-

ting it : or suppose them to have taken re-

fuge there as fugitives from intolerable op-

pression, or from a conquering enemy
;
(no

uncommon case in ancient times) or to

be the sole survivors of a pestilence or

earthquake which had destroyed the rest

of the nation : no one would maintain

that these shipwrecked emigrants or fugi-

tives, were bound, or were permitted, to

remain—themselves and their posterity

—

in a state of anarchy, on the ground of

there being no one among them who
could claim hereditary or other right to

govern them. It would clearly be right.

|

and wise, and necessary, that they should

;

regard themselves as constituted, by the

very circumstance of their position, a
civil Community; and should assemble

I to enact such laws, and appoint such

i

magistrates, as they might judge most
suitable to their circumstances. And
obedience to those laws and governors,

;
as soon as the Constitution was settled,

would become a moral duty to all the

members of the Community: and this,

even though some of the enactments
might appear, or might be, (though not

at variance with the immutable laws of
' morality, yet) considerably short of per-

: fection. The King, or other Magistrates
' thus appointed, would be legitimate

\

rulers : and the laws framed by them, valid

and binding. The precept of "submit-
' ting to every ordinance of man, for the

j

Lord's sake," and of " rendering to all

: their due," would apply in this case as

completely as in respect of any Civil

Community that exists.

And yet these men would have been
doing what, in ordinary circumstances,

would have been manifest rebellion. For
if these same, or any other individuals,

subjects of our own, or of any existing

Government, were to take upon them-

|

selves to throw off their allegiance to it,

without any such necessity, and were to

pretend to constitute themselves an in-

dependent Sovereign State, and proceed

to elect a King or Senate,—to frame a

Constitution, and to enact laws, all rest-

ing on their own self-created authority,

no one would doubt that, however wise

in themselves those laws might be, and

however personally well qualified the

magistrates thus appointed,—they would

j

not be legitimate governors, or valid

laws : and those who had so attempted

!to established them, would be manifest

;
rebels.

A similar rule will apply to the case

I

of ecclesiastical Communities. If any

number of individuals,—not having the

plea of an express revelation to the pur-

pose, or again, of their deliberate con-

viction that the Church they separate

from is fundamentally erroneous and un-

scriptural—take upon themselves to con-

stitute a new Church, according to their

' own fancy, and to appoint themselves or

others to ministerial offices, without having

jany recognized authority to do so, de-
1

rived from the existing religious Commu-
nity of which they were members, but

merely on the ground of supposed personal

qualifications, then however wise in them-

6
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selves the institutions., and however, in

themselves, fit, the persons appointed,

there can be' no more doubt that the guilt

of Schism would be incurred in this case,

than that the other, just mentioned, would
be an act of rebellion.

Or again, if certain members, lay or

clerical, of any Church, should think fit

to meet together and constitute them-
selves a kind of Svnod for deciding some
question of orthodoxy, and should pro-

ceed to denounce publicly one of their

brethren as a heretic, there can be no
doubt that—whether his doctrines were
right or wrong,—these, his self-appointed

judges (whatever abhorrence of Schism
they might express, and however strongly

they might put forth their own claim to

be emphatically the advocates of Church
unity) would be altogether schismatical

in their procedure. If the Apostle's cen-

sure of u those that cause divisions" does

not apply to this case, it may fairly be

asked what meaning his words can have.

On the other hand, men placed in the

situation of the supposed shipwrecked
emigrants or exiles above spoken of,

would be as much authorized, and bound,
to aim at the advantages of a Religious,

as of a Civil Community ; only with

this difference, arising out of the essen-

tial characters of the two respectively;

that they would not be authorized in the

one case, as they would in the other, to

resort to secular coercion* Compliance
with civil regulations may and must be

absolutely enforced ; but not so, the pro-

fession of a particular Creed, or conformity

to a particular mode of Worship.
Another point of distinction between

the formation of a Civil and Ecclesias-

tical Constitution arises out of this cir-

cumstance, that it was plainly the design

of the Apostles that there should be as

much as possible of free intercommunion,

and facility of interchange of members,
among Christians Churches. Conse-
quently, when it is said, here and else-

where, that each of these is bound to

make such enactments respecting non-
essentials, as its governors may judge

best, it is not meant that they have to

consider merely what would seem in

itself best, and supposing they were the

only Christian Community existing; but

they must also take care to raise up no
unnecessary barrier of separation be-

tween the members of their own and of

other—essentially pure—Churches. Any

* See Appendix, INote (A.)

arrangements or institutions, 8tc, wjiit !i

would tend to check the free intercourse,

and weaken the ties of brotherhood,

among all Christ's followers through mi t

the world, should be as much as possible

avoided.

This, however, is no exception to the

general rule, but an application of ir.

For, those enactments which should tend

to defeat, without necessity, one of the

objects which the Apostles proposed,

would (however good in themselves) evi-

dently not be the best, for that very reason.

But it would be absurd to maintain

that men placed in such a situation as

has been here supposed, are to be shut

out, generation after generation, from the

Christian Ordinances, and the Gospel

covenant. Their circumstances would
constitute them (as many as could be

brought to agree in the essentials of faith

and Christian worship) a Christian Com-
munity; and would require them to do
that which, if done without such neces-

sity, would be schismatical. To make
regulations for the Church thus consti-

tuted, and to appoint as its ministers the

fittest persons that could be found among
them, and to celebrate the Christian Rites,

would be a proceeding not productive, as

in the other case, of division, but of

union. And it would be a compliance,

—clearly pointed out to them by the

Providence which had placed them in

that situation,— with the manifest will of

our Heavenly Master, that. Christians

should live in a religious Community,
under such Officers and such Regulations

as are essential to the existence of every

Community.
To say that Christian ministers thus

appointed would be, to all intents and
purposes, real legitimate Christian minis-

ters, and that the Ordinances of such a

Church would be no less valid and effi-

cacious (supposing always that they are

not in themselves superstitious and un-

scriptural) than those of any other

Church, is merely to say in other words,

that it would be a real Christian Church;
possessing, consequently, in common
with all Communities of whatever kind,

the essential rights of a Community to

have Officers and By-laws ; and possessing

also, in common with all Christian Com-
munities, (i. c. Churches) the especial

sanction of our Lord, and his promise of

ratifying (" binding in Heaven") its

enactments.*

* See in Appendix, Note (N,) a quotation
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It really does seem not only absurd,! boast the greatest antiquity, or, which is

but even impious, to represent it as the established by the Civil Government.
Lord's will, that persons who are be- The Church, whatever it is, in which
lievers in his Gospel, should, in conse- each man was originally enrolled a

quence of the circumstances in which his member, has the first claim to his alle-

Providence has placed them, condemn
j

giance, supposing there is nothing in its

themselves and their posterity to live as i doctrines or practice which he is con-
Heathens, instead of conforming as vinced is unscriptural and wrong. He is

closely as those circumstances will of course bound, in deference to the

allow, to the institutions and directions higher authority of Christ and his Apos-
of Christ and his Apostles, by combining ties, to renounce its communion, if he
themselves into a Christian Society, regn-

!
does feel such a conviction; but not

lated and conducted, in the best way from motives of mere fancy, or worldly

they can, on Gospel principles. And if advantage.

such a Society does enjoy the divine All separation, in short, must be cither

blessing and favour, it follows that its
! a duty, or a sin*

proceedings, its enactments, its officers, And the Christian's obligation to sub-

are legitimate and apostolical, as long as mit to the (not unscriptural) Laws and
they are conformable to the principles Officers of his Church, being founded on
which the Apostles have laid down and the principles above explained, is indP
recorded for our use: even as those (of; pendent of all considerations of the regu-

whatever race u after the flesh") who larity or irregularity of the original, forma-

embraced and faithfully adhered to the tion of that Church; else, indeed, no one
Gospel, were called by the Apostle, could be certain what were his duties as a
u Abraham's seed,"* and u the Israel of member of a certain Church, without en-

God."! tering on long and difficult researches into

The Ministers of such a Church as ecclesiastical history : such as are far be-

I have been supposing, would rightly
j

yond the reach of ninety-nine persons in

claim " Apostolical succession," because

they would rightfully hold the same office

which the Apostles conferred on those
44 Elders whom they ordained in every

City.' And it is impossible for any one
of sound mind, seriously to believe that

the recognition of such claims in a case

like the one here supposed, affords a fair

precedent for men who should wan-
tonly secede from the Church to which
they had belonged, and take upon them-
selves to ordain Ministers and form a

new and independent Church according

to their own fancy.

§ 33. I have spoken of seceding from
"the Church to which they had be-

longed," because, in each case the pre-

sumption! is in favour of that ; not, ne-

cessarily, in favour of the Church to

which a man's ancestors may formerly

have belonged,§ or the one which can

the hundred. A certain Church may, sup-

pose, have originated in a rash separa-

tion from another Church, on insufficient

grounds ; but for an individual to sepa-

rate from it merely for that reason, would

belonged to that ; nor would such a reform con-

fer on the Bishop of Rome any power over the

Anglican Church.
* It may he necessary perhaps here to remind

the reader that I am speaking of separating from,

and renouncing, some Church: not of merely

joining and becoming a member of some other.

This latter does not imply the former, except

when there is some essential point of difference

between the two Churches. When there is none,

a man's becoming a member of another Church
on changing his residence,—as, for instance, a

member of the Anglican Church, on going to re-

side in Scotland or America, where Churches es-

sentially in agreement with ours exist—this is the

very closest conformity to the principles and prac-

tice of the Apostles. In their days (and it would
have been the same, always, and every where, had

from an Appeal of Luther's in 1520, cited in
j

their principles been universally adhered to) a

D'Aubigne's " History of the Reformation."
* Rom. v. 16. f Gal. vi. 16.

i See Rhetoric, Part I. ch. 3, § 2.

§ Accordingly, if we suppose the case of the

Romish Church reforming all its errors, and re-

turning to the state of its greatest purity, although
we should with joy " give the right hand of fel-

lowship" to its members, it would be utterly un-
justifiable for any member of our Church to throw
off his allegiance to it and go over to the Church
of Rome, on the ground of his ancestors having

|

Christian of the Church of Corinth for instance,

on taking up his abode, suppose, at Ephesus,
where there was a Christian Church, differing

perhaps in some non-essential customs and forms,

but agreeing in essentials, was received into that

Church as a brother; and this was so far from
implying his separation from the former, that he
would be'received into the Ephesian Church only

on letters of recommendation* from the Corinthian*

'Et&tcKui auaT^TMx). See 2 Cor.
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be not escaping but incurring the guilt of

Schism.*

It may indeed often be very desirable

to attempt the re-union of Christian Com-
munities that had been separated on in-

sufficient grounds: but no individual is

justified in renouncing, from motives of

mere taste or convenience, the communion
of the Church he belongs to, if he can re-

main in it with a safe conscience.

As for the question, what are, and what
are not, to be accounted essential points,

—what will, and what will not, justify,

and require, separation,—it would be fo-

reign from the present purpose to discuss

it. The differences between two Churches
may appear essential, and non-essential,

to two persons equally conscientious, and

equally careful in forming a judgment.

All I am insisting on is, that the matter is

one which does call for that careful and
conscientious judgment. A man should,

deliberately, and with a sense of deep re-

sponsibility, make up his mind, as to what
is, or is not, to the best of his judgment,

essential, before he resolves on taking, or

not taking, a step which must in every

case be either a duty or a sin.

§ 34. It may be said however that it is

superfluous to enter at all on the consi-

deration of what would be allowable and
right under some supposed circumstances,

which are not our own ; and to decide

beforehand for some imaginary emergency
that may never occur; at least never to

ourselves.

It may be represented as an empty and
speculative question to inquire whether
our Ministry derive their authority from
the Church, or the Church from them, as

long as the rights hoth of the Church and
its Ministers are but acknowledged. And
if any one is satisfied both that our Minis-

ters are ordained by persons descended in

an unbroken series of Episcopal Ordina-

tion from the Apostles, and also that they

are the regularly appointed and recognized

Officers of a Christian Community consti-

tuted on Apostolical principles, it may be

represented as impertinent to trouble him
with questions as to which of these two
things it is that gives them the rightful

claim to that deference which, as it is, he

is willing to pay to them.

It is in this way that the attempt is often

made, and not seldom with success, to

evade the discussion of important general

* For some very sensible and valuable remarks
on this subject, see Hinds' History of the Rise and
Early Progress of Christianity, vol. ii. p. 42.

principles, and thus to secure an unin-

quiring acquiescence in false assumptions
which will not stand the test of examina-
tion, and which when once admitted will

lead to very important and ve:y mischiev-

ous practical results. Why should we
unsettle men's minds—one may hear it

said—by speculations on any imaginary or

impossible case, when they are satisfied

as they are? As long as any one will but

believe and do what he ought, what mat-

ters it whether his reasons for acquies-

cence are the most valid or not? And
then, when, in this way, men's minds have

been "settled" in false notions, some of

them are likely to follow out a wrong
principle into the pernicious consequences

to which it fairly leads; and others again

become most dangerously, and perhaps in-

curably, imsettled, when the sandy foun-

dation they have been taught to build on
happens to be washed away.

If, as has been above remarked, a man
is taught that view of Apostolical succes-

sion which makes every thing depend on

the unbroken series between the apostles

and the individual minister from whom
each man receives the Sacraments, or the

individual bishop conferring Ordination,

—

a fact which never can be ascertained with

certainty—and he is then presented with

proofs, not of //r/'s, but of a different fact

instead,—the Apostolical succession, ge-

nerally^ of the great Body of the ministers

of his Church ;—and if lie is taught to ac-

quiesce with consolatory confidence in the

regulations and ordinances of the Church,
not on such grounds as have been above

laid down, but on the ground of their

exact conformity to the model of the

" ancient Church, which exact conformity

is, in many cases, more than can be sa-

tisfactorily proved, and in some can be

easily disproved, the result of the attempt

so to settle men's minds, must be, with

many, the most distressing doubt and per-

plexity. And others again, when taught

to " blend with Scripture," as a portion of

Revelation, the traditions of the first three,

or first four, or first seven, or fifteen cen-

turies, may find it difficult to understand,

when, and where, and why, they are to

stop short abruptly in the application of

the principles they have received : why,
if one general Council is to be admitted

as having divine authority to bind the

conscience, and supersede private judg-

ment, another is to be rejected by private

judgment : and that too by the judgment

of men who are not agreed with each

other, or even themselves, whether the
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council of Trent, for instance, is to be re-

garded as the beginning of the Romish
Apostacy, or as a promising omen of im-

provement in the Church of Rome. That
man must be strangely constituted who
can find consolatory security for his faith

in such a guide ;—who can derive satis-

factory confidence from the oracles of a

Proteus !

§ 35. Moreover, the supposed case of

Christians deprived of regular succession

of Episcopally ordained Ministers, and left

to determine what course they ought,

under such circumstances, to take, is not

inconceivable, or impossible, or unprece-

dented; nor again, even if it were, would
the consideration of such a question be

necessarily an unprofitable speculation

;

because it will often happen that by putting

a supposed case (even when such as could

not possibly occur) we can the most easily

and most clearly ascertain on what prin-

ciple a person is acting. Thus when
Plato* puts the impossible case of your
possessing the ring of Gyges,f which, ac-

cording to the legend, could make the

bearer invisible, and demands how you
would then act, he applies a kind of test,

which decomposes, as the chemists say,

the complex mass of motives that may in-

fluence a man, and calls on you to con-

sider whether you abstain from bad actions

through fear of the censure of the world,

or from abhorrence of evil in itself.

So again—to take another instance—if

any one is asked how men ought to act

when living under a Government profess-

ing, and enforcing under penalties, a false

religion, and requiring of its subjects ido-

latrous worship, and other practices con-

trary to Scripture, if he should object to

the question, on the ground that there is

no prospect of his being so circumstanced,

and that he is living, and may calculate on

continuing to live, uncter a Government

* "Atque hoc loco, philosophi quidam, minime

mail illi quidem, srtl non satis acuti, fictam et

commentitiam fabalam prolatam dicunt a Platone :

quasi vero ille, aat fictum id esse, aut fieri potuisse

defendat. Hs=c est vis hujus annuli et hujus

exempli, si nemo sciturus, nemo ne suspicaturus

quidem sin cum aliquid, divitiarum, potential, do-

minations libidinis, causa, feceris,—si id diis homini-

busque futurum sit semper ignotum, sisne facturus.

Negant id fieri posse. Quanquam potest id qui-

dem ; sed qusero, quod negant posse, id si posset,

quidnam facerent? Urgent rustice sane: negant

enim posse, et in eo perstant. Hoc verbum quid

valeat, non vident. Cum enim quserimus, si

possint celare, quid facturi sint, non quEerimus,

possintne celare," &c.

—

Cic. de Off. b. iii. c. 9.

j- Rhetoric, p. i. c. 2, § 8.

which inculcates a true religion, it would
be justly inferred that he was conscious
of something unsound in his principles,

from his evading a test that goes to ascer-

tain whether he regards religious truth

and the command of God, as things to be
adhered to at all events, or merely, when
coinciding with the requisitions of Go-
vernment.

So also, in the present case : when a

Church possesses Ministers who are the

regularly appointed officers of a Christian

Community constituted on evangelical

principles, and who are also ordained by
persons descended in an unbroken series

from those ordained by the Apostles, the

two circumstances coincide, on which,

according to the two different principles,

respectively, above treated of, the legi-

timacy and apostolical commission of

Christian Ministers' may be made to de-

pend. Now in order to judge fairly, and

to state clearly the decision, which founda-

tion we resolve to rest on, it is requisite

to propose a case (even supposing—which

is very far from being the fact—that it

could not actually occur) in which these

two circumstances do not come together;

and then to pronounce which it is that we
regard as essentia

1
.

§ 36. As a matter of fact, there can

be no reasonable doubt that the Apostles

did " ordain Elders in every city." Even

if there had been no record of their doing

so, ws might have inferred it from the

very fact of their instituting Christian

Societies ; since every Society must have
Officers ; and the founder of a Society

will naturally take upon him to nominate

the first Officers ; as well as to " set in

order the rest" of the appointments.*

And those Officers, acting in the name
and on the behalf of the Community,
would, of course, appoint others to suc-

ceed them ; and so on, from generation

to generation. As long as every thing

went on correctly in each Church, and

its doctrines and practices remained sound,

there would be nothing to interrupt this

orderly course of things. But whenever

it happened that the Rulers of any Church
departed from the Christian faith and

practice which it is their business to pre-

serve,—when, for instance, they corrupted

their worship with superstitions, made a

traffiG of " indulgences," and u taught for

doctrines the commandments of men," by
" blending" human traditions with Scrip-

ture, and making them, either wholly or

.
i

—

—

.i

.

i
»! «n»

* 1 Cor.

6*
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in part, the substitute, as a rule of faith,

for the records of inspiration,—in any
such case, it became the duty of all those

who perceived the inroads of such errors,

to aim at the reformation of them ; and
when all or any*of the Spiritual Pastors

of such a Church obstinately stood out

against reform, to throw off their subjec-

tion to persons so abusing their sacred

office, and, at all events, reform them-
selves as they best could. It is as plain

a duty for men so circumstanced to obey
their Heavenly Master, and forsake those

who have apostatized from Him, as it

would be for the loyal portion of a gar-

rison of soldiers to revolt from a general

who had turned traitor to his King, and
was betraying the city into the enemy's
hands. So far from being rebellious sub-

jects in thus revolting, they would be

guilty of rebellion if they did not.

In like manner, the very circumstances
in which such a Body of reformers, as I

have been alluding to, are placed, confer
on them that independence which they
would have been unjustifiable in assuming
wantonly. The right is bestowed, and
the duty imposed on them, of separation

from the unreformed, which, under oppo-
site circumstances, would have been schis-

matical. They are authorized, and bound,
by the very nature of their situation,

either to subsist as a distinct Community,
or to join some other Church ;* even as

the vitality which Nature has conferred

on the scion of a tree, enables it, token

cut off from the parent stock, either to

push forth fresh roots of its own, or to

unite, as a graft, with the stock of some
kindred tree.

It is for men so circumstanced to do
their best according to their own delibe-

rate judgment, to meet their difficulties,

to supply their deficiencies, and to avail

themselves of whatever advantages may
lie within their reach. If they have
among their number Christian Ministers

of several Orders, or of one Order,—if

they can obtain a supply of such from
some other sound Church,—or if they

can unite themselves to such a Church
with advantage to the great ultimate ob-

* An instance of this was very recently afforded

by the people of Zillerthal, in the Austrian do-

minions ; who, being deliberately convinced of the

errors of the Church in which they had been
brought up, underwent, in consequence of their

refusal of compliance, a long series of vexatious

persecution, and ultimately forsook their home,
and found refuge and freedom of conscience in

the territory of Prussia.

jects for which Churches were originally

instituted,—all these are advantages not
to be lightly thrown away. But the un-
avoidable absence of any of these advan-
tages, not only is not to be imputed to

them as a matter of blame, but, by impos-
ing the necessity, creates the right, and
the duty, of supplying their deficiencies

as they best can. Much as they may re-

gret being driven to the alternative, they

ought not to hesitate in their decision,

when their choice lies between adherence
to the human Governors of a Church,
and to its divine Master;—between "the
form of Godliness, and the power there-

of;"—between the means and the end ;

—

between unbroken apostolical succession

of individuals, and uncorrupted Gospel
principles.

§ 37. Persons so situated ought to be
on their guard against two opposite mis-

takes : the one is, to underrate the privi-

leges of a Christian Community, by hold-

ing themselves altogether debarred from
the exercises of such powers as naturally

and essentially belong to every Commu-
nity; the other mistake is to imagine that

whatever they have an undoubted right

to do, they would necessarily be rigid in

doing. In no other subject perhaps would
such a confusion of thought be likely to

arise, as is implied by the confounding
together of things so different as these

two. Although the legislature (as I have
above remarked) has an undoubted right

to pass, or to reject, any Bill, a man would
be deemed insane who should thence in*

i"-
jr that they are equally right in doing
either the one or the other. So also the
Gove.-nors of a Church are left, in respect
of ordinances and regulations not pre-
scribed 01 forbidden in Scripture, to their

own judgment; but they are bound to act
according to vhe best of their judgment.
What is left to their discretion is not there-

fore left to their caprice; nor are they to

regard every point that is not absolutely es-

sential, as therefore absolutely indifferent
They have an undoubted right, accord-

ing to the principles I hav? been endea-
vouring to establish, to appoint such Or-
ders of Christian Ministers, and to allot to

each such functions, as they judge most
conducive to the great ends of the Society;

they may assign to the whole* or to a por-
tion of these, the office of ordaining others

as their successors ; they may appoint

one superintendent of the rest, or several

;

under the title of Patriarch, Archbishop,
Bishop, Moderator, or any other that they

may prefer ; they may make the appoint-
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ment of them for life, or for a limited pe-

riod,—by election, or by rotation,—with

a greater, or less extensive, jurisdiction
;

and they have a similar discretionary

power with respect to Liturgies, Festivals,

Ceremonies, and whatever else is left at

large in the Scriptures.

Now to infer that all possible deter-

minations of these and similar points

would be equally expedient, and equally

wise, and good, would be an absurdity

so gross that in no other case, not con-

nected with religion, would men need

even to be warned against it. In fact, it

would go to do away the very existence of

any such attributes as " wisdom"—"pru-
dence,"—"discretion,"—"judgment" &c.

altogether : for there is evidently no room
for the exercise of them in matters not

left to our choice*, and in which the course

we are to pursue is decided for us, and
distinctly marked out, by a higher Author-

ity; nor again is there any room for them
in matters in which there is not a right

and a wrong,—a better and a worse ; and

where the decision is a matter of total

indifference ; as in the choice between
two similar sheets of paper to begin writ-

ing on, when both are lying within one's

reach. The sole province of prudent and

cautious deliberation is in cases which are

left to our decission, and in which we
may make a better* or a worse decision.

And yet I should not wonder if some per-

sons were to take for granted that any
one who does not presume at once to ex-

clude from the Gospel covenant all pro-

fessed Christians who do not strictly con-

form to what we regard as the purest pri-

mitive practice, and to deny altogether

the validity of all their Ordinances, must,

as a matter of course, place exactly on a

level a system founded on the most dili-

gent, sober, and deliberate inquiry after

ancient and well-tried models, and the

most rash, ill-advised, and fanciful inno-

vations that ever were devised by igno-

rance or presumption. As well might

one infer from the Apostle's declaration

that " the Powers that be are ordained of
;

God," his complete approval of the Con-
j

stitution of the Roman Empire, of its laws, :

and of the mode of appointing Emperors;
j

or his total indifference as to the best or

the worst system of civil Government.
If all laws were equally good, or if wise

laws and unwise were a matter of indif-
!

ference, or if it did not rest with each .

Government to make either wise or un- '

wise enactments, what room could there
j

be for political wisdom ?

The mistakes, however, which I have
been alluding to, have been not nn fre-

quently made in what relates to the powers
possessed by Christian Communities, and
the mode of exercising these powers
For instance, at the time of the great

Reformation, some Bodies of Christians

found themselves without any Bishop
among their number; and formed what
are called Presbyterian Churches. Some
members accordingly of these Churches
have felt themselves called upon in self-

defence to decry Episcopacy, as a form
of Government not instituted by the Apos-
tles, and, consequently, as one which all

Christians are bound to reject. Errone-

ous as, I am convinced, their premise was,

they were, on the above principles, still

more erroneous in drawing that conclu-

sion from it. Others of them again la-

mented their want of Episcopacy ; con-

sidering that form of government as hav-

ing the apostolical sanction, and conse-

quently, as obligatory and indispensable

to be retained, when possible; but to

them, unattainable, from the interruption

of episcopal succession. And while some
persons presume to exclude all Presbyte-

rians from the pale of Christ's universal

Church—professing at the same time, in

words, what they virtually nullify by their

interpretations, that " Holy Scripture con-
tains all things necessary to salvation"

others again compassionate and sympa-
thize with the supposed unavoidable de-

ficiency in the Presbyterian Churches.

Now that all these parties are mistaken

in their views (though a mere mistake,

when not accompanied with a want of

charity, is not deserving of severe cen-

sure) must be evident to any one who em-
braces the principles which in the outset

I endeavoured to establish. It follows

from those principles, that the Bodies of

Christians we have been speaking of, had
full power to retain, or to restore, or to

originate, whatever form of Church go-

vernment they, in their deliberate and

cautious judgment, might deem best for

the time, and country, and persons, they

had to deal with ; whether exactly simi-

lar, or not, to those introduced by the

Apostles
;

provided nothing were done
contrary to Gospel precepts and princi-

ples. They were, therefore, perfectly a

liberty to appoint Bishops, even if they

had none that had joined in the reforma-

tion ; or to discontinue the appointment,

even if they had: whichever they were

convinced was the most conducive, under

existing circumstances, to the «reat ob-
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jects of all Church government. And
though their decision of this point ought

to have been very greatly influenced by

their belief as to what were the forms

adopted by the Apostles (which must
have been not only wise, but the very

wisest, for those times and persons) they

had no reason to hold themselves abso-

lutely bound to adhere, always and every

where, to those original models. In-

deed, to so considerable a degree have all

Churches judged themselves at liberty to

depart from the exact model of the earli-

est institutions—especially (as 1 formerly

remarked) in respect of that important

change introduced,—whether wisely or

unwisely,—by, i believe, all of what are

called Episcopal Churches ; that of hav-

ing several bishops in one Church instead

of making each Diocess, as appears to

have been the apostolical system, an en-

tire and distinct Church ;—so considera-

ble, I say, is the liberty in this respect,

that has been assumed by all Churches,

that those who speak of all Christians

being strictly bound to conform in every

point to the exact pattern of the primitive

institutions, can hardly wonder if they find

imputed to them either great want of

knowledge, or of reflection, in themselves,

or else, a design to take advantage of the

ignorance or inattention of others.

§ 38. I have specified the want of

"attentive reflection" in applying rightly

in practice the knowledge men do pos-

sess as tending to foster erroneous

notions, because it is probably both a

more common and a more dangerous

defect than mere want of sufficient know-

ledge. And it may be added, that it

arises not so often from original defi-

ciency in the mental powers, as from

neglect to exercise them. There are

many who inadvertently, and not a few

who advisedly and designedly, resign

themselves, in all matters pertaining to

morals or religion, to the impressions

produced on their imagination and feel-

ings ; and rather applaud than reproach

themselves for not awaiting the decisions

of calm judgment, or for allowing their

judgment to be biassed. To such per-

sons there is, it must be acknowledged,

something very captivating and seductive

in the notions I have been censuring

;

and not the less, from their being some-
what vague and dimly apprehended, inca-

pable of abiding the test of sober exami-

nation, and invested with some of that
u mysterious and solemn gloom," which
nas been put forth expressly by some of

their advocates, as a recommendation
There is something to many minds
awfully and mystically sublime in the

idea of the M decisions of the Catholic

Church," and of " Catholic Councils,

convened in the name of Christ, and

whose deliberations are overruled, and

their decrees authoritative,"—in the idea

of the " Sacramental character of Ordina-

tion," conferred by persons who have

derived a mystical virtue from the suc-

cessive imposition of hands up to the

times of the Apostles ;—and of the

" priestly" character, (that of Hiereus)

thus imparted, and the " Sacrifices" offer-

ed at an " altar ;"—of a " primitive doc-

trine always to be found somewhere in

the Catholic traditions," &c. ; especially

when these matters are treated of in

solemn and imposing language, of that

peculiar kind of dazzling mistiness whose
efTect is to convey, at first, to ordinary

readers, a striking impression, with an

appearance of being perfectly intelligible

at the first glance, but .to become more
obscure and doubtful at the second

glance, and more and more so, the more
attentively it is studied by a reader of

clear understanding ; so as to leave him
utterly in doubt, at the last, which of

several meanings it is meant to convey,

or whether any at all.

The rule of " omne ignotum pro miri-

fico," applies most emphatically to such
doctrines treated of in such language.

The very simplicity and plainness of the

reasoning by which, in the foregoing

pages, the divine authority of a Christian

Church, and consequently of its regula-

tions and its ministers, are deduced direct

from the sanction given by Christ Him-
self as interpreted by his Apostles, is

likely to be, to some minds, no recom-
mendation, but the contrary.

And as men are of course less likely

to exercise a clear and unbiassed judgment

in respect of any theory which tends

especially to exalt their own persons, and

invest them with mysterious powers and

awful dignity, the Clergy accordingly are

under a peculiar temptation* to lean too

favourably and with too little of rigorous

examination, towards a system which
confers the more elevation and grandeur

on them, in proportion as it detracts from

* The minds of many persons among the Laity

are so constituted as to make the same temptation

very little less powerful to them, than to the

Priesthood ; for reasons set forth in the Essay

(3d Series) on " Vicarious Religion."
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the claims of the entire Community. It

is not the most flattering to them to be

urged to say continually, not only in

words, but by their conduct, " We preach

not ourselve.3, but Christ Jesus the Lord,

and us, your Servant, for Jesus' sake j"

—

to be taught that they are merely the

Functionaries of the particular Church of

which they are members,—that it is in

that capacity only that they derive their

station and power from Christ, by virtue

of the sanction given by Him to Christian

Communities;—that their authority there-

fore comes direct from the society so

constituted, in whose name and behalf

they act, as its representatives, just to

that extent to which it has empowered
and directed them to act. These views

do indeed leave them a most awfully im-

portant and dignified office, as Servants

in " the House of God,"—(the "Temple
of the Holy Ghost,")—as Stewards (i. e.

dispensers; oixovopoi) of divine truth to

his People, and as Messengers from

Chris* (so far as they " set forth his true

and lively word, and duly administer his

Holy Sacraments,") as having been ap-

pointed conformably to his will. But
although their title is thus placed on the

secure basis of a clear divine sanction

given, once for all, to every regularly-ap-

pointed Minister of any Christian Com-
munity constituted on Gospel principles,

instead of being made to depend on a

long chain, the soundness of many of

whose links cannot be ascertained, yet

this last is a system more flattering to

human weakness ; inasmuch as it repre-

sents the Priesthood as comparatively

independent of each particular Church,
and derives their Church's authority rather

from thern than theirs from it. And
accordingly so strong is the prejudice in

the minds of many persons in favour of

this system, that to rest the claims of a

Christian Ministry on the basis of the

divinely sanctioned institution of a Chris-

tian Church, would appear to them to be

making the Ministry altogether a human
ordinance, though in truth, its claim to be

a divine Ordinance rests on that very

sanction: so completely do they lose

sight of the whole character of a Church,

and of a Community. I remember seeing

a censure passed on some one who had

presumed to appoint another as a Bishop;

not on the ground (which would have

been a very just one) of his having no
authority from any Church to make the

appointment, but on the ground of his

not being himself a Bishop* for how—it

was urged—can a spring rise above the

level of its source ? how can an individual

appoint another to an ecclesiastical office

higher than he himself holds? How in-

deed,— it might have been added—can

any individual, whether Bishop or not,

appoint anoiher to any office,—high or

low—unless authorized by the Commu-
nity to do so? For an individual to pre-

tend to create another a King, or a

Magistrate of any other description, or

the humblest civil Functionary,—even

though he were himself a King,

—

without

lawful authority from the Community to

make such appointment, would be regarded

as a most extravagant and absurd assump-

tion. On the other hand a Community, and
consequently those acting under its sanc-

tion, may appoint a man to an office

higher than is possessed by any of the

individuals who perform that act; as is

the case, for instance, in the election of a

member of Parliament. And in the case

of the supposed shipwrecked emigrants

above adverted to, no reasonable man
could doubt their right to elect one of

their number as their King. But in the

case of ecclesiastical Communities, many
persons are found to advocate that fanci-

ful and groundless system which goes to

deprive these of all the rights which
Christ's sanction of such a Community
confers. For, according to this system,

the sacramental virtue of Holy Orders,

which is indispensable for all the Chris-

tian Ordinances and means of Grace, is

inherent indefeasibly in each individual,
1 who has derived it, in no degree from
any particular Community, but solely

from the Bishop whose hands were laid

on him ; who derived his power to ad-

minister this sacrament, altogether from
Consecration by another Bishop—not

;

necessarily a member of the same parti-

cular Church, but obtaining his power
again from another ; and so on, up to

the apostolic times. On this system the

Church is made a sort of appendage to

the Priesthood ; not the Ministry, to the

Church.* A People separated from their

* That pernicious popular error, which con-

founds the Church with the Clergy (see note to

$ 33.) as if the Spiritual Community consisted

only of its Officers, is partly kept up perhaps by
men's neglecting to notice one peculiarity belong-

ing to Christ's kingdom, at its first establishment .•

viz., that it did, then, consist of Ministers only;

though it was by no means designed so to con-

tinue. All the Disciples who constituted the

infant Church were those destined to be employee?

in various offices therein : so that an inattentive
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Ministers by some incurable disagreement

as to Christian doctrine, even supposing

these last to have occasioned it by an

utter apostacy from Gospel truth,—would

be left (supposing they could not obtain

other ministers qualified by the same

kind of transmission of sacramental vir-

tue) totally and finally shut out from the

pale of Christ's universal Church, and

from his u covenanted mercies ;" while

the Ministers, on the contrary, though

they might be prohibited by civil author-

ity, or prevented by physical force, from

exercising their functions within a parti-

cular district, would still, even though

anti-christian in doctrine and in life, retain

their office and dignity unimpaired,—the

sacramental virtue conferred on them by

Ordination, and the consequent efficacy

of their acts, undiminished.

§ 39. And this is not merely an infer-

ence fairly deducible from the principles

of the system. } have even met with
j

persons who acknowledged that, if a

Bishop, of our own Church for instance,,!

who had been, for some crime, removed

and degraded by regular process, should

think proper afterwards to ordain men
Priests or Deacons, though he and they

would be legally punishable, still his

Ordinations would be valid, and these

men consequently (however morally

unfit) real Clergymen, capable of exer-

cising the spiritual functions. This is to

recognize a fearful power, and that,

placed in the very worst hands, of pro-

ducing and keeping up schism with some-

thing of an apparent divine sanction to

give it strength.* For, on this principle,

a Bishop of some other Church—the

Roman Catholic for instance, or the

Greek—who should have been ejected

from his Diocess, might take upon him

to ordain men according to the rites of

bur Church, and we should be bound to

recognize his ordinations as valid.

I need hardly remark, that, according

to the principles I have been endeavour-

ing to maintain, a Bishop when removed

from his Diocess, (whether for any
crime, or otherwise) and not appointed to

any other, though he may continue a

member of the Episcopal Order, (unless

regularly removed from it by competent

authority,^) ceases altogether, ipso facto,

reader is liable to confimnd together what our

Lord said t«> them af Ministers, and what as

Members ,•—as Rulers of a Church, and as the

'Jhurch itsolf.

* See above, § 32.

f For it is evident that as, in respect of Church

to be a Bishop, in respect of Episcopal

functions; and has no more right to

ordain, or to perform any other act, in

the capacity of a Bishop, than a Layman
would have : that is, till the same-, or

some other Christian Church shall think

proper to receive him in that capacity.*

If indeed any Church should be so

very unwise as to recognize as CI;

men persons ordained by a deprived

Bishop, these would undoubtedly be

Ministers of that Church ;
because that

recognition would constitute them such
;

and a Christian Community has power

(though in that case there would be a

gross abuse of its power) to determine

who shall be its Officers. But what I

am contending against is, the notion of

an inherent indefeasible sacramental vir-

tue conveyed by the imposition of hands,

and giving validity to the offic'al acts,

regular or irregular, of the persons pos-

sessing it. And this does seem to me a

most pernicious as well as groundless

tenet, tending" to destroy the rightful

authority of a Church, by unduly exalt-

ing the pretended privileges of its Func-
tionaries.

On the same principle which has been

now set forth in respect of Bishop?, the

acts of a Presbyter or Deacon, or other

Minister of any Church, cease to be valid,

as soon as ever the Christian Community
in which he was appointed, withdraws its

sanction from his acts. If another Church
think fit to receive him as a Minister, they

have an undoubted right to do so; and he

then becomes a Minister of that Church.

So he does also, when not expelled from

the Society to which he originally belong-

ed, supposing the Church to which he

transfers himself thinks fit to recognize the

Ordinations of the other; which they may
do, or refuse to do, entirely at their own
discretion. This is a point which every

regulations, the powers of " binding" and of
" loosing" have, equally, the divine sanction, so,

the power of any Christian Church to admit

any one, either simply into the number of its

Members, or into any particular Order or Office,

implies a power to remove him from either, when
the case shall be such as to call for his removal.

* For a Bishop, it should be observed, does not,

in becoming such, enter on a new Profession, (as

he did on taking orders) but only on a new de-

scription of Office in his profession. A person

may indeed, as I have said, continue to belong to

a certain Order of Clergy, though with suspended

functions ; but the important point to be insisted

on is, that no official acts have any validity but

what is derived from the Community to which

in each case, the Officer belongs.
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Church has a full right to determine ac-

cording to its own judgment.

And as for the individual himself who
«s regularly deprived by his Church, if, on
becoming a Clergyman, he engaged {as

is required by, 1 believe, most existing

Churches) that he would follow no other

profession,* of course he cannot absolve

himself from that engagement; but must
continue so far a Clergyman, though with

suspended functions. Moreover a Church
has a right.—though I think such a regu-

lation a very unwise one,—to recognize

as valid the acts of a degraded Minister;

(while subjecting him nevertheless to

penalties for performing such acts) or of

a Layman.
Concerning several points of this class,

—such as the validity of lay-baptism, or

of baptism hj heretics or schismatics, &c,
questions have been often raised, which
have been involved in much unnecessary

perplexity, from »ts being common to mix
up together what are in fact several dis-

tinct questions, though relatiag to the same
subject. For instance, in respect of the

validity of Lay-baptism, three important

and perfectly distinct questions may be

raised; no one of which is answered by
the answering, either way, of the others :

viz.. 1st. What has a Church the right to

determine as to this point? 2dly. What
is the wisest and best determination it can

make ? and, 3dly. What has this or that

particular Church actual It, determined ?

Now persons who are agreed concerning

the answer to one of these questions, may
yet differ concerning the others; and vice

versd.-f

§ 40. But to return to the consideration,

generally, of the whole system of what is

called "Catholic tradition," &c, which I

have been censuring; it is calculated, as

has been said, to produce at the first glance

a striking and imposing effect, and to re-

commend itself strongly to the imagination

and the feelings of some persons : but will

not stand the test of a close examination.

The advocates of these doctrines, accord-

ingly, either from a consciousness of this,

or else from indistinctness in their own
conception, often set them forth with

* It would be, I am convinced, very advantage-

ous that this rule should be modified as regards

Deacons. We might avail ourselves of the ser-

vices of some very useful assistants, if we would
admit to this subordinate office some who could

not maintain themselves wholly, without resorting

(as the Apostle Paul did) to some secular em-
ployment.

f See Appendix, Note (0.)

something of oracular obscurity and am-
biguity, half concealed behind a veil, as it

were, of mystery; as something of which
the full import, and complete proof were
to be reserved for a chosen few. And
when clear evidence is demanded of a suf-

ficient foundation for the high pretensions
put forth, and die implicit submission that

|

is demanded, we are sometimes met by a

|

rebuke of the " pride of human intellect,''
1 and of the presumptuous expectation of
i having every thing that we are to believe

|

made perfectly level to our understanding,

|

and satisfactorily explained.

No one, it may be said, would believe

in God. if he were to insist on first ob-
taining a clear and full comprehension of
the nature and attributes of such a Beino-;

an explanation,—such as no man of sense
would think of giving, or of seeking,—of
the divine attributes, brought down to the

capacity of such a Being as Man. Nor
would any one believe in the Christian

Revelation, if lie were to require, pre-

viously, to have a clear and full compre-
hension of the mysteries of the Incarna-

tion, of the Redemption, of the Trinity,

and of every thing else appertaining to the

Gospel scheme. Wr

e must content our-

selves, therefore, we are told, with faint,

indistinct, and imperfect notions on reli-

gious subjects, unless we would incur de-

served censure for want of faith.

How often and how successfully the

fallacy here sketched out has been em-
ployed, is really wonderful, considering

how totally different and entirely uncon-
nected are the two things which are thus

confounded together; the clear or indis-

tinct notion of the subject matter itself,

—

of the fact or proposition—that is before

us ; and, the clear or indistinct notion of
the evidence of it,—of the reasons for be-

lieving it. A moment's reflection is suf-

ficient for any one to perceive the differ-

ence between the two ; and yet, in the

loose language of careless or sophistical

argument, they are continually confused
together, and spoken of indiscriminately,

as if they were the same thing.

Every one, whether possessing Chris-
tian faith or not, believes firmly,—and
must believe,—and that, on the clearest

evidence,—in the existence ofmany things

concerning which he has but a very im-
perfect knowledge, and can form but in-

distinct and confused ideas of their nature
;

while to believe in whatever is proposed
to us without any clear proof that it is

true,—with an imperfect and indistinct ap-

prehension ofany reason for believing it,

—
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is usually regarded as a mark of credulous

weakness. And on the other hand, some
description, narrative, or statement, may
be, in itself, perfectly clear and intelligible,

and yet may be very doubtful as to its

truth, or may be wholly undeserving of

credit.

For instance, there is, I suppose, no
one who seriously doubts the existence of

something which we call Soul—or Mind

—

be it Substance or Attribute, material or

immaterial—and of the mutual connexion
between it and the Body. Yet how very

faint and imperfect a notion it is that we
can form of it, and of many of its pheno-
mena that are of dailv occurrence! The
partial suspension of mental and bodily

functions during Sleep,—the effects of

opium and other drugs, on both body and

mind ; the influence again exercised by
volition, and by various mental emotions,

on the muscles, and on other parts of the

bodily frame, and many other of these

phenomena, have exercised for ages the

ingenuity of the ablest men to find even

any approximation towards but an imper-

fect explanation of them. Yet the evidence

on which we believe in the reality of these

and of many other things no less dimly
and partially understood, is perfect.

On the other hand, the characters,

transactions, &c, represented by dramatic

writers, or described by historians, are

often as clearly intelligible as it is pos-

sible for any thing to be
;
yet from the

total want of evidence, or from the want
of clear and decisive evidence, as to their

reality, we regard them as either entire

fictions, or mixtures of fable and truth, or

as more or less likely to have actually ex-

isted.* The character and conduct of

Lear, for instance, or Othello, of Hamlet,

and Macbeth, are perfectly intelligible
;

though it is very doubtful how far the

tales which suggested to Shakspeare the

idea of most of his dramas had any founda-

tion in fact, or were originally fictitious.

Many, again, of the Orations recorded by
the ancient Greek and Roman historians

are as easily and plainly to be understood

as any that are reported in our own times;

but in what degree each of these is a faith-

ful record of what was actually spoken, is

a point on which we have, in some cases,

a slight and imperfect evidence; and in

others, none that deserves the name.

§ 41. In all subjects where religion is

not concerned, no one of ordinary good

" See Rhetoric, part i. c. 2, § 2. " On the

#
plausible, and the historically probable."

sense ever confounds together two things

so dissimilar and unconnected as those

I have been speaking of. But in what
pertains to religion, the fallacy is, as I have
said, often introduced. Yet Religion does
not, in this respect, really differ from othei

subjects.

Our Saviour's character and his teaching

were matter of wondering perplexity to all

around Him ;
even in a far greater degree

than after the establishment of his King-
dom, on his personal ministry being com-
pleted ; both because the Jews were full

of the expectation of a totally different

kind of Deliverer, and because great part

of his discourses were not even designed

to be fully intelligible, at the time, to his

own disciples ; but to be explained after-

wards by the occurrence of the events

He alluded to. Some of his followers,

accordingly, "went back and walked no
more with him," on the occasion of one
of those discourses. But the Apostles,

who adhered to Him, did so, neither from

having any clearer notions concerning his

revelations (for we often find it recorded

that ' 4 they understood not this saying,"

&c.;) nor again, from being satisfied to be-

lieve without any clear proof of his high

pretensions ; but because they " believed,

and were sure that He was the Christ, the

Son of the living God," on such evidence

as He had Himself appealed to : "the
works that I do in my father's name, they

bear witness of me." Dim, and indistinct,

and imperfect as were still their notions

(as, to a great degree, ours must be also)

concerning " the Son of God," it was no
indistinct or imperfect evidence on which
they believed that He was so.

A converse case is that of the seven-

-.!

false Christs who afterwards arose. " i

am come," says our Lord, " in my Fa-
ther's name," (with such manifestations

of divine power as testified his coming
from God) " and ye receive me not ; if

another shall come in his own name,"
(viz. requiring acceptance on his own bare

word, without any miraculous credentials)

"him ye will receive."* " Their teaching,

their pretensions, and promises, were as

clearly intelligible to the greater part of

the Jews—because falling in with the pre

vailing belief and expectations,—as those

of Jesus had been (even to his own dis-

ciples) obscure, perplexing, or unintel-

ligible. Accordingly, vast multitudes fol-

* See Sermon, on the "Name Emmanuel;"
and also Cruden's Concordance on the word
"Name."
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lowed these preterders, without requiring

any clear and tuificient evidence of the

truth of their pretensions : and they follow-

ed them to their own and their Country's

ruin.

The very history of our own religion,

therefore, supplies us here with an illus-

tration of the distinction I have been

speaking of. On the one side we have a

revelation, itself dimly and partially un-

derstood, and doubtful, in great part, as

to its meaning, but with clear evidence

that it really came from God : on the

other, a pretended revelation, containing,

to those it was proposed to, no doubts or

difficulties as to its sense and its design,

but supported by no evidence that could

satisfy an unprejudiced mind, bent on the

attainment of truth.

§ 42. However plausible then the sys-

tem 1 have been objecting to may appear

to any one,—however imposing and mys-
teriously sublime,—however gratifying

and consolatory to the feelings—let him
not therefore neglect to inquire for the

proofs by which its high pretensions are

to be sustained ; but rather examine with

the more care the foundation on which so
j

vast a superstructure is made to rest. Let

no one be deterred from this by fierce de-

nunciations against the presumptuousness
j

of all inquiry, and all use of private judg-
|

ment in religious matters ; and by eulo-

gies on the virtue of faith ; remembering
that the "faith" thus recommended is

precisely that want of faith for which
those Jews just mentioned were so se-

verely condemned. They refused to

listen to good evidence, and assented to

that which was worthless.

And let no one allow himself to be
persuaded that he is evincing an humble
piety, acceptable to the " jealous God,"
in hastily giving credence to the preten-

j

sions to divine authority put forth in be- I

half of uninspired men, (not producing
j

the miraculous " Signs of an Apostle'') by I

those who are for blending u Tradition

with Scripture," *nd "following the dic-

tates of inspiration wherever found,

whether in Scripture or Antiquity;" and
who pronounce according to their own
arbitrary ^hoice, what are, and what are

not, the general Councils whose " deli-

berations were overruled by the Holy
Spirit, and their decrees consequently

authoritative."
u If any of these entice thee secretly,

saying, Let us go after other Gods, thou

shalt not hearken unto him." And those

who speak in the name of Jehovah, say-

K

ing, "Thus saith the Lord; when the

Lord hath not spoken," are no more
exempt from the guilt of enticing to

idolatry, than the worshippers of Baal.

The more disposed any o?.e is to sub-
missive veneration, the greater the import-
ance of guarding him against misdirected

veneration ;—against false piety ; against

reverencing as divine, what in reality is

human. And the more awfully import-
ant any question is, the greater is the call

!

for a rigid investigation of what may be
urged on both sides ; that the decision

may be made on sound, rational, and
scriptural grounds, and not according to

the dictates of excited feelings and ima-
gination.

And in these times especially, and in

respect of this subject, men need to be
warned against a mistake which at all

times is not uncommon ;—that of allow-

ing themselves to be misled by names
and professions, which are often—appa-

rently by designed choice,—the most
opposite to the things really intended.

Thus, for instance, the term u Apostoli-

cal" is perpetually in the mouths of some
who the most completely set at nought
the principles which the Apostles have
laid down for our guidance in the inspired

writings; and who virtually nullify these

by blending with them the traditious of

uninspired men. None more loudly cen-

sure the " pride of human intellect," and
inculcate " pious humility," than those

who are guilty of the profane presump-
tion of exalting fallible Man to a level

with God's inspired messengers, and of

deciding how far they shall impart, or
" reserve," the truths which God has

revealed.* The evils of" schism" again,

are especially dwelt on by some who
maintain principles the tendency of which
has been shown to be to generate and

perpetuate schism. To satisfy and " set-

tle men's minds," is the profession of

some whose principles lead (as has been

above remarked) in proportion as each

man has the most tender conscience, and

the greatest anxiety about religious truth,

to perplex and torment him with in-

curable doubts and scruples. "Church-
principles" is a favourite phrase with

some who are, in fact, lowering the just

dignity and impairing the divinely-con-

ferred rights of a Church. And none
more loudly profess devoted and submis-

sive admiration for the Anglican Church,

than many of those who are emphatically

* See Appendix, Note (P.)

7
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opposed, in some of the most important

points, to the principles on which our

Reformers proceeded, and the spirit which
actuated them throughout.

][ any one is deliberately convinced

that those their fundamental principles

are erroneous, and that they rested the

doctrines and institutions of our Church
on a wrong basis, he deserves credit at

least for honest consistency in leaving its

communion.

§ 43. But to me it does appear, that

—

without attributing to them an infallibility

which, they expressly disclaim—we may
justly give our Reformers credit for such
sound views, and such resolute adherence

to evangelical truth, combined with such

moderation and discretion, as were—con-

sidering the difficult circumstances they

were placed in,—truly wonderful; and
such as are, in all times, and not least in

j

the present, well worthy of imitation. It

was their "wisdom to keep the mean" (as

is expressed in the preface to the Book of

Common Prayer) " between the two ex-

tremes, of too much stiffness in refusing,

and too much easiness in admitting, any
variation." It was their wisdom also to

" keep the mean" between the claims

—

never conflicting, except when misunder-

stood—of Scripture and of a Church. It

was their wisdom to keep the mean be-

tween a slavish bondage to ancient prece-

dents on the one hand, and a wanton and
arrogant disregard of them, on the other.

It was their wisdom—their pious and
Christian wisdom—to keep the mean
between rash and uncharitable judgment
of other Churches, and equally rash

carelessness, or fondness for innovation,

in the regulations of their own. They
conformed as closely as, in their judgment,

circumstances would warrant, to the ex-

amples of the earliest Churches, without

for an instant abandoning the rightful

claims of their own, and without arro-

gantly pronouncing censure on those

whose circumstances had led them to de-

part farther from those ancient precedents.

Their " Faith" they drew from the Scrip-

tures ; their "Hope" they based on the

Scriptures; their "Charity" they learned

from the Scriptures.

A member of the Anglican Church,—

I

mean, a sincere and thoroughly consistent

member of it—ought to feel a full convic-

tion—and surely there are good grounds

for that conviction,—botli that the reforms

they introduced were no more than were
oudly called for by a regard for Gospel

truth, and that the Church as constituted

by them does possess, in its regulations

and its officers, " Apostolical succession,"

in the sense in which it is essential that a

Christian Community should possess it;

viz.:— it being a regularly constituted

Christian Society, framed in accordance
with the fundamental principles taught us
by the Apostles and their great Master.

Successors, in the Apostolic oilice, the

Apostles have none. As ^vitness^s of the

Resurrection.—as Dispensers of miracu-
lous gifts,—as insoired Oracles of divine

Revelation,—they have no successors.

But as Members,—as Ministers,—as Go-
vernors—of Christian Communities, their

successors are the regularly admitted

Members,—the lawfully ordained Minis-

ters,—the regular and recognized Govern-
ors,—of a regularly subsisting Christian

Church; especially of a Church which,

conforming in fundamentals,—as I am
persuaded ours does,—to Gospel princi-

ples, claims and exercises no rights be-

yond those which have the clear sanction

of our great Master, as being essentially

implied in the very character of a Com-
munity.

May the members of a Church which
our Reformers cleansed of so much cor-

ruption, and placed on its true basis, have
the grace to profit by their example, and
follow out their fundamental principles;

labouring to be apostolical "not in mere
words and names but in deed and truth;"

actuated by the same spirit which was
found in those great and good men, so far

as they decreed what is agreeable to God's
word, and to the " pure and peaceable

wisdom that is from above." And espe-

cially may all who profess Church prin-

ciples be careful to guard themselves and
others against the two most prevailing

errors of these days;—the two kinds of

encroachments on the legitimate rights of

a Church; on the one side by presump-
tuous and self-sufficient irregularities, and

defiance of lawful authority; and by the

pretensions of supposed "Antiquity" and
" Tradition," on the other; that they may
be enabled, under the divine blessing, to

carry into effect more and more fully, and

to bring to completion "ali tile holy de-

sires, all the good counsels, and all the

just works" of our Reformers, and of all

other our predecessors, as many as have

endeavoured, in simplicity and truth, to

conform to the instructions of our divine

Master and his Apostles.
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Note (A.) Pp. 71, 13, 63.

I have said, "secular empire" and a " mo-
nopoly of cwU privileges and powers,-" be-

cause the rule does not apply to such as are

purely ecclesiastical. The government of the

Church (except as far as relates to tempora-
lities, which are clearly the property of the

Nation) ought to be monopolized by mem-
bers of that Church. It is an unseemly, and
m many respects mischievous, anomaly,
that, in purely religious matters any au-
thority should be possessed (as is th? case

in this country) by those who are not mem-
bers of the religious community. [See "Ap-
peal on behalf of Church-government,'' a

valuable and well-written pamphlet. Houls-
ton and Co.]

It is true that the greatest evils that might
arise from such an anomaly,—vexatious and
oppressive interference in matters that affect

the conscience—do not arise in this country.

No greater evil does result in practice than
thai (no small one however) of leaving the

Church virtually without any legislative Go-
vernment. But even if this were a less evil

than it is, it would not be the less true as a
principle, that none ought to have any share

in the government (except—as 1 have said

—in respect of secular matters) of a Church,
who are not members of it.

There are some however who, from want
of the habit of attentive reflection, are with
difficulty brought to perceive the unsound-
ness of any false principle, except when it is

fullv developed in practice, and produces, ac-

tually, all the ill effects that it can consistently

iead to. They cannot perceive which way a

wind is blowing unless it blows a perfect gale.

They not merely know a tree only by its

fruits, but, except when it is actually bear-

ing its fruits and when it has brought them
to the full perfection of poisonous maturity,

they do not recognize the tree.

This defect may often be observed in

men's judgments on another point also,

—

the employment of secular coercion in reli-

gious matters, with a view either to compel
men to conform to the faith and mode of
worship prescribed by the Civil government,
or to give more or less of political ascend-

ency, and monopoly of civil rights and
j

power, to those of a particular persuasion,
j

To burn dissenters under the title of heretics,
J

—or to put them to a less cruel death;—or
j

to banish, or fine and imprison them,—or to
!

exclude from all, or from some, of the rights
i

j

of citizens, and reduce, moie or less, to the
condition of vassals or Helots, those who

j

do not profess the religion which the State

j

as such, enjoins,—these are widely different

j

indeed, in respect of the actual amount of

j

evil inflicted, or of good denied to indivi-

{

duals ; but the principle is in all these cases

|
the same ; viz. : the assumed right of the

j

Secular Government, as such, to interfere

with men's conscience, and consequently
(when the Government calls itself Chris-
tian) to make Christ's kingdom, so far, "a
kingdom of this world." One of the causes
that have contributed to the prevalence of
this error, is, a mistaken view of the nature
of that supremacy which is possesed by a po-
litical Community.
The office of a Political Society or State,

—to afford protection (as all admit it is

bound to do) to the citizens, necessarily imr

plies a coercive power over all of them ; and
thence over other Societies of which any of
them may be members. Hence the political

Society must be (in respect of power) the
" highest ;" and the Secular Government

—

the person or persons in whom that power
is vested, being as it were the centre of gra-
vity in which the whole physical force of
the Community is collected, and acts,—must
be, in this sense, "Supieme" or "Sove-
reign;" (*c/g»i>, according to the ancient

Greek Philosophers) as not being responsible

or subject to any other.

Much confusion of thought, and practical

error has thence arisen in some minds; es-

pecially since, in any question that may
arise whether the State (the Political So-
ciety) have gone beyond its proper province,

it must itself be, in practice, the judge • there

being no higher authority, on earth, to ap-

peal to. It can do nothing (humanly speak-
ing) unlawful, since it has the power to make
and absolutely enforce laws.

It has been supposed, for instance, that

since the Political Society is the highest

(which in a certain sense it is) it must have
for its ends the highest objects;—that it

ought to propose to itself, not, like an)
other kind of Society, some particular good,
but, human good, generally;—the welfare,

in all respects, of the citizens ;—and that

since every human good is therefore equally

within the province of the Secular Govern-
ment, the greatest good,—the moral welfare

of the citizens, and the salvation of their

souls,—must be especially its care : and
hence follows the right, and the dutv, of

75
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putting down heresy iy the civil sword
;

since if it would be unjustifiable for the Ma-
gistrate to tolerate the circulation of coun-

terfeit money, much more, that of false

doctrine. And the moral as well as religious

welfare of the citizens being entrusted to

his care, he must take upon himself to de-

termine both what is true Religion, and also

what is morally right ; according to the doc-

trine of Hobbes in his "Leviathan."
I have no doubt that many advocates of

the principle in question do not mean to ad-

vocate either religious persecution or Hob-
bism : but I am speaking of the logical con-

nexion of these consequences with that

principle.

All this perplexity and error might be

escaped by merely recollecting that the

Political Society has, like any other, its own
appropriate objects ; and that any other de-

sirable objects which it may be enabled,

incidentally, to promote, more effectually

than could otherwise be done, and without
interfering with its main objects, are yet

(however intrinsically important) only se-

condary and subordinate; and that it is

" Sovereign" only in this sense, that its

proper and main object is one which neces-

sarily implies the exercise of coercive power.

In fact, the very circumstance which gives

to the Political Community that kind of

sovereignty which it does possess, is ex-

actly what places beyond its own proper
province the very noblest and highest objects

of all. Pure Morality as existing in the

motives and not in mere outward acts, and
sincere belief in a true Religion, are pre-

cisely what cannot be produced, directly

and immediately, by the coercive power of
the Civil Magistrate.

Note (B.) P. 24.

" That no society can exist without some
rules, and without some means of enforcing

obedience to those rules, is obvious. When
therefore it is asked, whether Christ or the

Holy Spirit left any ecclesiastical laws, or

vested any where power to enforce those

laws? if the question is put with a view to

ascertain whether Church government be of

divine origin, it is idle; inasmuch as the

very institution of the ecclesiastical society,

the Church, implies the design that rules

should be established, and means provided
to enforce them.
" But anetner object may be intended by

the question. It may be put with the view
of ascertaining what those rules are where-
by this society is designed to be governed.

For, it may be said, and plausibiy enough,
that granting the intention of the Church's
Founder to have laws established to be ever

so apparent, how are we to know what kind

of government he intended ?

" On one point the inquirer must satisfy

himself. If, from the nature of the Church,

and from existing circumstances, the mem-
bers were already possessed of the mean? of
acquiring this knowledge, in that case nei-

ther Christ nor the Holy Spirit would be
likely to leave any code of ecclesiastical

laws, on precisely the same principle, as no
code of ethics was left.

" Now, is there any thing in the nature of
the Church to guide us, as to what are ec-

clesiastical offences 1 Undoubtedly there is.

In every society there must be such a princi-

ple ; and by reference to it in each, are

formed laws for the government of each.

Every society recognizes peculiar offences,

arising out of, and depending solely on, the

peculiar nature of the society ; so that, in

proportion as this latter is understood, the

former are denned. Much mischievous con-
fusion in some instances arises from a want of

attention to this connexion ; and the attention

is frequently diverted from it by the accidental

circumstance, that the same act often be-

comes an offence against many societies.

Thus, theft is at once an offence against the

supreme Ruler of the universe,—against the

political body to which the thief is attached,

—against some certain class of society
, per-

haps, in which he moves, and so on. Th^
act being one, it is only by reflection that

we are enabled to separate the different

views which render it in each case an of-

fence, and in each of a different magnitude.
Again, what becomes a crime because vio-

lating the principle of one society, may be
none in another; if, namely, it does not in-

terfere with the object proposed in the for-

mation and preservation of that other so-

ciety. Thus, the violation of the academical
rules of our Universities does not render the

offending member amenable to the laws of
the land. Thus, too, the very conduct which
recommends a smuggler or a robber to his

confederacy, becomes an offence against the

political body with which he is associated.
" In order, therefore, to ascertain what are

inherent offences or crimes in any society,

it is necessary that we should know with
what object or objects such society is formed.

If information of this kind then be found in

the sacred record, respecting the Christian

society, ecclesiastical law by revelation was
no more to be expected, than a code of ethics

to tell men what their own consciences were
already constituted by God lo declare.

" It is certain, however, that if the ques-
tion need not be answered in the affirmative,

in order either to establish the divine origin

of ecclesiastical government, or to determine
v.nat ofi'.nces come under its cognizance,

tr» -re; is vet a third object which may be

|

proposed in urging it. What punishments
are authorized, in order to check those of-

fences ? Ought not these to have been spe-

cified ? ar.d, not having been specified, does
the : atui 3 of the case here also supersede
the i ecess!ty of a revelation, and enable us

to k.iow what coercion is, and what is not,

agreeable to the Divine will ? The inquiry,

too, seems to be the more reasonable, because
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in looking to the methods by which various

societies are upheld, we find the punishment
even in similar societies by no means the

same. Military discipline, for instance, in

different countries, and at different periods,

La> ueen enforced by penalties unlike in de-

gree and in kind. In different countries and
ages, the social tie between the master and
the slave has been differently maintained.

All this is true, but still, in looking at the

question so, we take only a partial view,
and lose one important feature in the estab-

lishment of coercion,—the right.

" Now, this right is either inherent in the

society, or conventional, or both, as is the

case in most confederate bodies. When the

right is limited to what the society exercises

as inherent and indispensable,—inherent in

its nature, and indispensable to its existence,

—the extreme punishment is, exclusion; and
the various degrees and modifications of

punishment are only degrees and modifica-

tions of exclusion. When the right is con-

ventional also, (as far as it is so,) the pu-
nishment is determined by arbitrary enact-

ment, proceeding from some authority

acknowledged by all parties, (whether that

authority be lodged in the parties themselves,

or in competent representatives, or in other

delegated persons,) and therefore styled con-

vention al. Few societies have ever existed

without a large portion of these latter.

Hence the anomaly above alluded to, and
hence too the vulgar impression, that all

punishments are arbitrary, and depend solely

on the caprice and judgment of the govern-

ment. What is popularly and emphatically

termed society, affords a good instance of the

first ; that is, of a social union regulated and
maintained only by a right inherent. In

this, excessive ill manners and the gross

display of ungentlemanly feelings arc pu-
nished by absolute exclusion. According as

the offence is less, the parly ofTeudmg is for

a time excluded from some select portion of

good society, or from certain meetings and
the like, in which more particularly the

spirit and genuine character of gentility are

to be cherished. All its lawful and appro-

priate punishments are a system of exclu-

sion, in various shapes and degrees."

—

Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, (Historical Di-

vision,) vol. ii. pp. 744, 745.

Note (C.) P. 25, 29.

" Hereupon doth the Apostle lay a divine

directory before him, concerning their man-
ner of praying, choosing and ordaining of

ministers, approving deacons, a 'mitting wi-

dows, and regulating the people that nothing

could be wanting to the healthy temper of

that church, if they receive and embrace
these applications; in the most of which
prescriptions, he useth exceeding much of

their synagogue-language, that he may be
the belter understood ; and reflecteth upon

divers of their own laws and customs, that

what he prescribeth, may imprint upon
them with the more conviction. Tie calleth

the minister ' Episcopus,' from the common
and known title 'ihe chazan' or ' overseer 1

in the synagogue : he prescribed rules and
qualifications for his choice, in most things

suitable to their own cautions in choosing
of an elder: he speaketh of i elders ruling

only, and elders ruling and labouring in the

word and doctrine;' meaning, in this dis-

tinction, that same that he had spoken of in

chap. hi. ' bishops and deacons.' Both
those, in the common language, then best

known, were called ' elders,' and both

owned as ' rulers.' Yea, the very title, that

they usually termed ' deacons,' (Parnasin),

was the common word that was used to

signify, a * ruler.' . The Jerusalem Talmud,
speaking of the three ( Parnasin,' or i dea-

cons,' that were in every synagogue, hath

these two passages, which may be some il-

lustration to two passages in this epistle :—
( They appoint not less than three Parnasin

in the congregation : for if matters of money
were judged by three, matters of life much
more require three to manage them.' Ob-

serve that the deacon's office was accounted
as an office that concerned life ; namely, in

taking care for the existence of the poor.

According to this, may that in chap. iii. 12,

be understood .
' For they that have used

the office of a deacon well, purchase to

themselves a good degree ;' a good degree

towards being entrusted with souls, when
they have been faithful in the discharge of

their trust concerning the life of the body."—Lightfoot'
}

s Harmony of the New Testa-

ment. Edited by the Rev. John Pitman.
Yoi. iii. p. 257.
" The Apostles at Jerusalem, hearing the

glee! tidings of the conversion of Samaria,

send down Peter and John ; and why these

two rather than any other of the twelve, is

not so easy to resolve, as it is ready to ob-

serve, that if, in this employment, there was
any sign of primacy, John was sharer of it

as '.veil as Peter. Being come, tney prav,

and .'ay their hands upon them, and they

receive the Holy Ghost. Here episcopacy

thinketh it hath an undeniable argument for

proof of its hierarchy, and of the strange

right of confirmation. For thus pleadeth

Baronius for the former :
' From hence

(saith he) it may be seen, that the hierar-

chiai order was instituted in the church of

God, even in this time; for Philip doth so

baptize those that believe, that yet he usurp-

eth not the apostolical privilege,—namely,
the imposition of hands granted to the Apos-
tles.' And thus the Rhemists both for it,

and for the latter, in their notes on Acts viii,

17:

—

f If this Philip had been an Apostle,

(saith St. Bede,) he might have imposed
nis hands, that they might have received the

Holy Ghost ; but this none can do, saving

bishops. For though priests may baptize

and anoint the baptized also with chrism

consecrated by a bishop,—yet can he not
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sign his forehead cvith the same holy oil;

because that belongeth only to bishops,

when they give the Holy Ghost to be bap-
tized.' And after this testimony of Bede,
they subjoin their inference :

' This imposi-
tion therefore of hands, together with the

prayers here specified (which no doubt was
the very same that the church useth to that

purpose) was the ministration of the sacra-

ment of confirmation.'
" Now let the reader, with indifTerency

and seriousness, but ruminate upon these

two queries, and then judge of these two
inferences :

—

"First, whether apostleship were not an
order for ever, inimitable in the church : for

besides the reason given to prove that it was,
upon the choosing of Matthias, others may
be added to make it more clear:—as, 1.

The end of their election was peculiar, the

like to which was not to be in the church
again ; for they were chosen to be with

Christ, Mark hi. 14 ; to be eye-witnesses of

ais resurrection, Acts i. 22, ii. 32, and x. 41;

as they had been of his actions and passion,

Luke i. 2. And, therefore, Paul pleading

for his apostleship, that, ' he had seen the

Lord,' 1 Cor. ix. 1 ; and in the relation or

story of his calling, this particular is singu-

larly added, that ' he saw that Just One, and
heard the voice of his mouth,' Acts xxii. 14.

" Secondly, the name of * Apostles' keep-

eth itself unmixed or confounded with any
other order. It is true indeed, that the

significancv of the word would agree to

other ministers that are to preach ; but there

is a peculiar propriety in the sense, that

hath confined the title to the twelve and
Paul : as any indifferent eye will judge and
censure upon the weighing of it in the New
Testament.

" Thirdly, When Paul reckoneth the

several kinds of ministry, that Christ Jesus

left in the Church at his ascension, Eph. iv.

11, and 1 Cor. xii. 2S,—there is none that

can think them all to be perpetuated, or that

they should continue successively
,-

r. the

like order from time to time. For r- 1 i i i a

hundred years after our Saviour's birth,
j

wiiere were either prophets or evangelists,
I

miracles or healings ? And if these extraor-
\

dinar/ kinds of ministration were ordained i,

but for a time, and for special occasion, and
j

were not to be imitated in the church unto
j

succeeding times; much more, or at the'

least as much, were the Apo:tks, and order
j

much more, at least, as much extraordinary,

as they.
" Fourthly, The constant and undeniable

parallel, which is made betwixt the twelve

Patriarchs, the fathers of the twelve tribes,

and the twelve Apostles, not only by the

number itself, but also by ;he New Testa-

ment, in the four-and-twenty Elders, Rev.

iv. 4,—and in the gates and foundations of

the New Jerusalem, Rev. xxi. 12, 14,—
doth argue and prove the latter order as ini-

mitable as the first. These things well con-

sidered, if there were no mare, it nil! show,

how improbable and unconsonant the first

inference is, that is alleged, that because
there was a subordination betwixt the Apos
ties and Philip, therefore, the like is to be

reputed betwixt bishops and other ministers,

and that bishops in the church are in the

place of the Apostles."

—

LightfcoVs Com-
mentary on the Jicls, vol. viii. p. 125.
" 1. Here beginnelh ' the kingdom of

heaven ;' when the Gentiles are received to

favour and to the Gospel, who had been so

long cast off, and lain in ignorance and
idolatry ; and when no difference is made
betwixt them and the Jews any longer,

—

but, of every nation, they that fear God and
work righteousness are accepted of him as

well as Israel. This is the very first begin-

ning or dawning to the kingdom of heaven
;

and so it grew on more and more, till Jeru-

salem was destroyed ; and then was the

perfect day, when the Gentiles only were
become the church of Christ : and no church
or commonwealth of Israel to be had at all,

but they destroyed and ruined.
" 2. Here ' Peter hath the keys of the king-

dom,' and unlocked the door for the Gen-
tiles to come in to the faith and gospel,

which, tili now, had been shut, and they

kept out. And Peter only had the keys, and
none of the apostles or disciples but he, for

though they from henceforward brought in

Gentiles, daily into the kingdom of heaven,
by converting them to the Gospel,—yet it

was he that first and only opened the door

;

and the door, being once opened, was never
shut, nor never shall be to the end of the

world. And this was all the priority that

Peter had before the other apostles, ii' it were
any priority ; and how little this concerneth
Rome, or the Papacy, as to be any founda-
tion of it, a child may observe.

"3. Peter here looseth the greatest strict-

ness, and what was the straitest bound-up
of any thing that was in all the policy of
Moses and customs of the Jews,—and that

was, the difference of clean and unclean, in

the legal sense. And this he looseth on
earth, and it is loosed in heaven ; for from
heaven had he an immediate warrant to

dissolve it. And this he doth, first declara-

tively, showing that nothing henceforward

is to be called common or unclean, and
showing his authority for this doctrine; and
then practically conforming himself to this

doctrine that he taught, by going in unto

the uncircumcised, and eating with them.
' Binding and loosing,' in our Saviour's

sense, and in the Jews' sense, from whose
use he taketh the phrase, is ' of things and
not of persons ;' for Christ sailh to Peter,

l lav cf»V»?, and o idy xuth; ;
o and not Iv ;

' what-
soever' thou bindest, and not ' whomso-
ever ;' and to the other apostles, ctsl \j# M<npns

Matt, xviii. 18, o<r<z and not la-cuc, 'whatso-

ever things,' and not, 'whatsoever persons ;'

so that, though it be true and indeed, that

Jews and Gentiles are loosed henceforward

one to the communion of another,—yet the

proper object of this loosing, that is loosed
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by Peter, was that law 01 doctrine that tied

them up. And so concerning the eating of

those things that had been prohibited,—it is

true, indeed, that the Jews were let loose

henceforward to the use of them in diet, and
to eat what they thought good; but this

loosing was not so properly of the men, as

the loosing of that prohibition that had bound
them before. And this could be no way
but doctrinally, by teaching that Christian

liberty that was given by the Gospel.
"Now, though Pet r only, and none but

he, had c the keys of the kingdom' of heaven,
yet had all the apostles the ' power of bind-

ing and loosing,' as well as he ; and so have
all the ministers of the gospel as well as

they ; and all in the same sense, namely,
doctrinally to teach what is bound and loose,

or lawful and unlawful ; but not in the same
kind : for the apostles, having the constant
and unerring assistance of the Holy Ghost,
did nullify, by their doctrine, some part of

Moses' law, as to the use of it, as circum-
cision, sacrifices, purifyings, and other legal

rites,—which could not have been done by
men, that had not had such a Spirit; for

there must be the same Spirit of prophecy
to abrogate a law which had set it in force."

—p. 2 fa
" Besides these there was ' the public

minister of the synagogue,' who prayed
publicly, and took care about the reading of

the law, and sometimes preached, if there

were not some other to discharge this office.

This person was called, " The Angel of the

Church,' and ' the Chazan or Bishop of the

Congregation.' The public minister of the

synagogue himself read not the law publicly
;

but, every sabbath, he called out seven of

the synagogue (on other days, fewer) whom
he judged fit to read. Pie stood by him that

read, with great care observing, that he read
nothing either falsely, or improperly,—and
calling him back, and correcting him, if he
had failed in any thing. And hence he was
called, '

,

E7rlo>lo~ro:,
, or ' Overseer.' Certainly,

the signification of the word ' Bishop,' and
( Angel of the Church,' had been determined
with less noise, if recourse had been made
to the proper fountains,—and men had not

vainly disputed about the signification of

words, taken I know not whence. The
service and worship of the temple being
abolished, as being ceremonial. God trans-

planted the worship and public adoration of

God used in the synagogues, which was
moral, into the Christian church; to wit,

the public ministry, public prayers, reading

God's word, and preaching, &c. Hence
the names of the ministers of the Gospel
were the very same, ' The Angel of the

Church,' and f The Bishop,'—which be-

longed to the ministers in the synagogues."—Hebrew and Talmudical Exercitations upon
the Gospels of St. MattJiew and St. Mark,
vol. xi. p. 88.

" Ver. 19: Ka» ^crw <ro» ra? y.XeT<; rr)$

&n7i7\z\ct,<; t5» ov^otvujv. * And I will give th°e
the !c; , s of the kirjjdo n of heaven.' Thst ; -

.

I

' Thou shalt first open the door of faith to the
Gentiles.' He had said, that he would build

i his church to endure for ever, against which
the 'gates of hell should not prevail,' which
had prevailed against the Jewish Church :

and s To thee, O Peter, (saith he,) 1 wiii give
the keys of the kingdom of heaven ; that

thou mayest open a door for the bringing in

of the Gospel to that church.' Which was
performed by Peter in that remarkable story

concerning Cornelius, Acts x. And I make
no doubt, that those words of Peter respect

these words of Christ, Acts xv. 7; 'a^»'

v)[Atgajv u^ociay o @;o; \v ^/aT* s|eAs£aTo Sioc.

Toy a~Taua.ro; y.ov a.yjjvcrxh ta. aOirj rov Xoyov

tov 7\oyov roti Eva.yys\iov, xcc) tt i err bvj-xi.

' A good while ago God made choice among
us, that the Gentiles should hear the word of

the Gospel by mouth, and believe.'

is.«< o iccv ')vjTr\$ r)?n tyi% yn^ otC. Jlila

tohatsoevcr thou shedt bind on earth, 7 &c.

Kat o \u.v \vcrviq tin, T>k y55?, &,C. ' Jlnd

whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth,' &c.
" I. We believe the keys were committed

to Peter alone, but the power of binding and
loosing to the other apostles also, chapter
xxviii. 18.

" II. It is necessary to suppose, that

Christ here spake according to the common
people,—or he could not be understood
without a particular commentary, which is

nowhere to be found.
" III. But now ' to bind and loose,' a very

usual phrase in the Jewish schools, was
spoken of things, not of persons ; which is

here also to be observed in the articles, o and
oVat, ' what,' and ' whatsoever,' chap, xviii."

—Lightfoot, p. 226.

Note (D.) 29.

" It was indeed not at all to be expected
that the Gospels, the Acts, and those Epis-

tles which have come down to us, should

have been, considering the circumstances in

which they were written, any thing different

from what they are: but the question still

recurs, why should not the Apostles or their

followers have also committed to paper,

what we are sure must hav<: been perpetu-

ally in their mouths, regular instruction to

Catechumens, Articles of Faith, Prayers,

and directions as to Public Worship, and
administration of the Sacraments?

te Supposing that the other avocations of

the Apostles would not allow any of them
leisure for such compositions,—though we
know that some of them did find time for

writing, two of them, not a little,—even this

supposition does not at all explain the diffi-

culty ; for the Acts, and two of the Gospels,

were written by men who were only atten-

dants on the Apostles. Nor would such
writings as I am speaking of have required

an inspired penman ; only, one who had

access to persons thus gifted. We know
opth i T' ,

'>'->t f*.nrp t\\p A r>«<3*r»lj(; F!nistlcs were
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preserved, first by the Chinches to which
they were respectively sent, and afterwards,

by the others also, as soon as they received

copies. How comes it then that no one of

the Elders (Presbyters) of any of these

Churches should have written down, and
afterwards submitted to the revision of an
Apostle, that outline of catechetical instruc-

tion—that elementary introduction to the

Christian faith—which they must have re-

ceived at. first from that Apostle's mouth,
and have afterwards employed in the instruc-

tion of their own converts ? Why did none
of them record any of the Prayers, of which
they must have heard so many from an
Apostle's mouth, both in the ordinary de-

votional assemblies in the administration of

the Sacraments, and in the Maying on of

hands,' by which they themselves had been
ordained ?

."Paul, after having given the most gene-

ral exhortations to the Corinthians for the

preservation of decent regularity in their re-

ligious meetings, adds, ( the rest will I set in

order when I come,' And so doubtless he
did; and so he must have done, by verbal

directions, in all the other churches also ; is

it not strange then that these verbal direc-

tions should nowhere have been committed
to writing ? This would have seemed a most
obvious and effectual mode of precluding all

future disorders and disputes : as also the

drawing up of a compendious statement of

Christian doctrines, would have seemed a

safeguard against the still more important
evil of heretical error. Yet if any such
statements and formularies had been drawn
up, with the sanction, and under the revi^

sion of an Apostle, we may be sure they

would have been preserved and transmitted

to posterity, with the most scrupulous and
reverential care. The conclusion therefore

seems inevitable, that either no one of the

numerous Elders and Catechists ever
thought of doing this, or else, that they
were forbidden by the Apostles to execute
any such design; and each of these alterna-

tives seems to me alike inexplicable by na-

tural causes.
" For it should be remembered that when

other points are equal, it is much more dif-

ficult to explain a negative than a positive

circumstance in our Scriptures. There is

something, suppose, in the New Testament,
which the first promulgators of Christianity,

—considered as mere unassisted men,

—

were not likely to write ; and there is some-
thing else, which they were, we will sup-
pose, equally unlikely to omit writing; now
these two difficulties are by no means equal.

For, with respect to the former, if we can
make out that any one of these men might
have b°en, by nature or by circumstances,
qualified and induced to write it, the pheno-
menon is solved. To point out even a sin-

gle individual able and likely to write it,

would account for its b^ing written. But it

is not so with respect to the other case, that

of omission. Here, we have to prove a ne-
gative;—to show, not merely that this or that
man was likely not to write what we find

omitted, but, that no one was likely to write it.

"Although however we cannot pretend,
in every case, to perceive the reasons for

what God has appointed, it is not in the
present case difficult to discern the superhu-
man wisdom of the course adopted. If the
hymns and forms of Prayer,—the Catechism,
—the Confessions of Faith,—and the Eccle-
siastical regulations, which the Apostles em-
ployed, had been recorded, these would all

have been regarded as parts of Scripture

:

and even had they been accompanied by the

most express declarations of the lawfulness
of alteringor laying aside any of them, we
cannot doubt that they would have been
in practice most scrupulously retained, even
when changes of manners, tastes, and local

and temporary circumstances of every kind
rendered them no longer the most suitable.

The Jewish ritual, designed for one Nation
and Country, and intended to be of tempo-
rary duration, was fixed and accurately pre-

scribed : the same Divine Wisdom from
which both dispensations proceeded, having
designed Christianity for all Nations and
Ages, left Christians at large in respect of
those points in which variation might be de-

sirable. But I think no human wisdom
would have foreseen and provided for this.

That a number of Jews, accustomed from
their infancy to so strict a ritual, should, in

introducing Christianity as the second part

of the same dispensation, have abstained

not only from accurately prescribing for the

use of all Christian Churches for ever, the

mode of divine worship, but even from re-

cording what was actually in use under their

own directions, does seem to me utterly

incredible, unless we suppose them to have
been restrained from doing this by a special

admonition of the Divine Spirit.

"And we may be sure, as I have said,

that if they had recorded the particulars ol

their own worship, the very words they
wrote would have been invested, in our
minds, with so much sanctity, that it would
have been thought presumptuous to vary or

to omit them, however inappropriate they
might become. The Lord's Prayer, the

only one of general application that is re-

corded in the Scriptures, though so framed
as to be suitable in all Ages and Countries,

has yet been subjected to much superstitious

abuse." *****
" Each Church, therefore, was left,

through the wise foresight of Him who
alone 'knew what is in man,' to provide

for its own wants as they should arise!—to

steer its own course by the Chart and Com-
pass which his holy Word supplies, regulat-

ing for itself the Sails and Rudder, accord-

ing to the winds and currents it may meet
with.

"'The Apostoles had begun and estab
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.ished precedents, which, of course, would
be naturally adopted by their uninspired

successors. But still, as these were only

the formal means of grace, and not the bless-

:.ng itself, it was equally to be expected that

the Church should assume a discretionary

power whenever the means established be-

came impracticable or clearly unsuitable,

and either substitute others, or even alto-

gether abolish such as existed. ... It

might seem at first that the apostolical pre-

cedents were literally binding on all ages

;

but this cannot have been intended ; and for

this reason, that the greater portion of the

apostolical practices have been transmitted

to us, not on apostolical authority, but on the

authority of the uninspired church : which
has handed them down with an uncertain

mixture of its own appointments. How
are we to know the enactments of the in-

spired rulers from those of the uninspired ?

and if there be no certain clue, we must
either bring down the authority of apos-

tolical usage to that of the uninspired church,

or raise that of the uninspired church to

that of the apostolical. Now the former is,

doubtless, what was, to a certain extent,

intended by the Apostles themselves, as will

appear from a line of distinction by which
they have carefully partitioned off such of

their appointments as are designed to be

perpetual from such as are left to share the

possibility of change, with the institutions

of uninspired wisdom.
" ' If then we look, to the account of the

Christian usages contained in Scripture,

nothing can be more unquestionable, than
that while some are specified, others are

passed over in silence. It is not even left

so as to make us imagine that those men-
tioned may be all : but while some are noted

specifically, the establishment of others is

implied, without the particular mode of ob-

servance being given. Thus, we are equally

sure from Scripture, that Christian minis-

ters were ordained by a certain form, and
that Christians assembled in prayer ; but
while the precise process of laying on of

hands is mentioned in the former institu-

tion, no account is given of the precise

method of church service, or even of any
regular forms of prayer, beyond the Lord's

Prayer. Even the record of the Ordination

Service itself admits of the same distinction.

It is quite as certain that, in it, some prayer

was used, as that some outward form ac-

companied the prayer ; but the form is spe-

cified, the prayer left unrecorded.

"'What now is the obvious interpreta-

tion of the holy Dispenser's meaning in this

mode of record? Clearly it is, that the

Apostles regulated, under His guidance,

the forms and practices of the church, so as

was best calculated to convey grace to the

church at that time. Nevertheless, part of

its institutions were of a nature, which, al-

though formal, would never require a

change; and these therefore were left re-

corded in the Scriptures, to mark this dis-

tinction of character. The others were not,
indeed, to be capriciously abandoned, nor
except where there should be manifest cause
for so doing; but as such a case was sup-
posable, these were left to mingle with the
uninspired precedents j the claims of which,
as precedents, would be increased by this

uncertain admixture, and the authority of
the whole rendered so far binding, so far

subject to the discretion of the Church.
They might not be altered unless sufficien*

grounds should appear; but the settling ol

this point was left to the discretion of the
church.'*
" The Apostles themselves, however, and

their numerous fellow-laborers, would not
I think, have been, if left to themselves, s<

far-sighted as to perceive (all, and each ol

them, without z. single exception) the expe-
diency of this procedure. Most likelv, many
of them, but according to all human proba-
bility, some of them, would have left us, as

parts of Scripture compositions such as I

have been speaking of; and these, there can
be no doubt, would have been scrupulously
retained for ever. They would have left us
Catechisms, which would have been like

precise directions for the cultivation of some
plant, admirably adapted to a particular soil

and climate, but inapplicable in those of a
contrary description: their Symbols would
have stood like ancient sea-walls, built to

repel the encroachment of the waves, and
still scrupulously kept in repair, when per-

haps the sea had retired from them many
miles, and was encroaching on some differ

ent part of the coast.

" There are multitudes, even as it is, who
do not, even now, perceive the expediency

of the omission ; there are not a few who
even complain of it as a defect, or even make
it a ground of objection. That in that day
the reasons for the procedure actually adopt-

ed should have occurred, and occurred to

all the first Christians, supposing them mere
unassisted men, and men too brought up in

Judaism, is utterly incredible.''

—

Essay on

Omissions, pp. 25—19; 24—27; 30—34.

Note (E.) P. 33.

"it is not, I think, unlikely that some
hasty and superficial reasoners may have
found an objection to Christianity in the

omission of which I have been speaking.

It is certain that there are not a lew who
are accustomed to pronounce this or that

supposition improbable, as soon as they per-

ceive that it involves great difficulties; with-

out staying to examine whether there are

mere or fewer on the otMr sule of the alter-

native : as if a traveller, when he had the

choice of two roads, should, immediately on"

perceiving that there were impediments in

the one, decide on taking the other, before

* Hinds' History, vol. ii. pp. 113—115.
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he had ascertained whether it were even
possible. I can conceive some such reason-

ers exclaiming, in the present case, ' Surely,

if the Apostles had really been inspired by
an all-wise God, they would never have
omitted £0 essential a provision as that of a

clear systematic statement of the doctrines

to be believed, and the worship to be offered,

so as to cut off, as far as can be done, all

occasions of heresy and schism. If the
Deity had really bestowed a revelation on
his creatures. He would have provided rules

of faith and of practice so precise and so ob-

vious, as not to be overlooked or mistaken
;

instead of leaving men, whether pretending
to infallibility as the Romanists, or interpret-

ing Scripture by the light of reason as the
Protestants, to elicit by a laborious search,
and comparison of passages, what doctrines

and duties are, in their judgment, agreeable
to the Divine Will.'

"You think it was to be expected (one
might reply) that God would have pro-

ceeded in this manner; and is it not at least

as much to be expected that Man would?
It is very unlikely, you say, that the Apos-
tles would have omitted these systematic
instructions, if they had really been in-

spired ; but if they were not, they must have
been impostors or enthusiasts; does then
that hypothesis remove the difficulty? Is it

not at least as unlikely, on that supposition,
that no one of them, or of their numerous
followers, should have taken a step so natu-
ral and obvious? All reasonable conjecture,
and all experience show, that any men, but
especially Jews, when engaged in the propa-
gation and establishment of a religion, and
acting, whether sincerely or insincerely, on
their own judgment as to what was most
expedient, would have done what no Chris-
tian writer during the age of (supposed)
inspiration has done. One would even have
expected indeed, that, as we have four dis-

tinct Gospels, so, several different writers
would have left us copies of the Cate-
chisms, &c, which they were in the habit

of using orally. This or that individual
might have been prevented from doing so by
accidental circumstances; but that every
one of some hundreds should have been so
prevented, amounts to a complete moral
impossibility.
" We have here, then, it may be said, a

choice of difficulties: if the Christian reli-

gion came from God, it is (we will suppose)
very strange, and contrary to all we should
have expected from the Deity, that He
should have permitted in the Scriptures the

omission I am speaking of: if, again, it is

the contrivance of men, it is strange, and
contrary to all we could have expected from
mm, that they should have made the omis-
sion. And now, which do we know the

more of, God or Man? Of whose character
and designs are we the more competent
judges, and the better able to decide what
may reasonably be expected of each, the

Creator, or our fellow-creatures? And as

there can be no doubt about the answer tii

this question, so, the conclusion which fol-

lows from that answer is obvious. If the

alternative were presented to me, that eithel

something has been done by persons with
whose characters I am intimately acquainted,
utterly at variance with their nature, rn.

unaccountable, or else that some man ti

whom I am personally a stranger, (thougV
after all, the nature of every human Being
must be better known to us, than, by thf

light of reason, that of the Deity can be/
had done something which to me is entirely

inexplicable, I should be thought void of
sense if I did not embrace, as the less im-
probable, this latter side of the alternative.
" And such is the state of the present

case, to one who finds this peculiarity in the

Christian Scriptures quite unaccountable on
either supposition. The argument is com-
plete, whether we are able, or not, to per-

ceive any wise reasons for the procedure
adopted. Since no one of the first promul-
gators of Christianity did that which they
must, some of them at least, have been na-

turally led to do, it follows that they must
have been supeiiiaturally withheld from it

;

how little soever we may be able even to

conjecture the object of the prohibition.

For in respect of this, and several other

(humanly speaking, unaccountable) cir-

cumstances in our religion, especially that

treated of in the Fourth of the Essays above
referred to, it is important to observe, that

the argument does not turn on the supposed
wisdom of this or that appointment, which
we conceive to be worthy of the Deity, and
thence infer that the religion must have
proceeded from him ; but, on the utter im-
probability of its having proceededfrom Man

;

which leaves its divine origin the only al-

ternative. The Christian Scriptures con-

sidered in this point of view, present to us a
standing Miracle ; at least, a Monument of a
Miracle; since they are in several points

such as we may be sure, according to all

natural causes, they would not have been.

Even though the character which these

writings do in fact exhibit, be such as we
cannot clearly account for on any hypothe-
sis, still, if they are such as we can clearly

perceive no false pretenders would have
composed, the evidence is complete, though
the difficulty may remain unexplained."

—

Essay on Omissions, pp. 19—24

Note (F.) P. 34.

"The three great principles, then, on
which every Church, or Christian society,

was formed by the apostles, were Spiritu-
ality, Universality and Unity. Out of

these arose one important limit to the discre-

tionery powers of the uninspired Church
when deprived of extraordinary authority

It is of the last importance that this fact

should be borne in mind, in every appeal to
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\he practice and authority of the primitive

Church. There is (e.rm among protestant

divines) a vague method of citing the au-

thority of th« early Churches in matters of

discinhiw a:id ^ c etic% without any distinct

view o\ !fce ^xact weight of that authority.

In quoi i ig doctrinal statements we are gene-

rally more accurate in our estimate ! but it is

undeniable, that the practices and discipline

-ei the primitive Churches, are subject to the

j;ame kind of check from Scripture as are

their opinions and faith ; and are in no in-

stance to be received as if they were matters

left altogether to their discretion. Theprin-

ciples, although not the specific rules, are

given in the New Testament: and this is,

perhaps, nearly all that is done in the case

of the doctrines themselves. Only the ele-

ments, out of which these are to be com-
posed, are furnished by Scripture. So far

from being stated in a formal way, some of
the abstract terms for these doctrines are not

found in the Scriptures ; such a statement

and enunciation of them being left to the

discretion of the Church. So, too, the prin

ciples of the Church establishment were
given, and were put in practice for illustra

tion ; and the application of these principles

was all that was left to the discretion of its

uninspired rulers. In short, every Church,
in all ages, holds Scripture in its hand as its

warrant for its usages as well as for its doc-

trines ; and had the immediate successors

and companions of the apostles, from the

very first, corrupted the government and
constitution of the Church, we should be

enabled to condem them, from the New
Testament ; and to this test it is the duty of

all ages to bring them. Their management
of those matters which are said to be left in-

determinate has only the authority of an
experiment; it is a practical illustration of
Scripture principles. Whenever they have
been successful in this experiment, it would,
indeed, generally be unwise and presump-
tuous in us to hazard a different mode of at-

taining the same result ; but even here, any
deviation is authorized by difference of cir-

cumstances ; the same principle which
guided them being kept in view by us. But,
in whatever stage of ecclesiastical history the

principle itself has been forgotten,—it mat-
ters not how far back the practice may be

traced,— it has no authority as a precedent.

The Bible is our only attested rule ; and we
must appeal to it with the boldness recom-
mended by the apostle to his converts ; and
though an angel from heaven preach unto

us any other rule than that we have re-

ceived, let him be accursed.

"This boundary line to the discretionary

powers of the Church would be quite clear,

supposing the ecclesiastical principles to

have been left only as above considered, in

the form of abstract instruction, whether for-

mally enunciated, or certainly deducible from

the Scriptures. But far more than this was
done. On these very principles the apostles

actually formed and regulated societies of

Christians ; so as to leave them not merely
abstractly propounded but practically proved.

This proceeding, while it lightened the

difficulty of the uninspired Church, (espe-

cially of those who first received the guid-

ance of it from the apostles, and who most
needed it,) proportionably contracted the dis-

cretionary powers with which they were in-

vested. If only abstract principles had been
left, uninspired authorities would have been
justified in regarding solely these, and re-

gulating the means of conformity to them
by their own unbiassed judgment. But the

apostolical precedents created a new restric-

tion. Rulers of infalliblejudgment had not

only taught the principle, but the precise

method by which that principle was best

preserved had been practised by them, and
set forth, apparently for the guidance of

their less enlightened successors.
" Was the Church of all ages bound to

follow their track without any deviation?

If so, where was any room for discretionary

power? If not, on what authority was the

deviation to be made, and how far was it

authorized ? Here lite most accurate view
of the character and object of the Christian's

sacred record is necessary, in order to remove
all obscurity from the question. That re-

cord, as far as the agency of human minis-

ters is its object, is partly historical, partly

legislative. The two terms are not, per-

haps, quite expressive of the distinction in-

tended ; but by Scripture being partly legis-

lative, is meant, that it is partly concerned

in conveying the rules and principles of re-

ligion—the revealed will, in short, of God.
It is also partly historical ; and of the histo-

rical portion no inconsiderable share is solely

or principally a practical illustration of these

rules. History and legislation are indeed

both blended; and it is because they are thus

connects! : but the rt-sf.ective uses of them,

as disti»ti*:portionoof Scripture, are here, as

in other questions f a similar nature, very

important. When the historical incidents,

thefads recorded, are recorded as specimens

of thefulfimentof Ciod's will, their only au
thority, as precedents and examples, arises

from their conformity to the principle which
they illustrate. Now it is conceivable and
likely, that a change of circumstances may
render a practice inconsistent with such a
principle,which originally was most accord-

ant with it, p.nd vice versa. The. principle is

the fixed point, and the course which has first

attained it may become as unsuitable to an-

other who pu.sues it, as the same line ofdirec-

tion would be for two voyagers who should

be steering for the same landmark at different

seasons, km! with different winds. Still, as

in this Id iter case, the first successful attempt

would be, to a certain extent, a guide to those

which follow; and this, exactly in propor-

tion to the suill of the forerunner. The
apostles were known to be infallible guides j

and those who immediately succeeded them,

and all subsequent ages, are quite sure that

they must have pursued that which was,
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under the existing circumstances, the most
direct line to their object,—that, situated as

Christianity was in their hands, all their re-

gulations were the best possible for preserv-

ing the principles of the Church establish-

ment and government. The uninspired

Church was therefore bound to follow them,
until any apostolical practice should be
found inadequate to accomplish its original

purpose. Here commence the discretion

and responsibility ; the first obligation being
to maintain the principle according to the

best of their judgment, as the prudent steers-

man alters his track and deviates from the

course marked out in his chart, when wind
or tide compel him to the deviation.
" And thus we shall be at no loss for the

precise difference of authority between the

precedents of the apostolical and of the pri-

mitive uninspired Church. In matters which
admit of appeal to the usage of the aposto-

lical Church, we are sure, not only that the

measure was wise, but the very wisest ; and,

accordingly, the only question is, whether its

suitableness has been affected by any change
of circumstances. On the other hand, in a
similar reference to the uninspired Church
of any age, the measure is first of all pro-

nounced Avise or unwise—lawful or unlaw-
ful, as it conduces or not to the maintenance
of the revealed principles of ecclesiastical

society. And, supposing the measure un-
der consideration be proved to have been so

conducive, still it is not at once certain as in

the former case, that it was the wisest and
most judicious measure which the existing

circumstances required or admitted. Il ema-
nated from fallible wisdom. Accordingly, in

canvassing the authority of such a prece-

dent, we are authorized and bound to insti-

tute two inquiries :—Was the measure the

most accordant with ecclesiastical principles

then? Is it so nou'f Whereas, in the for-

mer appeal to apostolic usage, the only
question is, whether it is convenient now?—Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, (Historical

Division,) vol. ii. pp. 775, 77G.

generated, would have ended in a careless

and contented apathy. There would have
been no room for doubt,—no call for vigilant

attention in the investigation of truth,—none
of that effort of mind which is now req jisite,

in comparing one passage with another, and
collecting instruction from the scattered, ob
lique, and incidental references to various
doctrines in the existing Scriptures.; and, in

consequence, none of that excitement of the

best feelings, and that improvement of the
heart, which are the natural, and doubtless

the designed result of an humble, diligent,

and sincere study of the Christian Scrip
tures.

" In fact, all study, properly so called, of
the rest of Scripture,—all lively interest in

its perusal,—would have been nearly su-

perseded by such an inspired compendium
of doctrine ; to which alone, as far the most
convenient for that purpose, habitual refer-

ence would have been made, in any ques-
tions that might arise. Both would have
been regarded, indeed, as of divine authority -

y

but the Compendium, as the fused and puri-

fied metal ; the other, as the mine containing
the crude ore. And the Compendium it-

self, being not, like the existing Scriptures,

that/row which the faith is to be learned, but
the very thing to be learned, would have
come to be regarded by most with an indo-

lent, unthinking veneration, which would
have exercised little or no influence on the

character. Their orthodoxy would have
been, as it were, petrified, like the bodies of
those animals we read of incrusted in the
ice of the polar regions ; firm-fixed, indeed,

and preserved unchangeable, but cold, mo-
tionless, lifeless. It is only when our ener-

gies are roused, and our faculties exercised,

and our attention kept awake, by an ardent

pursuit of truth, and anxious watchfulness
against error,—when, in short, we feel our-

selves to be doing something towards ac-

quiring, or retaining, or improving our
knowledge,—it is then only, that that

knowledge makes the requisite practical im-
pression on the heart and on the conduct."—Essay on Omissions, pp. 34—37.

Note (G.) P. 3S.

" Supposing such a summary of Gospel-
truths had been drawn up, and could have
been contrived with such exquisite skill as

to be sufficient and well-adapted for all, of
every age and country, what would have
been the probable result? It would have
commanded the unhesitating assent of all

Christians, who would, with deep venera-
tion, have stored up the very words of it in
their memory, without any need of labori-

ously searching the rest of the Scriptures, to

ascertain its agreement with them ; which is

what we do (at least are evidently called on
to do with a human, exposition of the faith :

and the absence of this labour, together with
the tranquil security as to the correctness of
<heir belief which would have been thus

Note(H.) P. 41.

Many persons are so accustomed to hear
" the tradition of the primitive Church"
spoken of as " designed to be the interpreter

of Scripture," that they insensibly lose sight

of the well-known facts of early Christian

History. Conformably with those facts it

would be much more correct to speak of

Scripture as having been designed to be the

interpreter of Tradition.. For, the first

Churches did not, it should be remembered,
receive their religion from the Christian

Scriptures, (as the Israelites did theirs from
the books of Moses) but from oral teaching.

To guard against the errors, and doubts,

and defects, and corruptions, to which oral
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Tradition must ever be liable, the sacred

books,

—

all of them addressed to persons wlw
wei-p. already Christians—were provided as a
lasting, pure, and authoritative record

;

li that they might know the certainty of those

things wherein they had been instructed."

We find accordingly, as might have been
expected 3

the references to Scripture in the

works of the early Fathers, less and less

frequent and exact, the higher we go back

towards the days of the Apostles; i. e. to-

wards the time when the Churches had re-

ceived Christian history and doctrines by
oral instruction only.

The scattered notices however in the

works of the early Fathers, of facts and
doctrines substantially the same as we find

in the Sacred Books, and also of those books
themselves, 'is a most valuable evidence,

that (as Paley remarks) the Gospel which
Christians have now is the same as Chris-

tians had then. This evidence has been
well compared to that afforded by the fossil

remains of antediluvian animals which
Geologists have examined, and which prove
that elephants, for instance, and such other

animals, inhabited the earth at a certain re-

mote period.

And it may be added, that Naturalists are

accustomed, in examining fossil remains,

—

often mere fragments of skeletons,—to com-
pare them with such existing animals as ap-

pear to be of kindred nature ; interpreting,

if we may so speak, the less known by the

better known, and thus forming reasonable

conjectures as to the general appearance
and character of the fossil animal as it for-

merly existed. But no one would think of

reversing this process, and taking the fossil

elephant, for instance, as a standard by
which to correct and modify the descrip-

tion and delineation of the animal now exist-

ing among us.

Even so, when we meet with any thing

in the Ancient Fathers which was likely to

have been derived by tradition from the

Apostles, the obviously rational procedure
is, to expound and interpret this by the writ-

ings of the Apostles that have come down
*o us.

Note (I.) P. 45.

"Some one may perhaps ask you, how
you can know, except by taking the word
of the learned for it, that there are these

Greek and Hebrew originals which have
been handed down from ancient times ? or

how you can be sure that our translations

of them are faithful, except by trusting to

the translators? So that an unlearned

Christian must, after all, (some people will

tell you.) be at the mercy of the learned, in

what relates to the very foundations of his

faith. He must take their word (it will be

said) for the very existence of the Bible in

the original languages, and for the meaning

of what is written in it ; and, therefore, he
may as well at once take their word for

every thing, and believe in his religion on
their assurance.
"And this is what many persons do. But

others will be apt to say, ' How can we tell

that the learned have not deceived us? The
Mohammedans take the word of the learned
men among them

; and the Pagans do the
same; and if the people have been imposed
upon by their teachers in Mohammedan
and Pagan countries, how can we tell that

I

it is not the same in Christian countries?

i

What ground have we for trusting with such
;

perfect confidence in our Christian teachers,

that they are men who would notdeceiveus?'
" The truth is, however, that an unlearned

Christian may have very good grounds for

being a believer, without placing this entire

i

confidence in any man. He may have reason

j

to believe that there are ancient Greek ma-
nuscripts of the New Testament, though he

,

never saw one, nor could read it if he did.

And he may be convinced that an English
Bible gives the meaning of the original,

though he may not trust completely to any
one's word, in fact, he may have the same
sort of evidence in this case, which every
one trusts to in many other cases, where
none but a madman would have any doubt
at all.

" For instance, there is no one tolerably

educated who does not know that there is

such a country as France, though he may
never have been there himself. Who is

there that doubts whether there are such
cities as London, and Paris, and Rome,
though he may have never visited them ?

Most people are fully convinced that the

world is round, though there are but few
who have sailed round it. There are many
persons living in the inland parts of these

islands who never saw the sea; and yet none
of them, even the most ignorant clowns,
have any doubt that there is such a thing as

the sea. We believe all these, and many
other such things, because we have been
told them.
"Now suppose any one should say, ' How

do you know that travellers have not imposed
upon you in all these matters ; as it is well

known travellers are apt to do? Is tuere

any traveller you can so fully trust in, as to

be quite sure he wouLl not deceive you?'
What would you answer ? I suppose you
would say, one traveller might, perhaps,

deceive us ; or even two or three might pos-

sibly combine to propagate a false story, in

some case where hardly any one would have
the opportunity to detect them : but in these

matters there are hundreds and thousands
who would be sure to contradict the accounts

if they were not true ; and travellers are

often glad of an opportunity of detecting

each other's mistakes. Many of them dis-

agree with each other in several particu-

lars respecting the cities of Paris and Rome;
and if it had been false that there are any
such cities at all, it is impossible but thai

8
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the falsehood should have been speedily

contradicted. And it is the same with the

existence of the sea,—the roundness of the

Avorld,—and the other things that were men-
tioned.

It is in the same manner that we believe,

on the word of the astronomers, that the

earth turns round every twenty-four hours,

though we are insensible of the motion ; and
that the sun, which seems as if you could

cover it with your hat, is immensely larger

than the earth we inhabit ; though there is

not one person in ten thousand that has

ever gone through- the mathematical proof

of this. And yet we have very good rea-

son for believing it; not from any strong

confidence in the honesty of any particular

astronomer, but because the same things

are attested by many different astronomers,

who are so far from combining together in

a false account, that many of them rejoice

in any opportunity of detecting each other's

mistakes.
" Now an unlearned man has just the

same sort of reason for believing that there

are ancient copies, in Hebrew and Greek,
of the Christian sacred books, and of the

works of other ancient authors, who men-
tion some things connected with the origin of

Christianity. There is no need for him to

place full confidence in any particular man's
honesty. For if any book were forged by
some learned men in these days, and put

forth as a translation from an ancient book,

there are many other learned men, of this,

and of various other countries, and of dif-

ferent religions, who would be eager to

make an inquiry, and examine the question,

and would be sure to detect any forgery,

especially on an important subject.

"And it is the same with translators.

Many of these are at variance with each
other as to the precise sense of some particu-

lar passage ; and many of them are very

much opposed to each other, as to the doc-

trines which they believe to be taught in

Scripture. But all the different versions of

the Bible agree as to the main outline of the

history, and of the discourses recorded : and
therefore an unlearned Christian may be as

sure of the general sense of the original as

if he understood the language of it, and
could examine it for himself; because he is

sure that unbelievers, who are opposed to

all Christians, or different sects of Chris-

tians, who are opposed to each other, would
not fail to point out any errors in the trans-

lations made by their opponents. Scholars

have an opportunity to examine and inquire

into the meaning of the original works
;

and therefore the very bitterness with which
they dispute against each other, proves that

where th^y all agree they must be right.

" All these ancient books, in short, and
all the translations of them, are in the con-

dition of witnesses placed in a witness-box,

in a court ofjustice; examined and cross-ex-

amined by friends and enemies, and brought

lace to face with each other, so as to make

it certain that any falsehood or mistake will
be brought to light."

—

Easy Lessons on Chris-

tian Evidences, pp. 23—27.

Note (K.) Pp. 48, 53.

I will take the liberty of here inserting

extracts from the articles "Authority" and
" Church," in the Appendix (on Ambi-
guous Terms) to the Elements of Logic.

"Authority.—This word is sometimes em-
ployed in its primary sense, when we refer

to any one's example, testimony or judg-
ment : as when, e. g\, we speak of correct-

ing a reading in some book, on the Author-
ity of an ancient MS.—giving a statement
of some fact, on the authority of such and
such historians, &,c.

" In this sense the word answers pretty

nearly to the Latin 'Auctoritas.'
" Sometimes again it is employed as equi-

valent to * Potestas,' Power : as when we
speak of the Authority of a Magistrate, &c.
"Many instances may be found in which

writers have unconsciously slid from one
sense of the word to another, so as to blend
confusedly in their minds the two ideas. In

no case perhaps has this more frequently

happened than when we are speaking of
the Authority of the Church : in which the

ambiguity of the latter word (see the Ar-
ticle Church) comes in aid of that of
the former. The Authority (in the primary
sense) of the Catholic, i. e.Universal Church,
at any particular period, is often appealed
to, in support of this or that doctrine or prac-

tice : and it is, justly, supposed that the

opinion of the great body of the Christian

World affords a presumption (though only

a presumption) in favour of the correctness

of any interpretation of Scripture, or the ex-

pediency, at the time, of any ceremony,
regulation, &c.

" On the other hand, each particular

Church has Authority in the other sense,

viz., Power, over its own members, (as long
as they choose to remain members,) to en-

force any thing not contrary to God's Word.
But the Catholic or Universal Church, not

being one religious community on earth, can
have no authority in the sense of power;
since it is notorious that there never was a

time when the power of the Pope, of a
Council, or of any other human Governors,
over all Christians, was in fact admitted, or

could be proved to have any just claim to

be admitted."—Pp. 349, 350.

"Church is sometimes employed to sig-

nify the Church, i. e. the Universal or Ca-
tholic Church,—comprehending in it all

Christians; who are 'Members one of an-

other," and who compose the body, of which
Christ is the Head; which, collectively taken,

has no visible supreme Head or earthly go-

vernor, either individual or council ; and
which is one, only in reference to its One
invisible Governor and Paraclete, the Spirit
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of Christ, dwelling in it,—to the one com-
mon faith, and character, which ought to

be found in all Christians,—and the com-
mon principles on which all Christian so-

cieties should be constituted. See Hind's
History of ilic Rise of Christianity

.

" Sometimes again it is employed to sig-

nify a Church ; i. e. any one Society, con-

stituted on these general principles ; having
governors on earth, and existing as a com-
munity possessing a certain power over its

own members ; in which sense we read of

the ' Seven Churches in Asia;'—of Paul's

having ' the care of all the Churches,' &c."POCO
. ODO.

The two senses of the word " Authority"
are in most cases so easily and completely

distinguished, even by persons of no more
than ordinary accuracy in the use of lan-

guage, that many would be disposed, at the

first glance, to wonder how any confusion

ever could arise from the ambiguity. Pvlen

receive, for instance, on the " authority" of

certain experienced Physicians the descrip-

tion of the symptoms of the Plague or some
other disease, and their method of treating

it; and on the " authority" of Astronomers,
statements and theories relative to the hea-

venly bodies. So also, it is on the authority

of the ancient Romans,—not of the Roman
State, but the Roman Public,—that we
acknowledge the works of Cicero and Ho-
race and other classical authors. In all

these and innumerable similar cases, no
such idea as coercive power or claim of sub-

mission as a matter of obligation, is ever

suggested to the mind by the word " autho-

rity." But it often happens that the judg-
ment is even much more influenced by
authority in this sense, than it would have
been by a formal decree of some regularly

constituted Body. For instance, if any one
happened to have conversed on some sub-

ject with all, or nearly all, the individual

members of the House of Commons sepa-

rately and independently, and had found
them all to concur in respect of some fact

or opinion, this concurrence, though desti-

tute of all legal force, would doubtless have
more weight with his judgment than a

regular vote of the House, if carried by a

bare majority, in a House consisting, per-

haps, of not one-fifth of the whole number
of members, and perhaps opposed by the

most judicious and best informed of them.
And even so, if the Roman senate, or some
regularly constituted academy at Rome, had
formally pronounced on the genuineness of

the iEneid, our conviction would not cer-

tainly have been stronger, and would most
likely have been much weaker, than now
that it is based on the independent, sponta-

neous, and undisputed belief of all who
took an interest in the subject.

The authority on which we rest our con-

viction of the genuineness of the New Tes-
tament Scriptures, is of the same kind,

though incomparably stronger in degree.

For it is not to the Roman world in its

widest acceptation, but to the literary por
tion of it, that we appeal, in respect of any
volume of the Classics. On the contrary,

the Christian Scriptures were addressed to

all classes
;
(the doctrine of what is called

" Reserve"—of putting the light of me Gos
pel under a bushel—being no part of the

Apostolic system) so that probably for one
reader of Cicero or Livy there were more
than fifty persons,—even in a very early

period of the Church,—anxious to possess

copies of the New Testament Sc" :

r
nures,

and careful, in proportion to the high im-
portance of the subject, as to the genuine-
ness and accuracy of what they read. On
this point I will take the liberty of citing the

words of an eminent writer from an un-
published discourse, delivered a good many
years ago at Oxford, in a course of lectures.

. . . .
" Nothing is more remarkable in

Christianity than the care and anxiety with

which the early Christians examined the

pretensions of any writing to be received as

the work of an Apostle. This will also

account for the interval of time which
elapsed before all the books of the Canon
became generally received. It does not in-

deed appear that the genuineness of any
of the four Gospels was ever doubted ; but

the Epistles being addressed to particular

Churches, and at various times, it must
have required for one of these some interval

before its communication could take place

throughout every country in which the

Gospel was preached, accompanied by such
evidence as should be satisfactory to every

other Church As soon as can be

supposed possible the Christians of all coun-

tries remarkably agreed in receiving them
as canonical ; while the hesitation of a few
proves only that this agreement was not a

hasty or careless assent, but a deliberate

and unbiassed judgment It cannot

be too strongly pressed upon your attention

that the credit of a canon thus composed is

infinitely greater than if it had rested on the

authority of some general Council. For the

decision of a Council is the decision of a

majority only ;
whereas this is ratified by

the voice of every separate church. It is

moreover the decision not of one meeting,

or of one age, but the uncontradicted belief

of all the first churches, spreading gradualiy

and naturally as the Gospel spread :—a be-

lief which was not imposed by authority,

but was the result of their own cautious

and independent examination."

I have dwelt thus fully on this subject

because I believe there are not a few who
being accustomed to hear the authority of

the primitive church spoken of as that on
which we receive the New Testament Scrip-

!
tures, are led to fancy it the authority of

I some one society acting collectively, and in its

corporate capacity : and thus they lose sight

of the very circumstance on which the chief

force of this testimony depends ; namely,
that there was no decree or decision of any

I

one Society, but—what has far more weight
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—the concurring, independent convictions

of a great number of distinct Churches in

various regions of the world.

Note (L.) P. 53.

" We are often too much disposed, per-

haps, not indeed to lay it down, but tacitly

to assume, that those who sat at the feet of
Apostles must be secure from error. It is

more probable that they would hold sub-

stantial truth not unmixed with subordinate

deviations from it. It was so even during
the life-time of the Apostles, and why not

after their decease ? If indeed the good pro-

vidence of God had not directed the Apos-
tles themselves to bequeath to the Church
their own instructions in writing, and we
had to gather them only from the writings

of their successors, then it might have been
hoped that such very important witnesses,

as the Apostolical Fathers would have thus

become, would have been secured from
every mistake, from every error at least

which could seriously mislead us. But as

it is, there was no more need of a perpetual

miracle to give such an immunity from
error to the immediate successors of the

Apostles than to us. Moreover, we have
an unhappy advantage over them, in that

we know by sad experience the fatal conse-

quences which by degrees resulted from
even slight deviations from the language
and sentiments of Inspiration ; such as a
sacrificial character gradually ascribed to

the Eucharist, or an improper exaltation of
the Christian ministry, or praise allotted

upon unscriptural grounds to celibacy or

asceticism. If Antiquity, quo propius abe-

rat ab ortu et divina progenie, hoc melius
ea fortasse, quae erant vera, cernebat, she
may have been for that very reason, know-
ing what was true, and meaning what was
right, the less suspicious of the effect of
slight deviations from the exact truth of
Holy Scripture. We may lament, indeed,

but we cannot be surprised, that uninspired
men, holding the truth substantially both as

to doctrine and discipline, should slide into

error here and there in tone, or sentiment,

or subordinate opinion. Doubtless their

errors should be our warning. Only let us
be careful to detect the seeds of error even
in the writings of good and holy men in

primitive times, not in order to censure
them, but to secure ourselves ; to counter-
act our natural tendency to confound the

uninspired with the inspired, and to make
us doubly grateful that God has blessed His
Church with the unerring records, written

by inspired Apostles, of Gospel truth."

—

Hawkins 1 Sermon on the Ministry of Men,
pp. 41, 42.

Note (M.) p. 55.

"'But are we then/ (all Romanists and
some Protestants would ask) ' to be per-

petually wavering and hesitating m out

faith?—never satisfied of our own ortho-

doxy ?—always supposing or suspecting tha
there is something unscriptural in our Creed
or in our worship ? We could but be in this

condition, if Christ had not promised to be
with his Church, " always, even to the end
of the world j"—had not declared by his

Apostle, that his " Spirit helpeth our in firmi-

ties ;" had not taught us to expect that where
we are "gathered together in his Name,
there is He in the midst of us." Are we to

explain away all that Scripture says of spi-

ritual help and guidance? Or are Ave to look
for a certain partial and limited help ;—that

the Holy Spirit will secure us from some
errors, but lead us, or leave us, to fall into

others V
" Such is the statement, the most plausible

I can give in a small compass, of the Romish
(but not exclusively Romish) argument,
which goes to leave no medium between a
claim to infallibiliy, on the one hand, and
universal hesitation,—absolute Scepticism,

on the other. An appeal to the common
sense which every one, Romanist or Pro-

testant, exercises on all hut religious sub-

jects, might be sufficient to prove, from the

practice of those very men who use such
reasoning, not only its absurdity, but their

own conviction of its absurdity. In all

matters which do not admit of absolute de-

monstration, all men except a i'ew of extra-

vagant self-conceit, are accustomed to regard

themselves or those under whose guidance
they act, as fallible ; and yet act, on many
occasions,—after they have taken due pains

to understand the subject, to ascertain their

own competency, and to investigate the

particular case before them,—without any
distressing hesitation. There are questions

in Medicine, in Agriculture, in Navigation,

&c, which sensible men, well versed in their

respective arts, would decide with sufficient

confidence for all practical purposes: yet

without holding themselves to be infallible,

but on the contrary always keeping them-
selves open to conviction,—always on the

watch againsterror,—attentive to the lessons

which observation furnishes,—ready to stand

corrected if any argument shall be adduced
(however little they may anticipate this)

which will convict them of mistake.
" ' Yes,' (it may be replied) ' all this holds

good in worldly matters; but in the far more
important case of religious concerns, God
has graciously promised us spiritual assis-

tance, to " lead us into all truth. " '

" It is most true that He has. Christ has

declared, 'If any man keep my saying, my
Father will love him , and we will come unto

him, and make our abode with him :' * with-

out Me ye can do nothing ;' for (
if any man

have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of

his ; and e as manv as are led by the Spirit

of God, they are the Sons of God.'

"But some distinction there must be be-

tween the spiritual guidance granted to the

Apostles, which was accompanied by sen-
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sible miracles, and all that has ever been be-

stowed, since the cessation of miracles. I

do not mean a difference as to the evidence

for the existence of each; for both are equally

to be believed, if we have faith in the divine

promises : but there must be a difference in

the character of the divine assistance in the

two cases, arising out of the presence, in the

one, and the absence, in the other, of sen-

sibly miraculous attestation. And this dif-

ference evidently is, that, in the one case,

the divine agency is, in each individual in-

stance known; in the other unknown. If an
Apostle adopted any measure, or formed a

decision on any doctrine, in consequence of

a perceptible admonition from Heaven, he
knew that he was, in this point, infallibly

right. A sincere Christian, in the present

day, may be no less truly guided by the same
Spirit to adopt a right measure, or form a
correct decision ; but he never can know this

with certainty, before the day of judgment.
It is not that spiritual aid is now ivithdrawn,

but that it is imperceptible ; as indeed its or-

dinary sanctifying influence always was. It

is to be known only by its fruits ; of which
we may judge by a diligent and candid exa-

mination of Scripture, and a careful, humble,
self-distrusting exercise of our own fallible

judgment.
" It is conceivable, therefore, that an in-

dividual or a Church may be, in fact, free
from error ; but none can ever be (either at

the present moment, or in future) secure from
error. We are not bound to believe, or to

suspect, that any of the doctrines we hold
are erroneous ; but we are bound never to

feel such a confidence in their correctness,

as to shut the door against objection, and to

dispense with a perpetual and vigilant ex-

amination. Even the fullest conviction that

a complete perfection in soundness of doc-

trine is attainable has in it nothing of arro-

gance,—nothing of a presumptuous claim to

infallibility, as long as we steadily keep in

view, that even one who should have at-

tained this, never can, in this life, be certain

of it. We are taught, I think in Scripture,

to expect that the pious and diligent student

will be assisted by the divine guidance ; and
that in proportion as he is humble, patient,

sincere, and watchfully on his guard against

that unseen current of passions and pre-

judices which is ever tending to drive him
out of the right course,—in the same degree

will he succeed in attaining all necessary

religious truths. But how far he has exer-

cised these virtues, or how far he may have
been deceiving himself, he never can be
certain, till the great day of account. In the

mean time, he must act on his convictions, as

if he were certain of their being correct; he
must examine and re-examine the grounds of

them as if he suspected them of being erro-

neous.
" In this it is that great part of our trial in

the present life consists : and it is precisely

analogous to what takes place in the greater

part of temporal concerns. The skilful and
M

cautious navigator keeps his reckoning with
care, but yet never so far trusts to that as not
to ' keep a look-out,' as it is termed, and tc

take an ' observation,' when opportunity
offers. There is no risk incurred, from his

strongly hoping that his computations will

prove correct; provided he never resigns

himself to such an indolent reliance on them
as to neglect any opportunity of verifying
them. The belief, again, whether true or
false, that it is possible for a time-keeper to

go with perfect exactness, can never mislead
any one who is careful to make allowance
for the possibility of error in his own, and
to compare it, whenever he has opportunity,
with the Dial which receives the light from
heaven."

—

Essay on Omissions, pp. 43—49.

Note (N.) P. 62.

" It has been said that the Pope, the

Bishops, the Priests, and those who dwell in

convents, form the spiritual, or ecclesiastical

State; and that the princes, nobles, citizens,

and peasants, form the secular state or laitv.

This is a fine story, truly. Let no one, how-
ever, be alarmed at it. Jill Christians belong

to the spiritual State ; and there is no other

difference between them than that of the

functions they discharge. * *

* If any pious laymen were banished

to a desert, and having no regularly con-

secrated priest among them, were to agree

to choose for that office one of their number,
married or unmarried, this man would be as

trulv a priest as if he had been consecrated

by all the bishops in the world. Augustine,
Ambrose, and Cyprian were chosen in this

manner. Hence it follows that laity and
priests, princes and bishops, or as they say,

the Clergy and the Laity, have, in reality,

nothing to distinguish them, but their func-
tions. They all belong to the same Estate

;

but all have not the same work to perform,"

Sec.

—

Luth. Op. 1. xvii. f. 457, et seq.

It may be needful to add, that if in a

Church thus constituted, or in any other,

the Laity are admitted to a share in the go-

vernment of it, and to ecclesiastical offices,

this would be, not only allowable, but wise
and right. That laymen,—that is, those

who hold no spiritual office—should take

part in legislating for the Church, and should

hold ecclesiastical offices, as in the Scotch

Kirk, and in the American Episcopalian

Church, (always supposing, however, that

they are Members of the Church ; not, as

in this country, belonging to other Commu-
nions) is far better than that the whole go-

vernment should be in the hands of men of
one Profession, the clerical.

That this has nothing of an Erastian cha-

racter, it would be unnecessary to mention,

but that I have seen the observation—in it-

self perfectly true—made in such a manner
as to imply what is not true ; i. e. so as to

imply that some persons do, or may, mam-
8*
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tain that there is something of Erastianism
in such an arrangement. But who ever
heard of any such charge being brought?
Who, for instance, ever taxed the Scotch
Kirk, or the American Episcopalian, with
being Erastian, on account of their having
Lay-Elders? Erastianism has always been
considered as consisting in making the State

as such,—the Civil Magistrate by virtue of
his office,—prescribe to the People what they
shall believe, and how worship God.

Note(0.) P. 71.

With respect to the first question (in re-

ference to lay-baptism) it is plain that, ac-

cording to the above principles, a Church
has a right to admit, or refuse to admit,
Members. This right it possesses as a So-

ciety : as a Christian Society, sanctioned by

our Heavenly Master, it has a right to ad-

minister his Sacraments ; and it has a right

to decide who shall or shall not exercise

certain functions, and under what circum-
stances. If it permit Laymen (that is, those

who are excluded from other spiritual func-
tions) to baptize, it does, by that permission,

constitute them its functionaries, in respect

of that particular point. And this it has a
right to do, or to refuse to do. If a Church
refuse to recognize as valid any baptism not
administered by such and such officers, then
the pretended administration of it by any one
else, is of course null and void, as wanting
•*nat sanction of a Christian Church wnich
alone can confer validity.

With respect to tne second question, it

does appear to me extremely unadvisable,
—derogatory to the dignity of the ordinance,
— ~nd tending both to superstition and to

profaneness, that the admission, through a
divinely-instituted Rite, of members into the
Society, should be m any case entrusted to

persons not expressly chosen and solemnly
appointed to any office in that Society.

Nearly similar reasoning will apply, I

thiiiii, to the case of Ordinations. What
appears to me the wisest course, would be

that each Church should require a distinct

appointment by that Church itself, to any
ministerial office to be exercised therein

;

wnether the person so appointed had been
formerly ordained or not, to any such office

in another Church. But the form of this

appointment need not be such as to cast any
stigma on a former Ordination, by implying
that the person in question had not been a
real and regular minister of another distinct

Society. For any Church has a fair right

to demand that (unless reason be shown to

the contrary) its acts should be regarded as

valid within the pale of that Church itself:

but no Church can reasonably claim a right

to ordain ministers for another Church.
As for the remaining question,—What is

the actual determination as to this point,

—

this is of course a distinct question in refer-

ence t». each Churcn.

On this point it is only necessary to re-

mark how important it is, with a view to

good order and peace, that some determina-
tion should be made, and should be clearly

set forth, by any Church, as to this and other
like practical questions ; and that they should
not be left in such a state of uncertainty as to

furnish occasion for disputes and scruples.*

Many points of doctrine, indeed, that may
fairly be regarded as non-essential, it may be

both allowable and wise for a Church to leave

at large, and pronounce no decision on them;
allowing each Minister, if he thinks fit, to

put forth his own exposition, as the result of

his own judgment, and not as a decision of
the Church. But it is not so, in matters

even intrinsically indifferent, where Church
discipline is concerned. A Minister ought to

be as seldom as possible left in the predica-

ment of not knowing what he ought to do in a

case that comes before him. And though it

is too much to expect from a Church com-
posed of fallible men that its decisions on
every point should be such as to obtain uni-

versal approbation as the very best, it is but
fair to require that it should at least give de-

cisions, according to the best judgment of its

Legislators, on points which, in each parti-

cular case that arises, must be decided on one
way or another.

That so many points of this character

should in our own Church be left in a doubt-

ful state, is one out of the many evils result-

ing from the want of a Legislative Govern-
ment for the Church : which for more than
a century has had none,f except the Civil

Legislature ; a Body as unwilling, as it is

unfitted, to exercise any such functions.

Such certainly was not the state of things

designed or contemplated by our Reformers;
and I cannot well understand the consistency

of those who are perpetually eulogizing the

Reformers, their principles and proceedings,

and yet so completely run counter to them
in a most fundamental point, as to endeavour
to prevent, or not endeavour to promote, the

establishment of a Church government;
which no one can doubt they at least regarded

as a thing essential to the well-being, if not

to the permanent existence, of a Church.^
I have never heard any thing worth notice

urged on the opposite side, except the ap-

prehension that such a Church government
as would be probably appointed would be
likely to be objectionable;—would probably

be a bad one. I have no doubt of this ; if by
" bad" be meant, faulty. In this sense, I am
convinced that no government, civil or ec-

clesiastical, ever existed, or will exist, that

is not " bad." All governments being form-

* See " Appeal on behalf of Church govern-

ment."

-J-
See " Case of Occasional Days and Prayers,"

by John Johnson, A. M., Vicar of Cranbrook, in

the Diocess of Canterbury.

$ See "Speech on presenting a Petition from
the Diocess of Kildare, with Appendix," reprinted

in a volume of Charges and other Tracts.
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ed and administered by fallible men, it would
be absurd to look for any that shall be ex-

empt from errors, both in design and execu-

tion.* But the important question, and that

which alone is really to the present purpose,

is, whether it is likely a Government should

be established that is worse than the absence

of government.
As for the specific objections entertained

against a Church government, I believe the

particular evils most commonly apprehend-
ed from the establishment of one, are these

two : the conferring of an excessive power
on the Clergy, who, it is hastily assumed,
are to be sole Governors of the Church ; and
the predominance, in any Assembly to which
the supreme power might be entrusted, of

some one of the exclusive and violent par-

ties existing in the Church; who would
accordingly, it is concluded, establish and
enforce such regulations as would drive out

of its Communion a large portion of its

members.
The former of the above objections will

disappear, I think, on a very moderate degree

of reflection. The idea that all ecclesiastical

government must of course be vested in

the Clergy, arises, partly perhaps, from the

commom error of using the terms " Church"
and "Clergy" as synonymous, partly, from
men's recollecting that the Convocation (of

which the shadow still remains) consisted

of Clergy, and forgetting that it had not the

government of the Church solely, but con-

jointly with the King and the Parliament ;

—

that Parliament consisted of members in-

deed, but not of ministers of the Church
;

and that the Prayer-book does not rest on
the sole authority of Convocation, but is

part and parcel of an Act of Parliament.

And whether we look to the actual condition

of our own Church, in which the appoint-

ment to all the Bishoprics, and to most of

the Parishes, is in lay-hands, or to the off-

shoot of our Church in the United States,

which is governed partly by lay-members,
we cannot consider it as any thing unprece-
dented that the Laity should have a share

in Ecclesiastical government.
In truth, nothing can be more unlikely

than that either the Clergy should think of

excluding the Laity, or the Laity, them-
selves, from all voice in ecclesiastical regu-

lations.

The other apprehension,—that of a com-
plete preponderance of some extreme party,

—arises, I conceive, from not taking into

account the influence which, in every As-
sembly and every Society ,is always exer-

cised,—except in some few cases of very ex-

traordinary excitement, and almost of tem-
porary disorganization,—by those who are in

a. minority. It might appear at first sight

—

and such is usually the expectation ofachild
of ordinary intelligence, and of all those who
are deficient in an intelligent study of history,

or observation of what is passing in the

* " Erun vitia, donee homines."

world,—that whatever Party might in any
Meeting or in any Community, obtain a ma-
jority, or in whatever other way, a superiori-

ty, would be certain to carry out their own
principles to the utmost, with a total disre-

gard of all the rest ; so that in a Senate for

instance, consisting, suppose, of 100 mem-
bers, a majority, whether of 51 or 49, or of
70 to 40, or of 95 to 5, would proceed in all

respects as if the others had no existence

:

and that no mutual concessions or compro-
mises could take place except between parties

exactly balanced. In like manner a person
wholly ignorant of Mechanics might sup-
pose that a body acted on by several un-
equal forces in different directions would
obey altogether the strongest, and would
move in the direction of that; instead of
moving, as we know it does, in the diagonal:

—in a direction approaching nearer to that

of the strongest force ; but not coinciding

with it.

And experience shows that in human af-

fairs as well as in Mechanics, such expec-
tations are not well founded. If no tolera-

ble wise and good measures were ever car-

ried except in an Assembly where there was
a complete predominance of men sufficiently

enlightened and public spirited to have a

decided preference for those measures above
all others, the world would, I conceive, be

much worse governed than it really is.

No doubt, the larger the proportion of

judicious and patriotic individuals, the better

for the community ; but it seems to be the

appointment of Providence that the preju-

dices and passions, and interests of different

men should be so various as not only to keep
one another somewhat in check, but often

to bring about, or greatly help to bring

about, mixed results, often far preferable to

any thing devised or aimed at by any of the

parties.

The British Constitution, for instance, no
intelligent reader of history would regard as

wholly or chiefly the work of men fully

sensible of the advantages of a government
so mixed and balanced. It was in a great

measure the result of the efforts, partially

neutralizing each other, of men who leaned,

some of them towards pure Monarchy, and
others towards Republicanism. And again,

though no one can doubt how great an ad-

vance (it is as yet only an advance) in the

principles of religious toleration, and of

making a final appeal to Scripture alone, is

due to the Reformation, yet the Reformers
were slow in embracing these principles.

They were at first nearly as much disposed

as their opponents to force their own inter-

pretations of Scripture on every one, and to

call in the Magistrate to suppress heresy b*y

force. But not being able to agree among
themselves whose interpretation of Scripture

should be received as authoritative, and who
should be entrusted with the Sword that was
to extirpate heresy, compromises and mutual
concessions gradually led more and more to

the practical adoption of principles whose
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theoretical truth and justice is, even yet, not

universally perceived.

And similar instances may be found in

every part of history. Without entering into

a detailed examination of the particular

mode in which, on each occasion, a superior

party is influenced by those opposed to them,
' —either from reluctance to drive them to

desperation, or otherwise,—certain it is, that

looking only to the results,—the practical

working of any Government,—in the long

run and in the general course of its mea-
sures,—we do find something corresponding

to the composition of forces in Mechanics
;

and we find oftener than not, that the course

actually pursued is better (however faulty)

than could have been calculated from the

character of the greater part of those who
administered the Government. The wisest

and most moderate, even when they form
but a small minority, are often enabled amidst

the conflict of those in opposite extremes, to

bring about decisions, less wise and just in-

deed than they themselves would have de-

sired, but far better than those of either of

the extreme parties.

The above vieAvs are the more important,

because any one who does not embrace them,
will be likely, on contemplating any wise in-

stitution or enactment of former times, to be

thrown into indolentdespondency, if he find,

as he often will, that the majority of those

around us do not seem to come up to the

Standard which those institutions and enact-

ments appear to him to imply. He takes for

granted that the whole or the chief part of

the members of those Assemblies, &c, in

which such and such measures were car-

ried, must have been men of a corresponding

degree of good sense, and moderation, and
public spirit : and perceiving as he thinks

that an Assembly of such men could not

now be found, he concludes that wisdom
and goodness (in Governments at least)

must have died with our ancestors ; or at

least that no good is at present to be hoped
from any Government. And yet perhaps
the truth will be that the greater part of the

very Assemblies whose measures he is ad-

miring may have consisted of men of seve-

ral parties, each of which would, if left en-

tirely in itself, have made a much worse de-

cision than the one actuaiiy adopted ; and
that one may have beeu such, as, though not

actually to coincide with, ytt most nearly to

approach to the opinions of the wisest and
best members of the Assembly, though
those may have been but a small minority.

And it may be therefoie, that he may have
around him the materials of an Assembly
not at all inferior in probity or intelligence to

that which he is contemplating with despair-

ing admiration.

To apply what has been said to the case

now before us ; it does seem to me that in a
Church Government established on any tole-

rably fair and natural principles, though we
must calculate on such imperfections as

must attend every thing wherein imperfect

man is concerned, there would be no reason
to apprehend more imperfections than the

best civil Government is liable to, (which
every one admits to be on the whole a most
important benefit) or than are to be found in

the Ecclesiastical Government of the Ame-
rican Episcopalians ; which though admi-
nistered by fallible mortals like ourselves, is

found, on the whole, to work very satisfac-

torily.

To expect that any extreme parly would
exercise such uncontrolled sway as materi-

ally to corrupt or subvert the Church, would
be against all experience.

Suppose for instance that the principal

legislative power of some Church were
lodged in some Body of men the majority

of whom were attached, more or less, to

two or more Parties, entertaining extreme
views : one, suppose, leaning a good deal

towards the system of the Greek and Romish
Churches, another towards that of the Puri-

tans, &c. It would argue, 1 think, great

ignorance of the lessons of History to con-

clude that one or other of these Parties must
carry out their own views in the most un-
mitigated excess, and that the only question

would be, which of the Parties would suc-

ceed in completely crushing the other, and
would thenceforward domineer over, and
rigidly coerce, or expel, all other Members
of the Church. The conclision warranted
by analogy would, I think, be, that the op-

posite extremes would temper and partially

neutralize each other :—that the moderate
and judicious portion of the Assembly, and
who were themselves the most exempt from
party bias, would persuade the least im-
moderate of each party to make some
concessions for the sake of peace, and to

forego some of the most unreasonable of their

requisitions ;—that these mediators, by sup-
porting what was wrong, in each party (for

almost every party has something of each)
would go a good way towards ultimately

rejecting the worst part, and retaining the

best part, of each proposal ;—and that the

final result would be, that many points

would be left at large, which would have
most probably been determined in an objec-

tionable way by either party if left wholly
unchecked ; and that other points, (such as

require to be determined one way or another

in order to avoid future dissension) would
be determined on wiser and better principles

than the greater part of the Assembly would,
in the first' 'instance, have a lopted ; while
an opening' would remain for continual pro-

gress in the removal of such defects, and
the adoption of such improvements, as ex-

perience and reflection might point out.

Another consideration which ought not

to be lost sight of is that for any evils

which might be produced through the fault

of Legislators, those Legislators would be re-

sponsible: while for the evils (not, wrhich

may arise, but which are actually existing,

notorious and grievous,) caused by the want
of a Legislature, every Prelate, every Minis'
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ter, and every Member of the Church is re-

sponsible who has it in his power to do any

tiling—much or little—towards the remedy
of that want, and neglects to do his utmost.

Note (P.) P. 73.

It misrht be added that, among those who
express the greatest dread and detestation of

"German Neology,"—" German Philoso-

phy,"—the " daring speculations of the

Germans," &c, are to be found some of

that class of Anglican Divines, whose doc-

trines apparently correspond the most
closely (as far as we can judge respecting

two confessedly mystic schools) with those

of that very Neology. The very circum-

stance itself that both are schools of Mysti-
cism,—that both parties have one system
for the mass of mankind, and another

—

whether expressed in different language or

in the same words understood in a totally

different sense—for the initiated, affords a
presumption, when there are some points

of coincidence in the doctrine divulged, that

a still further agreement may be expected in

the reserved doctrines.

As the advocates of reserve among us
speak of not intending to inculcate generally

such conclusions as a logical reasoner will

correctly deduce by following out their

principles, and again speak of an ordinary

reader being likely to " miss their real mean-
ing, bv not being aware of the peculiar sense

in which they employ terms," so those Ger-
man Transcendentalists whom I allude to,

—whose system of Theology—or rather of

Atheology—is little else than a new edition of

the Pantheism of the ancient Heathen Philo-

sophers, of the Brahmins, and the Buddhists,

—use a similar double-meaning language.

Thev profess Christianity, and employ pro-

fusely such terms as a "God," "Faith,"
" Incarnation," " Miracle," " Immortality," i

&c, attaching to these words, a meaning
quite remote from what is commonly under- i

stood by them. Their " God" is the God
of Pantheism ; not a personal agent, but a

;

certain vital principle diffused through the

Material Universe, and of which every

human soul is a portion ; which is at death

to be reabsorbed into the infinite Spirit, and
become just what it was before birth,* ex-

actly according to the ancient system of phi-

losophy described by Virgil :
" Mens agitat

molem et toto se corpore miscet; Inde

hominum pecudumque genus," &c. And

* See Essay 1st, First Series.

the other terms alluded to are understood by
them in. a sense no less wide from th.3

popular acceptation.

Both parties again agree in deprecating

all employment of reasoning in matters per-

taining to religion : both decry the historical

evidence of Christianity, and discourage as

profane all appeal to evidence; and both
disparage Miracles considered as a proof of
the divine origin of Christianity, alleging

that every event that occurs is equally a mi-
racle ; meaning therefore exactly what in

ordinary language would be expressed by
saying that nothing is miraculous.

Other coincidences maybe observed ; suel

as the strong desire manifested by both par-

ties to explain away, or soften down the line

of demarcation between what ordinary

Christians call the Scriptures, and every

thing subsequent ; between what we call the

Christian Revelation, considered as an his-

torical transaction recorded in the new Tes-

tament; and any pretended after revelation,

or improvement, or completion, or perfect

developement, of " the system of true Reli-

gion. To Christianity as a Revelation com-

pleted in our sacred books, both parlies, more
or less openly, according to circumstances,

confess their objection.

And it is remarkable that even the vehe-

ment censures pronounced by one of these

schools, on the speculations of the other, is

far from being inconsistent with their funda-

mental agreement in principles. For of the

German Neologists themselves, some of the

leading writers strongly condemn the rash-

ness, with which some conclusions have
been openly stated by others of the same
school, and confessedly proceeding on prin-

ciples fundamentally the same.

If any one therefore who belongs to a

school of mystical reserve, should be sus-

pected, in consequence of a remarkable

agreement between some of his acknow-
ledged tenets and the German Neology, of a

further degree of secret concurrence, beyond,

perhaps, what he is really conscious of, he

must not wonder at, or complain of such
suspicion ; nor expect at once to repel it by
the strongest censure 'of those writers, and
professed renunciation of their doctrines;

unless he can also make up his mind to re-

nounce likewise the system of a " Double
doctrine" altogether, resolving, and pro-

claiming his resolution to bpeak henceforth
" the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

the truth," respecting his religious tenets,

and foreswearing totally the practice of em-
ploying language " in a peculiar sense" dif-

ferent from what is ordinarily understood

by it.

THE END.
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THE PUBLISHER'S

PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION

The following work ought to need no other recommendation than the name
of its distinguished author, and none other has been found necessary, to secure

the attention of the well informed and candid portion of the religious public.

Confident, of this, the publisher sent forth his first edition without any words
of explanation or commendation ; and such has been its reception, that a
second edition is now required to meet the demand. Its success, however,
has been in despite of a desperate attempt to depreciate the literary and theolo-

gical pretensions of its author, and on this account the publisher takes occasion

to adduce a few facts and testimonies, calculated to secure from all, a dis-

passionate perusal of the work.

When the "Kingdom of Christ" was published in this country, two years

ago, the editor of one of our periodicals described its author as one of " those

men, who are indebted for all their importance and consideration, to the

station which they happen to occupy." And the author of a recent review
of that work, seems determined to deprive him of this only claim, by omitting
all reference to the station which he occupies, either in the title page, or

throughout his work—styling him simply Dr. Whateley. The admirers of

our author need have no objection to this omission, since he is one of those

men who have derived least notoriety from official station.

He had earned an extended fame, as a writer on many branches of science
;

and many departments in Theology; and it was on this account principally,

that Dr. Whateley was preferred to the Arch Bishopric of Dublin. Previously,

he was a Divine of Oxford, though not an "Oxford Divine," and how he was
there esteemed is evident from the fact that he was appointed a Fellow of Oriel

College, a Bampton Lecturer, and thrice "Select Preacher" before the

University.

He has long been known in this country. Thirteen years ago, Dr. Whit-
tingham, the present bishop of Maryland, introduced him more especially to

our notice, by re-publishing his Essays on St. Paul's Epistles, with scarce a

criticism, declaring himself " unwilling that a work combining so much candor
and humility in the search for truth, with such abilities in its manifestation,

should remain any longer inaccessible to his countrymen."
In all his subsequent writings Dr. Whateley has maintained his high repu-

tation as a Theologian and a controversialist. Even the British Critic, in a

review of his last work, has these candid observations—"that Dr. Whateley's
writings all display great sincerity, that the writer's strong conviction of the

truth and importance of his principles has been the main reason of their pub-
lication, and that he carefully avoids giving utterance to any sentiment which
is not the genuine expression of his own mind—all this it would be the height

of prejudice to doubt. He possesses originality of expression, fertility of illus-

3
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tration, ingenuity of argument, and what is much higher praise, general can-

dour, simplicity and moral courage."

Nor is he chargeable with any declension in his theological system during

the interval which has elapsed. It was said indeed in the periodical first

mentioned above, that he was "so fast descending from one heresy to another,

that even dissenters must soon become ashamed of quoting him as authority."

But it is often the case that, as we sail upon the stream of religious enquiry,

objects on land seem to be changing their position while we ourselves are

being carried away by various influences upon our own minds.

That Bishop Whateley has not changed Ids opinions is clear, for it is men-
tioned as a reproach in the British Critic, that since his change to his present

official station, a period which the reviewer thinks the most momentous in

theological history since the Reformation, "he lias sent forth from Dublin,

the same sentiments, arguments and even quotations, which had been heard

from his lips in the University pulpit." This period has indeed been one of

mighty changes, but those who regard them as retrogradations and not im-

provements, will not be displeased with Dr. Whateley, for continuing as he
was from the beginning.

That his opinions, as expressed in the "Kingdom of Christ," have been

ihus permanent, is evident from the fact, that throughout his pages, he appeals

to the work now re-published. This work was itself composed at Oxford, as

will be seen by his dedication to Blancho White, from whom he derived the

original suggestion of its plan. It should be known that it was published long

before the Oxford Tracts were sent forth, and while it is powerful as an
analysis of Romish Errors, and searching as a discovery of protestant fallibility,

its chief interest is in the fact that it is almost prophetic of the results of ten-

dencies which were only suspected by its author at the time of its publication.

It is notour purpose to detain the reader longer from the perusal of the work
itself. Upon one topic a single remark will be added.

The view here given of the Christian ministry, has been severely remarked
upon, and there has seemed to be an attempt, to throw all its odium upon Dr.

Whateley, as if his opinion with regard to the use of the terms Priest, Altar

and Sacrifice were peculiar to him. It ought therefore to be known by all

who inquire, and not concealed by those who write upon this subject, that

Whateley's view is no other than that strenuously maintained by Bishop
White in all his publications ; who declared that he " perceived in the

writings of those opposed to it, a train of sentiment which by a consistent

progression ended in the worst of the errors of the Romish System."

Philadelphia^ July J^ 1844.
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H£VEREND JOSETH BLANCO WHITE, M.A

0> ORIEL COLLEGE, OXFORD

^Iy dear friend—
T am aware that it is a violation of established forms to take the liberty of dedi-

cating- this work to 'you, without previously applying for your permission.

The ground on which I petition for your indulgence is, my fear that your

modesty might have led you, if not to withhold your consent altogether, yet to

prohibit me from speaking of you in the manner I could wish. Not that it is my
design to make this dedication the vehicle of a formal panegyric; or to comment

either on that part of your character and conduct which is before the public, and

which it would be an affront to my readers to suppose them not to know and

admire ; or again, on the particulars of our private friendship, in which they have

no concern. But I feel bound to take this occasion of acknowledging publicly one

particular advantage which I have derived from my intercourse with you : I am
indebted to you for such an insight into the peculiarities of the church of Rome,
as J could never have gained, either from any one who had not been originally, or

from any one who still continued, a member of that church. Your intimate

acquaintance with it, has enlarged and cleared the view I had long since taken of

its system; as being the gradual, spontaneous growth of the human heart;—as

being, what may be called, in a certain sense, the religion of nature ; viz., such a

kind of religion as " the natural man" is disposed to frame for himself.

One who has both been so deeply versed as yourself in the learning of that

church, and has also had the opportunities you have enjoyed, of not merely forming

a judgment of the apparent tendencies of each part of the system, but observing

how it actually works, and what are the practical results—and who has subse-

quently been enabled, under the divine blessing, to embrace a purer faith—must,

unless he fall far short of you in candour or intelligence, be much better qualified

than either a Romanist, or one brought up in our church, to estimate the true

character of the two religions. As, on the one hand, (like Moses, who was " skilled

in all the learning of the Egyptians,") you may be reckoned, as far as knowledge

is concerned, an eminent Roman Catholic divine, so, on the other hand, you may,

in one point of view, be considered as more eminently Protestant, than most mem-
bers of our church. For 1 cannot, of course, be certain, of others, or even of

myself, that, if we had, like you, been educated in the Romish church, we should

have escaped, like you, from that spiritual bondage ;—that we might not have

either continued enslaved to her tenets, or have been plunged irrecoverably into

that gulf of Atheism, to the brink of which she brings her votaries: which she

does, as you have well pointed out, by sedulously presenting, as the sole alternative,

implicit devotion to her decrees, or, no religion at all.

It is, as I have said, impossible to pronounce with certainty, of any one bred a

Protestant, that he would have become so, had he been educated in the Romish

system : but it might safely be pronounced, that I should not have done so, were

I one of those who stigmatize you as an apostate, for renouncing and testifying

against the system in which you were brought up. I should then deserve to be

characterized as Protestant only by the accidents of country and kindred.

You are doubtless familiar however with the principle long since noticed by the

great historian of Greece, and ready to make allowance for its operation, that

M most men are slow to give another credit for feeling nobler sentiments, and acting

on higher motives, than any that have ever found a place in their own breasts."*
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Posterity nevertheless will, I am convinced, do justice to your character, and
appreciate your services.

Diram qui contudit Hydram,
Comperit invidiam supremo fine domari.

Ton have been led, by the circumstances in which you were placed, an:1 of

which you have taken due advantage, to examine different systems carefully, and

to make up your mind on mature deliberation. And the same circumstances which
induced you to observe, and enabled you to estimate, the differences betwee i

Romanists and Protestants, have also qualified you to notice the points of resem-

blance in all men ; to recognize in all, of whatever country or persuasion, the

tendency towards each of those Romish errors which you have seen magnified

and exaggerated in that church ;—to detect the minutest drop, in the most disguised

mixture, of those poisons which you have seen in their rectified and concentrated

form, operating to produce their baneful results.

With a view, therefore, to the particular object of the present work, it must have

been very much my own fault, if I have not derived from your conversation the

most valuable suggestions and corrections. I only regret that you did not your'

self undertake the task, for which no one else can be, on the whole, so well

qualified.

As it is, I have only to express thus publicly my sense of the advantages I hav*

enjoyed, and to beg your favourable acceptance of this dedication of a work,

which you will thus have, indirectly, so much contributed. Should I be enable

^

by placing in a somewhat new light, questions which have been long since

copiously discussed, to* awaken the attention even of a few, whether Romanists or

Protestants, to the faults, either existing, or likely to arise, among them, you will,

I am sure, rejoice to have had a share in contributing to such an effect, and to have

your name connected with a work which shall have produced it. At all events,

you will, I am sure, give me credit for good intentions : nor will you, I trust be

either surprised or mortified, if I should nave to encounter, on this occasion

especially, (the views set forth being far from flattering to human nature,) some of

that opposition of various kinds, and from various quarters, with which many of

my former publications have been assailed, and from which yours have not been

exempt.

To myself this is not a matter of wonder, or of dissatisfaction. Not that I have

any wish to excite controversy; or any intention of ever engaging in it: but he

who endeavours to inculcate any neglected truths, or to correct any prevailing

errors, must be prepared, if he succeed in attracting any share of public attention,

to encounter more or less of opposition. It would be most extravagant to expect

to convince at once, if at all, every one, or even many, who before thought differ-

ently. If, therefore, in such a case, he meet with no opposition, he may take that

as a sign either that he has excited no interest at all, or that he was mistaken as to

the state of the prevailing opinions among others, or that his own have not been

fully understood. Opposition does not indeed, of itself, prove either that he is

right, or that he is wrong : but, at all events, the discussion which results, is

likely, if conducted with temper. and sincerity, to lead to the ascertainment of the

truth..

And it is worth remarking, that in many cases the opposition will appear even

greater than it really is. For as the great majority of those who had before thought

differently from an author, will, in general, continue to think so, and of course will

be prepared, at once, loudly to censure him; so those, whether many or few, who
are induced to alter, or to doubt, their former opinion, will seldom be found very

forward to proclaim the change, at least till after a considerable interval. Even the

most candid and modest, if they are also cautious, will seldom decidedly make up
their minds anew, except slowly and gradually.

Hence it often happens, I believe, that while men are led, naturally enough, to

estimate the effect produced by any work, from the comparative numbers and

weight of those who applaud, and those who censure it, it shall, in fact, have pro-

duced little or no effect on either: those whom it may have really influenced, in

bringing them to reconsider their former opinions, being rather disposed, for the

most part, t#> say little about it.
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Such as have maintained notions at variance with mine, in Christian meekness
and candour, may be assured of my perfect good-will towards them, and of my
earnest wish that whichever of us is in the right, may succeed in establishing his

conclusions. As for any one who may have assailed, or who may hereafter assail

me, with unchristian bitterness, or with sophistical misrepresentation, much as 1

of course lament that such weapons should ever be employed at all, I can truly

say, (and I doubt not you will say the same for yourself,) that I had far rather see

them employed against me, than on my side. There is also this consolatory

reflection for any one who is so attacked : that weak or sophistical arguments are

then the most likely to be resorted to, when better cannot be found;—that one

who indulges in invective, affords some kind of presumption, that he at least can

find no such reasons as are even to himself satisfactory ;—and that misrepresentation

is the natural resource of those who find the positions they are determined to

oppose, to be such, that if fairly stated, and fully understood, they could not be

overthrown. Such attacks, therefore, tend rather, as far as they go, to support,

than to weaken, in the judgment of rational inquirers, the cause against which they

are directed.

You may have observed too, that there are some particular charges often brought,

without* proof, against an author, which are not only unfounded, but are occasioned

by qualities the very reverse of those imputed. You may have heard a writer

censured as u sophistical,'- precisely because he is not sophistical ; and as " dog-

matical," because he is not dogmatical. With a work that is really sophistical,

the obvious procedure is, either to pass it by with contempt, or, if the fallacies seem
worth noticing, to detect and expose them. But if men find the arguments opposed

to them to be such, that they cannot prove them sophistical, it is yet easy (and it

is not unnatural) at least to call them so. The phrase u sophistical arguments,"

accordingly, is often in reality equivalent to, •• such as I would fain answer, but

cannot." Not that in such cases the imputation is necessarily insincere, or even

necessarily false. One whose reasoning powers are not strong, may really suspect,

though he cannot point it out, a latent fallacy in some argument which leads to a

conclusion he objects to ; and it may so happen that his suspicion is right, and

that a fallacy may exist which he has not the skill to detect. But then, he is not

justified in pronouncing the argument sophistical, till he is prepared to make good
the charge. A verdict without evidence must always be unjust, whether the

accused be, in fact, innocent or guilty.

Dogmatism again, to speak strictly, consists in assertions without proof. But

one who does really thus dogmatize, you may have often seen received with more
toleration than might have been anticipated. Those who think with him, often

derive some degree of satisfaction from the confirmation thus afforded to the»-

opinion, though not by any fresh argument, yet by an implied assent to such a a
.

have convinced themselves : those again who think differently, feel that the author

has merely declared his sentiments, and (provided his language be not insolent

and overbearing) has left them in undisturbed possession of their own. Not so,,

one who supports his opinions by cogent reasons : he seems, by so doing, to call

on them either to refute the arguments, or to alter their own views. And how-
ever mildly he may express himself, they are sometimes displeased at the moles-

tation thus inflicted, by one who is not content merely to think as he pleases,

leaving others to do the same, but seems aiming to compel others (the very word
*• cogent," as applied to reasons, seems to denote this character) to think with him,

whether they like it or not. And this displeasure one may often hear vented in

the application of the title u dogmatical ;" which denotes, when so applied, the

exact reverse of dogmatism; viz., that the author is not satisfied with simply

declaring his own opinions; (which is really dogmatism,) but, by the reasoning

he employs, calls on others to adopt them.

I am aware, however, that truth may be advocated, and by sound arguments, in

a needlessly offensive form. It has always been my aim to avoid, as far as may
be without a sinful compromise of truth, every thing tending to excite hostile

feelings, either within or without the pale of my own church. And I cherish a

hope, that I may have done something in the present work towards softening the

feelings of the candid among Romanists and Protestants towards each other. I

ihave not indeed attempted this, by labouring to extenuate or explain away the

a2
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erroneousness of the Romish tenets and practices; because this would imply, ae
cording to my views, a sacrifice of truth. But to trace those errors to the principles oi

our common nature, and, while we strongly censure the faults themselves, to acknow-
ledge our own ever-besetting danger of falling into the like, is, I trust, a more
conciliating, as I am convinced it is a truer view of the subject, than to cast the

whole burden of blame on a particular church, and to exult in our own supposed
perfection.

You will recognize in the following pages a series of discourses delivered before

the University, and the whole or the greater part of which you heard. 1 have
inserted passages in several parts; but have made, on the whole, little other alter-

ations, it would not have been difficult to give the work more of a systematic

form, and to adopt a style more removed from thai which is suited to delivery :

but I was inclined to think, that such alterations would 'have had no tendency to

make the subject better understood, and might rather have lessened the interest of
it. I accordingly determined to print the whole very nearly as it was delivered.

The views I have taken are not anticipated in any work I am acquainted with.

Several writers indeed have glanced slightly, incidentally and partially, at the

principle here attempted to be established, or have advanced some steps towards it.

Bp. Lavington has compared a part of the Romish errors with those of some modern
enthusiasts; and Middleton, another part/with those of the ancient Pagans; but

they have stopped short of the general conclusion to which my own observations

and reflections, combined with yours, have led me.
I have, however, availed myself, in several instances, of the suggestions of various

writers
; to whom, as far as my memory would serve, J have made reference. It

so happens that some of these, including yourself, are living authors whom I have
the pleasure of knowing personally: and I am not sure that I may not, on that

ground, incur censure for citing them with approbation; as if I must unavoidably
be biassed by partial feelings. I would rather, however, incur the suspicion of
such partiality, than of not daring to do that justice to a friend which would be due
to a stranger. And it should in fairness be remembered, that though it is very

possible to overrate a friend, yet, as it is also possible that a writer of real merit

may possess personal friends, so, it would be hard that this should necessarily

operate to his disadvantage, by precluding them from bearing just testimony in his

favour.

Once more I intreat you to accept my apology for the liberty I have taken, and
to believe me.

With deep-felt esteem and veneration,

Your faithful and affectionate friend,

RICHARD WHATELY.
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HIE

ERRORS OF ROMAN1SI
TRACED TO

THEIR ORIGIN IN HUMAN NATURE.

CHAP. I.

SUPERSTITION.

§. 1. There are few things probably

that appear at the first glance more strange

to a reader of the Old Testament, than

the frequent lapses of the Israelites into

idolatrous and other superstitious prac-

tices ;—the encouragement or connivance

often granted to these by such of the rulers

as were by no means altogether des-

titute of piety ;—and the warm commen-
dations which are accordingly bestowed
on such of their kino's as avoided and re-

pressed these offences. Their law had
been delivered and its authority main-

tained with such strikingly awful solem-

nity, and its directions were so precise

and minute, that a strict conformity to it

appears, to us, hardly to amount to a vir-

tue, and the violation of it, to an almost

incredible infatuation. It is not without

a considerable mental effort that we can

so far transport ourselves into the situa-

tion of persons living in so very different a

condition of society from our own, as to

estimate duly the nature and the force of

the temptations to which they were ex-

posed, to make fair allowance for their

backslidings, and to bestow adequate ap-

plause on those of them who adhered

steadfastly to the divine commands.
The conduct of Hezekiah, for instance,

who " removed the high-places, and brake

the images, and cut down the groves, and

broke in pieces the brazen serpent that

Moses had made • (for unto those days

the children of Israel did burn incense to

it ;) is likely perhaps to strike some
readers as so far from being any heroic

effort of virtue, that the chief wonder is,

how his predecessors and their subjects

could have been so strangely remiss and

disobedient, as to leave him so much to

do. Things however being in such a

state, the duty of remedying at once the

2

abuses which had grown up, is apt to

strike us, at first sight, as so very obvious

and imperative, that we are hardly dis-

posed to give him due praise for fulfilling

it. But the more attentively we consider

the times in which he lived, and the pe-

culiar circumstances in which he began

his reign—the successor of an idolatrous

prince, and reigning over an idolatrous

people—the higher admiration we shall

feel for his exemplary obedience to the

divine law.

It should be remembered, that not only

the avowed violators of the first com-
mandment, but those also, who, though

they transgressed the second, yet professed

themselves the worshippers of Jehovah

exclusively, would be likely to tax with

impiety that unsparing reform of abuses,

which even those former kings, who are

described as " doing that which was right

in the sight of the Lord," had yet not

ventured to undertake. Indeed his enemy,

Sennacherib, reproaches him on this very

ground : " If ye say, We trust in the

Lord our God, is not that he whose high-

places and whose altars Hezekiah hath

taken away ?"

But many, even of those who perhaps

endured his putting a stop to the irregular

and unauthorized worship of Jehovah in

those high-places, might yet be scandalized

at his venturing to destroy the brazen ser-

pent ; an emblem framed originally by
divine command, and which had been the

appointed and supernatural means of a

miraculous deliverance. If such a relic

were even now in existence, and its iden-

tity indisputable, it would not be contem-

plated, by any believer in the Mosaic his-

tory, without some degree of veneration.

How much stronger would that venera-

tion be in the mind of an Israelite, and
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of one in that ignorant and semi-barba-

rous age. Yet one of these was found

sufficiently enlightened to estimate the

evil, and bold enough to use the effectual

remedy. The king is not content to for-

bid this idolatrous use of the image, or

even to seclude it carefully from the pub-

lic gaze ; it had been an occasion of su-

perstition, and he " brake it in pieces ;"

applying to it at the same time the con-

temptuous appellation of " piece of

brass,"* in order to destroy more com-
pletely that reverence which had degene-

rated into a sin.

Men are apt, not only in what regards

religion, but in respect of all human con-

cerns, to contemplate the faults and fol-

lies of a distant age or country, with bar-

ren wonder, or with self-congratulating

contempt ; while they overlook, because

they do not search for, perhaps equal,

and even corresponding vices and absurdi-

ties in their own conduct. And in this

way it is that the religious, and moral,

and political lessons, which history may
be made to furnish, are utterly lost to the

generality of mankind. Human nature is

always and every where, in the most im-

portant points, substantially the same;
circumstantially and externally, men's

manners and conduct are infinitely vari-

ous, in various times and regions. If

the former were not true—if it were not

for this fundamental agreement—history

could furnish no instruction ; if the lat-

ter were not true—if there were not these

apparent and circumstantial differences

—

hardly any one could fail to profit by that

instruction. For few are so dull as not

to learn something from the records of

past experience, in cases precisely similar

to their own. But, as it is, much candour

and diligence are called for in tracing the

analogy between cases which, at the first

glance, seem very different—in observ-

ing the workings of the same human
nature under all its various disguises—in

recognizing, as it were, the same plant in

different stages of its growth, and in all

the varieties resulting from climate and
culture, soil and season.

But to any one who will employ this

diligence and candour, this very dissimi-

larity of circumstances renders the his-

tory of past times and distant countries

even the more instructive ; because it is

easier to form an impartial judgment con-

cerning them. The difficulty is to apply

that judgment to the cases before us. In

* "He called it Nehushtan." 2 Kings xviii. 4.

contemplating human transactions, the

law of optics is reversed ; we see the

most indistinctly the objects which are

close around us ; we view them through
the discoloured medium of our own preju-

dices and passions ; the more familiar we
are with them, the less truly do we estimate

their real colours and dimensions. Trans-
actions and characters the most uncon-
nected with ourselves—the most remote
from all that presents itself in our own
times, and at home, appear before us with

all their deformities unveiled, and display

their intrinsic and essential qualities. We
are even liable to attend so exclusively to

this intrinsic and abstract character of re-

mote events, as to make too little allow-

ance (while in recent cases we make too

much) for the circumstances in which the

agents were placed ; and thence to regard

as instances of almost incredible folly or

depravity, things not fundamentally very

different from what is passing around us.

And as the law of optics is in this case

reversed, our procedure must be reversed

accordingly. We judge of the nature of

distant objects, by an examination of

those near at hand, whose similarity to

the others we have ascertained. So also

must we on the contrary learn to judge
impartially of our own conduct and cha-

racter, and of the events of our own times,

by finding parallels to these in cases the

most remote and apparently dissimilar;

of which, for that reason, our views are

the most distinct, and our judgments the

most unbiassed ; and then, conjecturing

what a wise and good man, ten centu-

ries hence, would be likely to pronounce
of us.

The errors and the vices, among the

rest, the superstitions of the Israelites, and
again of our ancestors under the Romish
Church, did not, we may be sure, appear

to them in the same light that they now
do to us. No one believes his own opi-

nions to be erroneous, or his own prac-

tices superstitious ; few are even accus-

tomed to ask themselves, " Is there not a

lie in my right hand ?" Since therefore

our predecessors did not view their doc-

trines and practices in the same light that

we do, this should lead us, not to regard

them with contemptuous astonishment

and boastful exultation, but rather to re-

flect that, like them, we also are likely to

form a wrong estimate of what is around

us and familiar to our minds : it should

teach us to make use of the examples of

others, not for the nourishment of pride,

but for the detection of our own faults.
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We are taught that Satan " transformeth

himself into an angel «of light ; but he

does not use always and every where the

same disguise ; as soon as one is seen

through, he is ready to assume another;

and it is in vain that we detect the arti-

fice which lias done its work on other men,

unless we are on our guard against the

same tempter under some new trans-

formation ; assuming afresh among our-

selves the appearance of some angel of light.

§. 2. These reflections are perhaps the

more particularly profitable at the present

time, on account of the especial attention

which .has of late been directed to the

superstitions, and other errors and enor-

mities, of the Romish church. Unless

such principles as I have adverted to are

continually present to the mind, the more
our thoughts are, by frequent discussion,

turned to the errors of that church, and

to the probability, under this or that con-

juncture of circumstances, of proselytes

joining that church or being gained over

from it, the less shall we be on our guard

against the spirit of popery in the human
heart—against similar faults in some dif-

ferent shapes ; and the more shall we be

apt to deem every danger of the kind

effectually escaped, by simply keeping

out of the pale of that corrupt church.

It is indeed in all cases profitable to

contemplate the errors of other men, if

we do this " not high-minded but fear-

ful ;"—not for the sake of uncharitable

triumph, but with a view to self-examina-

tion; even as the Corinthians were ex-

horted by their apostle to draw instruction

from the backslidings of the Israelites,

which were recorded, he says, " for their

admonition," to the intent that they might

not fall into corresponding sins, and that

" he who thought he stood might take

heed lest he fell." In all cases, I say,

some benefit may be derived from such a

contemplation of the faults of others; but

the errors of the Romanists, if examined
with a view to our own improvement,

will the more effectually furnish this in-

struction, inasmuch as those errors, more
especially, will be found to be the natural

and spontaneous growth of the human
heart; they are (as I have elsewhere re-

marked) not so much the effect, as the

cause, of the Romish system of religion.

The peculiar character of Romanism, in

this respect, will be best perceived by
contrasting it with MahcVnetism ; this

latter system was framed, and introduced,

and established, within a very short space

of time, by a deliberately designing im-

postor; who did indeed most artfully

accommodate that system to man's nature,

but did not wait for the gradual and
spontaneous operations of human nature

to produce it. He reared at once the

standard of proselytism, and imposed on
his followers a code of doctrines and
laws ready framed for their reception.

The tree which lie planted did indeed
find a congenial soil; but he planted it at

once, with its trunk full-formed and its

branches displayed : the Romish system,

on the contrary, rose insensibly, like a

young plant from the seed, making a pro-

gress scarcely perceptible from year to

year, till at length it had fixed its root

deeply in the soil, and spread its baneful

shade far around.

Infecunda quidem, sed keta el fortiasurgunt
;

Q,uippe solo natura subest;

I

It was the natural offspring of man's frail
1 and corrupt character, and it needed no
1 sedulous culture. No one accordingly

can point out any precise period at which
this u mystery of iniquity"—the system

of Romish corruptions—first began, or

specify any person who introduced it:

no one in fact ever did introduce any such

system : the corruptions crept in one by
one; originating for the most part with an

ignorant and depraved people, but con-

nived at, cherished, consecrated and suc-

cessfully established, by a debased and

worldly-minded ministry; and modified

by them just so far as might best

favour the views of their profligate am-

bition. But the system thus gradually

compacted, was not the deliberate con-

trivance of any one man or set of men,
adepts in priestcraft, and foreseeing and

designing the entire result. The cor-

ruptions of the Romish church were the

natural offspring of human passions, not

! checked and regulated by those who
ought to have been ministers of the

Gospel, but who, on the contrary, were

ever ready to indulge and encourage

men's weakness and wickedness, pro-

vided they could turn it to their own ad-

vantage. The good seed " fell among
thorns ;" which, being fostered by those

who should have been occupied in root'

ing them out, not only " sprang up with

it," but finally choked and overpowered it.

§. 3. The character accordingly of the

Romish corruptions is precisely such as

the history of that church would lead us

to anticipate.

I. One of the greatest blemishes, for

instance, in the church of Rome, is that
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to which I have already alluded, super-

stitious worship; a fault which every
one must acknowledge to be the sponta-

neous aud every-where-abundant produce
of the corrupt soil of man's heart. The
greater part indeed of the errors of Ro-
manism, which I shall hereafter notice

under separate heads, may be considered

as so many branches of superstition, or

at least inseparably connected with it;

but there are besides many superstitions

more strictly so called, with which that

system is justly chargeable; such as in-

vocation of saints, and adoration of

images and relics ; corresponding to that

idolatrous practice which King Hezekiah
so piously and boldly suppressed.

II. The desire again of prying into mys-
teries relative to the invisible world, but

which have no connexion with practice,

is another characteristic of human nature,

(on which I have elsewhere offered some
remarks,*) and one to which may be

traced the immense mass of presumptu-
ous speculations about things unrevealed,

respecting God and his designs, and of

idle legends of various kinds respecting

wonder-working saints, which have dis-

graced the Romish church. The sanc-

tion afforded to these, by persons who
did not themselves believe them, is a fault

referable to another head, (to be men-
tioned subsequently,) as springing from a

dishonest pursuit of the expedient rather

than the true : but it is probable that the

far greater part of such idle tales had not

their origin in any deep and politic con-

trivance, but in men's natural passion for

what is marvellous, and readiness to cater

for that passion in each other ;—in the

universal fondness of the human mind for

speculative knowledge respecting things

curious and things hidden, rather than

(what alone the Scriptures supply) practi-

cal knowledge respecting things which
have a reference to our wants.

Equally natural to man, and closely

connected, as will hereafter be shown,
with the error just mentioned, is the dis-

position to trust in vicarious worship and
obedience—the desire and hope of trans-

ferring from one man to another the merit

of good works, and the benefit of devo-

tional exercises ; so as to enable the mass
of the people to serve God, as it were, by
proxy. On this point I have elsewheref

offered some remarks, ( which are expanded
and followed up in the present work,)

* Essay IV. First series.

\ In the last of the Five Discourses delivered

before the University, and suhsequently published.

with a view to show that it is the main
cause, rather thaA the consequence, of the

whole Romish system of priestcraft ; one o t

the great features of which is, the change
of the very office of the Christian priest,

ngg<r/3yTa£o$, into that of the Jewish or

Pagan priest, in the other sense of the

word, answering to 'itpsvq. I observed

that the people were very easily deceived

in this point, because they were eagerly

craving for deception;—that the same
disposition had manifested itself no- less

strongly among the Pagan nations ;—and
that the same tendency is, and ever will

be, breaking out in one shape or another,

among Protestants, and in every form of

religion.

III. No less characteristic of the na-

tural man, is a vicious preference of sup-

posed expediency, to truth ; and a con-

sequent readiness to employ false reasons

for satisfying the minds of the people ;

—

to connive at, or foster, supposed salutary

or innocent delusions ; whence arose the

sanction given to all the monstrous train

of pious frauds, legendary tales, and lying

miracles, for which the Romish church
has been so justly stigmatized. And as it

is notorious that the ancient lawgivers

and philosophers encouraged (for political

purposes) a belief in the mythological

fables which they themselves disbelieved,

there can be no doubt that this disposition

also is not to be attributed to the church

of Rome as its cause, but that that church

merely furnishes one set of instances of

its effects ; aud that, consequently, an

earnest watchfulness against those effects

is to be inculcated, not merely on such as

may be in danger of being misled into

Romanism, but on every descendant of

Adam.
IV. Again, no one perhaps of the errors

of the Romish church has exposed her to

greater censure, or has been productive

of more mischievous results, than the

claim to infallibility;—the investing, with-

out any sufficient grounds, weak and falli-

ble men with an attribute of Deity. .Now
the ready acquiescence in such an ex-

travagant claim (which never could have

been maintained had not men been found

thus ready to acquiesce in it) may easily

be traced to the principles of our corrupt

nature ;—to that indolence in investiga-

tion, indifference about truth,* and ready

acquiescence in what is put before us, oi

rrjs aXijcUiasj xat e?rt Toe. etcu/aos //aAAoi

TpeTrovTOti.
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which the Greek historian complained

long before the Christian era ; and to that

dislike of suspense—and consequent will-

ingness to make a short and final appeal

to some authority which should be re-

garded as decisive, with a view to quash

disputes, and save the labour of inquiry.

That such a disposition is not at least

peculiar to the votaries of the religion of

Rome, or confined even to religious sub-

jects, is evident from the appeals of pre-

tended students in philosophy to the de-

cisions of Pythagoras, and subsequently

of Aristotle, as precluding all further dis-

pute or doubt. It is for Protestants there-

fore to remember, that they are not se-

cured by the mere circumstance of their

being such, from all danger of indulging

this disposition. There is indeed no
danger of their appealing to the church

of Rome as an infallible authority to put

a stop to all discussion ; but the removal

of that particular danger should only put

us the more on our guard against the

same fault (as it is a fault of our common
nature) breaking out in some new shape.

V. One of the heaviest charges against!

the Romish church may be added to those
|

already alluded to—the spirit of persecu-

tion ; which is as far as any of her other

enormities from being peculiar to that

church, or even to the case of religion :

witness, among many other instances, the

furious and bitter spirit shown by the

Nominalists and Realists in their contests

concerning abstruse points of metaphysics.

The Romish system did not properly in-

troduce intolerance, but rather, it was in-

tolerance that introduced and established

the system of Romanism ; and that (in

another part of the world) no less suc-

cessfully called in the sword for the esta-

blishment of Mahometism. So congenial

indeed to " the natural man" is the resort

to force for the establishment of one sys-

tem of doctrines and the suppression of

another, that we find many of the re-

formers, after they had clearly perceived

nearly all the other errors in which they

had been brought up, yet entertaining no
doubt whatever as to the right, and the

duty, of maintaining religious truth by
coercive means.

VI. Another tendency, as conspicuous

as those above mentioned in the Romish
church, and, like its other errors, by no
means confined to that church, is the con-

fident security with which the Catholics,

as they call themselves, trust in that name,

as denoting their being members of that

sacred body, the only true church, whose

holy character and title to divine favour

they seem to consider as a kind of com-
mon property, and a safeguard to all her

members : even as the Jews of old " said

within themselves, We are Abraham's
children ;" flattering themselves* that on
that ground, however little they might
resemble Abraham in faith and in works,

God would surely never cast them off.

This error is manifestly common to the

Romanists with those who put the same
kind of trust in the name of Protestant or

of Christian, and who regard their con-

nexion with a holy and richly-endowed

community, rather as a substitute for per-

sonal holiness, than as a motive for aiming

at a still higher degree of it, and a privi-

lege involving a higher responsibility.

§ 4. In treating of all these points, I

shall adhere to the plan hitherto pursued,

viz., of contemplating the errors of the

Romanists, not with a view to our own
justification in withdrawing from their

communion ; nor, again, for the sake of

guarding against the danger of being se-

duced by their arguments, (important as

these objects may be ;) but with a view

to what I cannot but regard as the much
greater danger, of falling into correspond-

ing errors to theirs—of being taken cap-

tive by the same temptations under differ-

ent forms—of overlooking, in practice,

the important truth, that the spirit of

Romanism is substantially the spirit of

human nature.

We are all of us in these days likely to

hear and to read most copious discussions

of the tenets and ptactices of the church

of Rome. Whatever may be the views

of each of my readers respecting the po-

litical question which has chiefly given

rise to these discussions, (a question which,

like all others of a political character, I

have always thought had better be waived

in theological works,) I would suggest

these reflections as profitable to be kept

in view by all, while occupied with such

discussions : how far we are pure from

Romish errors in another shape ;—from

what quarters, and under what disguises,

we are liable to be assailed by tempta-

tions, substantially, though not externally,

the same with those which seduced into

all her corruptions the church of Rome

;

and which gradually changed her bridal

purity for the accumulated defilements of

" the mother of harlots ;"—and how we
may best guard against the spirit of super-

stition, (of which, be it remembered, none,

even the most superstitious, ever suspect

themselves)—the spirit of persecution

—
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the spirit of insincerity, of fraud, and of

indifference to truth—in short, all those

evil propensities which are fitly charac-

terized in one word as, the spirit of Ro-
manism. All these dangers, as they did

not begin with the Romish system, can-

not he expected to end with it; they

emanate not from that corrupt church

alone, but from the corruption of our

common nature ; and none consequently

are more open to them, than those who
are disposed to think themselves secured

by merely keeping out of the pale of

that church, and inveighing against her

enormities.

Such a false security indeed is itself one

of the worst of the Romish errors; that

of mistaking names for things, and trust-

ing in a specious title, without inquiring

how far we possess the character which
that title implies. "He is not a Jew,"
says Paul, u who is one outwardly, neither

is that circumcision which is outward in

the flesh ; but he is a Jew who is one

inwardly ; and circumcision is that of

the heart, in the spirit and not in the let-

ter; whose praise is not of men, but of

God." Jt is for us therefore ever to re-

member, for thus only can we turn to

account the apostle's admonition, that as

that man was not, in the sight of God, a

Jew, to any profitable purpose for himself,

but rather to his aggravated condemnation,

who was only outwardly a Jew; so neither,

by parity of reasoning, is he in God's

sight a Christian—a " Catholic Christian"

—a " Protestant11—a " Reformed Chris-

tian—who is one outwardly; but he who
is reformed inwardly,—whose heart is

Christian—and who protests not with his

lips only, but in his life

—

u in the spirit

and not in the letter"—against such de-

pravation of gospel truth, and departure

from gospel holiness, as he censures in

his erring brethren.

§. 5. In treating of superstitious wor-

ship, the point at present more imme-
diately before us, it is worth remarking,

that (as indeed has been already hinted)

many of the Romanist practices bear a

strong resemblance to those of the idola-

trous Israelites. In particular, their ve-

neration for the wood of the supposed
true cross, has a correspondence approach-
ing to identity with the veneration of the

Israelites for the brazen serpent which
Hezekiah destroyed ; only that the more
ancient superstition was one degree less

irrational ; inasmuch as the image was that

which had itself been a more immediate
instrument of a miraculous deliverance

;

whereas what typically corresponds to it

in the Christian dispensation is (as our

Lord himself points out) not the cross on
which he suffered, but the very person
of the suffering Redeemer.
The Romanists, in paying a slavish

worship (it is their own expression, Scvtelu)

not only to images and relics, but also

to saints, are guilty of both those kinds of

superstition, the unsparing suppression of

both of which constitutes the distinguished

and peculiar merit of that upright and
zealous prince, Hezekiah. He was not

satisfied, like many other kings, with put-

ting down that branch of superstition

which involves the breach of the first

commandment—the setting up of false

gods ; but was equally decisive in his re-

probation of the other branch also—the

worship of the true God by the medium
of prohibited emblems, and with unauthor-

ized and superstitious rites. Of these

two kinds of superstition, the latter is

continually liable, in practice, to slide into

the former, by such insensible degrees,

that it is often hard to decide, in particular

cases, where the breach of the second

commandment ends, and that of the first

begins. The distinction is not however
for that reason useless

;
perhaps it is even

the more useful on that very account, and
was for that reason preserved in those

two commandments; of which the second

serves as a kind of outwork to the first
3

to guard against all gradual approaches

to a violation of it—to keep men at a

distance from the danger of infringing theO GO
majesty of the jealous God.

Accordingly, besides the numerous
warnings which Moses gives the Israelites

against being seduced into worshipping

the false gods of the nations of Canaan,

he also cautions them not to imitate, in

their worship of the Lord, the superstitious

rites used by the heathen in the service

of their deities. They are forbidden to

inquire, "How did these nations serve

their gods ?" and to say, " Even so will

I do likewise. Thou shalt not do so

unto the Lord thy God."
Both injunctions the Israelites frequently

violated ; many of them, while they ob-

served the first commandment in abstain-

ing from the worship of Baal and the

other gods of the heathen, infringing

nevertheless the second, by their use of

images : of which we have an instance in

the case of Jeroboam " who made Israel

to sin ;" the golden calves which he set

up being clearly designed as emblematical

representations of the true God : for he
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said, u These be thy gods, O Israel, which
brought thee out of the land of Egypt.''''

This was emphatically called " the sin of

Jeroboam;" and the distinction above

alluded to is noticed in the case (to omit

numberless others) of Jehu; thus Jehu
destroyed Baal out of Israel : howbeit

from the sins of Jeroboam the son of Ne-
bat, who made Israel to sin, Jehu departed

not from after them, to wit, the golden

calves that were in Bethel, and that were

in Dan."
And we find also numerous instances

(besides this direct violation of the second

commandment) of the introduction of

unauthorized and superstitious rites in the

worship of the true God.
This two-fold division of superstition

I have the more strongly dwelt on, both

because it is frequently overlooked, and

because inattention to it is likely to lead

to dangerous consequences.

I would not however be understood as

contending for any arbitrary and unusual

signification of the word ; but I conceive,

that by superstition is commonly under-

stood, not, as a popular though superficial

writer has defined it, "an excess of reli-

gion," (at least in the ordinary sense of

the word excess,) as if any one could

have too much of true religion, but, any
misdirection of religious feeling ; mani-
fested either in showing: relhjious venera-

tion or regard to objects which deserve

none ; i. e., properly speaking, the worship
of false gods ; or, in the assignment of

such a degree, or such a kind of religious

veneration to any object, as that object,

though worthy of some reverence, does

not deserve ; or in the worship of the true

God through the medium of improper
ceremon'ies or symbols.

This latter branch of superstition is

extremely liable, as I have already re-

marked, to degenerate insensibly into the

former. The Israelite, e. g., who was ac-

customed to worship Jehovah through

the medium of a sensible image, would
be very likely, in time, to transfer a larger

and larger portion of his adoration to the

image itself; and in proportion as he an-

nexed to it any idea of especial sanctity,

he would be, insensibly, more and more
falling into the error of adoring an image,

in the only sense in which it is conceiv-

able than an image can be adored.

In avowing my conviction that this is

tne case with a large proportion of the

members of the Romish ehurch, and that

they are consequently most decidedly

chargeable with the sin of idolatry, I am

aware that I run counter to the opinions (I

might rather perhaps say to the expres-

sions) of some enlightened Protestants.

But these, I conceive, are not so much
mistaken in their judgment, as inaccurate

in their language. It is said, e. g , that

when the Romanists offer up their prayers
before a crucifix, or before a piece of
bread, they do not design to worship a

piece of wood or a piece of bread, as

such, but our Lord Jesus Christ as repre-

sented by the one, and as actually present

in the other. And certainly, if they in-

tend to direct their worship to the one
true God, they are not guilty of a breach
of the first commandment; but this does
not clear them of the charge of infringing

the second; they may be guilty of super-

stition, though not of every kind and de-

gree of superstition : and if the practices.

I have alluded to, do not constitute that

kind of superstition which is properly

called idolatry, let us be allowed to in-

quire, what does? Will it be said tha'

idolatry consists in worshipping a piece

of wood as such—as a mere piece of

wood? I would ask in reply, Who then

ever was, or can be, guilty of it? The
thing is not only practically impossible,

but is inconceivable, and a contradiction

in terms. The most gross-minded Israelite

that ever offered up his prayers before a

golden calf, implied, by that very act, his

belief that it was something more than a

mere piece of gold, and that there resided

in it a certain divine intelligence. The
argument therefore is not so much a vin-

dication of any party from the charge
of idolatry, as a vindication of idolatry

itself.

It has been said, I believe, by some
Protestants, respecting the alleged idola-

try of adoring the sacred elements at the

Eucharist, " it would be idolatrous, if 1

were to join in it:" if this means, " sup-

posing you to have the same belief in tran-

substantiation that the Romanists have,"

this is only a circuitous mode of saying

that they are idolaters; but if it means,
u were you to join in it, supposing you
to have the Protestant belief that the con-

secrated bread is merely bread," the sup-

position involves an absurdity and self-

contradiction. A man may indeed feign*
and outwardly indicate, in order to de-

ceive his fellow-man, an adoration of

what he believes to be merely a piece of

bread or of wood ; but that he should

really and inwardly adore, what he be-

lieves at the moment to be no more than

mere bread or mere wood, is not only
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impossible, but absolutely unmeaning, be-

ing at variance with the very notion of

adoration.

If therefore a Romanist adores the true

God under the form of bread,* which he

holds to be the real literal body of Christ,

or if, in worshipping before a crucifix, he

attributes a certain sanctity to the image,

as if some divine virtue were actually

present in it, (and that this is done is

plain from the preference shown of one
image to another,) he is clearly as much
guilty of idolatry as the Israelites in wor-
shipping the golden calf and the brazen

serpent: it being thus only, that any one
can practise idolatry.

In making this declaration, however, it

is not my object either to lead Protestants

to exult uncharitably over their erring

brethren, or to vindicate our own renun-

ciation of their errors; but rather to point

out the danger which must ever beset all

of us, of falling into similar errors in an-

other shape, and under other names ; for

ten thousand of the greatest faults in our

neighbour are of less consequence to ws,

than one, of the smallest, in ourselves.

The Israelites of old were warned not

only to worship none of the gods of the

heathen, but to copy none of their super-

stitions: "Ye shall not do so to the

Lord your God." Now they probably

were disposed to think themselves secure

from the danger of corrupting their own
religion, in their deep abhorrence of the

religions of those nations whom the Lord
had cast out before them. The church

of Rome, again, thought itself safe from
superstition, by its rejection of those par-

ticular superstitions of which the Israelites

and the Pagans were guilty. And Pro-

testants, again, are no less disposed to feel

the same security, on account of their ab-

horrence of the particular superstitions of

the Romanists. The images used by the

Papists are not the same with those for

worshipping which the Israelites were
condemned: and they again doubtless

pleaded that the golden calves and the

brazen serpent were not the idols of the

Canaanites; and thus does each successive

generation censure the faults and follies

of the preceding, without taking sufficient

heed to itself, or recognizing, as they arise,

* For the Romish doctrine is, as Mr. Blanco
White h;>s plainly shown, not, as they themselves
declare, that bread is transformed into the body of

Christ, hut that Christ is transformed into bread,

in the s^nse which the words according to invari-

able usage convey.

errors substantially the same, though un-

der new shapes.

The superstitious and the other errors

of the Romanists were, as I have already

observed, not the result of systematic

contrivance, but sprung up spontaneously
as the indigenous growth of the human
heart: they arose successively, gradually,

and imperceptibly ; and were, in most in-

stances, probably first overlooked, then

tolerated, and then sanctioned, and finally

embodied in that detestable system, of

which they are rather to be regarded as

the cause than the effect. Since then, as

I have said, corruptions of religion neither

first sprang from Romanism, nor can be

expected to end with it, the tendency to

'them being inherent in our common
nature, it is evident that constant watch-

fulness alone can preserve us from, not

the very same, corruptions with those of

our predecessors, but, similar ones under
some fresh disguise ; and that this danger

is enhanced by the very circumstance

which seems to secure us from it—our

abhorrence of those errors in them. From
practices the very same in name and form
with theirs, such abhorrence is indeed a

safeguard ; while at the same time it makes
us the less ready to suspect ourselves of

the faults disguised : the vain security

thus generated, draws off our thoughts

from self-examination; a task for which
the mind is in general least fitted, when
it is most occupied in detecting and ex-

posing the faults of others. In treating

then of such corruptions of religion as

those into which the church of Rome
has fallen, my primary object is to excite

a spirit not of self-congratulation and self-

confidence, but of self-distrust and self-

examination.

§. 6. With respect to that particular

class of corruptions now before us, which
comes under the general title of super-

stition, it is requisite (though it is some-
what strange that it should be so) to

premise a remark on the enormity of the

evil in question. The mischiefs of super-

stition are, I conceive, much underrated.

It is by many regarded, not as any sin,

but as a mere harmless folly, at the

worst;—as, in some instances, an ami-

able weakness, or even a salutary delu-

sion. Its votaries are pitied, as in some
cases subjected to needless and painftii

restraints, and undergoing groundless

terrors ;—sometimes they are ridiculed

as enslaved to absurb and puerile ob-

servances : but whether pitied or laughed

at, superstitious Christians are often re-
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yarded as likely, at least as not the less

likely on account of their superstition, to

have secured the essentials of religion ;

—

as believing and practising what is need-

ful towards salvation, and as only carry-

ing their fuitfr and their practice unne-
cessarily and unreasonably to the point

of weak credulity and foolish scrupulosity.

This view of the subject has a strong

tendency to confirm the superstitious,

and even to add to their number. They
feel that if there is any doubt, they are

surely on the safe side. " Supposing I

am in error on this or that point," (a

man may say,) " I am merely doing some-
thing superfluous ; at the worst I suffer

some temporary inconvenience, and per-

haps have to encounter some ridicule

;

but if the error be on the other side, J risk

my salvation by embracing it ; my present

course therefore is evidently the safest."

What force this argument has in the

hands of the Romanist, I need hardly re-

mind my readers.. Of converts to Ro-
manism, probably three out of four, espe-

cially of the ignorant and the weak-mind-
ed, have been drawn over, in the first

instance at least, by the consideration,

that that is the safe side.*

* " The Romanists in general, but more espe-

cially those who, in the midst of doubt, are

anxious to save themselves from the painful step

of changing their communion, comfort themselves

with the idea, that after all Roman Catholics are

n the safe side. If Protestants should he saved,

»hey themselves have made " assurance doubly

sure ;" if Protestanism be Christianity, Romanists

have it all, and a great deal besides.

" I know of few absurdities that can be com-
pared to this. Let me make it clear to you by a

familiar example. Suppose a poor, helpless per-

son is dying of a dreadful complaint. An eminent

physician hears of his distress ; calls on him, and

prepares a medicine, which he desires the patient

to take, under a strong injunction to trust in it

alone for life. In the absence of the physician,

our patient begins to think on the prescription,

and because it appears to him too simple, mixes

it with every quack medicine that the neighbours

recommend. Having swallowed the whole, he

now comforts himself with the assurance that he

is on the safe side. Why ] because he has mis-

trusted the physician, and divided his confidence

between the only man whose skill can save him,

and the old women of the village.

" foolish Galatians !" (I am irresistibly

impelled to exclaim with St. Paul,) " who hath

bewitched you, that ye should not obey the truthV
O blind and deluded people! how can you imagine

that the eternal life promised to faith in Christ

will be doubly secured by showing and proving

your mistrust, through the use of the fanciful ways
of pleasing God, invented and set forth by Rome V
Blanco White's Letter to Converts from Roman-
ism. This excellent little tract is less known than
< deserves.

With the danger however of being se-

duced into the pale of the Romish church,
I am not at present concerned, but with
the danger of superstition generally. Jn

speaking of that point, as well as (here-
after) of others connected with the spirit

of Romanism, I wish to be understood as
not calling for harsh censure on individu-
als, but only on offences as they are in

themselves. How far the superstition of
any individual may be excusable or
blamable in the sight of God, can be pro-
nounced by him alone, who alone is able
to estimate each man's strength or weak-
ness, his opportunities of gaining know-
ledge, and his employment or neglect of
those opportunities. But the same may-
be said of every other offence, as well as

of the one in question. Of superstition

itself, in all its various forms and degrees,

I cannot think otherwise than that it is

not merely a folly to be ridiculed, but a

mischief to be dreaded ; and that its

tendency is, in most cases, as far as it ex-
tends, destructive of true piety.

The disposition to reverence some su-

perhuman power, and in some way or
other to endeavour to recommend our-
selves to the favour of that power, is

(more or less in different individuals) a
natural and original sentiment of the

human mind. The great enemy of man
finds it easier in most cases to misdirect,

than to eradicate this. If an exercise for

this religious sentiment can be provided

—

if this natural craving after divine worship
(if I may so speak) can be satisfied—by
the practice of superstitious ceremonies,

true piety will be much more easily ex-

tinguished ;—the conscience will on this

point have been set at rest;—God's place

in the heart will, as it were, have been
pre-occupied by an idol ; and that genuine
religion which consists in a devotedness

of the affections to God, operating in the

improvement of the moral character, will

be more effectually shut out, from the

religious feelings of our nature having

found another vent, and exhausted them-
selves on vanities of man's devising.

To illustrate as fully as might be done
this debasing and corrupting tendency of

superstition, by an examination of the

numberless instances of it which might
but too readily be found, would far ex-

ceed my limits, and would be, to most of

my readers, in a great degree unnecessary.

But I cannot omit, in confirmation of

what has been said, one general remark,

which is applicable to most of these

instances : that one of the most prevailing

b2
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characteristics of superstition, at least i which in the course of many centuries,

which is found more or less in most I gradually arose in the Romish and Greek
churches.

§ 7. And it is a circumstance not a

little remarkable, that, in many instances

at least, superstition not only does not pro-

mote true religion, but even tends to gene-

rale prqfaneness ; and that, not merely

in other points, but even in respect to the

very objects of the superstitious reverence.

In proof of this I can cite the testimony

of an eminently competent witness, as far

at least as one Roman Catholic country

(Spain) is concerned; the author, after

having mentioned the extravagant and

absurd superstitions of the ceremonies

which take place on Good Friday, adds,
U

I have carefully glided over such parts

of this absurd performance as would shock

many an English reader, even in narra-

tive. Yet such is the strange mixture of

superstition and profaneness in the people

for whose gratification these scenes are

exhibited, that though any attempt to ex-

pose the indecency of these shows would

rouse their zeal ' to the knife,' I cannot

venture to translate the jokes and sallies

of wit that are frequently heard among
the Spanish peasantry upon these sacred

topics."* The like strange mixture is

found in other Roman Catholic and also

in Pagan countries
;

particularly among
the Hindoos, who are described as habitu-

species of it, is the attributing of some

sacred efficacy to the performance of an

outward act, or the presence of some ma-

terial object, without any inward devotion

of the heart being required to accompany

it-— without, in short, any thing else

being needed, except, in some cases, an

undoubting faith in that intrinsic efficacy.

The tendency thus to disjoin religious

observances (i. e. what are intended to be

such) from heartfelt and practical religion,

is one of the most besetting evils of our

corrupt nature; and it is the -very root of

most superstitions. Now no one can fail

to perceive how opposite this is to true

piety. Empty forms not only supersede

piety by standing in its place, but gradu-

ally alter the habits of the mind, and

render it unfit for the exercise of genuine

pious sentiment. Even the natural food

of religion (if I may so speak) is thus

converted into its poison. Our very

prayers, for example, and our perusal of

theholy Scriptures, become superstitious,

in proportion as any one expects them to

operate as a charm—attributing efficacy

to the mere words, while his feelings and

thoughts are not occupied in what he is

doing.

Every religious ceremony or exercise,

however well calculated, in itself, to im-

prove the heart, is liable, as I have said,

thus to degenerate into a mere form, and

consequently to become superstitious;

but in proportion as the outward observ-

ances are the more complex and operose,

and the more unmeaning or unintelligible,

the more danger is there of superstitiously

attaching a sort of magical efficacy to the

bare outward act, independent of mental

'devotion. If, for example, even our

prayers are liable, without constant watch-

fulness, to become a superstitious form,

by our "honouring God with our lips,

while our heart is far from him," this re-

sult is almost unavoidable when the

prayers are recited in an unknown tongue,

and with a prescribed number of vain

repetitions, crossings, and telling of beads.

And men of a timorous mind, having once

taken up a wrong notion of what religion

consists in, seek a refuge from doubt and

anxiety, a substitute for inward piety,

and, too often, a compensation for an evil

life, in an endless multiplication of su-

perstitious observances ;—of pilgrimages,

sprinklings with holy water, veneration

of relics, and the like. And hence the

enormous accumulation of superstitions,

ally reviling their gods in the grossest

terms, on the occasion of any untoward

event.

In this country a large proportion of

the superstition that exists is connected

more or less with the agency of evil spi-

rits ;
accordingly (in conformity with the

strange principle of our nature just men-
tioned) nothing is so common a theme of

profane jests among the vulgar of all

ranks, as the devil, and every thing re-

lating to that being, including the " ever-

lasting fire prepared for him and his an-

gels;" and this, by no means exclusively

or chiefly, among such as disbelieve what

Scripture says on the subject ; but, on the

contrary, even the most, among those who
give credit to a multitude of legendary

tales also, quite unwarranted by Scripture.

This curious anomaly may perhaps be,

in a great measure at least, accounted for,

from the consideration, that as supersti-

tion imposes a yoke rather of fear than

of love, her votaries are glad to take re-

venge, as it were, when galled by this

yoke, and to indemnify themselves in

Doblado's Letters from Spain, p. 264.
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some oegree both for the irksomeness of

their restraints and tasks, and also for the

degradation, (some sense of which is al-

ways excited by a consciousness of a slav-

ish dread.,) by taking liberties wherever

!ney dare, either in the way of insult or

playfulness, with the objects of their dread.

And jests on sacred subjects, it is well

they deteriorate the spirit of it ;—the more
did the poisonous parasite, twining round
the fairest boughs of the good tree, blight

by its noxious neighbourhood the fruits

which that should have borne.

We cannot indeed be too thankful to

God, that by his blessing our ancestors

perceived and undertook to reform these

known, are, when men are so disposed, abuses : but my especial object in now
the most easily produced of any ; because

the contrast between a dignified and a
low image, exhibited in combination, (in

which the whole force of the ludicrous

consists,) is in this case the most striking.*

But how comes it that they ever do dare-

as we see is the fact, to take these liber-

ties ? Another characteristic of supersti-

tion will perhaps explain this also. It is,

as I have just said, characteristic of super-

adverting to the errors of the Romanists
is, to call your attention to this important

consideration ; that such a multitude and
variety of superstitions, as troublesome
as they are absurd, never could have been
introduced by any devices of priestcraft,

had there not been in the human mind
that strong natural tendency to supersti-

tion which has just been described. And
this being the case—this tendency being,

stition to enjoin, and to attribute efficacy as it is, a part of our common nature, it

to, the mere performance of some specific is for us to guard against the danger in

outward acts—the use of some material

object, without any loyal affectionate de-

votion of heart being required to accom-
pany such acts, and to pervade the whole
life as a ruling motive. Hence, the rigid

observance of the precise directions given,

leaves the votary secure, at ease in con-

science, and at liberty, as well as in dis-

position, to indulge in profaneness. In

like manner a patient, who dares not re-

fuse to swallow a nauseous dose and to

confine himself to strict regimen, yet is

both vexed and somewhat ashamed of

submitting to the annoyance, will some-
times take his revenge, as it were, by
abusive ridicule of his medical attendant

and his drugs ; knowing that this will

not, so long as he does but take the medi-

cines, diminish their efficacy. Supersti-

ourselves, instead of exulting in a vain

confidence that we are exempt and safe

from it. The things we ought to learn,

and to learn with a view to our own
profit, from the example of the Romish
church, are, the mischievous effects of su-

perstition, and man's proneness to it.

That superstition does exist, to no in-

considerable extent, in Protestant coun-

tries, which is what the foregoing reason-

ings, even independently of experience,

would prepare us to expect, few, I imagine,

would venture to deny; though perhaps

fewer still are fully aware of its amount,
or sufficiently on their guard against the

danger.

§. 8. With respect to the particular

points on which superstition is most to

be dreaded, and towards which, conse-

tious observances are a kind of distaste-
]

quently, our vigilance should be espe-

ful or disgusting remedy, which however cially directed, I am precluded by several

is to operate if it be but swallowed ; and

on which accordingly the votary some-
times ventures gladly to revenge himself.

The more ready therefore in any in-

stance the superstitions of the Romish
church approached to, and blended them-

selves with, true religion, the more did

considerations from entering on any de-

tailed examination.

The enumeration of all, or nearly all.,

the superstitions which either actually ex-

ist, or are likely to arise, would far exceed

my purposed limits. And I am sensible

that to advert even to a few of these is

likely to be less profitable than I could

wish ; inasmuch as the same remarks will

usually be a superfluous truism to one

person, and a revolting paradox to an-

other. For any one who practises, or

tolerates and approves, any superstition,

is of course not accustomed (at least

should in charity not be presumed to be

. accustomed) to consider it as superstition,
irom all higher considerations ) to judges of good ,, , , , , .* ..

taste , for I great part of the pleasure afforded by
Ror WOl,

1

ld be prepared to admit the cen-

wit results from a perception of skill displayed, sure without detailed argument and calm

fi.id Hfficulty surmo\u*.ed. 1 consideration ; while one who docs r{3
)

?.Ti.\

* It is commonly said, that there is no wit in

profane jests ; but it would be hard to frame any

definition of wit that should exclude them. It would
be more correct to say, (and I believe that is what
is really meant,) that the practice displays no great
powers of wit, because the subject-matter renders

it so particularly easy ; and that (for the very same
reason) it affords the least gratification (apart
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it as superstitious, has himself already

pronounced that censure.

To this must be added, that in most

instances the very same tiling will be

superstitious to some persons, and not to

others. The adoration of saints indeed,

or of any other being besides the one

true God, must always, and in itself, be su-

perstitious : but in the great majority of

instances, the very same outward rites,

and sensible objects, may be either a help

to devotion, or a substitute for it ; such as

sacred music—the repetition of prayers

—the assembling in edifices set apart for

divine worship—the assuming of certain

bodily postures, &.c. In all such cases,

the religion or the superstition exists in

;he mind of the person, and is only in-

cidentally connected with the external

objects and observances. Of these last,

the best that can be said of any of them

is, that they are well calculated to cherish

feelings of rational devotion : the worst

that can be said of any of them is, that

they are peculiarly liable to become su-

perstitious. But even pictures and images

are not in themselves superstitious ; and

accordingly we do not now exclude them

from our houses of worship ; though if

we found them now liable to any of that

abuse which has grown to such an enor-

mous height among the Romanists, it

would be our duty to treat them as Heze-

kiah did the brazen serpent, which " he

brake in pieces, because the Israelites

burnt incense to it." And, on the other

hand, there is no act or object connected

with divine worship which may not

become superstitious, through the wor-

shipper's trusting in the efficacy of out-

ward forms, while his heart is far from

God. Our reformers therefore showed

their discretion in their assertion respect-

ing the Liturgy and Forms of Ordination

which they drew up, that these " con-

tained nothing in itself superstitious :"

they knew by sad experience that no-

thing but the worshipper's vigilant self-

examination can secure either human or

divine ordinances from becoming (to him)

superstitious.

What has been said may be sufficient

to show that this vigilant examination and

caution against superstition, on each par-

ticular point, must be practised by each

person for himself, both with a view

to his own conduct, and that of all those

who may be more especially under his

care •, and that the necessity of this cannot

ne superseded by any general description.

Enough also has been said, I trust, to

show both the vast importance of this

vigilant examination, and also the princi-

ples on which it should be conducted. I

will notice, however, a few, and only a

few, of those practices and notions, to

which, as it seems to me, especial atten-

tion should be directed, as either savour-

ing of superstition, or peculiarly liable to

lead to it. Several of my observations, I

have no doubt, will appear utterly super-

fluous, to many of those among my
readers who have not (not to those who
have) been occupied diligently in the care

of a parish, and in that essential part of

it, frequent and confidential intercourse

with all, and especially with the more
unenlightened classes, of the parishioners.

I pledge myself however to state nothing

on the ground of mere conjecture—no-

thing which I have not been enabled fully

to verify.

§. 9. I. That there exists among Pro-

testants much of that branch of Romish
superstition—the pretension to miraculous

powers, or belief in miraculous occur-

rences, on slight grounds, no sober-minded

person, who is not quite ignorant of the

existing state of things, can doubt,* We
have among us pretenders to inspiration

;

some using that very term, and others

virtually implying as much : and we have

many who see special "judgments," or

other cl interpositions" of Providence, in

almost every remarkable, and in many of

the most ordinary occurrences. Some-
times they apply to these the very term
" miraculous ;" sometimes they call them,

which amounts to the very same, " provi-

dential ;" for though it is literally true

that nothing takes place which is not, in

some sense, providential, it is plain, for

that very reason, that whatever is rightly

characterized as providential, i. e. as more

* It would not be suitable to my present pur-

pose, to enter on a minute inquiry into the use of

several words connected with the present subject

;

but it may be worth while to remark, that, accord-

ing to the most prevailing usage, "fanaticism"

implies superstition, (i. e. " misdirected religious

feeling,") but is not necessarily implied by it. If

on very insufficient grounds I believe another per-

son to be inspired, or any other miracle to have

taken place, I am merely superstitious ,• if I thus

believe myself to be inspired, or gifted with mira-

culous powers, I am also fanatical.

Enthusiasm seems to be employed as a more

comprehensive term than fanaticism, both as

being sometimes used in a good, at least, a milder

sense, and also as extending to other things be-

sides religion.
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providential than other events, is properly

miraculous.*

If either Romanists, or any others, will

give sufficient proof of the occurrence of

a miracle, they ought to be listened to

:

but to pretend to, or to believe in, any
miracle without sufficient proof, is clearly

superstitious, whatever may be the system

such a miracle is adduced to support.

Most deeply is it to be regretted, that

some writers who have argued justly and

forcibly against the error of looking for

inspiratioj or other miraculous interfer-

ences, should have more than nullified

the benefit done, by going on to explain

away all that Scripture tea^ies respecting

spiritual influence. Besides the danger,

that they may propagate this error by
means of the truth th^y have mixed up
with it, there is also an opposite evil even

much more to be apprehended ; that the

fanatics thus opposed may join with their

opponents in representing the whole doc-

trine of grace as inseparably connected

with their scheme of miraculous interfer-

ences and sensible inspiration ; so that

the whole must stand or fall together;

and that they may then triumphantly

urge, " See what violence one is driven to

do to Scripture, and how much at variance

he becomes with the church of England,

whenever he attempts to oppose our doc-

trine !" Too much care cannot be taken

to testify simultaneously against both of

these opposite errors.

IL Again, more superstition exists than

some persons are aware of, in relation to

the Eucharist, and to the sacred " ele-

ments" (as they are still called]") which
are administered in that rite. Several

among the uneducated (and some even

among the higher) classes, and those of

ihem not least who never partake,'^ or

design to partake, of the holy communion,

* I ought in justice to say, that I believe many
ephemeral writers, and careles talkers, occasion-

ally use the words " provident y," and " miracu-

lous," (as well as many others,) without attaching

any precise notion to them. They have been

used to hear the words applied to remarkable

ocr vt .ces; and from mere force of imitation do

the same, as if the words were merely synonymous
with " remarkable,"

j- Agreeably to the language of the schoolmen
;

who framed the doctrine of transubstantiation, as

it now stands, so completely from Aristotle's

writings, that it never could have existed in any

iang like its present form, had that philosopher

not been studied.

t This is one instance out of a multitude, in

which superstition, instead of promoting, as some
persons vainly imagine, true religion, stands in

%be place of iL

till they believe themselves on the bed ot

death, have a strong faith in the efficacy

as a medicine, of what they call " sacra-

ment wine;" i. e. wine which either has
been, or is designed to be, (for they know
too little of the rite to distinguish between
the two,) consecrated for this use. They
have been known to apply for it to the

minister, as an infallible cure for some
particular diseases of children :—confi-

dently asserting (indeed the very exist-

ence and continuance of the superstition

forbids us to hope that such applications

have always been made in vain) that they
have formerly obtained it for that use.

Others have been known, when attending

at the Lord's table, to secrete, for the pur-

pose of carrying home, a portion of the

consecrated bread handed to them ; doubt-
less with a view to some similar super-

stitious use.* Others again, above the

very poorest class, have been known to

petition for a portion of the " sacrament
money," i. e. the alms then collected,

(offering to purchase it for the same sum
in other pieces of money,) to be forged

into a ring, as an infallible cure for fits.

This again is a superstition which could

hardly have maintained its ground, if it

had never been on any occasion indulged

by those whose office is to repress it.

Too common again, and well known, is

the case of persons who have, during the

hours of health, systematically abstained

from communicating, and have pleaded,

among other excuses, with great truth,

their ignorance, while they have refused

to listen to the offered instruction—of

these same persons when on their death

bed, though conscious of the same igno-

rance respecting the whole nature and de-

sign of the ceremony, and in no condition

then to learn,| yet earnestly craving the

* I have detected and stopped this practice

among those who are called to consume the re-

mainder of the bread and wine after the close of

the service. Let me be permitted to call the at-

tention of officiating ministers to the Rubric, and

to recommend a strict adherence to it, in what re-

lates to this matter :
" if any remain of that which

was consecrated, it shall not be carried out of the

church, but the priest and such other of the com-

municants as he shall then call unto hi //, shall,

immediately after the blessing, reverently eat and

drink the same :"
i. e. the communicants (as it

must be understood) remaining in the minister's

presence, into which he had " called" them.

-f-
Sometimes without any wish, even then, for

previous instruction ; or, consequently, any notion

that the benefit of the sacrament is at all depend-

ent on a knowledge of our religion. " Do pray,

dear sir, give me the sacrament first, and then talk

as much as you please," is an answer by which I
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administration of this sacrament, and trust-

ing (while their surrounding frienJo cher-

ish their confidence) that the words re-

peated, and the bodily act of receiving the

bread and wine, will operate as a charm

to ensure salvation, like the " extreme

unction" of the Romanists. Now if this

is not a superstitious abuse of the ordi-

nance, what is ?

III. Nor has the other sacrament es-

caped the defilement of superstition. Not
a few there are who eagerly seek it with

as superstitious a reverence as that with

which they shrink from the Lord's Sup-

per, and with, if possible, a still more

complete ignorance of its nature. They
seem to regard the giving of a namej to

an infant as the most essential, or one of

the most essential parts of the rite : un-

derstanding by the terms "Baptism" or

"Christening," the public reception in

church, (about which they are frequently

very indifferent,) and knowing private

baptism by no other appellation than

"naming." And many are anxious that

the ceremony should take pla.ce (I speak

advisedly) if the child is very ill, in hopes

that it may save his life ; at all events,

with strong expectation of some benefit,

while yet they have no thought or inten-

tion of bringing him up with any kind of

religious instruction and training ;
nor in-

deed have themselves either any religious

knowledge, or any wish to gain it. To
disjoin thus the means of grace from the

fruits of grace—the expected benefit of

the ordinance which admits a member into

have known a sick man perseveringly repel the

attempts of the minister to examine into the state

of his mind, and impart to him the requisite in-

struction.

As for the point of sincerity or insincerity, no

one of course, except the Searcher of hearts, can

he sure in every instance, whether an individual

is, or is not, in this respect, a fit communicant : we
have only to receive his solemn professions ; and

our admitting him on the strength of these, does

not, supposing them to be in fact hypocritical, give

any countenance to vhe superstitious belief, that

an insincere communicant derives benefit from the

rite: since we admit him on the supposition of

his being not insincere ; but it is otherwise in re-

spect of the point of knowledge or ignorance

;

that fcne minister can ascertain ; and if he neglect

to do so, and to proceed accordingly, he is mani-

festly fostering superstition.

-j- In a parish which had been grossly neglected

under a former incumbent, the rite of baptism

was administered to several who had grown up
without it: among the applicants was a young
woman, who, it came out, had been already bap-

tized, and who gave as a reason for applying, that

she was dissatisfied with the name thai had been

tjiven her, and wished for another.

the Christian church, from his care to

lead a Christian life—is to convert a sa-

crament into a charm, and to " make the

things that should have been for their

health, be unto them an occasion of fall-

ing." There is no need to expatiate on
the mischievous absurdity of such notions

and such conduct, or (to those at least

of my readers who have been engaged

in the care of large parishes) on their

prevalence. The point to which it is my
present object to call attention is the su-

perstition involved in them ; which bears

but too close a resemblance to those of

the church of Rome relative to the same
sacrament.*

Among the many evils to be traced to

this particular superstition is to be reckon-

ed, 1 think, in a great degree, the preva-

lence (among many of our own clergy)

of a system of doctrine which goes to

disjoin completely from " the outward visi-

ble sign of baptism" all " inward spiritual

grace :" and likewise the continuance

and increase of the Anabaptist system

;

which indeed the doctrine just alluded to

tends greatly to foster. An attentive

hearer of one of these divines, taught to

regard his own baptism as hardly more
than an empty form, is thoroughly prepared

to become a convert to the first Anabap-
tist he meets with.f

IV. It is not perhaps generally known,
how much superstition prevails in respect

of the repetition of prayers. Protestants

are accustomed to censure, as one of the

most flagrant of Romish corruptions, the

use of prayers in an unknown tongue

:

and it is plain that it makes no practical

difference to the individual whether the

* The present instance illustrates but too well

what has been above said respecting the connex-

ion between superstition and profaneness. Both
exist in a remarkable degree in relation to the sa-

crament of baptism. Few of my readers, I fear,

will need more than to be merely reminded of the

light and irreverent application of the term " Chris-

tening," on any occasion of giving " a name" to

any thing. Now if there be any thing intrinsi-

cally reasonable in the third commandment, it

surely is applicable, in its spirit, not merely to tha

name of God, but also to all the terms appropri-

ated to his ordinances ; in short, to all the lan-

guage denoting any thing sacred. But in the

present case, there exists a more palpable, more de-

liberate, and more revolting kind of profaneness,

in the solemn mockery of what is called u Christen-

ing a ship ;" in which the sacrament itself, not the

mere name of it, is regularly, formally, and with

obtrusive pomp, "taken in vain," to the secret

scorn and triumph of infidels, and to the disgrac*

of a nation calling itself Christian and Protestant

+ See Essay IX. Second series, p. 323-6.
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words he utters are Latin or English, so

Jong as they convey no sense to his mind.

Now the practice of reciting unmeaning
prayers (unmeaning, that is, to the person

using them) prevails to a greater extent

than perhaps many persons are aware.

Many probably do not even know that

there are invocations to angels and to the

four Evangelists, (which it is to be hoped
arc not at all understood,) in use at the

present day in the devotions of some
among the more ignorant classes of pro-

fessed Protestants. I know that the cau-

tion given in Dr. Hawkins' excellent

"Manual for Christians after Confirma-
tion," (ch. v. §. 1.) that "to repeat the

creed is not to pray," startled some per-

sons as being manifestly needless. But
the fact bears him out. The practice is

bv no means uncommon of reciting the

Apostle's creed as a portion of prayer.

Now it is manifest that whoever makes
such a mistake, might just as well recite

it in Latin as in English ; since it is plain

he cannot understand even the general

sense and drift of it. And it is equally

manifest that the case would not be at all

altered, if the formula he recited really

were a prayer ; since it would be an evi-

dent superstition to attach any spiritual

virtue to the mere utterance by rote, in

whatever language, of words, however in

themselves appropriate.

And this leads me to remark, that the

practice of teaching or allowing very

young children to learn by heart* prayers,

* It need hardly be observed how important it

is, with a view to these objects, to abstain carefully

from the practice, still too prevalent, though much
less so, we believe, than formerly, of compelling,

or encouraging, or even allowing, children to learn

by rote forms of prayer, catechisms, hymns, or in

short any thing connected with morality and reli-

gion, when they attach no meaning to the words

they utter. It is done on the plea that they will

hereafter learn the meaning of what they have been

thus taught, and will be able to make a practical

use of it. But no attempt at economy of time can

be more injudicious. Let any child, whose capacity

is so fir matured as to enable him to comprehend

an explanation, e. g. of the Lord's prayer, have it

then put before him for the first time, and when
he is made acquainted with the meaning of it, set

to learn it by heart; and can any one doubt that

in less than half a day's application he would be

able to repeat it fluently 1 And the same would

be the case with other forms. All that is thus

learned by rote by a child before he is competent

to attach a meaning to the words he utters, would

not, if all put together, amount to so much as

would cost him, when able to understand it, a

week's labour to learn perfectly. Whereas it may
cost the toil, often the vain toil, of many years, to
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psalms, portions of Scripture, &c, which
they are incapable, at the time, of under-
standing, is one which is very often su-
perstitious, and almost always leads to

superstition. I say "often" superstitious,

because it is not necessarily so. Some
teachers make their children commit these
things to memory, merely as an exercise
of memory, or in order that they may-
know the words against the time when
they shall become competent to under-
stand them, without giving the children
any notion, that in repeating these words
they are performing a devotional act.*

There is nothing superstitious in this;

though I cannot but think it a most inju-

unlearn the habit of formalism—of icpeating

words by rote without attending to their meaning
;

a habit which every one conversant with educa-
tion knows to be in all subjects most readily ac-

quired by children, and with difficulty avoided
even with the utmost care of the teacher ; but which
such a plan must inevitably tend to generate. It

is often said, and very truly, that it is important to

form early habits of piety; but to train a child in

one kind of habit, is not the most likely way of

forming the opposite one; and nothing can be

more contrary to true piety, than the Popish su-

perstition (for such in fact it is) of attaching effi-

cacy to the repetition of a certain form of words,

as of a charm, independent of the understanding

and of the heart.

" It is also said with equal truth, that we ought

to take advantage of the facility which children pos-

sess of learning words : but to infer from thence,

that Providence designs us to make such a use

(or rather abuse) of this gift as we have been cen-

suring, is as if we were to take advantage of the

readiness with which a new born babe swallows

whatever is put into its mouth, to dose it with ar-

dent spirits, instead of wholesome food and neces-

sary medicine.. The readiness with which child-

ren learn and remember words, is in truth a most

important advantage if rightly employed ; viz., if

applied to the acquiring that mass of what may
be called arbitrary knowledge of insulated facts,

which can only be learned by rote, and which is

necessary in after life; when the acquisition of it

would both be more troublesome, and would en-

croach on time that might otherwise be better em-
ployed. Chronology, names of countries, weights

and measures, and indeed all the words of any

language, are of this description. If a child had

even ten times the ordinary degree of the faculty

in question, a judicious teacher would find abund-

ance of useful employment for it, without resort-

ing to any that could possibly be detrimental to

his future habits, moral, religious, or intellectual."

London Review, No. II. p. 41 2, 413.
* Query. Do they always teach their children

other prayers also, suitable to their present age 1

or do they account them altogether unfit for any

communion with God, as children? This surely

is supplying them with a provision of " strong

meat," which they may hereafter " be able to

bear," while they withhold the necessary immedi-

ate nourishment of milk.
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dicious practice, inasmuch as it involves

a great risk of most serious evils, for the

sake of a benefit immeasurably minute.

To learn the same prayers, &c, in Latin

or in Greek, would be, as an exercise of

the memory, equally good, and in other

respects much better. For when the

learner was afterwards, at a riper age, pre-

sented with a translation of these words, the

sense would strike him, and would perhaps

arouse his attention, and excite his devo-

tional feelings. Every one who knows
what it is to (not merely say his prayers,

but) really pray, must be conscious that

a continual effort is requisite to prevent a

form of words, with which he is very

familiar, from sliding over the ear or the

tongue, without being properly attend-

ed to, and accompanied by the heait and

the understanding. Now the liability to

this formal repetition of words, and the

difficulty of avoiding it, must be greatly

increased, if the words have been famili-

arly learned by rote at a time when the un-

derstanding could not possibly accompany
the recitation, from tlflsir being beyond a

child's Comprehension. Add to which,

that a painful association is thus formed

in the child's mind, between all the col-

lects and texts, &.c, he has been thus learn-

ing, and the idea of a dull, irksome, unin-

teresting, and unmeaning task.

Some however find that their children

do not regard such repetitions as a pain-

ful, or even an uninteresting task, but

consider themselves, though they do not

understand what they utter, as performing

an act of devotion. Now this is pre-

cisely the case 1 have more particularly

in view at present. The other just men-
tioned, of learning the words merely as an
exercise of memory, is likely to lead to

superstition ; but this is itself supersti-

tious. For what do the Romanists more,

that make devotion consist in repeating a

hallowed form of words, with a general

intention indeed of praying, but without

accompanying with the understanding the

words uttered ?

But, it may be replied, a child does un-
derstand something of what he is saying,

if he does but understand that it is a

prayer for some divine blessing
;
(an argu-

ment which may be, and is, urged by the

Romanists in behalf of their Latin prayers;)

while, on the other hand, the wisest man
cannot be said completely to understand
his prayers, since the nature of the Being
he addresses must be mysterious to him.

In many cases it happens that it is difficult

to draw a precise line in theory, while,

in practice, common sense leads every

one to distinguish sufficiently. It is dif-

ficult, for instance, [vid. Hor. Epist. i. b.

ii. line 35,] to lay down exactly how
many years ago an author must have lived

to be called " ancient j"—how many grains

of corn will make a heap, &c. But as

in other cases, so in this, men are sel-

dom at a loss to perceive, with a sufficient

approximation to truth for practical pur-

poses, the distinction between what is,

and what is not, u understood." When-
ever a child is capable (which is generally

at a very early age) of comprehending
what prayer is, there must be some mode
of expressing a prayer which will be in-

telligible to him ; let this expression be

then adopted ; let him employ the form
which he can best understand, and which
may be subsequently modified and en-

larged, as his understanding advances.

No doubt, a prayer thus adapted to the

capacity of a child must be childish; how
can any natural, fervent, hearty devotions

of a child, be otherwise than childish ?

Is it any disparagement to the devotions

of grown men, that they are human, and
not angelic ? Let those who, for the sake

of a form of words intrinsically better,

teach children prayers not adapted to the

puerile understanding—let them, T say, re-

flect on what grounds they can convict the

Romanists of superstition on account of

their Pater-nosters. If there be any intrin-

sic holiness in words which renders them
in themselves acceptable, whether we wor-
ship " in spirit and in truth," or not,

then, surely, Latin words may have this

efficacy. But the intrinsic sanctity of the

words of the Lord's prayer, for instance,

is the same only as that of the wood of

the true cross. This was an instrument

of the salvation of mankind when the Re-
deemer was offered upon it; the other is

a means of grace when devoutly offered

up, " with the heart and with the under-

standing also," in the name of that Re-
deemer : but the child who repeats the

words by rote is no more benefited by

them, than by carrying about him a piece

of the wood of the cross. And in both

cases, positive harm is done instead of

benefit, by the misdirection of religious

feeling.

I have heard it urged, that a child would
be accounted a fool, if when sent to

school he should be found unable to re-

peat the Lord's prayer. And certainly a

child of average intelligence would usu

ally be able, before the age supposed, to

comprehend an explanation of that prayer
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which of course should not be withheld I

one moment after it can be understood,
j

But at all events, it is surely better, when
[

that is the alternative, that a child should

be reckoned a fool, without being so, than

that he should be so, without its being de-

tected \ nor can it be doubted that there

is real folly, whether apparent or not,

in superstitiously attribiting efficacy to an

unmeaning form of words.

It is hardly necessary to observe, that

the whole of the above reasoning applies

equally to the practice of taking little

children to church.*

V. There is also a strong tendency to

superstition in all that relates to the place

and mode of interment of a corpse.

Many of my readers must have observed,

that in a great number of church-yards,

the north side is almost entirely unte-

nanted by graves, through a certain vague

notion of its being" unlucky" to be buried

there. The origin T believe of this feeling

is to be found in the Romish practice of

praying for the dead. The principal

entrance to almost all churches being

on the south, one who was interred on

the north, would be the less likely to ob-

tain the passing prayers of his surviving

neighbours, as they were proceeding to

public worship. But however this may
be, and however little the origin of any
superstition may be known or remember-

ed, every thing, it is plain, is supersti-

tious, and of the most mischievous class,

which goes to connect the repose of the

soul with any thing that takes place after

a man's death. And continual watchful-

ness is requisite to prevent superstitions

of this kind from being engrafted on the

practice of interring the dead in church-

yards, and performing the funeral-service

* Our Liturgy, however, is evidently neither

adapted nor designed for children ; even those

of such an age as to be fully capable of joining in

congregational worship, were there a service suit-

ably composed on purpose for them. To frame

and introduce such a service would not, I think,

be regarded as a trifling improvement, if we could

but thoroughly get rid of the principle of the Ro-

mish lip-service. We cannot too much " take

thought for the morrow," in matters relating to

" the kingdom of God and his righteousness ;"

now children are emphatically the morrow of so-

ciety ; and in all that relates to religious and moral

training, they are far the more important part of it

;

for we know that if we " train up :i child in the

way that he should go, when he is old he will not

depart from it :" while, on the other hand, it is

too often a vain attempt to remedy, by instruction

to adults, the want of this early training. If we
would but duly take care of children, grown peo-

ple would generall y take care of themselves.

over them. Nothing can be more proper
than to choose such an occasion for the

performance of devotional duties ;—and to

set aside a spot of ground for the decent

interment of the dead ;—nothing more
natural and blameless, than the wish that

our mortal remains should repose by the

side of our friends and relatives : but the

best things are liable to abuse ; and the

more sedulously, in most places, the

pastor studies the habitual sentiments of

his flock, the less will he be disposed to

regard as superfluous an especial watch-
fulness on this particular point;—a con-
stant care to check the superstitious

idea, that either the consecrated ground,

(whether within or without the church,)

or the funeral-service, have any thing to

do with the individual's future destiny.

And the more care and diligence is re-

quisite for the detection of these and
similar superstitions, inasmuch as those

enslaved to them are often ashamed of

them, and consequently disposed to con-

ceal their real sentiments ; especially from
any one whom they perceive to be not

disposed to sympathise with them. The
exercise of this vigilance, accordingly, by
any one who had not heretofore deemed
it needful, would be very likely to bring

to his knowledge much that would sur-

prise him. I have known, for instance,

a person, in speaking of a deceased neigh-

bour, whose character had been irreli-

gious and profligate, remark, how great a

comfort it was to hear the words of the

funeral-service read over her, " because,

poor woman, she had been such a bad liver."

I have heard of an instance again, of a

superstition, probably before unsuspected,

being accidentally brought to light, by the

minister's having forbidden a particular

corpse to be brought into the church, be-

cause the person had never frequented it

when alive: the consequence of which was
5

that many old people began immediately

to frequent the church, who had before been

in the habit of absenting themselves.

§. 10. All these and numberless other

such superstitions, it was the business

of the Romish priesthood, not to intro-

duce indeed, but to encourage and main-

tain, inasmuch as they almost all tend to

increase the influence and wealth of the

hierarchy: let it be the Protestant pas-

tor's business, not only to abstain from

conniving at or favouring any thing of the

kind, but (remembering that the original

source of superstition is not in the church

of Rome, but in the heart of man) to be

ever on the watch against its inroads
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from various quarters, and in various

shapes.

It is evidently not enough to avoid and

discountenance every thing that is in Itself

superstitious;—such as (in addition to

several of the things just mentioned) the

consulting of pretended witches and

soothsayers—faith in dreams and omens,

and in lucky and unlucky days; with

many superstitions, of the same character;

from which many even of the higher

orders, in point of birth and station, are

by no means wholly exempt, but which

prevail to a much greater extent than 1

believe most persons who have not been

much and confidentially conversant with

the lower, and those somewhat above the

lower, ranks, are at all inclined to sus-

pect. Nor again, is it enough to reject

and to discourage all such practices as,

without being necessarily and in them-

selves superstitious, are, either generally,

or at any particular time and place, pecu-

liarly liable to be abused to a superstitious

purpose, while they may, without any

great loss, be dispensed with; such as

were many of those practices of the Ro-
mish church which our Reformers " brake

in pieces," as Hezekiah did the brazen

serpent; not as originally evil, but as the

occasion of superstition. All this, I say,

is insufficient; because there are so many
things which we cannot dispense with,

which yet are continually liable to be-

come no better than superstitious, through

the superstitious character of " the natural

man." We cannot dispense with the

sacraments which Christ appointed;

—

with prayer, both public and private;

—

with the reading of the Scriptures ;—with

instructions from the ministers of the

Gospel ;—with buildings and days set

apart, either wholly or partly, for these

purposes. Yet these, and every thing

else of this kind, are perpetually liable

eth in them,"* is commonly transferred

to the building in which a congregation

assembles ; while the veneration for that

building is shown not so much in an

earnest endeavour that the prayers of-

fered up, and the instructions given there,

may be profitable to the soul, as in a

superstitious feeling of satisfaction on the

supposed merit of having, in bodily pre-

sence, frequented it during life, with per-

haps a hope of future security, from the

lifeless body's reposing within its walls.

The sacraments again, as 1 have said, be-

come superstitious to those who deeply

venerate, and trust in, the " outward visi-

ble sign," without thinking of any inward

spiritual efforts after the inward spiritual

grace. And yet all these, and many othei

such occasions of superstition, (for such
they doubtless are often made,") are what
we cannot dispense with. The more
vigilance therefore must we use in our

own case, and inculcate upon others, in

guarding against the inroads of superstition.

In no point we may be assured is our

spiritual enemy more vigilant: he is ever

ready, not merely to tempt us with the

unmixed poison of known sin, but to cor-

rupt even our food, and to taint even our

medicine, with the venom of his falsehood

For religion is the medicine of the soul

,

it is the designed and appropriate preven-

tive and remedy for the evils of our na-

ture ; the subtle tempter well knows that

no other allurements to sin would be of

so much avail, if this medicine were as-

siduously applied, and applied in una-

dulterated purity : and he knows that

superstition is the specific poison which
may be the most easily blended with true

religion, and which will the most com
pletely destroy its efficacy.

It is for us then to take heed that the

"light which is in us be not darkness"

—

that our religion be kept pure from the

to be abused, and indeed I fear perpetually noxious admixture of superstition : and it

are abused, into occasions of superstition.
|

is for us to observe the errors of others,

Our prayers and our study of Scripture

are, as I have above remarked, superstiti-

ous, when we trust in the efficacy of the

words, without earnestly praying with

the heart, and labouring to gain instruc-

tion in religion : the hearing of sermons
is very commonly made an occasion of

superstition, when a merit is attached to

* It is strange, and it is unfortunate, that so

many should have not only overlooked the appli-

cation of the term " temple," by the Apostles,

invariably to Christians collectively, never to the

individual Christian, but should have even as-

serted the contrary, on the strength of one text,

(1 Cor. vi. 19,) which according to all fair rules

of interpretation exhibits (especially in the ori-

the act of hearing instruction, without '
ginal Greek) the same sense as the rest of the pas-

labouring to understand, and profitably I

saSes where the word oc
e
ur

,

s
:

The aPost 'e must

i
'

i
. • . .• mi .-.

i
have had some meaning in his constant adherence

applv, that instruction. The sanctity " , , , ,
• nriA

. *
\

J 7
. . . . . „ „ _.. . .

J to a fKm of sDeech by no means obvious : and
belonging to the « church" of Christ, 1. e.

j
that mean ing, whatever it is, we are not likely to

to the body of believers who are " the
j

take in, if we do not at end to his language. Sec

temple of the Holy Ghost which dwell-
|
Hinds " Three Temples of the One God."
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with a view to our own correction and to

our own preservation ; instead of con-

•emplating " the mote that is in our

brother's eye, while we behold not the

beam that is in our own eye." Our con-

science, if we carefully regulate, and dili-

gently consult it, will be ready, after we

have seen and condemned (which is no
hard task) the faults of our neighbour, to

furnish us (where there is need) with that

salutary admonition, which the self-

blinded king of Israel received from the

mouth of the prophet; u Thou art the

man."

CHAP. II.

VICARIOUS RELIGION.

§. 1. The Apostle Paul, in many pas-

sages in his Epistles, characterizes the

Christian religion* as containing " mys-
teries," that is, truths not discoverable by
human reason, but made known by Di-

vine revelation : as, for instance, in his

First Epistle to Timothy,| u without con-

troversy great is the mystery of godli-

ness."

And it is very important to observe,

that in all the passages (and they are very

numerous) in which he applies the word
Mystery (pvarypiav) to the Christian faith,

or to any part of it, the circumstance to

which he is directing the reader's atten-

tion is, not the concealment, but the dis-

closure, of the mystery. He implies in-

deed that the truths so described were

formerly unknown, and could not be

known by man's unaided powers ; but he

speaks of them as now at length laid

open, by the gracious dispensation of

Providence ; as no longer concealed, ex-

cept from those who wilfully shut their

eyes against the light of divine revelation :

u if our Gospel is hid, it is hid to them
that are lost, whom the god of this world

hath blinded ;" and his own office in

"proclaiming the good tidings"* of this

revelation, he describes as " making
known the mystery of the Gospel,"
" which was kept secret since the world

began, but now is made manifest."

Not that the apostle meant to imply

but that, after all, the nature and designs

of the Most High must be by us very im-

perfectly understood ; but the circum-

stance to which he is especially calling

* For that is evidently the meaning of the ex-

pression, » tJTiftiia., which our translators have

rendered " godliness."

\ Chap. iii. 16.

j This we should always rememher is the strict

sense of the phrase khputtw to Eu-xyy'iKicv, which

we usually render, in words which by familiarity

have almost lost their original force, *' preaching

the Gospel."

attention is, not the unrevealed, but the

revealed—not the unintelligible, but the

explained—portion of the divine dispensa-

tions.

And this he does, in manifest allusion

to the mysteries of the ancient Pagan re-

ligions ; with which, in this respect, he
contrasts Christianity ; inasmuch as in

this last there was not, as among the

Pagans, a distinction between the initiated

and the uninitiated ;—a revelation to some
of the worshippers of certain holy secrets

from which the rest were excluded ; nor

great mysteries and lesser mysteries, (as

the Eleusinian,) in which different per-

sons were initiated ; but, on the contrary,

the " grcatP mysteries of the Christian

faith ([Atyct, [xvarrj^ov) were made known,
as far as it is expedient and possible for

man to know them, to all alike, whether
Jew or Gentile, who were but willing to

embrace the truth : and " to know the

fellowship" (i. e. the common participa-

tion) " of the mystery," aoivuinae. tow

pvcTTyigioV) was offered to all. There was
not one system of religion for a certain

favoured few, and another for the mass
of believers ; but the great " mystery of

godliness" was made accessible, gradually

indeed, in proportion as they were able

to bear it, but universally. To all Christ's

disciples it was u given to know the mys-
teries of the kingdom of heaven ;"* there

was " one Lord, one faith, one baptism,"

>rd (though with diversity of gifts) one

* Matt. xiii. 11. " To you it is given to know
j mysteries of the kingdom," &c. An objection

nus been raised from tliis passage, because it is

said that the others, viz., those who were not dis-

ciples, were not admitted to the same advantage.

But why did they not become d,r-ciples ] If Jesus

had rested his claims on the apparent reasonable-

ness of what he taught, it would have been most
unfair to require men to join him before thoy

fully understood it : but his claim rested on the

" mighty works," which afforded sufficient proof

of his cominqr from God.
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and the same spirit sanctifying the church,

and dwelling in all its members.

The opposite system to this—that of

recognizing different degrees of access to

the Deity, and of keeping certain sacred

rites and holy secrets confined to a few,

and set apart from the multitude—is one

of the most remarkable characteristics of

natural religion ; by which expression I

mean, not what is commonly, though im-

properly, so called ; but, such a religions

system as men naturally fall into, when
left to themselves.

The case of the Eleusinian mysteries,

above alluded to, is only one instance

out of many. Indeed I believe there is

hardjy any system of Paganism with

which we are acquainted, that has not

some articles of faith—some religious

rites—some kind of pretended theological

knowledge—confined, either to the priests

or to some privileged order of men, and

from which the great body of worshipers

is either excluded, or at least exempted.

It might be expected therefore that this

character should be found (as in fact it is)

in the Romish system; which I have

already described as the gradual and (if J

may be allowed the expression) sponta-

neous corruption of Christianity, by the

natural unrestrained workings of the hu-

man mind.

Men readily perceived, what indeed is

very true, that those who have leisure and

abilities beyond what falls to the lot of

the generality, are enabled, and may be

expected, to acquire a larger share of

learning, generally, and, among the rest,

of theological learning : while the proper

object of this theological learning (under

such a system as that of Christianity) is

often lost sight of, viz., to establish the

authority, and ascertain and explain the

meaning, of the sacred writings. And
again, men readily perceived, that there

are many points connected with religion

which are in a great degree beyond their

comprehension; without accurately dis-

tinguishing which are so from their own
deficiency in learning, and which from

being beyond the reach of the human
faculties.

The learned, on the other hand, or

such as aspired to that character, felt, of

course, the natural love of distinction the

more gratified, in proportion as their

studies were supposed to be directed to

points the most abstruse and recondite

—

to some knowledge respecting things

divine, beyond the understanding, and too

sacred for the inquiries of ordinary men.

At the same time, the natural inquisi-

tiveness of the human mind after' specu-

lative knowledge, especially on the most
exalted subjects, having led theologians

to overlook the practical character of the

Christian revelation, and to indulge in

presumptuous disquisitions as to the in-

trinsic nature of the Deity, this circum-

stance could not but contribute still more
to set apart a certain portion of (sup-

posed) divine knowledge as unnecessary,

and unfit, for vulgar contemplation. Mys-
terious doctrines unconnected with Chris-

tian practice, at least with such practice

as was required from the great mass of

Christians, it was sufficient that they

should assent to with implicit faith, with-

out attempting to examine the proofs of

such matters—to understand the doctrines

themselves—or even to know what they

were :
u

I do not presume, nor am able,

to comprehend the mysteries of the faith,

but leave them to my spiritual guides; I

believe all that the holy catholic church

receives ; —such was the language—such

the easy and compendious confession of

faith—which resulted from the indolence

—the spiritual carelessness—the weak-

ness, and the dishonest ambition, of hu-

man nature.

The unprofitable, absurd, presumptu-

ous, and profane speculations of scholastic

theologians (not all of them members of

the Romish church) which are extant,

afford a melancholy specimen of the fruits

of this mistake as to the Christian myste-

ries—this " corruption from the simplicity

that is in Christ."

Specimens of this " philosophy and vain

deceit,"—such as are to be found in va-

rious dissertations on what are called the

mysterious doctrines of the Christian faith

—such as I cannot bring myself to tran-

scribe, and cannot even think of without

shuddering—it may be sometimes a pro-

fitable though a painful task to peruse, in

order to estimate duly, as a warning and
admonition to ourselves, the effects of

misapplied learning and misdirected in-

genuity. To select one instance out of

many, no point in these systems of specu-

lative theology has so much exercised

the perverted powers of divines of this

stamp, as the mystery of the Trinity;* or

* The selection of this particular doctrine by

way of illustration was suggested by the circum-

stance, that the discourse, of which the following

pages contain the substance, was delivered before

the University on Trinity-Sunday. I have re-

tained the passage, because I can think of no othe«

instance that better illustrates what has been sah\
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as they might w»th more propriety have

called it, the mystery of the divine Unity:

for though in itself the doctrine so sedu-

lously inculcated throughout the Scrip-

tures, that there is hut One God, seems to

present no revolting difficulty, yet, on

rising lV >m the disquisitions of many
scholastic divines on the inherent dis-

tinctions of the three Divine Persons, a

candid reader cannot but feel that they

have made the Unity of God the great

and difficult mystery;* and have in fact

* It is, however, important to remark, that

though the Unity of the Deity is not in itself a

doctrine of very mysterious difficulty, it is one

which is the more earnestly dwelt on in Scripture,

besides other reasons, for one resulting from the

tone of the Scriptures themselves. For they would,

but for these express declarations, naturally lead

the reader either to believe ill throe Gods, or at

least to be in doubt on the question. The doc-

trine of the Trinity is not so much declared as a

distinct article of faith, as it is implied by the

whole history recorded, and views every where
taken, in Scripture, of God's threefold manifesta-

tion of himself; which are such as would present

to our minds nothing inconsistent with the agency

of three Divine Beings acting in concert, were it

not that such sedulous care is taken to assure us

of the numerical Unity of the God thus manifested

to us;—that in the Son "dwelleth all the fulness

of the Godhead," &c. &c. See Essay yii. (Second
Series.) p. 234, 235, and Essay ix. p. 277—281.
See also Hinds' "Three Temples of the One
God," p. 129, 132, for a most luminous view of

this important subject.

The reader is also referred to the Articles
u One," and " Person," in the Appendix to the

" Elements of Logic." It has been doubted whe-
ther there is any foundation for the suspicion I

have there expressed, that the language of some
divin: '.•> has a leaning towards Tritheism. The
following extract will at once explain my mean-
ing, and prove, I conceive, satisfactorily, that my
apprehensions are not altogether groundless. It is

taken from a work of considerable merit, and
which has obtained not only much popularity, but

also a peculiarly high description of patronage.

Several of my readers will perhaps recognize the

passage; but I purposely avoid naming the book,

because it is not my object to discuss the merits

of this or that individual work, but to call atten-

tion to the notions which are afloat in the world,

generally ; and I am so far from designing to par-

ticularize the work in question, as containing any
thing novel, peculiar, likely to be generally offen-

sive, and at variance with prevailing opinions,

that my meaning is the very reverse.

" When the great Creator had finished the rest

of his works, wanting another creature to rule

them all, and as their Priest, to adore him in their

name, he said, « Let us make man in our own
image, after our likeness.' In the creation of other

things all is done with the tone of command, or

with a mere volition. 'Let there be light; let

there be a firmament; let the earth bring fort so

und so.' But when man is to be made—a ctea-

ure who is to be endued with reason and intelL-
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so nearly explained it away, and so be
wildered the minds of their disciples, as?

to drive them to withdraw their thoughts
habitually and deliberately from every
thing connected with the subject:* as the
only mode left for the unlearned to keep
clear of error. Yet it might have occur-
red, one would have thought, to both
parties, that learning cannot advance one
man beyond another in the comprehen-
sion of things which are confessedly be-
yond the reach of the human faculties

altogether;—that in total darkness, or in

respect of objects beyond our horizon,
the clearest and the dimmest sight are on
a level;—and that of matters relating tn

the Deity and revealed by him, not as a
special secret, to a favoured few, but to

all who would hear his voice, and which
cannot be discovered any otherwise than

through this revelation—of these, none
need know less, and none can know more,
than the Almighty has thus revealed.

The nature of God as he is in himself,

can never be comprehended by the wisest

of his creatures; but the doctrine of the

Trinity, and the rest of the mysteries of

the Gospel, as far as they relate to us,

since he has thought fit to reveal these

to us in the Gospel, every Christian is al-

lowed, and is bound, to learn from that

revelation " of the mystery which was
secret from the beginning of the world,

but now is made manifest;"^ And the

doctrine of the Trinity, (which is perhaps

the oftenest of any treated as a specula-

tive truth about which none but learned

divines need trouble themselves,) as it is

a summary of that faith intoj which we

gence—the very image of the Maker—he uses an

expression which indicates deliberation and coun
sel ; he consults with some other august Beings,

(the two remaining Persons of the Trinity, no
doubt,) of whom, as well as of himself, man was
to be both the workmanship and the resemblance."

If this passage had stood alone in the Jewish

Scriptures, or if the Jews had interpreted it, as

this writer has done, without any reference to the

other passages of Scripture which serve to qualify

and guard it, they would doubtless (as the above

extract seems to show) have adopted nearly the

same hypothesis as was long afterward broached

by Arius;—that the supreme God acts in concert

" with some other august Beings !"

* I am enabled to state this as no mere conjec-

ture or suspicion, but as a matter of fact coming
within my own experience; I mean, in respect of

sundry individual cases; and it is individual case*

only that come within the province of experience

.

t Rom. xvi. 25.

± Teach all nations, baptizing them into the

name («c to 'oyouz) of the Father, and of the Son,

and of the Holy Ghost:" this is evidently the right

rendering of the original words, and conveys the

c2
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*re baptized, and the key-stone of the

•christian system, ought to be set forth

continually and universally, as the sup-

port of every part of the building of the

Christian faith, and the Christian life:

reference should be made to it, not merely

on some stated solemn occasions, as to an

abstruse tenet to be assented to, and then

laid aside, but perpetually, as to a practical

doctrine, connected with every other point

of religious belief and conduct.

§. 2. In no point perhaps has the real

jri'gin of the Romish corruptions been

more imperfectly perceived, than in the

one now before us—the setting apart of

certain religious dogmas—duties—privi-

leges—in short certain portions of Christi-

anity, as confined to a distinct class of

men, and in which the laitv were eithe r

not allowed or not require*, to have a

share. We are not accustomed to hear

much of priestcraft—of the subtle ar<« of

designing men, who imposed on the sim-

plicity of an ignorant people, and per-

suaded them to. believe that they, the

priests, alone understood the nature of

the Deity—the proper mode in which to

propitiate him—and the mysterious doc-

trines to which the others were to give

their implicit assent; and the poor de-

luded people are represented as prevailed

on against their better judgment, by the

sophistry, and promises, and threats, of

these craftv impostors, to make them the

keepers of their consciences—their me-
diators, and substitutes in the service of

God, and their despotic spiritual rulers.

There is undoubtedly much truth in

such a representation; but it leaves on

he mind an erroneous impression, be-

cause it is (at the utmost) only half the

truth.

If indeed, in any country, priests had

been beings of a different species—or a

distinct caste, as in some of the Pagan

nations where the priesthood is heredi-

tary;—if this race had been distinguished

from the people by intellectual superi-

ority and moral depravity, and if the

people had been sincerely desirous of

knowing, and serving, and obeying God
for themselves, but had been persuaded

oy these demons in human form that this

sense which must have been meant, viz., that the

Daptized convert was enrolled and enlisted, as it

were, into the service of the Father, the Son, and

the Holy Ghost. The Vulgate Latin has "in
nomine,'' and our translation, (perhaps from too

great reverence for that authority,) " in the name ;"

which does violence to the original, and introduces

a different idea, quite inappropriate.

was impossible, and that the laity mus
trust them to perform what was requisite

in their stead, and submit implicity to

their guidance—then indeed there would
be ground for regarding priestcraft as a!

together the work of the priests, and in

no degree of the people. But we should

remember, that in every age and country,

(even where they were, as the Romish
priests were not, a distinct caste,) priests

must have been mere men, of like pas-

sions with their brethren; and though

sometimes they might have, on the whole,

a considerable intellectual superiority, yet,

it must always have been impossible to

delude men into the reception of such

gross absurdities, if they had not found

in them a readiness—nay, a craving—for

delusion. The reply which is recorded

of a Romish priest is, (not in the sight

of God indeed, but) as far as regards any
complaint on the part of the laity, a satis-

factory defence; when taxed with some
of the monstrous impostures of his church,

his answer was, " Populus v-ult decipi,

et decipitaur." Such indeed was the case

of Aaron, and similar the defence he

offered, for making the Israelites an image,

at their desire. Let it not be forgotten,

that the Jirst recorded instance of depart-

ure from purity of worship, as establish-

ed by the revelation to the Israelites, was
forced on the priest by the people.

The truth is, mankind have an innate

propensity, as to other errors, so to that

of endeavouring to serve God by proxy ;

—

to commit to some distinct order of men
the care of their religious concerns, in

the same manner as they confide the care

of their bodily health to the physician,

and of their legal transactions to the

lawyer; deeming it sufficient to follow

implicitly their directions, without at-

tempting themselves to become acquainted

with the mysteries of medicine or of law.*

Even thus are they willing and desirous

that others should study, ami should un-

* Nothing is more mischievous than an incor-

rect analogy that is constantly before us, and fa-

miliar to our minds. Like a distorted mirror in

the apartment we inhabit, it produces, not an in-

sulated or occasional error, but a deep-seated and

habitual false impression. Now nothing can be

more familiar than the seeming analogy between

the several professions. Men may rather be san4

habitually to feel, than distin dy to maintain,)

(indeed the falsehood would b« cj dy detected in

a formal assertion,) that as the .->o der is in respect

of military, and the sailor, in respect of naval

affairs, and the physician, in respect of remedies

for bodily disease, and the lawyer, in legal matte*

so is the clergyman in respect of religion.
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derstand, the mysterious doctrines of re-

ligion in their stead—should practise, in

their stead, some more exalted kind of

piety and of virtue—and should offer pray-

ers and sacrifices on their behalf, both in

their lifetime and after their death. For
man, except when unusually depraved,

retains enough of the image of his Maker,

to have a natural reverence for religion,

and a desire that God should be wor-

shipped ; but, through the corruption of

his nature, his heart is (except when di-

vinely purified) too much alienated from

God to take delight in serving him.

Hence the disposition men have ever

shown, to substitute the devotion of the

priest for their own ;—to leave the duties

of piety in his hands—and to let him
serve God in their stead. This disposi-

tion is not so much the consequence, as

itself the origin, of priestcraft. The Ro-
mish hierarchy did but take advantage

from time to time of this natural pro-

pensit}r
, by engrafting successively on its

system such practices and points of doc-

trine as favoured it, and which were na-

turally converted into a source of profit

and influence to the priesthood. Hence
the gradual transformation of the Chris-

tian minister—the presbyter—into the

sacrificing priest, the hiereus, (in Latin,

"sacerdos;" as the Romanists call theirs,)

of the Jewish and Pagan religions. This
last is an error of which no inconsidera-

ble remains are to be traced in the minds of

Protestants, and on which, as it appears to

me to be very important, 1 shall beg to be

indulged in making some more particular

observations.

§. 3. * That the English word priest
is frequently employed for the rendering

of two different words in Greek, viz.,

c Ugsvq, and ng£crj3yTS£o$, (from the latter of

which our " presbyter" or " priest" is

derived,) is a circumstance of which no
scholar can be ignorant indeed, but which
is not in general sufficiently attended to :

for it is not the same thing to be merely
acquainted with the ambiguity of a word,
and to be practically aware of it, and
watchful of the consequences connected

with it. And it is, I conceive, of no small

importance that this ambiguity should be

carefully and frequently explained to those

who are ignorant of the original language

of the Old Testament.

* The passage which follows I have taken the

liberty of extracting, in substance, and nearly in

words, from a Discourse delivered before the Uni-
versity of Oxford, on the 5th of Nov. 1821, and
published with the second edition of the Bampton
Lectures.

Our own name for the ministers of our
own religion, we naturally apply to the

ministers (in whatever sense) of any
other religion; but the two words which
have thus come to be translated " priest,"

seem by no means to be used synony-
mously. The priests, both of the Jews
and of Pagan nations,* constantly bear,

in the sacred writers, the title of hier&us
;

which title they never apply to any of the

Christian ministers ordained by the

apostles. These are called by the title

of episcopos, (literally superintendent;

whence our English word " bishop ;")

prcsbyteros, literally elder, and so ren-

dered by our translators, probably to

avoid the ambiguity just alluded to;

though the very word " presbyter" or
" priest," is but a corruption of that

name : and

—

diaconos, literally " minis-

ter;" from which our word deacon is

but slightly altered.

These titles, from their original vague
and general signification, became gradu-

ally not only restricted in great measure
to Christian ministers, but also more pre-

cisely distinguished from each other than

at first they had been ; so as to be appro-

priated respectively to the different orders

of those ministers, instead of being ap-

plied indiscriminately. But no mention
is made, by the sacred writers, of any
such office being established by the apos-

tles, as that of " priest" in the other sense,

viz., hiereus;—priest, in short, such as

we find mentioned, under that name, in

Scripture.

Now this alone would surely be a

strong presumption that they regarded the

two offices as essentially distinct ; for they

must have been perfectly familiar with

the name ; and had they intended to in-

stitute the same office, or one very similar

to it, we cannot but suppose they would
have employed that namef. The mere
circumstance that the Christian religion

is very different from all others, would,

of itself, have been no reason against this
;

for the difference is infinite between the

divinely-instituted religion of the Jews,

and the idolatrous superstitions of the

heathen ; and yet, from similarity of office,

the word hiereus is applied by the sacred

writers to the ministers of both religions

* Acts xiv. 13.

| For it should never be forgotten, that Christi-

anity is the offspring of Judaism, and that all the

institutions and regulations of the Christian

church emanated from men who had been

brought up as jews, and who would not have de-

viated frcr ^hat they had been used to., on slight

ground*
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The difference of nam s, then, is in

such a case as this a matter of no trifling

importance, but would, even of itself, lead

us to infer a difference of things, and to

conclude that the apostles regarded their

religion as having no priest at all, (in the

sense of 'h^vc,) except Christ Jesus, of

whom indeed all the Levitical priests

were but types.

§. 4. It should next be considered what
was the nature of that office which was
exercised by the Jewish and by the

Pagan priests; and which, according to

the apostle, belonged, after the establish-

ment of Christ's kingdom, to him alone.

The priests of the Israelites were ap-

pointed by the Almighty himself, for the

express purpose of offering sacrifices, in

the name and on the behalf of the people;

they alone were allowed to make obla-

tions and burn incense before the Lord

:

it was through them that the people were
to approach him, that their service might
be acceptable : a very great portion of

the Jewish religion consisted in the per-

formance of certain ceremonial rights,

most of which could only be duly per-

formed by the priests, or through their

mediation and assistance; they were to

make intercession and atonement for of-

fenders ; they, in short, were the mediators

between God and man.

It is true the Israelites were a sacred

nation, and are called in Scripture a

"kingdom of priests;" but it is plain that

this is not to be understood as admitting

them all indiscriminately to the exercise

of the sacred offices just mentioned ; since

the most tremendous punishments were
denounced (of whose infliction examples
are recorded) against any who, not being

of the seed of Aaron, presumed to take

upon them to burn incense and make
oblations.

But it was requisite to impress on the

minds of the Israelites that they were not

to entertain the notion (which appears to

have been not uncommon among the hea-

then) that religion was the exclusive con-

cern of the priests : they, on the contrary,

were required to worship God them-
selves—to conform to his ordinances

—

to keep themselves pure from all defile-

ment, moral or ceremonial—and to prac-

tise all their duties out of reverence to

God, their Lawgiver and King ; they were,

in short, to be priests in piety of heart

and holiness of life. And in the same
sense Peter calls Christians u a ioyal

priesthood ;" and John, in the Apoca-
lypse, speaks of them as " kings and

priests ;" evidently meaning that ther
were dedicated to Christ, and were bound
to offer up themselves as a living sacrifice

devoted to him. For it is most impor-
tant to observe, that when the title of

priest is applied to Christians, it is ap-

plied to all of them.

There may have been another intention

also in calling the Israelites a kingdom
of priests ; viz., to point out that the

mysteries of their religion (which among
the Pagans were in general kept secret

among the priests, or some select number
whom these admitted to the knowledge
of them) were revealed, as far as they

were revealed at all, to the whole of this

favoured nation. Many parts indeed of

the Mosaic institutions were but imper-

fectly understood by any, as to their ob-

ject and signification ; but nothing seems
to have been imparted to the priests

which was withheld from the people.

This very striking distinction is remarked
by Josephus, who observes, that such
religious mysteries as, among the heathen,

were concealed by the priests, were im-

parted to the whole Jewish nation.

That there was, however, a distinct

order of priests, properly so called, set

apart for a peculiar purpose, is undeniable

and undisputed.

Among the Pagans, whose institutions

appear to have been, in great measure,

corrupt imitations of those of the patri-

archal religion, we find, as before, priests,

who were principally, if not exclusively,

the offerers of sacrifices, in behalf of the

state and of individuals—intercessors

—

supplicating and making atonement for

others—mediators between man and the

object of his worship.

This peculiarity of office was even

carried to the length of an abuse : (I

speak now of the abuses introduced into

the institutions of the Pagans, in contra-

distinction to the absurdities of their

faith :) there seems to have been as (has

been already hinted) a strong tendency

to regard all religion as exclusively the

concern of the priests;—that they were

to be the sole depositaries of the mys-
teries of things sacred;—that a high de-

gree of holiness of life and devotion were

required of them alone ;—that they were

to be religious, as it were, instead of the

people ;—and that men had only to show
true respect to the priests, and leave to

them the service of the Deity; just as

they commit the defence of the state to

soldiers, and the cure of their diseases

to physicians. Against such notions (as
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was before remarket.) the Israelites were

studiously, and not without reason, cau-

tioned.

The office of priest, then, in that sense

of the word which I am now considering,

viz.) as equivalent to hiereus, being such

as has been described, it follows that, in

in our religion, the only priest, in that

sense, is Jesus Christ himself; to whom
consequently, and to whom alone, under

the Gospel, the title is applied by the in-

spired writers. He alone has offered up

an atoning sacrifice for us, even the sa-

crifice of his own blood ; he " ever liveth

to make intercession for us ;" he is the

" one Mediator between God and man ;"

" through, him we have access to the

Father ;" and " no man cometh unto the

Father but by him."

§. 5. As for the ministers whom he,

and his apostles, and their successors,

appointed, they are completely distinct

from priests in the former sense, in office,

as well as in name. Of this office, one

principal part is that it belongs to them
(not exclusively indeed, but principally

and especially) to preach the Gospel—to

maintain order and decency in their reli-

gious assemblies, and Christian discipline,

generally—to instruct, exhort, admonish,

and spiritually govern, Christ's' flock.

His command was, to "go and teach all

nations ;"—to " preach the Gospel to

every creature :" and these Christian

ministers are called in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, " those that bear rule over them,

and watch for their souls, as they that

must give an account." Now it is worthy

of remark, that the office I am at present

speaking of made no part of the especial

duties of a priest, in the other sense, such

as those of the Jews, and of the Pagans.

Among the former, it was not so much
the family of Aaron, as the whole tribe

of Levi, that seem to have been set aside

for the purpose of teaching the Law : and

even to these it was so far from being in

any degree confined, that persons of any
tribe might teach publicly in the syna-

gogues on the Sabbath day ; as was done

by our Lord himself, who was of the

tribe of Judah ; and by Paul, of the tribe

of Benjamin, without any objection being

raised : whereas an intrusion into the

priest's office would have been vehe-

mently resented.

And as for the Pagan priests, their

business was rather to conceal, than to

explain, the mysteries of their religion
;—to keep the people in darkness, than to

enlighten them. Accordingly, the moral

improvement of the people, among the
ancients, seems to have been considered
as the proper care of the legislator, whose
laws and systems of public education
generally had this object in view. To
these, and to the public disputations of
philosophers, but by no means to the

priests of their religion, they appear to

have looked for instruction in their

duty.

That the Christian ministry, on the
contrary, were appointed, in great mea-
sure, if not principally, for the express
purpose of giving religious instruction

and admonition, is clearly proved both
by the practice of the apostles themselves,
and by Paul's directions to Timothy and
to Titus.

Another, and that a peculiar and exclu-

sive office of the Christian ministers, at

least according to the practice of most
churches, is the administration of the

sacraments of baptism and the Lord's
supper. But this administration does not

at all assimilate the Christian priesthood

to the Pagan or the Jewish. The former
of these rites is, in the first place, an ad-
mission into the visible church ; and
therefore very suitably received at the

hands of those whose especial business is

to instruct and examine those who are

candidates for baptism, as adults, or who
have been baptized in their infancy; and
in the second place, it is an admission to

a participation in the gifts of the Spirit;

without which the church itself, and the

formal admission into it, would be an
empty mockery. The treasury, as it were,,

of divine grace is then thrown open, to

which we may resort when a sufficient

maturity of years enables us to understand

our wants, and we are inclined to apply
for their relief. It is not, let it be ob-

served, through the mediation of an

earthly priest that we are admitted to offer

our supplications before God's mercy-seat;

we are authorized, by virtue of this sacred

rite, to appear, as it were, in his presence,

ourselves, needing no intercessor with

the Father, but his son Jesus Christ, both

God and man. " Having therefore," says

Paul, "00Idness to enter into the holiest

by the blood of Jesus, by a new and

living way, which he hath consecrated

for us, and having a High Priest over

the house of God, let us draw near with

a true heart, in full assurance of faith,

having our hearts sprinkled from an evil

conscience, and our bodies washed with

pure water."

The sacrament of the Lord's supper,
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again, is not, as the Romanists impiously

pretend, a fresh sacrifice, but manifestly a

celebration of the one already made ; and

the rite seems plainly to have been or-

dained for the express purpose (among

others) of fixing our minds on the great

and single oblation of himself, made bv

the only High Priest, once for all ;—that

great High Priest who has no earthly suc-

cessor. And all the communicants are
i

alike partakers, spiritually, of the body

and blood of Christ, (i. e. of the Spirit of

Christ, represented by his flesh and blood,

as these again are, by the bread and wine,*)

provided they themselves are in a sancti-

fied and right frame of mind. It is on the

personal holiness of the communicant,

not of the minister, that the efficacy of

this sacrament depends ; he, so far from

offering any sacrifice himself, refers them

to the sacrifice already made by another.

Such being then the respective offices

of these two orders of men, (both now
commonly called in English " priests."

but originally distinguished by the names
of "ieg«y? and IlfEcr/SyTE^o?,) we may assert

that the -word in question is ambiguous

;

denoting, when thus applied to both, two
things, essentially distinct. It is not

merely a comprehensive term, embracing

two species under one class, but rather

an equivocal term, Applied, in different

senses, to two things of different classes.

Thus the word publican, for instance, is

ambiguous when applied to a " tax-

gatherer" and an " inn-keeper ;" though
kt man," which is a still more compre-

hensive term, may be applied to both

without ambiguity ; because, however
widely they differ, it denotes them only

so far forth as they agree ; in short, it is

applied to them in the same sense ; which
w publican" is not. No more is " priest,"

when applied to the " hiereus" and the

"presbyteros." At least it must be ad-

mitted, that what is most essential to each

respectively, is wanting in the other.

The essential characteristic of the Jewish

priests was, (not their being ministers

of religion ; for that, in a certain sense,

all the Levites were ; but) their offering

sacrifices, and making atonement and in-

tercession for the people : whereas of the

Christian minister the especial office is

religious instruction, regulation of the re-

ligious assemblies, and of the religious

and moral conduct, of the people gene-

rally *, (an office corresponding to that of

* See note on the Eucharist appended to Essay

viiL Second Series.

the Jewish elders or presbyters, and of

the u rulers of synagogues,") and the

administration of rites totally different in

their nature from the ofFeri no- of sacri-

fices;—totally precluding tiie idea of his

making himself the mediator between God
and man.

§. 6. The confounding together, then,

through the ambiguity of language, two
things thus essentially distinct, may welt

be expected to mislead, not onlv such as

are ignorant of the distinction, but all

who do not carefully attend to it, and
keep it steadily in view. If we are but

careful not to lose sight of the two mean-
ings of he word "priest"—the broad

distinction between 'ispew^and UfiscrBvTiPOi

—we shall run no risk of being either

seduced or silenced by all the idle cla-

mours that are afloatabout priestcraft. Our
readiest and shortest answer will be, that

Christianity (I mean Christianity as found

in Scripture, not as perverted by the Ro-
mish church, which claims an authority

independent of Scripture,) has no priest-

craft, for this simple reason, that it has

(in that sense of the word in which our

opponents employ it) no priest on earth.

. And it is worthy of remark how striking

a peculiarity this is in our religion ; there

being probably no religion in the world,

certainly none that has ever prevailed

among the more celebrated nations, which
has not priests in the same sense in which
the Levitical priests and those of the an-

cient Greeks and Romans are so called.

Now every peculiarity of our religion is

worth noticing, with a view to the con-

firmation of our faith, even though it may
not at first sight strike us as a distinguish-

ing excellence : for that our religion

should differ from all others, in points in

which they all agree, is a presumption at

least that it is not drawn from the same
origin. And the presumption is the

stronger, inasmuch as the difference I

have been speaking of is not. slight or

verbal, but real and essential. The priest-

hood of Pagan nations, and that of our

own, are not merely unlike, but, in the

most essential points, even opposite. They
offer sacrifices for the people ; we refer

them to a sacrifice made by another ; they

profess to be the mediators through whom
the Deity is to be addressed; we teach

them to look to a heavenly Mediator, and

in his name boldly to approach God's

mercy-seat themselves : they study to con-

ceal the mysteries of religion; we labour

to make them known : they have, for the

most part, hidden sacred books, which
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none but a chosen few may look into;
|

cile transgressors with the Almighty, by
we teacli and exhort men to study the prescribing penances, to be performed by
word of God themselves: they strive to them, in oider to obtain hu absolution;
keep the people in darkness, and to stifle

' and, profanely copying our only High
inquiry; we make it our business to en-

i
Priest, pretends to transfer to them his

lighten them
; urging them to " search own merits, or those of the saints. He,

the Scriptures"—to u prove all things— like a Pagan, rather than a Jewish priest,
and to hold fast that which is right :"

j

keeps hidden from the people the volume
they practise the duties of their religion I of their faith, that they may with ignorant
instead of the people; we instruct and

j

reverence submit to the dominion of error,
admonish all to practise them for them- I instead of being " made free by the truth,"
selves. And it may be added, that they I which he was expressly commissioned to
in general teach, that a devoted confidence

: make known; thus hiding the "candle
in them and obedience, to their commands, under a bushel," which was designed to
will serve as a substitute for a moral life;

j

" be a light to lighten the nations."

while we declare to them from Scripture,
j

In short, whoever will minutely ex-
that it is in vain to call Jesus Lord, if

j

amine, with this view, the errors of the
they "do not the things which he says." Romish church, will find that a very large

Now if the Jews be justly condemned, and important portion of them may be
who crucified our Lord between two comprehended under this one generalcen-
thieves,—thus studiously "numbering sure, that they have destroyed the true

with the transgressors" of the vilest kind,
j

character of the Christian priesthood
;

the only Man who never transgressed— substituting for it, in great measure, what
it is awful to think what account those

j
cannot be called a priesthood, except in

will have to render at the last day, who I a different sense of the word. They
labour to vilify this religion, by con- have, in short, gone far towards changing
founding it with the grossest systems of the office of presbyter into that of hie-

human imposture and superstition, in

those very points in which the two are

not only different, but absolutely con-

trasted.

§ 7. Great occasion however (as I have

said) has been afforded for the enemies
of our faith to blaspheme, by the corrup-

tions which the Romish church has sanc-

tioned, especially in what regards the

Christian priesthood. She has, in fact,

in a great degree, transformed the pres-

byter—the priest of the Gospel dispensa-

tion—into the hiereus, or Levitical priest :

thus derogating from the honour of the

one great High Priest, and altering some
of the most characteristic features of his

religion, into something more like Judaism

or Paganism than Christianity.

The Romish priest professes, like the

Jewish, to offer sacrifice (the sacrifice of

the mass) to propitiate God towards him-

self and his congregation : the efficacy of

that sacrifice is made to depend on sin-

cerity and rectitude of intention, not in

the communicants themselves, but in the

priest ; he, assuming the character of a

mediator and intercessor, prays, not with,

but for, the people, in a tongue unknown

reus. Against that church, therefore, the

charge of priestcraft may but too justly

be brought.

A natural consequence of this error,

indeed properly speaking, a part of it, is

that further approach to Judaism, the

error of regarding a Christian place of

worship as answering to the temple,—

•

" the house of God" in Jerusalem

;

whereas it really corresponds to a Jewish
synagogue. And thus the reverence due
to the real temple of the Lord now sub-

sisting among us and within us ("ye are

the temple of the Holy Ghost which
dwelleth in you") is transferred from the

people—the " lively stones" of God's
house, to the building in which they as-

semble.* On the same principle, the

table used for the celebration of the Eu-
charist is often called (consistently, by
Romanists, but inconsistently, by Pro-
testants) the " altar."

Part of the same system again was the

performance of divine service in an un-
known tongue—the concealment of the

sacred mysteries of the Christian faith

behind the veil of a dead lancruage—and
the opposition made to the translation of

to them, and in an inaudible voice : the
J

the Scriptures into the vernacular lan-

whole style and character of the service
j

guages.

being evidently far different from what §. 8. If any one doubts the existence,

the apostle must have intended, in com- i among Protestants of the present day, o'

manding us to "pray for one another."! ,

The Romish priest undertakes to recon- | * See Hind's Three Temples of the One God.
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,1 like principle, he may find but too con-

vincing a proof of it in the opposition

still made by some, to the education of

the poor. Surely many of those who
profess the greatest abhorrence of Romish
errors, have never considered that this

denial of the Scriptures to the people is

one of the worst of them ; and that

whether the Bible is in Latin or in Eng-
lish, makes little difference to one who
cannot read. Nor do such persons con-

sider, that it was (if I may so speak) the

great boast of the founder of our faith,

that "to the poor the Gospel was preach-

ed :" so that if his religion be not really

calculated for these, his pretensions must
have been unfounded. The very truth of

his divine mission is at issue on this

question.

And yet if it were asked of any one,

Romanist or Protestant, who professes to

acknowledge the divine origin of the

Christian religion, whether that religion

was designed for the great mass of the

people, or merely for a few of the higher

classes, he would be sure to answer, that

it was intended for all mankind. And in

proof of this, he might cite numerous
passages of the Scriptures which imply

it; such as the command of our Lord to

preach the Gospel to every creature," and

his application, just above noticed, of the

prophecy, " to the poor the Gospel is

preached." And he would represent it

(and justly) as a point of the highest im-

portance, as 1 have said, towards our be-

lief in the Christian religion, that we
should regard it as suited to all mankind

as one which all, above the condition of

mere savages, are capable of embracing

;

because otherwise it cannot be a true re-

velation. For the first founders of it

plainly had this design ; Jesus Christ

himself did certainly intend his religion

for high and low, rich and poor; and

therefore, if it be not one which the

lower ranks of society are capable of

embracing, he, the founder of it, must
have been mistaken in his calculation

—

mu»t have been ignorant either of the

character of his own religion, or of the

nature of man ; which would of course

imply that he could not have been

divinely inspired. The systems of Aris-

totle or Plato, of Newton or Locke, may
conceivably be very true, although the

mass of mankind cannot comprehend
them, because they were never intended

for the mass of mankind : but the Chris-

tian religion was; and therefore it cannot

really be a divine revelation, unless it be

such as men in general understand and
embrace.

And yet, though such would be the

answer which almost all believers would
give, in words, if such a question were
put, there are, as I have said, not a few
who, in practice., give a contrary answer.

\ mean, that they act as if the Chris-

tian religion were not designed for the

lower orders, but only for a small portion

of mankind. For this those do, who,
under the pretence that the labouring

classes " need not be profound theolo-

gians," consider it unnecessary, or even

mischievous, to give them such an edu-

cation as may enable them to study for

themselves the Scriptures, and the ex-

planations needful for the understanding

of them. And yet they profess to hold,

that the Christian religion was meant to

be embraced by people of all ranks.

Whence comes this contradiction? this

inconsistency of their practical views with

their professed belief? It arises, I con-

ceive, from their not considering what
the Christian religion is, and what is

meant by embracing it. When they say

that they believe it to be designed for the

mass of the people, and yet that these

need not, or should not, be educated,

what they mean is this: that it is possible

for a man without any education, to be

sober, honest, industrious, contented, Sec,

and that sobriety, honesty, and the rest,

are Christian virtues; and that, conse-

quently, a man may be a good practical

Christian without any education. What
they mean, in short, by a man's being a

good Christian, is his doing those things

which are enjoined to Christians, and ab-

staining from those things which are for-

bidden. To know on what grounds the

Christian religion is to be believed, to un-
derstand any thing of its doctrines, to adopt
or to comprehend any Christian motives
and principles of conduct, all this they

conceive to be unnecessary, except for

the clergy and the higher classes, as long

as a man's conduct is but right. Now
this is in fact, as I have said, the Romish
system

; which is so natural to man that,

under one shape or another, it is con-

tinually springing up under new names.
The Romish church, we know, used to

forbid, and, as long as it was possible,

prevented, the Scripture being translated

into the popular languages; and enjoined

the people not to attempt to pry into

religious questions for themselves, but to

believe implicitly and in the lump, all that

the holy church believed, and do what-
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ever their priests enjoined them, without

making- any inquiries ; and this, they de-

clared, was the way to be good Christians.

Now to waive the question how far

any one is likely to lead a moral life who
knows little or nothing about his reli-

gion—let it be supposed that a man is

leading such a iife ; still I contend that it

cannot be said to be a Christian life, if it

does not spring from Christian principles.

The brute-animals conform to the design

of their Maker, an act in a manner suit-

able to the nature with which He has

endued them : but it would sound strange

to say that they are religious. Why not?

because they have no knowledge or no-

tion of a God, but fulfil his designs with-

out intending and without knowing it.

And no more can a man be said to em-
brace the Christian religion, and to lead

a Christian life, who does indeed fulfil

all the Christian commandments, but not

from any Christian principle—from any
motives peculiar to the Christian reli-

gion—but for the sake of credit, or health,

or prosperity, in the world, or from fear

of human punishment—or from deference

to the authority of the priest, or of some
other person whom he looks up to, or

from any other such motive. .Worldly

goods will undoubtedly be produced by
honest industry, temperance, friendliness,

and good conduct in general. And it is

conceivable therefore, (I do not say

likely,) but it is certainly conceivable,

that a man might conduct himself prac-

tically as a Christian should do, merely

for the sake of these worldly advantages,

and not from any Christian principle.

But in that case his could no more be

called a Christian life, than that of a brute

animal, or than the movements of a ma-

chine. The patient who has been cured

of his disease, by strictly conforming to

the directions of a skilful physician, is

not, by swallowing the medicines pre-

scribed, a step the nearer to becoming

himself a physician.*

Every part of the New Testament bears

witness to the truth of what I have been

saying. The apostles do not even allow

it to be sufficient, that a man should be-

lieve in Christianity, without knowing

why he believes it. " Be always ready,"

says the apostle Paul, " to give a reason

for the hope that is in you." Indeed it

is plain, that if any one believes any thing

without any reason, but merely because

some one has told him to do so, even if

* See ArisL Eth. Nic. b. ii. ch. 4. b. vi. ch. 12.

!
that which he believes be the truth, yel

it is only by chance that he believes the
' truth ;—he does not believe it because it

lis true; and this is not faith, but blind
' credulity. Now " without faith it is im-
possibleto please God." And, according

|

to the apostles, the Christian is required

j

not only to believe in his religion and to

know what that religion is, but to implant
in his mind Christian feelings and mo-
tives—" to grow in grace," as well as

|
" in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus

|

Christ"—to be actuated by gratitude and
I love for Christ, who died for his sins

—

by an earnest desire to prove that love bv
copying his example—by obeying his

commands—by being led by his Spirit;

and, at every step he takes, M looking

unto Jesus, the Author and Finisher of

our faith," as his pattern and his support

in this life, and his eternal rewarder in

the next.

Such being then the view which Christ

himself and his apostles took of the

Christian religion, which religion he evi-

dently meant to be "preached to every

creature," and considered as one which
might be, and should be, embraced by
men of all classes, it is plain that, if they

were not mistaken in their views—in

short, if they really were sent from God

—

it is possible and needful that all classes

should have a sufficiency of education to

enable them to understand what their re-

ligion is, and why it should be received,

and how it is to be acted upon.

It is but a slight modification of the

same Romanist principle to propose that

the poor should indeed be taught to read,

and should have the four Evangelists put

into their hands, but that all, except learned

divines, should be discouraged as much
as possible from the perusal of the Apos-
tolic Epistles, lest they should " wrest

these to their own destruction;" a pre-

text which was urged with equal reason,

and perhaps with more consistency, by
the Romanists, for precluding the people

from reading " the other Scriptures" also.*

The Christian religion, as represented

in Scripture, is one that is to be believed

on rational conviction, and studied, and

felt, and brought into the practice of life,

by each man for himself, in all classes of

society. The Christian religion, as per-

verted by the church of Rome, and as

human nature is always tending to per-

vert it, is in fact two religions; one for

* T have treated fully of this question in Essa>

II. Second Series.

D
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the initiated few, and one for the mass of

the people, who are to follow implicitly

the guidance of the others, trusting to

their vicarious wisdom, and piety, and

learning, helieving and practising just as

much as these permit and require.

Perhaps the use of the terms "pastor"

and " flock," to express the relation be-

tween the minister and his congregation,

may have led the incautious to form in-

sensibly a notion of some more close

analogy than really subsists, lie cannot

too often or too earnestly warn the peo-

ple, that they are not properly his flock,

but Christ's; he is only an assistant and

servant of the u chief Shepherd ;" and

must not only refer at every step to

Scripture, but also warn his hearers not

to take upon trust his interpretation, but

themselves to "search the Scriptures

daily, whether those things be so" which

he teaches. The language of Scrip-

ture is, (I believe invariably,) " feed the

flock of Christ ;" " feed my sheep," &.e.

But the Romish system makes the peo-

ple altogether the priest's flock, by ex-

alting him into the mediator between

them and God. Hence sprung the doc-

trine of the necessity of confession to a

priest, and of the efficacy of the penance

lie may enjoin, and the absolution he

bestows—hence the celibacy of the

clergy, as of an order of men of peculiar

sanctity. Hence the doctrine of works

of supererogation, and of the supposed

transferableness from one man to another

of the merit of such extraordinary holi-

ness as is not required of Christians in

general.

§. 9. I repeat, that these, and a whole

train of similar absurdities, are too gross

to have been forced upon the belief of

men not predisposed to receive them :

—

predisposed, 1 mean, not by mere intel-

lectual weakness, but by a moral perver-

sity combined with it;—by a heart alien-

ated from God, yet fearful of his displea-

sure, and coveting the satisfaction of a quiet

conscience at the least possible expense

of personal piety and personal exertion.

In all ages and countries, man, through

the disposition he inherits from our first

parents, is more desirous of a quiet and

approving, than of a vigilant and tender

conscience ;—studious to escape the

thought of spiritual danger, more than the

danger itself; and to induce, at any price,

some one to assure him confidently that

he is safe—to " prophesy unto him
smooth things," and to " speak peace,"

even " when there is no peace."

Inexcusable indeed, in the sight of

God, are those who encourage and take

advantage of such a delusion; but the

people have little right to complain of

them. To many of them one might say,

"you have had what you sought; you
were not seeking in sincerity to know
and to please God; if you had been, yon
would have perceived the vanity of at-

tempting to substitute the piety and good
works of a sinful fellow-mortal for your
own

;
you would have perceived the ex-

travagance of imagining that you could

purchase happiness or relief in a future

state, by hiring a priest to say masses for

your soul : what you sought for in reality

was the repose of your soul in this life;

a security from the disturbances of con-
science, and from a sense of personal re-

sponsibility : these false comforts are what
in reality your heart was set on

;

and these alone are what you have pur-

chased."

If such then be the natural propensity

of the human mind, we must expect that

it will always, and every where, be

struggling to show itself, not only when
encouraged, but when not carefully

watched and repressed, by the ministry.

I might appeal to any one who has

had, and has made use of, the requisite

experience, whether he has not continu-

ally met with more or less of this ten-

dency to substitute the religious know-
ledge, die faith—the piety—the prayers

—

the holiness and purity, of the minister,

for that of the layman.

How many are there that regard the

study of the Scriptures, and the endeavour
to understand them, as a professional pur-

suit, very becoming to a clergyman, but

of which little or nothing is required of

the laity ;—that speak of all the peculiar

doctrines of Christianity under the title

of " theological mysteries," with which
the clergy may suitably be occupied, but

with which it is needless, if not even pre-

sumptuous and profane, for the unlearned

to concern themselves ;—that regard the

practice of family devotions as very

proper in the house of a clergyman, but

in any other, as uncalled for, or even sa-

vouring of pharisaical ostentation. Na)>,

even licentious or profane discourse, in

temperance and debauchery, or devoted-

ness to frivolous amusements, we often

hear characterized as " unbecoming a cler-

gyman," in a sort of tone which implies

the speaker's feeling to be, that they are

unbecoming merely to a clergyman* not

to a Christian.
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§. 10. Many things again there are, tier such a delusion as I am describing

which, being considered as in themselves are not subject to it in the same degree-,

indifferent, are not necessarily unsuitable but attentive observation will convince
to a Christian as such, but of which some every candid inquirer, that in this, as well

are regarded by a greater, and some by a as in other points, mankind are naturally

smaller number, as professionally un- and generally Romanists in heart;—pre-

sumed to a minister of religion. Now it disposed, by the tendencies of their ori-

might perhaps have been expected, that
\

ginal disposition, to errors substantially

the views, as to this point, of different
\

the same with those which are embodied
persons among the laity, should corre-

j

in the Romish system.

spond respectively with the different views

they take of their own obligations ; I

mean, that those who are the less, or the

more, scrupulous as to their own conduct,

But are not, it may be urged, ignorance

of religion and unchristian conduct much
more censurable in the ministers of reli-

gion than in others ? The answer is, that

should allow a greater or a less latitude this is the point for them to consider. Of
to the clergy in respect of the professional

j

every one the more is required in propor-

strictness of life and seriousness of de-
I

tion as the more is given—in proportion

meanour required of them. But experi- ! as his opportunities may have been greater,

ence shows that this is very often the re-
j

and his temptations less, than his neigh-

verse of the fact. None are more rigid
i

hour's; but this is a matter for him, not

in exacting of clergymen not only purity
;
for his neighbour, to be occupied upon,

of life, but the most unbending seriousness
,
Let each class of men, and each indivi-

of deportment, and abstinence from almost dual man, think chiefly of improving the

every kind of amusement, than many of

those who, in their own lives, are the

most unrestrained in the pursuit of amuse-
ment, and who exhibit the greatest degree

talent committed to himself; remember-

ing, that even the mote in his own eye is

more his concern than the beam that is

in his brother's. It is for the clergy to

of frivolity or of worldliness in their pur-
|
meditate on their own peculiar and deep

suits—of levity in their conversation, and
j

responsibility : it is for the laity to con-

of inattention to religious subjects. Does
j

sider, not how much more is expected of

not this imply a lurking tendency to that
j

others, but how much of themselves,

very error which has been openly sane-
j

But again, should there, it may be said,

tioned and established in the Romish , be no professional difference in habits of

church ? the error of thinking to serve
|

life between the clergy and laity ?

God by a deputy and representative :—of

substituting respect for religion and its

ministers, for personal religion;—and re-

garding the learning and faith, the prayer

and piety, and the scrupulous sanctity, of

the priest, as being in some way or other

efficaciously transferred from him to the

people. It seems some consolation to

such persons as I am alluding to that they

have heard sound doctrine at least, if they

have not laid it to heart ; that they have

witnessed and respected a strict and un-

blemished life, and a serious deportment,

though they have not copied it ; and that

on their death-bed they will be enabled

to send for a minister of undoubted learn-

ing and piety, and enjoy the benefit of

his prayers and his blessing, though the

holy water and the extreme unction of

the Romanists have been laid aside.

They take little care indeed to keep their

own lights burning: but when summoned
to meet their Lord, they will have one to

whom they may apply in their extremity,

saying, " Give us of your oil, for our

lamps are going out."

All indeed, who are in any degree un-

There should : for, in the first place, as

religious teachers, they may be expected

to be more especially occupied in fitting

themselves for that office ; in qualifying

themselves to explain, and to enforce on

others, the evidences, the doctrines, and

the obligations of religion ; but they are

not to be expected to understand more of

things surpassing human reason, than God
has made known by revelation, or to be

the depositaries of certain mysterious

speculative doctrines ; but " stewards of

the mysteries of God," rightly dividing

or dispensing (o^orouovtreq) the word of

truth."

And in respect of their general habits

of life and deportment, undoubtedly they

should consider, that not only of every

profession, but of each age, sex, and con-

dition in life, something characteristic is

fairly expected in regard to matters in

themselves indifferent. The same things

are not decorous or indecorous, in a ma-

gistrate, and a private person—in a young,

and an old man, in those of the higher,

and of the lower orders of society, in a

man, and in a woman, or in persons of
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different professions. And each man's

own discretion must determine how he is

to conduct himself in respect of things

intrinsically indifferent, so as to preserve

the decorum of his own peculiar situa-

tion, as distinct from another's, without

giving needless offence, or in any other

way producing ill effects, on either side.

§ 11. For there arc dangers on both

sides ; and with one brief remark on a

danger not unfrequently overlooked, I

will dismiss the present subject.

It is I believe sometimes supposed, by
some of the best-intenlioned among the

ministry, that there is little or no danger ex-
cept on the side of laxity;—that excessive

scrupulosity in respect of matters in them-
selves indifferent can, at the worst, only

be unnecessary. Of course it will not be

expected that I should enter into particu-

lars, or attempt to draw the line in each

case that may occur : but the remark to

which 1 would invite attention is, that as

it is confessedly one great part of a cler-

gyman's duty to set a good example, so,

it is self-evident that his example can have
no influence—(except on his brother mi-

nisters)—no chance of being imitated by
the people, in respect of any thing which
he is supposed to do or to abstain from,

merely as a clergyman. Whatever things

they are which are supposed to be profes-

sionally decorous dr indecorous—what-
ever is supposed to be suitable or unsuita-

ble to a clergyman as such, and not to

Christians as Christians—it is plain that

no strictness, on the part of the clergy, in

these points, can have the least tendency
to induce a corresponding strictness in

the laity. I am not saying that there are

no points of this nature ;—that there

should be nothing peculiar belonging to

the clergy; but merely that in these points

they are setting no example to the peo-
ple ;—that that in short is not an example,

which is supposed peculiar to one pro-

fession, and therefore not meant to be imi-

tated in others. I admit that a life of

great strictness in such points may give

great satisfaction—may be admired—may
procure respect for the individual, and so
far, may even give weight to what he says

on other points ; nay, it may be even
called by the unthinking exemplary; but

it is plain that so far as it is regarded as

jirofessional, it never can be exemplary,
except to the clergy themselves.

And the more there is of this profes-

sional distinction, the greater will be the

danger, and the more sedulously must it

be guarded against, of the people's falling

into the error of regarding other things

also as pertaining to the Christian minis-

ter alone, which in fact pertain to the

i

Christian : the longer the list is of things

j

forbidden or enjoined to the clergy and

j

not to the laity, the greater the risk of

;

their adding to the list that Christian know-

I

ledge, that Christian spirit and temper,

and that Christian self-control and sobriety

of conduct, which are required of all that

partake of the Christian covenant and
Christian hopes.*

Not only therefore must the clergy be

blameless in the performance of their du
ties, but they must carefully distinguish

which of them are their duties as Chris-

tians, and which merely as ministers; and
with that view they must avoid unneces-

sarily multiplying professional distinc-

tions ; lest the most unimpeachable con-

duct should fail to convey an example,

from its being supposed not designed for

imitation.

We cannot indeed be too learned in

" the mysteries of the kingdom of hea-

ven," and in the knowledge of " all the

counsel of God," or too scrupulous in our
conformity to his will : but then only can

we be w pure from the blood of all men,"
if we " set before them all the counsel of

God,"—make known to them " the mys-
tery of the Gospel," and theirfellowship

in that mystery"—and lead them to apply

practically their religious knowledge, and
to be followers of us, even as we are of

Christ Jesus."

* " Absurd as the thought is when expressed

in words, man would be virtuous, be humane, be
charitable, by proxy, &c." Letter to Mr. Peel,

on Pauperism, p. 19.

How far I am indebted to this work for the first

suggestion of many of the principles I have en-

deavoured to develope in the present chapter, is

more than I can distinctly pronounce : especially

as the author is one who has more or less contri-

buted, directly or indirectly, to the formation of

nearly all my opinions on the most important

points.
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CHAP. III.

PIOUS FRAUDS.

§. 1. It may be said of almost all the

Romish errors, that they not only have

their common source in man's frail na-

ture, but also are so intimately connected

together, that they will generally be found,

if not directly to generate, yet mutually to

foster and promote, one another. For
example, the disposition already noticed,

to speculate concerning superhuman mys-
teries unconnected with practice, though

it does not alone produce, yet favours

and encourages the error of reserving one
portion of faith and piety for a superior

initiated class, and making their religion

a vicarious substitute for that of the peo-

ple, who are to trust in and implicitly fol-

low the direction of their guide. And
this corruption again, though it does not

directly engender, yet fosters and in-

creases another ; that of maintaining this

spiritual tyranny by deceit. Those who
have once adopted the system of keeping

the vulgar in partial darkness, will easily

reconcile themselves to the practice of

misleading them, where it seems needful,

by false lights. From a conviction of

the necessity of keeping them in implicit

subjection to their authority, the transition

is easy to the maintenance of that author-

ity, by what are regarded as salutary de-

lusions.

It is not however to any deliberate

scheme of an ambitious hierarchy that

this branch of priestcraft owes its origin
;

nor is it indeed properly priestcrai't. The
tendency to resort to deceit for the com-
passing of any end whatever that seems
hardly attainable by honest means, and
not least, if it be supposed a good end, is

inherent, if any fault be inherent, in our

corrupt nature. And in each age and

country instances occur of this offence,

such as perhaps in a different age and
country appear so monstrous as to be

hardly credible, from the difficulty of es-

timating aright the peculiar circumstances

which in each instance constituted the

temptation.

And this is more peculiarly the case,

when those who are passing judgment on
any instance of fraud, chance to regard

that as a bad end which the authors of

the fraud pursued as a good one;—when
they are convinced of the falsity of the

conclusion, which was perhaps sincerely

held, by those who sought to support it

by deceitful means. For example, the

fraud related to have been practised by
the Jewish rulers, in reference to our
Lord's resurrection, seems at first sight

almost to surpass the limits of human
impudence and wickedness in imposture.
" And when they were assembled with the

elders, they gave large money unto the

soldiers, saying, Say ye, His disciples

came by night and stole him away while
we slept."* But let it be remembered,
that the deceit here recorded, must cer-

tainly be referred to the class of what are

called " pious frauds :" those, namely,
which any one employs and justifies to

himself, as conducing, according to his

view, to the defence or promotion of true

religion. There is in such conduct a

union of sincerity and insincerity—of

conscientiousness in respect of the end^

and unscrupulous dishonesty as to the

means : for without the one of these in-

gredients there could be no fraud; and
without the other, it could in no sense be

termed a pious fraud.

And such, I say, undoubtedly was the

fraud we aie considering. For the Jewish
elders certainly did not believe in Jesus
as the Messiah, though they could not

deny his superhuman powers. There is

hardly any evidence which a man may
not bring himself to resist, if it come, not

before, but after, he has fully made up his

mind. But in the present instance the

established belief in magic, and the agency
of demons in subjection to those skilled

in the art, furnished a better evasion than

could be devised among us, of the force

of the evidence offered. And being pre-

determined by their own view of the

ancient prophecies, to reject the claim

of Jesus, they pronounced him (as the

unbelieving Jews do at this dayf) to

be a powerful magician, and one who
" deceived the people." As maintainers,

therefore, of the Mosaic law, in whose

*Matt. xxviii. 12, 13.

j- A book is now extant and well known among
the Jews, which gives this account of him : and it

furnishes a striking confirmation of the statement

of the Evangelists; viz., that the unbelieving Jews
of his days did admit his miraculous powers. For
the book must have been compiled from traditions

afloat in the nation ; and it is utterly inconceivable

that, if those who were cotemporary with our

Lord, and on the spot, had denied the fact of the

miracles, any tradition should afterwards have

sprung up, admitting the miracles, and account-

ing for them by the hypothesis of magic.

d2
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divine authority they were believers, they

held themselves not only authorized, but

bound, to suppress his religion :* accord-

ing to our Lord's own prophecy, u Who-
soever killeth you, will think that he

doeth God service." For the prevention

therefore of the mischief they apprehend-

ed, L' lest all men should believe in him,

and the Romans should come, and take

away their place and nation," (an event

which, it is remarkable, did actually take

place in consequence of their rejecting

him, and trusting to false Christs,) they

scrupled not to resort to falsehood, to

weaken the effect of his miracles.

The benefit derivable from such an ex-

ample as this is apt to be lost to us, from

our dwelling exclusively on the badness

of the object these men pursued; and not

enough considering, abstractedly from

that, the profligacy of the means em-

ployed. Persuaded as we are that Jesus

was the true Messiah, we are apt, in con-

templating the perversity of those who
closed their eyes against the evidence of

this, to blend in our minds that sin with

the other, which is quite distinct—the

fraud with which Christianity was op-

posed ;—to mix up and connect in our

thoughts, as they were connected in fact,

the rejection of the Son of God, and the

falsification of the evidence of his resur-

rection;—and, in short, almost to forget

that i( Jesus had been indeed a deceiver,

that would not have justified the employ-

ment of deceit to maintain God's cause

against him.

In proportion as feelings of this kind

prevail, the benefit of such an example to

ourselves is destroyed. Our abhorrence

of their sin has no tendency to fortify us

against temptation;—against that tempta-

tion,- I mean, in the very nature of which

it is implied that the end proposed is sin-

cerely believed to be good. Whether this

belief chance to be correct or not, a just

estimate of the heinousness of what is

properly denominated pious fraud, would
lead us to regard it with equal detestation,

whether employed in a good or in a bad

cause.

§. 2. The tendency to take this indis-

tinct view of things—to contemplate in

confused conjunction a bad end, and
wrong means employed to support it, has

doubtless contributed to prevent Protest-

ants from deriving the benefit they might,

in the way of example and warning, from

the errors of the Romanists. In our ab-

horrence of the frauds they have so often

employed in support of their corrupt sys-

tem, we are prone perhaps to forget, or

at least not sufficiently to consider, that

it is not the corruptness of the system
that makes the frauds detestable; and that

the same sin may no less easily beset

ourselves, and will be no less offensive

to God, however sound may be our own
system of faith. With a view to keep this

more steadily before the mind, I have

limited my remarks to the subject of what
are called pious frauds, because it is against

these alone that we have need to be put on
our guard. It would be vain to admonish
an unbelieving hypocrite; but a sincere

Protestant Christian may need to be re-

minded, that as he believes his own reli-

gion to be true, so do many of the Ro-
manists believe theirs: and that though
they are in fact erroneous in this belief,

it is not that erroneousncss that either

leads them to resort to pious frauds, or

exposes them to just censure for so do-

ing; nor, consequently, can the correctness

of his own faith secure him from the

danger, or extenuate the guilt, of prac-

tising a like deceit.

I have dwelt thus earnestly on a truth

which, though perpetually overlooked in

practice, is self-evident the moment it is

stated, because the mistake opposed to it

is closely connected with, or rather is a

part of, that which it has been my princi-

pal object throughout the present work
to counteract;—the mistake, I mean, of

referring various errors of Romanism to

the Romish church, as their source—of

representing that system as the cause of

those corruptions which in fact produced
it, and which have their origin in our

common nature: and hence of regarding

what are emphatically called the errors

of Romanism, as peculiar to that church,

and into which, consequently, Protestants

are in no danger of falling. But all of

them, as I have already endeavoured in

some instances to point out, may be

traced up to the evil propensities of hu-

man nature: and the one now under con-

sideration, no less than the rest. The
tendency to aim at a supposed good end

by fraudulent means, is not peculiar to

the members of the Romish church ;—it

is not peculiar to those who are mistaken

in their belief as to what is a good end

;

— it is not peculiar to any sect, age, or

country;—it is not peculiar to any subject

matter, religious or secular, but is the

spontaneous growth of the corrupt soil

of man's heart.

Protestants, however, are apt to forget

this : and it is often needful to remind
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them, and only to remind them, (for de-

tailed proof is unnecessary,) that frauds

of this kind are every where, and always
have been, prevalent;—that the heathen

legislators and philosophers, for instance,

encouraged, or connived at, a system of

popular mythology which they disbe-

lieved, with a view to the public good

—

for the sake of maintaining among the

vulgar, through fear of the gods, and ex-

pectations of Elysium and Tartarus, a

conformity to those principles of rectitude

whose authority they sincerely acknow-
ledged, though on grounds totally uncon-

nected with religion. Their statesmen

deluded and overawed the populace with

prodigies and oracles, not much less than

the Romish priesthood. Nor has the

Greek church, or the other eastern

churches, always independent as they

have been of the church of Rome, and
generally hostile to her, fallen much short

of her in this and indeed in most of her

other abominations.

The temptation indeed to deceive, either

positively or negatively, i. e., either by in-

troducing, or by tolerating error, is one

of the strongest that assail our frail nature,

in cases where the conscience is soothed

by our having in view what we believe

to be a good end, and where that end

seems hardly attainable but by fraudulent

means. For the path of falsehood, though

in reality slippery and dangerous, will

often be the most obvious, and seemingly

the shortest. Accordingly nothing is more
common among the indolent and thought-

less, when entrusted with the manage-

ment of children, than to resort to this

compendious way of controlling them
;

for the employment of deceit with those

who are so easily deceived, will often

serve a present turn much better than

scrupulous veracity ; though at the ex-

pense of tenfold ultimate inconvenience.*

§. 3. The tendency then to this partial

dishonesty—towards the justification of

fraudulent means by the supposed good-

ness of the object—being so deeply rooted

in man's nature, found its way of course,

along with the other corruptions incident

to humanity, into the Romish church.

And it was fostered by those other 1

' cor-

ruptions; especially, as has been already

remarked, by that one which was treated

of in the preceding chapter; the drawing,

namely, of an unduly strong line of sepa-

ration between the priesthood and the

laity ; so as to constitute almost two dis-

* Mrs. Hoare's Hints on Early Education.

tinct kinds of Christianity for the two
classes, whereof the one were by some
superior sanctity and knowledge to com-
pensate for the deficiencies of the other,

and to be not only their spiritual directors,

but in some sort their substitutes in the

service of the Deity.

When it was understood that the mo-
nastic orders, and the clergy in general,

were to be regarded as persons initiated

into certain sacred mysteries, withheld

from the vulgar—as professing a certain

distinct and superior description of Chris-

tianity—and as guides whom the great

mass of Christians were to trust implicitly,

it naturally followed, that the knowledge
of Scripture was considered, first, as un-

necessary, and next, as unfit, for the gene-

rality : and it was equally natural to pro-

ceed from the suppression of knowledge
to the toleration first, and then to the en-

couragement and propagation of supersti-

tious errors among the multitude. There
is (as I formerly observed) a craving in

ignorant minds after the delusions of su-

perstition : and this it was thought reason-

able to indulge, in the case of those whom
it was supposed impossible or improper

to enlighten. Incapable as they were reck-

oned, and as they consequently became,

of believing in their religion on rational

and solid evidence, or of being kept in

the paths of Christian duty by the highest

and purest Christian principles, it seemed
necessary to let their faith and their prac-

tice strike root, as it were, in the artificial

soil of idle legends about miracles wrought

by holy relics, and at the intercession of

saints—in the virtues of holy water, ex-

treme unction, and the like.

How far, in each particular instance,

any one, whether of the Romish or of

any other persuasion, who propagates and

connives at any error, may be himself

deceived, or may be guilty of pious fraud,

—and how far his fraud, if it be such,

may be properly a pious fraud, i. e., de-

signed to promote what he sincerely be-

lieves to be a good end, or, on the other

hand, may be carried on from interested

or ambitious views—all this can of course

be thoroughly known to none but the

Searcher of hearts. It is highly probable,

however, that most of these persons have

begun in wilful deceit, and advanced more
and more towards superstitious belief.

Indeed it is matter of common remark^

that those who have long repeated a false-

hood, often bring themselves at length to

credit it. The very curse sent on those

who do not love the truth is that of "a
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strolls' delusion that thcv should believe

a lie." And thus, in the present instance,

when any one is eagerly bent on the pur-

suit of a certain end, he will commonly
succeed in persuading himself in time,

first, that it is a pious and good end

—

then, that it is justifiable to promote it by
tolerating or inculcating what is false

—

and lastly, that that very falsehood is

truth. Many a one, it is to be feared,

gives himself credit for being conscien-

tious, who is so indeed in one sense of

the word, but in this sense only, not that

he is, properly speaking, led by his con-

science, but that he himself leads his con-

science ;—that he has persevered in what
is wrong, till he has at length convinced

himself that it is right.

§. 4. That intermediate state, however,
between complete hypocrisy and com-
plete self-delusion—that state which gives

rise to what are properly called pious

frauds— is probably much more common
than either of the extremes. Those, for

instance, who opposed the reformation,

were probably most of them neither

worldly-minded hypocrites, altogether in-

different about true religion, nor, on the

other hand, sincere believers in the justice

of all the claims of the Romish see which
they supported, and in the truth of all the

Romish doctrines which they maintained;

but men who were content to submit to

some injustice, and to connive at some
error, rather than risk, in the attempt to

reform abuses, the overthrow of all reli-

gion. They preferred an edifice, which,

though not faultless, they considered

highly serviceable, to the apprehended

alternative of a heap of ruins. And ac-

cordingly they made up their minds to

profess and maintain the whole of what
they only partially believed and approved,

and to defend by falsehood those portions

of the fortification which they perceived

were left open by truth.

We of this day are perhaps not disposed

to do justice to many of the actors in

those times. We know by experience,

that the reformation did not lead to the

universal destruction of religion; and we
know that most of the confusion and

other evils which did result, and of

which the effects are not yet done away,

are attributable to the obstinacy with

which the others persisted in maintain-

ing every abuse, and the discredit they

brought on religion in general, by the

employment of falsehood and subterfuge

in her defence. We are apt to suppose,

therefore, that the apprehensions which

the event did not realize, must have been
either utterly extravagant and childish, or

else altogether feigned, by men who in

reality had an interest in the maintenance
of abuses, and introduced their fears for

religion as a mere pretext. For in study-

ing history, those portions of it especially

which are to us the most interesting,

which are precisely those in which the

remits are before our eyes and familiar

to us from childhood, this very circum-

stance is apt to make us unfair judges of

the actors, and thus to prevent us from
profiting as we might by their examples.

We are apt, I mean, to forget, how pro-

bable many things might appear, which
we know did not take place ; and to re-

gard as perfectly chimerical, expectations

which we know were not realized, but

which, had we lived in those times, we
should doubtless ourselves have enter-

tained ; and to imagine that there was no
danger of those evils which were in fact

escaped. We are apt also to make too

little allowance for prejudices and asso-

ciations of ideas, which no longer exist

precisely in the same form, among our-

selves, but which are perhaps not more
at variance with right reason than others

with which ourselves are infected.

From the earliest down to the latest

periods of history, these causes impede
the full and clear, and consequently pro-

fitable, view of the transactions related.

In respect of the very earliest of all hu-
man transactions, it is matter of common
remark how prone many are to regard

with mingled wonder, contempt, and in-

dignation, the transgression of our first

parents; as if they were not a fair sample

of the human race ;—as if any of us would
not, if he had been placed in precisely the

same circumstances, have acted as they

did. The Corinthians, probably, had pe-

rused with the same barren wonder the

history of the backslid ings of the Israel-

ites; and needed that Paul should remind

them, that these things were written for

their example and admonition. And all,

in almost every portion of history they

read, have need of a corresponding warn-

ing, to endeavour to fancy themselves the

persons they read of, that they may re-

cognize in the accounts of past times the

portraiture of their own. It is by a strong

effort of a vivid imagination (a faculty

whose importance in the study of history,

is seldom thought of) that we can so far

transport ourselves in idea to the period,

for instance, of the reformation, or to any
period anterior to it, as to forget for the
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moment all our actual knowledge of the and severe self-examination as has been
results—to put ourselves completely in recommended, but also earnestly and sys-

the place of the persons living in those tematically to put it in practice, it may be
times, and to enter fully into all their; worth while to suggest the remark, that

feelings.
i
what maybe suitably called pious frauds,

In proportion as we succeed in this ef-
;
fall naturally into the two classes of posi-

fort, we shall feel more and more strongly five and negative; the one, the introduc-

how awfully alarming must have been the tion or propagation of what is false; the

first struggles of opposition to the exist-
;
other, the mere toleration of it—the con-

ing system—how total a subversion to all
;
nivance at any kind of mistake or delu-

religion, and dissolution of all the ties of
j
sion already existing in men's minds,

social order, the first innovations must
j

Again, in another point of view, frauds

have appeared to threaten; and how little I may be regarded, either as having rela-

most men must have been able to foresee
\
tion, on the one hand, to fallacious argu-

or conjecture at what point the tendency
, ments—to false reasons for right conclu-

to change, if permitted to proceed, could sions—or, on the other hand, to false doc-

he expected to stop. And we shall then,! trines and erroneous practices, when such

I think, cease to wonder, that the frailty
j

are taught or connived at. I have sug-

of our common nature should have led ' gested both of these two divisions, as hav-

eonscientious men (conscientious, 1 mean, ing a reference to practice; because in

as far as regards the goodness, in their
!
practice it is found that the temptation is

opinion, of the end proposed) to use with-
J

stronger (because less alarming to the

out scruple almost any means, whether
j

conscience) to the use of false reasons

of force or fraud, to maintain the existing ! and sophistical argument in the cause of

system, and to avert what appeared to
|

truth, than to the inculcation or toleration

them such frightful dangers. of erroneous doctrine ; and again, that

§.5. What we should learn for our own there is, for the same reason, a stronger

use from such a view is, not that the dis- temptation to negative than to positive

honest artifices of Romanism should stand fraud ; the conscience being easily soothed

excused in our eves, but that we should by the reflection, "this or that is a false

estimate aright their temptations, in order, notion indeed, but I did not introduce it;

the better to understand our own—that and it would unsettle men's minds too

we should consider human nature as not ; much, were I to attempt to undeceive

having been then, in so excessive a de-
j

them."

gree as we are apt to fancy, worse than it To particularize the several points in

is now ;—and that we should condemn
|
which we of the present day are espe-

their frauds, not as employed to support! cially open to temptations of the descrip-

abad system, and to avert imaginary evils,
j

tion I have alluded to, would be a task of

since to them, perhaps, the system appear-
I

much difficulty and delicacy. For if a

ed as good as our own does to us, and the
I

few cases were selected and dwelt on,

evils as real as any that we apprehend ap-
}

(and more than a very few it would be

pear in our eyes—but from the general impossible to discuss within any reasona-

expediency of fraud—from its intrinsic ble limits,) some might suppose that it

turpitude, and from its especial unfitness
I

was to these particular cases the whole
to be employed in a sacred cause. Con- argument had been directed; and might

join issue, as it were, on the question,

whether these were such as to bear out

siderations, such as these, will set us

upon a more painful, but more profitable,

task, than that of judging our ancestors
J

that argument : and if something brought

and our erring brethren—the task of ex- forward as an instance of an error, should

amining our own conduct, with a watch- chance to be such, as by some was sin-

ful suspicion of the corruption of our cerely believed—by others had never been

own nature, and a lively consciousness heard of—and by others again wras re-

of our liability to like temptations with garded as perfectly insignificant—the re-

those to which others have yielded. The suit might be, that the argument and

srroneousness of their views, and the remarks intended to be illustrated by such

soundness of our own, as to the end pro- instances, (if supposed to rest on those

posed, does not lessen to us the danger,
,
instances,) might be regarded by some as

or the evil, of promoting that end by
\

frivolous, or as unsound. *Such at least

means inconsistent with perfect integrity, is the mistake which is not unfrequently

To any one who should be disposed made in many subjects ; an instance

not only to approve of such a vigilant brought forward in illustration cf any
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general remarks or arguments, being not

unfrequently regarded as the basis on

which the whole depends. And yet, if a

phvsician, for instance, were to be found

mistaken in assigning some particular dis-

order to this or that patient, it would be

thought strange to infer from this that no

such disorder ever existed.

§. 6. Such, however, being the difficul-

ties in the present subject, it will be better

perhaps to abstain from any statement of

matters of fact, and to touch briefly, for

illustration's sake, on a few conceivable

cases ; which, whether they ever actually

occurred or not, will be equally intelligi-

ble, and will equally answer the purpose

of explanation.

I. For example, it is well known, that

there are sects and other parties of Chris-

tians, of whose system it forms a part to

believe in immediate, sensible inspira-

tion—that the preachers are directly and

perceptibly moved to speak by the Holy
Spirit, and utter what he suggests. Now
suppose any one, brought up in these

principles, and originally perhaps a sin-

cere believer in his own inspiration, be-

coming afterwards so far sobered, as to

perceive, or strongly suspect, their delu-

siveness, and so to modify, at least, his

views of the subject, as in fact to nullify

all the peculiarily of the doctrine, which

yet many of his hearers, he knows, hold

in its full extent ; must he not be strongly

tempted to keep up what will probably

seem to him so salutary a delusion ? Such

a case as this I cannot think to be even

of rare occurrence. For a man of sound

judgment, and of a reflective turn, must,

one would think, have it forced on his

attention, that he speaks better after long

practice, than when a novice—better on

a subject he has been used to preach on,

than on a comparatively new one—and

better with premeditation, than on a sud-

den ; and all this, as is plain both from

the nature of the case, and from Scripture,

is inconsistent with inspiration. Practice

and study cannot improve the immediate

suggestions of the Holy Ghost; and the

apostles were on that ground expressly

forbidden to " take thought beforehand

what they should say, or to premeditate;

because it should be given them in the

hour what they should say." Again, he

will perhaps see cause to alter his views

of some passages of Scripture he may
have referred to, or in other points to

modify some of the opinions he may have

expressed ; and this again is inconsistent

with the idea of inspiration, at least or

both occasions.

Yet with these views of his own preach-

ing as not really and properly inspired

and infallible, he is convinced that he is

inculcating the great and important truths

of Christianity—that he is consequently,

in a certain sense, under the guidance of

the Holy Spirit, from whom all good
things must proceed—and that his preach-

ing is of great benefit to his hearers ; who
yet would cease to attend to it, were he

distinctly to declare to them his own real

sentiments. In such a case, he must be

very strongly tempted to commit the

pious fraud of conniving at a belief which

he does not himself sincerely hold; con-

soling perhaps his conscience with the

reflection, that when he professes to be

moved by the Spirit, he says what he is

convinced is true, though not true in the

sense in which most of his hearers under-

stand it;— not true in the sense which
constitutes that very peculiarity of doc-

trine wherein originated the separation

of his sect from other Christians.

II. Again, let us imagine, for example,

such an instance as this; that an unedu-
cated person describes to us his satisfac-

tion at having met with a stratum of ma-
rine shells on the top of a hill, which he

concludes to have been deposited there

by the Mosaic deluge, and which afford

him a consolatory proof of the truth of

the Old Testament history; suppose too

he congratulates himself on having satis-

fied, by this argument, the minds of some
sceptics among his own class: what
would be our duty, and what would be

our conduct, in such a case ? to run the

apparent risk of not only mortifying his

feelings, but shaking his faith, by inform-

ing him, (supposing the case such,) that

it is fully ascertained that this deposit

could not have taken place by the action

of such a deluge as Moses describes ? or

to leave him in full reliance on an argu-

ment, which, though unsound, leads him
to a true conclusion? This, which is a

case conceivably occurring in a Protestant

country, seems to me an exact parallel to

a multitude of those in which the Ro-
manists practise the negative pious fraud

of leaving men under what they suppose

a useful delusion.

IN. Again, suppose the case of one who>

should be warmly attached to the reli-

gious community of which we are mem-
bers, in opposition to sectaries, and a

regular frequenter of our public worship.
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in consequence of the mention he finds

in Scripture of the church, together with

the circumstance, that the building in

which we assemble for divine service is

called a "church." No one, who has

been much conversant with the unedu-

cated part of society, will doubt the pos-

sible existence, at least, of such confusion

of thought, though he may not have ac-

tually met with it. Now this again is an

instance of a just conclusion and right

practice founded on a futile reason. Is

it not conceivable, that some who would
be ashamed to employ such an argument
themselves, might yet be tempted to leave

it uncontradicted, from a doubt of being

able to substitute a sound one, which
should be, to that individual, equally

satisfactory ?

IV. Again, let us imagine a case of

some one desirous to receive, and induce

others to receive, the rite of confirmation,

from supposing it alluded to, and enjoined,
j

in the passage of Scripture which de-

scribes an apostle as going through a cer-
j

tain region tt confirming the churches'"

(iTncrrj^^ajv) ; should we venture to at-

tempt removing his conviction from this

false basis, and replacing it on a sound
one ?

V. Suppose, again, that some one was
conscientiously desirous of receiving this

rite, whom the minister could not bring

to comprehend the nature of it, or to un-

derstand any thing of the baptismal

covenant which is renewed before the

Christian congregation, and recalled by it,

might there not, in such a case, be a

seeming danger; that if under such cir-

cumstances he refused to sign a recom-

mendation to the bishop, there might

grow up a neglect of the ordinance of

confirmation ? while, on the other hand,

he would know that his signature would
be understood to testify the existence of

such fitness on the part of the candidate

as in fact was wanting ; and that conse-

quently he would be virtually setting his

hand to a falsehood ; and would, more-

over, be encouraging that superstitious

notion of some mystical virtue in a rite

of which the recipient did not understand

the meaning. Now such a case as this,

I think, will hardly be considered as in-

conceivable, or even improbable.

VI. Suppose, again, an individual of

the same class to have a deep reverence

for the Lord's day, without even know-
ing that it is the Lord/s day, but from

supposing Sunday to be the seventh day

ef the week, and to be kept holy not with

any reference to our Lord's resurrection,

but solely in memory of the close of the

creation : there would be, on the one
hand, the apparent danger of unsettling

his mind, and diminishing his just rever-

ence, by letting him know that it is the

first day of the week, and is commemo-
rative of the resurrection; and, on the

other hand, there would be the negative

pious fraud of leaving his mistake un-
touched. "Will ye," says Job, "speak
wickedly for God, and talk deceitfully

for him ?"

VII. If, again, we should meet with a

case of Christians having a deep reverence

for all the rites and circumstances of

Christian burial, founded on a persuasion

that the souls of those whose bodies are

interred in consecrated ground, after the

performance of the funeral service, are in

a more safe state than thev would other-

wise have been,* might not a danger be

apprehended, of impairing their respect

for the ministers of religion and the ser-

vices of the church, by inculcating the

groundlessness of that persuasion ? And
might not therefore a minister be tempted,

in such a case, to leave undisturbed an

error which he could not charge himself

with having directly introduced ?

VIII. Once more; imagine the case of a

man long hardened in irreligious careless-

ness or gross vices, conscience-stricken on
his death-bed, professing sincere repent-

ance, and earnestly wishing for, and seem-

ing to implore, a positive assurance from

the minister of his acceptance with God,

and his eternal happiness in the next

world;—a wish in which the relatives

and friends around him should strongly

join: and suppose the minister to be one

who could not satisfy his own mind that

he had any authority in Scripture for

speaking positively in such a case; would

he not be exposed to a temptation of

feigning a confidence he did not feel, for

the sake of smoothing the death-bed of

one for whom nothing else could be done,

and administering comfort to the afflicted

survivors ?

And if a person so situated were anxious

to receive the Eucharist, though he were

(suppose) from ignorance respecting reli-

gion, and long continuance in careless or

depraved habits, combined with the dis-

tractions of bodily pain, and the feeble-

ness of mind resulting from disease, utterly

incapable of being made to understand the

nature of Christian repentance, or the doc-

* See Chap. I.
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trine of Christian redemption, or the right

use of that sacrament which he craved

for as a kind of magical charm; (with

the same kind of superstitious confidence

which the Papists place in their extreme

unction;) would not the minister be

tempted to shut his eyes to the unfitness

of such a candidate—to the consequent

nullity of the ordinance, as far as that re-

cipient is concerned—and to the profana-

tion of so celebrating it? And if, more-
over, we suppose some fanatical teacher

to be at hand ready to make confident

promises of salvation if we speak doubt-

fully, and to administer the sacred ordi-

nance if we withhold it—and that he

would in that case win many converts,

while we should incur odium, as wanting

in charity ; we must admit that, in such a

case as here supposed, the temptation

would be very strong, to any but a de-

voted lover of truth, to connive at error,

as the less of the evils before him. And
the temptation would be much the stronger

both in this and in the other supposed

cases, if we imagine them presented to a

person who (as might easily be the case)

had no distinct perception of the ultimate

dangers of deceit—of the crowd of errors

likely to spring from one—the necessity

of supporting hereafter one falsehood by
another, to infinity—and the liability to

bring truth into discredit by blending it

witli the untrue; dangers which are re-

cognized in the popular wisdom of appro-

priate proverbs. These ill consequences

may very easily be overlooked in each

particular instance: for though it is a just

maxim that falsehood is inexpedient in

the long run, it is a maxim which it re-

quires no small experience and reach of

thought fully and practically to compre-

hend, and readily to apply : the only safe

guide for the great mass of mankind is

the abhorrence of falsehood for its own
sake, without looking to its consequences.

Numberless other like instances might

be imagined, of at least conceivable oc-

currence in a Protestant country; but

those which have been mentioned will be

sufficient, if they are admitted to be not,

all of them, total impossibilities, to illus-

trate my meaning;—to show that our se-

paration from the church of Rome does

not place us (nor can we ever be placed

in this life) in a situation which exempts
us from all danger of falling into corrup-

tions—among the rest, the justification

of pious frauds—substantially similar to

those with which that church is so justly

reproached.

As for the cases introduced for the sake

of illustration, I must once more protest

that they do not profess to be actual facts,

but merely conceivable suppositions; and
it is not at all my wish that any one
should, by testifying displeasure, as against

a personal charge, fix on himself the cen-

sure brought against a hypothetical case.

Indeed I would most gladly be convinced

that these and all similar suppositions are

not only not agreeable to fact, but are

even impossible, and the dangers I appre-

hend wholly imaginary. If this be so,

Why then, my taxing, like a wild-goose, flies

Unclaimed of any man.

and my warnings will be at least harm-
less, though unnecessary : " abundans
cautela non nocet."

§. 7. I will conclude this chapter with

an earnest recommendation of the study

(with a view to our own warning and in-

struction) of the various abuses prevailing

in the Romish church—such a study, 1

mean, as shall go, not only to ascertain

their actual character, but also to trace

their gradual progress from their first ap-

pearance, till they became at length em-
bodied in the system, and established as

parts of true religion. In many, if not in

most instances, they began (as I have

formerly observed) with the people; and
were at first, many of th'em, only connived

at by the clergy; who dreaded to oppose,

or to reform, or to acknowledge, errors,

lest they should shake the whole system
of faith with which they were connected.

And let it not be lost sight of, that the

fraud by which they sought to support

the system—the "wall daubed with

untempered mortar," with which they

thought to buttress up the edifice—has

always tended to its decay. Not only

did it give rise to a hostile separation

among Christian churches, but in coun-

tries which have continued under the

papal sway, the abhorrence and contempt

excited by the detection of a fraudulent

system has led the far greater part of the

educated classes into secret but total apos-

tasy from Christ. With the indiscriminate

rashness which is universally so common,
they have confusedly blended together in

their minds, Christianity and its corrup-

tions ; and having in so many instances

detected fraud with absolute certainty,

they think it not worth while to inquire

further; but take for granted, that all the

church teaches, is one tissue of imposture

and superstition throughout.

Let not Protestants, then, lose the bene-

fit of this lesson; "neither let us tempt
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God, us some of them also tempted;" for I but so read them) "for our admonition.
*' aU these things happened unto them for i Wherefore let him that thinketh he
examples, and are writte»" ^if we will

J
standeth, take heed lest he fall."

CHAP. IV.

UN^ua nELIANCE ON HUMAN AUTHORITY.

§. 1. The infallibility of the (so called)

Catholic church, and the substitution of

the decrees of popes or of pretended ge-

neral councils, for the Scriptures, as the

Christian's rule of faith and practice, is

commonly regarded as the foundation of

the whole Romish system. And it is so,

in this sense, that if it be once admitted,

all the rest must follow : if the power of
" binding and loosing" belong to the

church of Rome in the extent claimed by
her, we have only to ascertain what are

her decisions, and to comply with them
implicitly.

But 1 am convinced that this is not the

foundation, historically considered, of the

Romish system ;—that the Romish hier-

archy did not, in point of fact, first es-

tablish their supremacy on a perverted

interpretation of certain texts, and then

employ the power thus acquired to intro-

duce abuses : but resorted, as occasions

led them, to such passages of Scripture as

might be wrested to justify the prevailing

or growing abuses, and to buttress up the

edifice already in a great measure reared.

They appeal, as is well known, to our

Lord's expression respecting Peter's being

made the foundation of his church; an

expression which could never by possi-

bility have suggested so extravagant, and

indeed unmeaning, an interpretation as

that of a succession of men being each a

foundation;* and they also appeal to the

declaration,'}" " Whatsoever thou shalt bind

on earth shall be bound in heaven, and

whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth

shall be loosed in heaven," as conferring

on the church of Rome the supreme

power she claims. Of this and the other

corresponding passages in our Lord's dis-

courses, the most probable explanation is

that which refers to the language common
among the Jewish doctors ; who em-
ployed the expressions " to bind," and " to

loose," (as may be seen abundantly in

their works respecting traditional regula-

tions now extantj) in the sense of enact-

* Hinds' History of the Rise of Christianity,

vol. i. p. 9.

•[Matt xvi. 19. $ See Wotton on the Misna.

ing and abrogating;—establishing any
rule or ordinance, so as to make it obli-

gatory or binding—or, on the other, abo-
lishing, or forbearing to enact some
rule, and leaving men exempt—released

—

loosed—from the observance of it. Our
Lord's declaration, therefore, will amount
to this ;—that the governors in each
branch of the church which he founded
—of the kingdom appointed to his disci-

ples—with whom, and consequently with

their successors, he promised to be al-

ways even unto the end of the world

—

that these governors should have power
to make regulations for the good govern-
ment of that society—to admit or refuse

admission into it—and to establish such
rules as they might think suitable for the

edification of its members, and their deco-
rous worship of God : and that such re-

gulations of Christ's servants on earth

should be ratified and sanctioned by the

authority of their unseen and spiritual

Master—should be bound in heaven by
him.

It seems no less plain, that to the go-
vernors of every society must be entrusted

the duty of checking such disorderlyand

scandalous conduct in its members, as

goes to interfere with the purposes of its

institution, by reprimand or other pe-

nalties, and ultimately, in extreme cases,

by expulsion : and they must be em-
powered to remit such penalties, or tore-

admit an expelled member, on his testify-

ing contrition, and making satisfactory

promises of good behaviour. And this

is admitted by most Protestants to be the

force of that declaration, u whose soever

sins ye remit, they are remitted, and
whose soever sins ye retain, they are re-

tained :" not as if fallible men had power
to judge of the sincerity of any one's

contrition ;—or even if they had, could

presume to claim the divine privilege of

forgiving sins as against God !-—but that

they have power to inflict or remit the

penalties of church censure, and to ex-

clude, retain, or readmit, as far as outward

privileges are concerned, any member of

their own branch of the visible church.

As for the regulations respecting the
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conduct of members of that society, which
the)' have power to enact or abrogate, it is

obvious that, as far as these extend only

to things in themselves indifferent, (such

as festival days, outward ceremonies, and
the like) which may and should vary in

different ages and countries, but yet require

to be in each instance regulated by some
acknowledged authority—as far, I say, as

this exercise of power is confined to mat-
ters not in themselves essential, it may be

(and must be, supposing inspiration with-

drawn) entrusted to uninspired men. But
on the other hand, the promulgating of

such articles of faith and rules of con-

duct as are intrinsically necessary, and
make part of the terms of salvation—that

this office—the binding and loosing in re-

spect of things essential—can be left in the

hands of none but inspired men, all must
allow ; and we should add, in the hands

of men who (like the apostles) give proof
of their inspiration, and produce the cre-

dentials of their divine commission by
working sensible miracles.

§. 2. Whatever slight differences, how-
ever, there may be among Protestants as

to the precise sense of these passages, and
of all that our Lord has said on the sub-

ject, they all agree in this; that it will by
no means bear the interpretation put on it

by the Romanists ; who are commonly
supposed, as has been above remarked, to

derive from their mistaken view of our
Lord's expressions in this place, the mon-
strous doctrines of the universal supre-

macy of the church of Rome, and her

infallibility as to matters of faith. I have

said that these doctrines are supposed to

be thus derived, because there is good rea-

son to think that such is not really the

case; and that in this point, as in most
of those connected with the peculiarities

of Romanism, the mistake is usually

committed of confounding' cause and ef-

feet. When there is any question about
any of the doctrines or practices which
characterize that church, it is natural, and
it is common, to inquire on what rational

arguments or on what scriptural author-

ity these are made to rest ; the reasons

adduced are examined, and, if found in-

sufficient, the point is considered as set-

tled : and so it is, as far as regards those

particular doctrines or practices, when
judged of by an intelligent and unbiassed
inquirer. That which is indefensible,

ought certainly to be abandoned. But it

is a mistake, and a very common, and
practically not unimportant one, to con-
clude that the origin of each tenet or prac-

tice is to be found in those arguments or

texts which are urged in support of
it;— that they furnish the cause, on the

removal of which the effects will cease of

course—and that when once those rea-

sonings are exploded, and those texts

rightly explained, all danger is at end of

falling into similar errors. The fact is thai

in a great number of instances, and by no
means exclusively in questions connected I

with religion, the erroneous belief or prac-

tice has arisen first, and the theory has been /

derived afterwards for its support, in

whatever opinions or conduct men are led

by any human propensities, they seek to

defend and justify these by the best argu-

ments they can devise ; and then, assign-

ing, as they often do, in perfect sincerity,

these arguments as the cause of their

adopting such notions, thev misdirect the

course of our inquiry. And thus the

chance (however small it may be at any
rate) of rectifying their errors, is dimi-

nished. For if these be in reality tracea-

ble to some deep-seated principle of our
nature, as soon as ever one false founda-

tion on which they have been placed is

removed, another will be substituted : as

soon as one theory is proved untenable, a

new one will be devised in its place. And
in the mean time, we ourselves are liable

to be lulled into a false security against

errors, whose real origin is to be sought in

the universal propensities of human nature.

Not only Romanism, but almost every
system of superstition, in order to be
rightly understood, should be (if I may
so speak) read backwards. To take an
instance, in illustration of what lias been
said, from the mythological system of the

ancients; if we inquire why the rites of

sepulture were regarded by them as of

such vast importance, we are told that, ac-

cording to their system of religious be-

lief, the souls of those whose bodies were
unburied, were doomed to wander dis-

consolate on the banks of the river Styx.J

Such a tenet, supposing it previously es-

tablished, was undoubtedly well calcu-

lated to produce or increase the feeling

in question : but is it not much the more
probable supposition, that the natural

anxiety about our mortal remains, which
has been felt in every age and country,

and which those who partake of it are at

a loss to explain and justify, drove them
to imagine and adopt the theory which
gave a rational appearance to feelings and
practices already existing ?

Again, if the Romanists are urged to de-

fend and explain their practice of praying
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for the souls departed, they refer us to the

doctrines of their church respecting pur-

gatory. But it is not really the doctrine

of purgatory which led to prayers for the

dead ; on the contrary, it is doubtless the

practice of praying for the dead that gave

risjp to that doctrine; a doctrine which
manifestly savours of having been invented

to serve a purpose. Accordingly it never,

1 believe, found its way into the Greek
church, though prayers for the dead

(difficult as it is to justify such a practice

on other grounds) has long prevailed in

that church, no less than in the Romish.
If, again, we call on the Romanists to ;

justify their invocation of saints, which
sefms to confer on these the divine attri-

bute of omnipresence, they tell us that

the Almighty miraculously reveals to the

glorified saints in heaven the prayers ad-

dressed to them, and then listens to their

intercession in behalf of the supplicants.
J

But the real state of the case doubtless is,
!

that the practice which began gradually
|

in popular superstition, and was fostered

and sanctioned by the mingled weakness

and corruption of the priesthood, was
afterwards supported by a theory too un-

|

founded and too extravagantly absurd to
;

have ever obtained a general reception, I

had it not come in aid of a practice al-
J

ready established, and which could be

defended on no better grounds.

And the same principle will apply to

the greater part of the Romish errors ; !

the cause assigned for each of them will
,

in general be found to be in reality its

effect ;—the arguments by which it is
;

supported—to have gained currency from '

men's partiality for the conclusion. It is

thus that we must explain, what is at first

sight so great a paradox, the vast differ-

ence of effect apparently produced in

minds of no contemptible powers, by the I

same arguments ;—the frequent inefrtcacy
|

of the most cogent reasonings, and the

hearty satisfaction with which the most
j

futile are often listened to and adopted,
j

Nothing is, in general, easier than to con-

vince one who is prepared and desirous to
H

be convinced , or to gain any one's full ap-
j

probation of arguments tending to a con-
j

elusion he has already adopted ; or to
J

refute triumphantly in his eyes, any ob-

jections brought against what he is un-

willing to doubt. An argument which

shall have made one convert, or even

settled one really doubting mind, though

it is not of course necessarily a sound ar-

gument, will have accomplished more than

one which receives the unhesitating assent

and loud applause of thousands who had
already embraced, or were predisposed tc

embrace, the conclusion.

I am aware that there is in some minds
an opposite tendency, to excessive doubt
in cases where their wishes are strong:

a morbid distrust of evidence which they

are especially anxious to find conclusive.

Different temperaments (sometimes vary-

ing with the state of health of each indivi-

dual) lead towards these contrary mis-

calculations. Each of us probably has o

natural leaning to one or other (often to

both, alternately) of these infirmities—the

over-estimate or underestimate of the

reasons in favour of a conclusion we wish

to find true. The difficulty is, not to fly

from one extreme to the other, but tc

avoid both, and to give an unbiassed ver-

dict according to the evidence
;
preserving

the indifference of the judgment even in

cases where the will cannot, and indeed

should not be indifferent.

Obvious, however, as these principles

must appear, it is not at all'uncommon to

lose sight of them ; it is not uncommon
to hear wonder expressed at the supposed

weakness of understanding of those who
assent to arguments utterly invalid, but to

which they have in fact never applied

their minds. And it is much more com-
mon to hear some course of argument

confidently proclaimed as triumphant and

decisive in establishing or refuting some
doctrine, merely on the ground of its

being approved by those predisposed to

assent to it. Whether, in fact, it be such

or not, it is impossible we can fully esti-

mate its weight till we have seen it tried

in an even balance, or against a preponde-

rating scale;—till we have seen how it is

received by the indifferent, or the adverse.

For, through the operation of the principle

I have been speaking of, arguments have

commanded the unhesitating assent of all

men. for centuries together, without pos-

sessing, in reality, any weight at all.

§. 3. It is, on many accounts, of great

practical importance to trace, as far as we
are able, each error to its real source. If,

for instance, we supposed the doctrine of

transubstantiation to be really founded, as

the Romanists pretend, and as, no doubt-

many of them sincerely believe, on the

words u this is my body," we might set

this down as an instance in which the

language of Scripture rashly interpreted

has led to error. Doubtless there are

such instances ; but I can never believe

that this is one of them; viz., that men
really were led by the words in question
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to believe in transubstantiation ; for be-

sides the intrinsic improbability of such

an error having- so arisen, we have the

additional proof, that the passage was

before the eves of the whole Christian

world for ten centuries before the doctrine

was thought of. And again, if we suppose

the doctrine to have, in fact, arisen from

the misinterpretation of the text, we shall

expect to remove the error by showing

reasons whereby the passage should be

understood differently : a very reasonable

expectation, where the doctrine has sprung

from the misinterpretation ; but quite

otherwise, where, as in this case, the jnis-

inlerpretation has sprung from the doc-

trine. When there was a leaning in men's

minds towards the reception of the tenet,

they of course looked for the best con-

firmation of it that Scripture would afford.

There is no instance, however, that

better exemplifies the operation of this

principle, than the one immediately before

us—the Romish doctrines of the universal

supremacy and infallibility of their church.

If we inquire how the Romanists came so

strangely to mistake the passages of Scrip-

ture to which they appeal, we shall be

utterly bewildered in conjecture, unless

we read backwards the lesson imprinted

on their minds, and seek for the true cause

in the natural predisposition to look out

for, and implicitly trust, an infallible

guide, and to find a refuge from doubts

and dissensions, in the unquestioned and

unlimited authority of the church. This

indeed had been gradually established,

and vested in the Romish see, before it

was distinctly claimed. Men did not

submit to the authority, because they were

convinced it was of divine origin and in-

fallible •, but, on the contrary, they were

convinced of this, because they were dis-

posed so to submit. The tendency to

" teach for doctrines the commandments

of men,1 ' and to acquiesce in such teach-

ing, is not the effect, but the cause, of their

being taken for the commandments ofGod.

Unwilling as men may be to submit

their actions to an uncontrolled despotism,

that indolence of mind which the Greek

historian remarks as making them " averse

to take trouble in the^ investigation of

truth, and willing rather to acquiesce in

what is ready-decided for them," has, in

all ages, and on all subjects, disposed

multitudes to save themselves this trouble,

and escape at the same time the uneasi-

ness of doubting, by an implicit submis-

sion to some revered authority. The
disposition indeed to submit and assent

implicitly is (like all our other natural

propensities) nothing intrinsically and es-

sentially bad, when rightly directed, and

duly controlled ; but, like all the rest, is

liable to misdirection and excess. What-
ever is satisfactorily proved to come from

God is entitled to our submissive assent;

and whatever there is of what He has re-

vealed to us, that surpasses human com-
prehension, has a claim to be received on

his authority alone, without vain attempts

to explain or to prove it " a priori." That

the implicit deference justly due to Divine

authority, should have been often unduly

extended to human, is what we might,from

the infirmity of our nature, have even ante-

cedently conjectured ; and no one can sup-

pose that this misdirected and excessive

veneration originated in the church of

Rome, or is even confined to the case of

religion, who recollects that the decisive

appeal of the Pythagoreans to the " ipse

dixit" of their master was even proverbial

among the ancients : and that at a later

period, the authority of Aristotle on philo-

sophical questions was for many ages re-

garded as no less decisive. To question

his decisions on these matters was long

considered as indicating no less presump-

tuous rashness, than to dispute those of

the church of Rome as to matters of faith.

§. 4. As for the local extent of the

Roman pontiff's jurisdiction, the claim of

universal supremacy for that particular

see is of course an error of the Romanists
as Romanists ; for though the same en-

croaching and ambitious disposition may
exist in others as in the Romish hier-

archy, it must of course, wherever it

exists, lead each to extend the dominion

and exalt the power, of his own church,

state, empire, or school, over others.

But the tendency to claim or to pay un-

due deference to the authority of unin-

spired men, is an error of the Roman-
ists, not as Romanists, but as human
beings. The degree of respect generally

paid and justly due to the authority* of

the wise—the virtuous—the learned—the

majority—which amounts to a presump-

tion^ more or less strong, of what they

have maintained—a presumption which

demands a careful examination of the rea-

sons on both sides, before we decide

against them—this respect was gradually

heightened into a blind acquiescence,

which forbade men even to seek for rea-

sons at all. The morbid dread of uncer-

* An important ambiguity in the word authority

will be presently noticed.
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tainty, perplexity, and dissension, led

them to preclude all doubts as to the

sense of Scripture, by a decisive authority
;

an authority which they pretend to rest on
a text whose sense is in itself doubtful ;*

and thus to save, as it were, the ship from
being tossed by winds and waves, by
casting anchor on an object which was
itself floating. But they succeeded in

delivering themselves from actual doubt,

though not from reasons for doubt; and
were lulled into that apathetic tranquillity,

which is the natural result of compulsory
cessation of discussion. "Seeing then

that these things cannot be spoken against,

ye ought to be quiet," is an expression

which may be used to characterize this

indolent uninquiring acquiescence. They
were to receive whatever the holy Catholic

church decreed, or might decree, to be

received ; even though ignorant of what
many of the doctrines were, to which
they thus assented.

" Is it conceivable," they thought," that

the great body of the church, including

all its governors, for whose preservation

in the right way so many thousands of

pious Christians have been always daiiy

offering up their prayers, and with whom
Christ promised to be, always, even unto

the end—is it conceivable that all these

should have been for ages tog-ether in

gross and dangerous error on important

points? No, surely," they said to them-
selves and to each other, " this is impos-

sible ; it could never have been permitted."

Now if this is not possible, the church

must be infallible.

If we consider, in this point of view,

the growth of the doctrine, we shall no

longer think it so strange as at first sight

it appears, that such a claim should have

arisen. Nor (which is more important

for our purpose) shall we think it incredi-

ble, that a similar course of reasoning

should be likely to take place in the minds

of Protestants, and should lead to a like

resu.lt :—that the supposition, of any error

in religious matters besetting wise, good,

pious, learned, humble, and diligent men,

should appear so strange, that at length

the strangeness should be regarded as

amounting to impossibility ; and when
once this point is reached, the claim to

infallibility is virtually set up.

It must be admitted, moreover, that the

claim ot infallibility in the church, when
it is distinctly avowed, is at least more

* See Blanco White's " Evidence against Ca-

tholicism.''

consistent—perhaps I may say more ho-
nest—than the sort of appeal which is

sometimes made Protestants to the au-
thority of the " universal church," and
which may be characterized by the homely
though expressive proverbial metaphor, of
" playing fast and loose." A person is

loudly censured perhaps for taking a dif-

ferent view of some doctrine from that

which, it is assumed, prevailed generally
in the church (i. e. the great mass of
Christians) for many ages ; the writers,

termed "the Fathers," are appealed to;

and it is represented as inconceivable,

that the great body of the Christian world
should have long been in error on such
and such a point. And, no doubt, there

is a presumption* in favour of what has

been long admitted by the majority;

stronger arguments are called for against

it, than if it were something novel, or the

opinion only of a few. But when this

presumption is adduced as nearly deci-

sive, and it is then urged, on the other

side, as it consistently may be, that the

great majority, both in the eastern and
western churches, are, and have been for

many centuries, and were, at the very time

referred to, worshippers of relics, and of

the Virgin, &c, the same Protestant ad-

vocate will reply, that these doctrines are

unscriptural—that human divines are fal-

lible, and that we ought to " obey God
rather than man." Now if we regard the

" Fathers" as men subject to human in-

firmity, and teaching truth mixed with

error, we ought to appeal to them as such :

if we appeal to them, or to any set of

men, with an air of decisive triumph, we
should be prepared to admit their infalli-

bility throughout. It surely is not fair to

make the church's authority of the highest

or the lowest value, according as it hap-

pens to support, or to oppose, our own
conclusions.

§. 5. Indeed, monstrous as the Romish
doctrine of the infallibility of the church

at first sight appears, and widely different

as the claim is usually regarded from any

that have ever been advocated by Protest-

ants, there have not been wanting persons

who (in consequence perhaps of the pre-

valence of the practice just noticed) have

represented the Romish church as differ-

ing little in this point from our own, and

indeed every other. " It is true," (they

say,) " the church of England disclaims

the right of requiring assent to any article

of faith which may not be proved by

Elements of Rhetoric, parti, chap. in. §. 2.
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Scripture : but then if she claims the right

of deciding without appeal what doctrines

are scriptural, and requires of all her

members the admission, not only of the

authority of Scripture, but of her inter-

pretation of it, and an admission of all the

doctrines founded on that interpretation,

the same end is gained : since even the

church of Rome might have professed to

appeal to Scripture in behalf all her doc-

trines, retaining the power of deciding defi-

nitely what books should be received as

Scripture, and what is the true seise of

each passage. "The difference then,"

they urge, (I am quoting the arguments of

an author of no mean ability,) u between

the two churches, amounts only to this
;

that the one cannot err, and the other

never does; the one is infallible, and the

other always in the right." For though

it is declared that other churches have

erred, and not denied that our own may*
it is never admitted that ours (as consti-

tuted at the Reformation) has fallen into

any error.

This charge of advancing a virtual claim

to infallibility, though specious at the first

glance, melts away before a close exa-

mination ; for, in fact, the claim of our

church is no other than even every indi-

vidual, without any arrogance, advances,

and cannot but advance, in his own be-

half. Whoever professes to hold any
doctrine, implies by that very expression

his conviction of its truth. For an indi-

vidual (and a church no less) to acknow-
ledge the erroneousness of his present

tenets, would be a contradiction in terms.

And the erroneousness of many of her

former tenets, during our subjection to the

papal sway, our church amply acknow-
ledged by the very act of reforming.

Hut every church must have certain

terms of communion, the rejection of

which implies exclusion from that com-
munion; since the very idea of a reli-

gious society is incompatible with a fun-

damental discrepancy of religious per-

suasion. And since such discrepancies

may, and do, exist among those who
agree in admitting the supreme authority

of Scripture, it is plain that this admission

cannot be of itself a sufficient bond of

union. Our church, therefore, (as every
religious society must do, either avow-
edly or virtually,) fixed on certain doc-
trines as necessary to be admitted by those

who should be members of it; not de-

nouncing as heretics* the members of

* It is well worth remarking, that our church

[other churches who might hold different

!
doctrines; but of course not admitting

! her own to be erroneous; which would
! be saying in the same breath that they are

j

not her own. An individual indeed will

,
often have not made up his mind as to this

or that question; and will often express

j

doubts as to some opinion which he is

! rather inclined to adopt: but for a church

j

to make a declaration of doubt would
[be absurd. In whatever points our re-

|

formers feft themselves undecided, and in

whatever, though themselves convinced,

they thought it unnecessary to require

general assent—on such points they would
of course say nothing. Whatever they

set forth, they could not but set forth, as,

in their judgment, both true, and essential.

It is possible, indeed, for a church to

multiply unnecessarily her articles offaith,

and thus narrow too much the terms of

her communion : but if in any case this

fault were committed, and even if we sup-

pose many of the doctrines so laid down
to be fundamentally erroneous, still this

fault would be of a totally different kind
from that of advancing a claim to infal-

libility.*

In short, to profess certain doctrines,

has denounced the Romanists as erroneous indeed,

but not as heretical. If one brought up in the
bosom of our church were to preach, for instance,

the doctrine of the sacrifice of the mass, he would
be properly pronounced as heretical; but we claim

no spiritual authority over the members of other

churches. The Romanists do; and accordingly

denominate us, with perfect consistency, heretics ;

as being properly members, though rebellious

members, of their church. See Blanco White's

Evidence against Catholicism, p. 118., and Hinds*
History, vol. ii. p. 41—45.

* Much of the confusion of thought which has

arisen on this subject is to be traced to the ambi-

guity of the word " authority ;" which is some-
times used, in the primary sense, (corresponding

with auctoritas,) to signify the weight assigned to

the example or opinion of those who, in any point,

are likely to be competent judges, and which raises

a presumption in favour of what they have done
or maintained ; as when we appeal to the "author-

ity" of some historian or philosopher: but some-

times again, and that not unfrequently, it is used

(in the sense of potestas) to signify power, to

which we are absolutely bound to submit ; as

when we speak of the authority of a magistrate.

The language of our article keeps clear of this

ambiguity, in the statement, that " the church has

power to ordain rites and ceremonies," (not at

variance with God's Word,) and has authority in

controversies of faith." But still, the upe of the

word authority in the sense of power is so com-
mon, that it has, I have no doubt, aided in produc-

ing the impression, that a claim is advanced by

the church of being an infallible interpreter of

j

Scripture.
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ami (which is implied by so doing) to de-

clare that those doctrines are true, is, for

every church, allowable, because inevita-

ble ; to err in any of those doctrines, or

in the mode of setting them forth, as long

as there is a readiness to correct any thing

that shall be proved at variance with

Scripture or with reason, is nothing un-

pardonable, nor, in its results, incurable :

while to i]env the liability to error, and to

claim, without warrant, the infallibility

which implies inspiration, is in itself pre-

sumptuous impiety, and leads to intermi-

nable corruption.

For the difference is no mere theoreti-

cal nicety, but of most extensive practi-

cal importance. The claim to exemption

from error shuts the door against reform.

The smallest change in any article of

faith would break the talisman of infalli-

bility, and the magic edifice of papal do-

minion would crumble into ruins. In

matters of discipline, indeed, the Romish
church might introduce reforms, without

compromising her claim ; since there the

question is one not of truth, but of expe-

diency : which may vary in each different

age and country. But her regulations re-

specting discipline have been so inter-

twined with doctrinal points, that, she has

generally dreaded to alte'r any thing, lest

her infallibility should be called in ques-

tion. For instance, it has never been

contended that the adoration of images

and relics is essential to Christianity
;

there would therefore be no inconsistency

on the part of the Romish church in re-

medying that abuse : but it has been

thought probable (and not without reason)

that to do so might raise suspicions as to

the wisdom of originally sanctioning the

practice, as to the soundness of the ar-.

guments and decisions by which it was
maintained against Protestants—and as to

the truth of the miraculous legends con-

nected with it ; and the upholders of the

Romish system have accordingly always

dreaded (as was remarkably exemplified

not long since in respect of some efforts

towards such an amelioration, made in

Germany) to touch a single stone of their

infirm fabric, lest another, and another

should be displaced. For those who are

conscious, or who at all suspect, (whether

with or without good reason,) that great

part of the system they are maintaining

is thoroughly unsound, are naturally led

to regard the beginning of reformation

(even as Solomon says of the beginning

of strife) as M like the letting out of wa-

ter ;" when once commenced they know

not to what it may proceed, or how it

can be stopped. And thus it is that the

claim to infallibility burdens the church
of Rome with a load of long-accumulated
errors and abuses, to which many proba-
bly of her adherents are by no means
blind, but of which they know not how
to relieve her.

To this evil must be added, that the claim
of an infallibility independent of Scripture,

naturally tends towards the result which
in fact took place, the prohibition of trans-

lations, and the discouragement of the studv
of the Scriptures, as needless, and unsafe,

for the mass of the Christian laity. And
even after the removal or relaxation of this

restriction, the people, even with the Bible

in their hands, are evidently far less likelv

to perceive the erroneousness of any doc-

trines of their church, if that church does

not profess to rest those doctrines on
Scripture alone, but on her own independ-

ent and paramount authority. Thou-
sands must have perceived many Romish
tenets to be unwarranted by Scripture.

who have yet never thought of regarding

that as ground for calling them in ques-

tion. On the other hand, *'even corrupt

churches, provided they did not suppress

the Scriptures, or disallow them as the

only rule of faith, may still afford to many
of their members the means of correcting

their errors, and ascertaining the essential

truths of Christianity."*

§. 6. But are Protestants then, as long

as they do but acknowledge these princi-

ples, exempt from all danger of any such

error as that for which the Romish church

has now been censured ? By no means.

Such might indeed have been the case had

the claim to infallibility for the decisions of

the church, and the comparative disregard

of Scripture, been the cause, instead of

being, as in truth it was, the effect, of the

tendency to pay undue deference to hu-

man authority. The real cause of that

tendency is to be sought in the principles

of our common nature ;—in the disposi-

tion to carry almost to idolatry the vene-

ration due to the wise, and good, and

great;—in the dislike of doubt and of trou-

blesome investigation—the dread of per-

plexity and disagreement—and the desire

of having difficult questions finally settled,

and brought into the form of dogmas
ready prepared for acceptance in a mass.

While this disposition! continues to form

* Hawkins on Tradition, p. 42.

+ Which cinnot perhaps be so well described

in our language, as by the words of the Greek his-

torian, hri tu iToijua. (azkkqv Tgeaw«u.
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a part of our nature, we can never, but by

continual self-distrust, be safe from its ef-

fects. And the danger of virtually sub-

stituting human authority for divine is the

greater, from the necessity which exists

of making use of human expositions of

Scripture ; not only for the purpose, above

alluded to, of providing a symbol, test, or

creed, (such as our thirty-nine articles,)

in order to ascertain a sufficient agree-

ment in members of the same religious

community, but also for the purposes of

public worship, and of catechetical in-

struction. For the sacred writers have

not only transmitted only one short form

of prayer,* and no complete form for the

administration of the Christian ordinances,

but have not even left us any systematic

course of instruction in the Christian doc-

trines. These they have left to be col-

lected from histories and epistles, evi-

dently addressed to Christians—to persons

who had already been regularly instructed

(catechized as the word is in the original)

in the principles of the faith : thus| leav-

ing, as it should seem, to the church the

office of systematically teaching, and to

the Scriptures that of proving the Chris-

tian doctrines.

And it is a circumstance not a little re-

markable, that they should, all of them,

have thus abstained from committing to

writing (what they must have been in the

habit of employing orally) a catechism

or course of elementary instruction in

Christianity, consisting of a regular series

of unquestionable canons of doctrine

—

articles of faith duly explained and de-

veloped—in short, a compendium of the

Christian religion; which we may be sure

(had such ever existed) would have been

carefully transmitted to posterity. This,

I say, must appear to every one, on a lit-

tle reflection, something remarkable ; but

it strikes me as literally miraculous. I

mean, that the procedure appears to me
dictated by a wisdom more than human

;

and that the apostles and their immediate

followers must have been supernaturally

withheld from taking a course which
would naturally appear to them the most
expedient. Considering how very great

must have been the total number of all

the elders and catechists appointed, in

various places, by the apostles, and by
those whom they commissioned, it seems
hardly credible, that no one of these

* Hinds' History of the Kise of Christianity,

vol. ii. p. 114, 115.

\ See Hawkins' Dissertation on Tradition.

should have thought of doino* what must
have seemed so obvious, as to write, undei
the superintendence and correction of the

apostles, some such manual for the use of
his hearers : as was in fact done repeatedly

in subsequent, ages, (i. e. after, as we hold

the age of inspiration was passed,) in all

the churches where any activity existed.

Thus much, at least, appears to me indu-

bitable : that impostors would have taken

sedulous care (as Mahomet did) to set

forth a complete course of instructions in

their faith; and that enthusiasts would
never have failed, some of them at least,

to fall into the same plan ; so that an

omission which is, on all human princi-

ples, unaccountable, amounts to a moral

demonstration of the divine origin of our

religion. And this argument, we should

observe, is not drawn from the supposed

wisdom o[ such an appointment: it holds

good equally, however little we may per-

ceive the expediency of the course actu-

ally pursued ; for that, which cannot have

come from man, must have come from

God. If the apostles were neither en-

thusiasts nor impostors, they must have

been inspired ; whether we can under-

stand, or not, the reasons of the proce-

dure which the Holy Spirit dictated.

In this case, however, attentive consi-

deration may explain to us these reasons.

God's wisdom doubtless designed to guard

us against a danger, which I think no hu-
man wisdom would have foreseen—the

danger of indolently assenting to, and

committing to memory, a u form of sound

words;" which would in a short time

have become no more than a form of

words ;—received with passive reverence,

and scrupulously retained in the mind

—

leaving no room for doubt—furnishing no
call for vigilant investigation— affording

no stimulus to the attention, and making
no vivid impression on the heart. It is

only when the understanding is kept on

the stretch by the diligent search—the

watchful observation—the careful deduc-

tion—which the Christian Scriptures call

forth, by their oblique, incidental, and

irregular mode of conveying the know-
ledge of Christian doctrines— it is then

only, that the feelings, and the moral

portion of our nature, are kept so awake
as to receive the requisite impression : and

it is thus accordingly that Divine wisdom
has provided for our wants, " Curis acuens

mortalia corda."

It should be observed also, that a single

systematic course of instruction, carrying

with it divine authority, would have su-
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persedcd the framing of any others—nay,

would have made even the alteration of a

single word of what would, on this sup-

position, have been Scripture * appear an
impious presumption ; and yet could not

possibly have been well-adapted for all

the varieties of station, sex, age, intellec-

tual power, education, taste, and habits

of thought. So that there would have
been an almost inevitable danger, that

such an authoritative list of credenda
would have been regarded by a larg-e

proportion of Christians with a blind and
unthinking reverence, which would have
excited no influence on the character;

they would have had "a form of godli-

ness; but denying the power thereof,"

the form itself would have remained with
them only as the corpse of departed yp-

lio-'ion.

§. 7. Such then being the care with

which God's providence has guarded
against leading us into this temptation, it

behoves us to be careful that we lead not

ourselves into temptation, nor yield to

those which the natural propensities of

the human heart present. For, through

the operation of those principles which I

have so earnestly, and perhaps too co-

piously, dwelt on, we are always under

more or less temptation to exalt some
human exposition of the faith to a prac-

tical equality with the Scriptures, by de-

voting to that our chief attention, and

making to it our habitual appeal.

And why, it may be said, should we
scruple to do this? giving to Scripture

the precedence indeed in point of dignity,

as the foundation on which the other is

built, 1 t regarding the superstructure as

no less firm than the foundation on which

it is fairly built? " I am fully convinced,"

a man may say, u that such and such an

exposition conveys the genuine doctrines

of the Scriptures: in which case it must
be no less true than they; and may there-

fore, by those who receive it, be no less

confidently appealed to. Supposing us

fully to believe its truth, it answers to us

the purpose of Scripture: since we can

hut fully believe that. For in mathematics,

for instance, we are not more certain of

the axioms and elementary propositions,

than we are of those other propositions

which are proved from them : nor is there

any need to go back at every step to those

first theorems which are the foundation

of the whole."

* Hinds' History of the Rise of Christianity,

vol. ii. p. 236.

8

The principle which T have here stated

as favourably as I am able, is one winch,
I believe, is often not distinctly stated,

even inwardly in thought, by multitudes
who feel and act conformably to it.

One obvious answer which might be
given to such reasoning is, that to assign
to the deductions of uninspired men the

same perfect certainty as belongs to ma-
thematical demonstrations, and to repose
the same entire confidence in their exposi-
tions of Scripture, as in Scripture itself, is

manifestly to confer on those men the at-

tribute of infallibility. Believe, indeed, we
must, in the truth of our own opinions:

nor need it be such a wavering and hesi-

tating belief, as to leave us incessantly

tormented by uneasy doubts: but if we
censure the Romish church for declaring

herself not liable to error, we must, for

very shame, confess our own liability to

it, not in mere words, but in practice; by
being ever ready to listen to argument—
ever open to conviction ;—by continually

appealing and referring at every step <•• to

the law and to the testimony,"—by con-
tinually tracing up the stream of religious

knowledge to the pure fountain-head—the

living waters of the Scriptures.

There is no need, however, to dwell

exclusively on the argument drawn from
the possibility of our being mistaken; a

danger which of course each one hopes,

in each particular case, to have escaped.

There is one decisive argument, perfectly

simple, and accessible to every under-

standing, and especially acceptable to a

pious mind, against employing any human
statement of doctrines in place of Scrip-

ture as the standard to be habitually ap-

pealed to : it is not the will nf God that

this should be done For if it had been

his design, that there should be any such
regular system of doctrine for habitual

reference, and from which there should

be, in ordinary practice, no appeal, he

would surely have enjoined, or at least

permitted, (and the permission would have

been sufficient to insure the same result,)

the framing of some such confession of

faith or catechism, by his inspired ser-

vants themselves; since such a system

would fully have answered the purpose

in question, with the great additional ad-

vantage, that it must have commanded the

assent of all who acknowledge the Chris-

tian Scriptures.

No church, therefore, is empowered to

do that, which God for wise reasons evi-

dently designed should not be done. He
has left to the church the office of pre-
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serving* the Scriptures, and introducing

them to the knowledge of her members,

as the sole standard of faith—as not merely

the first step and foundation of proof, like

the elementary propositions of mathema-

tics, but as the only source of proof; and

he has left her also the office of teaching

tiie Christian doctrines from the Scrip-

tures. A church is authorized to set

forth for this purpose, 1, Catechisms

—

homilies—in short, whatever may be

needful for systematic elementary teach-

ing : it is authorized again, 2, to draw up

creeds as a test or symbol to preserve uni-

formity of faith in her members: and it is

also, 3, authorized to frame offices for

public worship and administration of the

sacraments. But all these human compo-

sitions must be kept to their own proper

uses. However wisely framed they may
be—however confident, and justly confi-

dent, we may feel, of their truth and

scriptural character—we must never put

them in the place of Scripture, by making

them the standard of habitual appeal.

Works of Christian instruction should be

employed for instruction ; works of devo-

tion, for devotion ;—symbolical works,

such as creeds and articles, for their

proper purpose of furnishing a test of any

person's fitness to be acknowledged a

member, or a minister, of our church.

But never, if we would in deed and in

spirit avoid the errors of Romanism

—

never should we appeal to creeds, litur-

gies, or catechisms, for the proof of any

doctrine, or the refutation of any error.

Never must we admit as decisive such a

syllogism as this: "the doctrines of our

church are Scriptural; this is a doctrine

of our church ; therefore, &.C. :" I mean,

this must never be admitted, without im-

mediately proceeding to the proof of the

first premiss. And whenever we refer, in

proof or disproof of any doctrine, to the

Articles or Liturgy, for instance, we not

only should not appeal to them alone,

but we should also carefully point out

that we refer to them not as the authorized

formularies of a church, but simply as the

writings of able and pious men, which

would be deserving of attention, suppos-

ing them to be merely private sermons,

&.c. To refer to them as backed by the

churcJrs sanction, adds to them no legiti-

mate force in respeet of the abstract truth

of any position. Such an appeal may in-

deed, in practice, be decisive, (and justly

* Hinds' History of the Rise of Christianity,

rol. ii. p. 118.

so,) as far as regards members of om
church : but it is, in truth, only an u argu-

mentum ad hominem." If any charge
is to be brought personally against an in-

dividual, as unlit to be a member or

minister of the church, the appeal is na-

turally, and rightly, made to her iorrnu-

laries composed for this very purpose :

but when the question is not about a

person, but a doctrine—when the abstract

truth of any tenet is in question, " to the

law and to the testimony !" It savours

of the spirit of Romanism to refer for the

proof or disproof of doctrines, solely, or

chiefly, to any, the most justly venerated,

human authority—to any thing but the

inspired word of God. For if any one
proves any thing from our Articles or

Liturgy, for instance, either he could

have proved it from Scripture, or he

could not : if he could not, he is impeach-
ing either the scriptural character of the

church's doctrines, or his own knowledge
of the scriptural basis on which they rest

:

if he could have proved it from Scripture,

that is the course he should have taken :

not only because he would thus have
proved his point both to those who re-

ceive our Articles, and also to those who
dissent from them; but also, because it is

thus, and thus only, we can preserve to

Scripture its due dignity and proper office,

and avoid the dangerous and encroaching

precedent of substituting human authority

for divine.

For it is important to remember, that

human formularies, when once the habit

is established of making a definitive ap-

peal to them for the proof of any disputed

point, have a tendency not only to rival,

but to supersede, Scripture. They are

usually drawn up in a more compact and

regular form, such as to facilitate refer-

ence ; and they are purposely and care-

fully framed, so as to exclude certain

particular interpretations, which those of

a different persuasion have introduced.*

* It is on this ground, I believe, that the masters

of several of our charity schools are enjoined to

confine themselves entirely to the printed questions

drawn up for their use, and to give the children

no explanations of their own. The consequence

is, that neither masters nor pupils are trained to

exercise their minds in developing the sense of

Scripture, but merely to exercise the memory in

reciting words by rote. It is urged, that the master

might fall into errors; and that though the framers

of the printed questions and answers do not dis-

tinctly claim infallibility, their deliberate decisions

are at least less liable to error than the views which
might be taken by a number of comparatively un-

learned men, and are less liable to be misunder-
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The convenience thence resulting ought

iO put ns the more on our guard against

this encroaching character of human
compositions. More troublesome indeed

may be the diligent search of the Scrip-

tures than a compendious appeal to esta-

blished formularies ; but God has appoint-

ed that this labour shall be the Christian's

lot, and shall bring with it amply its own
reward. The care, and diligence, and

patient thought, and watchful observation

required in drawing for ourselves the

Christian truths from the pure spring-

head, will be repaid by our having,

through divine grace, those truths ulti-

mately fixed in the heart as well as in

the understanding ;—we shall not only
w read," but " mark, learn, and inwardly

digest them," so that the heavenly nou-
rishment will enter into our whole frame,

and make us not merely sound theolo-

gians, but, what is much more, sincere

Christians and good men, truly " wise

stood than Scripture itself. The same reasoning

would, if fairly followed up, lead to the substitution

of homilies drawn up by authority, for all other

preaching; and. ultimately, to the confinement of

the Scriptures themselves to a set of authorized

interpreters. How easily one may be on the high

road to Romanism without suspecting it ! No
doubt the Romanists are right in maintaining that

Scripture is liable to be wrested by « the unlearned

and unstable, to their own destruction;" and that

it is possible to draw up forms so precise and

systematic, as to be less liable to misinterpretation,

and expressly guarded against particular errors

which have been founded on particular misinter-

pretations of Scripture : and all this ended in

their " taking away the key of knowledge, neither

entering in themselves, nor suffering others to

enter in." But even had they (which is incon-

ceivable, considering what human nature is) em-

balmed no doctrinal errors in this system, they

would still, as has been already remarked, have

substituted a cold, lifeless, formal orthodoxy of

profession, for active, vital, heartfelt religion.

Our church, accordingly, knowing that the at-

tempt to exclude the possibility of error, leads to

the suppression of practically operating scriptural

truth, braved the risk of such errors as might

from time to time arise, by suffering the people to

study the Scriptures, and the ministers to expound

them, according to the best of their judgment;

not confining to the homilies any except such

pastors as might be judged incompetent to preach
;

and enjoining the bishops to give all diligence in

selecting learned and discreet persons for the

ministry.

And it would surely be the most consistent

with these principles to select carefully the best

qualified masters—to be diligent in giving each

of them individually the best instructions, and to

superintend watchfully their instruction of their

scholars, than to preclude them (as is in fact done,

on the plan just alluded to) from giving them any

instruction at all.

unto salvation, through faith which is in

Christ Jesus."

§. 8. It must not, however, be sup-
posed, that those are exempt from the

spirit of the error I am speaking of, who
are the furthest removed from pavinc
undue deference to the authorized formu-
laries of a church. Many such persons
on the contrary are particularly addicted

"jurare in verba magistri"— to adopt
blindly, and maintain in defiance of argu-

ment, whatever they are taught by some
favourite preacher, author, or party ; whom
they thus invest, virtually and practically,

with infallibility. There is no benefit in

an emancipation from the shackles of

Rome to men who set up a pope of their

own making, or merely substitute an un-

erring party, for an unerring church; nor

is any thing gained by abstaining from

the use of the term infallibility, by those

who believe in the thing.

Those among the clergy who are par-

ticularly zealous and sedulous, and par-

ticularly successful, in awakening sin-

ners—in enlightening the ignorant—in

administering consolation to the despond-

ing, ought most especially to be on their

guard, not only not to encourage but

watchfully to repress in their hearers this

error. " I depend entirely on Mr. Such-

a-one; he is my stay and my hope; I

feel that I should be lost without him ; I

am sure every thing he says is right, and

that 1 am quite sate under his guidance :"

—

this is the sort of language often heard,

and this the kind of feeling evinced, in

the case of many a one who has been

recalled from irreligion, or rescued from

despair, through the means of some
spiritual guide: a deep-felt, and perhaps

commendable, gratitude and veneration,

degenerate into a kind of idolatry; and

they at length come to exalt him into

their mediator, intercessor, and divine

oracle. This throws a most flattering

temptation in his way; which he must

be the more vigilant in opposing. He
must not only be ever ready to adopt the

Apostle Paul's cautions, "-Sirs, why do

ye these things? we ourselves also are

men of like passions with you :" " Every

one of you saith, I am of Paul," &c.
u Was Paul crucified for you? or were

ye baptized into the name of Paul?"

—

but more than this, he must also warn

his hearers, that whereas Paul, having

been instructed by divine revelation, was.

an infallible guide, he himself, having no

such inspiration, claims accordingly no

infallibility ; and he must therefore exhort
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often, and earnestly, the flock (not his,

but Christ's) committed to his care, in-

stead of pinning their faith to his hare

word, to exercise their own minds—to

weigh well the reasons he lays before

them—and to study for themselves, as

carefully as their circumstances will per-

mit, the Scriptures which he is endea-

vouring to expound to them.

Still stronger to some minds is the

temptation to become, each man a pope
to himself, by indulging the habit of

making his decisions on some points like
u the law of the Medes and Persians,

which altereth not," and of enrolling

them as it were in a certain code, which
is thenceforward not to be open to dis-

cussion. Such persons make up their

minds perhaps on few points, and with

cautious deliberation ; but having once
adopted an opinion, will listen afterwards

to no arguments against it. "
I have long

adopted" (says a respectable and amiable

writer) " an expedient which I have found
of singular service. I have a shelf in my
study for tried authors; and one in my
mind for tried principles and characters.

When an author has stood a thorough
examination, and will bear to be taken as

a guide, 1 put him on a shelf. When I

have fully made up my mind on a prin-

ciple, I put it on the shelf. A hundred
subtle objections may be brought against

this principle ; I may meet with some of

them perhaps ; but my principle is on the

shelf. Generally I may be able to recall

the reasons which weighed with me to

put it there ; but if not I am not to be sent

out to sea again. Time was when I saw
through and detected all the subtleties that

could be brought against it. I have past

evidence of having been fully convinced;

and. there on the shelf it shall lie. When
I have turned over a character on all

sides, and seen it through and through

in all situations, I put it on the shelf."

The proceeding here described I believe

to be adopted by not a few, though there

are not probably many who would so

frankly avow it. Yet such persons per-

haps censure the Romanists for claiming

infallibility for their church; a claim not

implying a pretension to universal know-
ledge, but to an exemption from the pos-

sibility of mistake as to the points we do
pronounce upon ; which points accord-

ingly are no more to be discussed, nor

any objections against them to have a

hearino;. Whoever therefore in this

way decides on any point, does, so far,

virtually, claim infallibility. Indeed if

lie did not—if he still admitted that he

might possibly be mistaken on the poin
on which nevertheless he would bear no
discussion, this, it is plain, would aggra-

vate the fault.

" But," they say, " it is extravagant

scepticism to be certain of nothing; it is

an absurd and a wretched thins: to have
no faith in any thing, but to be for ever

wavering and hesitating." I need hardly

j

say that is not what I recommend. The

i

lover of truth need not be always in

j

actual doubt on every point; but he must

|

be always open to conviction—always

j
ready to hear and to meet fairly, any

!
seriously-urged objections. It is one

;

thing to be without faith, and another

thing to have the faith of the apostolical
'. Christian, who is "always ready to give

j

to every one that asketh him, a reason

of his hope " If there be any thing

j

virtuous or manly in any faith, it must

j

be in that which defies impugners—which
courts investigation ; not in that which
rests on our resolution to shut our ears.

j

If our confidence, for instance, in a friend's
1

integrity is accompanied with a determin-

ation to hear no objections to his con-

duct, it surely is not so creditable to him^

as if it rested on a defiance of accusations,

and a readiness 10 hear all that could be

said, though with a full expectation that

all censure would be refuted. For we
may very reasonably, on many occasions,

feel, after a careful examination of some
question, a confident expectation that no
arguments ivill be adduced that will

change our opinions; but this is very dif-

ferent from a resolution that none ever shall.

Yet nothing is more common than to

hear a person say, in the course of some
discussion, " Nothing shall ever convince

me". . .
." Then hold your peace !" would

be a fair reply, even before he had

finished his sentence; "if you are not

open to conviction, you are not qualified

for discussion. The more confident you
are, on just grounds, of being in the right,

the more fearlessly ready should you be,

to hear all that can be urged on the other

side." I am aware that this is, in many
: cases, no more than a form of speech

adopted from imitation : but considering

how prone we are by nature to the fault

in question, I cannot but think it import-

ant that even our language should be

carefully guarded, so as never to express,

|

what we should never allow ourselves to

feel, that firm confidence in the authority

of man (whether the decision be another's

or our own) in matters wherein he is

liable to err, which is due only to tin?

I unerring God.
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CHAP. V.

PERSECUTION.

^. 1. There are several expressions of

our Lord's which are calculated, and pro-

bably were designed, to guard against the

notion, that a rejection of his religion is

an offence which will be lightly regarded

by the Most High ;—that the gracious

and merciful—the tender and condescend-

ing—character of the Gospel which pro-

claimed " peace and good-will towards

men," is to be considered as implying

that, men are left to accept the offer or

not, according to their own tastes and

fancies, and have no heavy judgments to

dread in case of their not embracing it.

On the contrary, " whosoever," said he,

* shall not receive you, nor hear you,

when ye depart thence, shake off the dust

under your feet for a testimony against

them ; verily, I say unto you, it shall be

more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah,
in the day of judgment, than for that city.''

It was perhaps the more needful to

guard against such a mistake as I have

alluded to, on account of his having

shortly before rebuked his disciples for

proposing to call down fire from -heaven

on a Samaritan village which had refused

to receive him; saying, " Ye know not

what manner of spirit ye are of; for the

Son of man is not come to destroy men's

lives, but to save." That this prohibition

and this declaration of his might possibly

have been so interpreted by his disciples

as to lead to the mistake in question, we
may infer from the tone in which, eve-n

as it is, some Christian writers have spoken

of the passage, as if designed to contrast

the milder and gentler character of the

Gospel, with the severity of the Mosaic
law. Whereas our Lord, in the words
just cited, warns his hearers, and us,

through them, that abundant in mercy as

the Gospel offers of salvation are, that

mercy is reserved for such as shall accept

them ; and that as the more glorious re-

wards, so also the more fearful judgments

of a future life, are held out in place of

the temporal sanctions of the old dispen-

sation. It is as if he had said, " Think
not that because I came not to destroy

the lives of the ungodly by temporal judg-

ments, as Elias did, therefore the sin of

these men is less, or the judgments re-

served for them, if they persist in it,

lighter ; on the contrary, as greater mira-

cles have been wrought among the men
of this generation, and not temporal but

eternal blessings offered them, so, a pro-
portionate punishment in the next world,
though they may escape in this, awaits
the impenitent : I forbade you to call down
fire from heaven on those who have re-

jected me; though Sodom would have re-

pented if the mighty works had been done
in it which have been done iii these cities,

and Sodom was destroyed by fire from
heaven : verily 1 say unto you, it shall be

more tolerable for Sodom in the day of
judgment, than for them."

The natural inference from the two
passages I have alluded to, compared with

each other, and with several more in the

New Testament connected with them,

would plainly seem to be, that though the

Lord will not, under the new any more
than under the old dispensation, permit

his call to be disobeyed with impunity,

the rewards and punishments which form

the sanction of the Gospel are not (like

those under the law) temporal prosperity

and affliction, but the far more important

goods and evils of a future life; and that

consequently the revelation of Christ can-

not, consistently with its character, be

either propagated or maintained by the

sword or the fires of persecution, or by
any compulsory means ; but requires us

to be "gentle unto all men, in meekness

instructing them that oppose themselves,

if God peradventure will give them re-

pentance to the acknowledgment of the

truth."

The desire, however, of saving men
from the dreadful doom in the next world,

denounced on those " who do not obey

the truth," has often been a reason, and

oftener perhaps a plea, for seeking to en-

force a right faith, and to put down reli-

gious error, by all possible means. Too
anxious, wc cannot be, for the salvation

of men's souls—for the diffusion and for

the purity of the Christian religion—so

long as we seek to compass these objects

by the gentle force of persuasive argument

and winning example: but when these

methods fail, or even when it is appre-

hended that they may fail, the endeavour

to prevent, by restraint, deviations from

the established faith, and to force the

stubborn and unpersuadable into that

which appears to be both for their own
good, and for that of the community, is

perfectly natural and conformable to the

character of man-
F
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The Romish church, which has so Ions'

and so loudly been stigmatized as a per-

secuting church, is indeed deeply stained

with thi^guilt, but cannot with any reason

be reckoned the originating cause of it.

The vast and black catalogue of her of-

fences on this score may be accounted

for by the circumstance, that a large por-

tion of mankind were for many ages mem-
bers of that church ; and that in this, as

weli as in numerous other points formerly

noticed, the evil propensities of man's na-

ture were, instead of being checked on
each occasion, connived at, sanctified, and
successively embodied in that corrupt

system. The pretended successor of Peter

does indeed proclaim his own degeneracy,

by his palpable disobedience to the com-
mand, to "put up his sword into its

sheath ;" but this, as well as the other

Romish errors, has its root in the evil

heart of the unrenewed man. Like the

rest, it neither began with Romanism, nor
can reasonably be expected to end with it.

In respect of the point now before us,

this should seem to be more especially

evident: for none complain more loudly

of persecution than the Romanists them-
selves; who adore, to this day, the relics

of the martyrs to Pagan persecution. And
it is but too weli known, that the reform-

ers, when they had detected and renounced

the other Romish errors, had not, either

in principle or in practice, divested them-

selves of this.* Even in respect of the

persecutions directed against themselves,

the}' seem to have joined issue rather on

the question whether they were heretics,

than whether heretics 'ought to be con-

signed to the secular arm. Nor can this

remnant of the spirit of Romanism be so

called, in the sense of making the pecu-

liar system of that church, properly, the

cause of it; because we find the same
principle manifested in its full force

among the Mahometans, who cannot in

any way be regarded as deriving it from

Romanism.
his derivable rather from the character

of u the natural man ;"—from the natural

feelings of resentment against opponents

—of love of control—and of a desire to

promote apparent good, and repress what-

ever seems fraught with mischief, by any
means that present themselves as effectual.

The bitter contests between the sects of

the Nominalists and the Realists, in the

* Jeremy Taylor advocated, almost as a para-

doxical novelty, the doctrine of toleration ; and

Tiocke found it necessary long after to make a

formal and elaborate defence of it.

age preceding the reformation, present a

memorable and instructive proof, that the

operation of these feelings is not confined

to the case of religion.

§. 2. But natural as these feelings may
be, and strongly as they may tend to pro-

duce persecution, it may be thought that

in the present age and country at lea<*t, it

is useless to contemplate a danger now
completely done away ; since persecution

neither exists, nor is likely to arise among
ourselves.

It is however important—not perhaps

less important now than formerly—to lay

down correct principles on this point.

and to keep clear of a theoretical error,

though it may not lead now to the same
kind of practical evils with those which
formerly sprang from it. For it usually

happens that a false principle will lead to

two different evil results. To use a lan-

guage which will be familiar to most or'

my readers, a false premiss, according as

it is combined with this, or with that true

one, will lead to two different false con-

clusions. Til us, if the principle be ad-

mitted that any important religious error

ought to be forcibly suppressed, this may
lead either to persecution on the one side,

or to latitudinarian indifference on the

other. Some may be led to justify the

suppression of heresies by the civil sword
;

and others, whose feelings revolt at such

a procedure, and who see persecution re-

probated and discountenanced by those

around them, may be led by the same
principle to regard religious errors as of

little or no importance, and all religious

persuasions as equally acceptable in the

sight of God. To abstain, in short, in

practice from putting down heresies by se-

cular force, if we at the same time main-

tain the right to do so, in the case of per-

nicious error, is in fact to sanction those

heresies as harmless and insignificant.

Moreover, it is also important, with a

view to future contingencies, to be in pos-

session ofjust principles on such a subject.

When persecution is not actually raging

—when men's minds are not actually in-

flamed by the combination of religion ani-

mosity with excitements of a political

character—then is the very time to pro-

vide ourselves with such firmed-fixed and

right principles, as may avail in time of

need, and to destroy the roots of those

theoretical errors which may lie torpid.

yet ready to vegetate as soon as the sea-

son is favourable to them. For when
party spirit and all angry passions are

raging, the voice of calm reason is not
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likely to be listened to. When the storm

is in its fury, it may be too late to drop

the anchor.

And especially persons of the mildest

disposition, and most forbearing benevo-

lence, who are fully, and perhaps justly,

conscious that they themselves would
never, under any circumstances, be in

danger ofacting harshly—more especially,

I say, should such persons be warned of

the importance of tolerant principles, and
cautioned to be on their guard against in-

culcating1 or favouring such doctrines as

may, by being consistently followed up,

lead others into persecution. For such a

person is of course not likely to distrust

himself on this point; from feeling confi-

dent that cruel severity is not his own
besetting sin ; and therefore may be in the

more danger of promulgating principles,

which others will act upon in a manner
that would be revolting to himself. He
may have been preparing a poisonous

potion, which others will administer. The
sword which he has unconsciously forged

and sharpened may be wielded with un-

sparing vigour by sterner hands.

And it should be remembered, that how-
ever comparatively mild the character of

the present age may be, if contrasted with

those that are past, we think it worth
while to pray that we, God's " servants,

may be hurt by no persecutions ;" let us

never therefore forget to add mentally a

petition for the far more important bless-

ing, that we may be preserved from hurt-

ing others by persecution.

To prove that persecution is unchristian

would be superfluous; since the proposi-

tion, so stated, would be at once admitted

by all. No one caPs himself, or proba-

bly thinks himself, a persecutor. The
errors we are liable to on this point, if

we arc liable to any, must consist in our

reckoning ourselves secure from this fault

as long as we condemn the name of it,

and reprobate the Romanists for being

guilty of it, while at the same time we
have a false or indistinct notion of what

it is that constitutes the spirit of perse-

cution.

I shall therefore chiefly confine myself

to a brief notice of the mistakes as to

this point which appear to be the most
prevalent.

§. 3. I. The tenet of the Romanists,

that salvation is absolutely impossible out

of the pale of their own church, has been

not unfrequently considered as the neces-

sary basis of all their persecution. But

*his view apnea's to me not only incor !

j

rect, but mischievous in its results. For
though such a persuasion may be harsh
and bigottcd, and may tend to foster a
persecuting principle, the two are by
no means either identical or necessarilv

connected. Jt is at least conceivable that

a man may believe a conformity to his

own faith to be absolutely indispensable
to salvation, and yet may hold, as part of
that faith, the unlawfulness of employing
coercion in its cause. On the other hand,
a man may believe the possibility of the

salvation of those of a different persua-
sion from his own, yet may think them
much less likely to attain it; he may
think their case not absolutely hopeless,

but highly dangerous ; and he may also

think himself authorized, and therefore

bound, to preserve or to reclaim men from
error, by coercive means, when no others

will suffice. He may consider govern-
ments as bound to exercise, in all re-

spects, a parental care over their sub-

jects:* now children are withheld, and if

* Grotius, speaking of the establishment ot the

reformed religion by the States of Holland, says.
u Recepta publice disciplina quce Geneva, et in

Palitinatu Germanise, passimqtoe alibi, docebatur:

hoc tamen interest, quod ejusdem religionis alii,

diversas minus tolerant .• quippe, non in hoc tan-

tum ordinatas a Deo civitates ac magistratus dic-

tantes ut a corporibus et possessionibus injuria?

abessent, sed ut quo more. Ipse jussisset, eo, in

commune coleretur; cuius officii negligeutes, mul-
tos, pecnam aliorum impietati debitam, in se accer-

cisse. Contra, istse nationes," &c. Tbe Dutch
States regarded the maintaining of a false religion

as a. sin only, not a crime ; (according to the dis-

tinction so ably drawn by Bp. Warburton ;) and
consequently as not coming within the province of

the civil magistrate: while others, misled proba-

bly, as men so often and so easily are, by the cir-

cumstance that in very many cases the same act

will be both a sin and a crime, confounded the two
together; and regarding it the duty of the magis-

trate, as entrusted with the care of his subjects'

good, generally, to enforce every thing conducive

to what seemed to him their good, concluded that

the toleration of religious error would be as unjus-

tifiable as the toleration of theft. Yet ad this does

not imply their conviction of the absolute impos-

sibility of salvation to one infected with religious

error.

Some of my readers may pernaps imagine, that

these notions, though prevalent two centuries and

a half ago, have been long since obsolete among
Protestants. But the following passages, breath-

ing the same spirit, are extracted from a work
which received the sanction of a large and influ-

ential body of Protestants within the present cen-

tury. " Man is a compounded being, not more
impelled to seek his temporal advantage, than

bound to pursue his eternal interests. Must not

the state look to him in both conditions; and as

far as possible assist its individual members in the

attainment of both ? Ts not the sovereign to rula
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need be, forcibly withheld, by their pa-

rents, not only from inevitable destruc-

tion, but from every thing dangerous, or

in any respect hurtful. The persuasion,

therefore, of the absolute necessity of a

right faith, however uncharitable it may
be, does not necessarily lead to persecu-

for the greatest good of the whole 1 And can he

leave out any part of that which constitutes their

greatest good 1 Is he not again bound by the duty

which he owes to God, so to govern his people as

to enable them best to obey the will of the great

common Sovereign of all 1 Must he not then se-

cure for his subjects the best aids of religion 1"

(On this principle I cannot conceive how the sove-

reign can be justified in affording toleration to any,

that he thinks religious errors, or in abstaining

from suppressing them by the sword, if milder

means fail ; even as he would theft, or murder.)
" In truth, every separation of divine and human
things is a rejection of Providence." (The pre-

cept of " render unto Caesar the things that be

Csesar's, and unto God the things that be God's,"

seems rather at variance with this.) " I should

not have dwelt so long upon so plain a proposition

as that which affirms it to be the duty of the sove-

reign to provide a true religion for his people,"

(this must imply, conformably with the foregoing

principles, the prohibition of all false ones,) "but
that, strange as it may appear, it is a maxim which
hangs but looselv on tho minds of many in the

present day."

Whether the writer really meant to adopt the

conclusion which inevitably follows from his prin-

ciples, or whether he was merely designing to ad-

vocate what is commonly understood by " an esta-

blished religion," I do not presume, nor is it import-

ant, to determine. Certainly the fallacy of prov-

ing too much, is one of those which are the most

apt to slip in unperceived. It is remarkable, how-
ever, that he proceeds to censure, not merely the

enemies of a religious establishment, but also

some of " those who admit the lawfulness and ne-

cessity of an establishment;" including, particu-

larly, Warburton ; whom he describes as " feeling

no concern for the truth of the religion which he

calls to his aid," and as representing that there

is "no difference between false and true religion

in their influence on society !" This is the infer-

ence drawn from Warburton's just and undenia-

ble remark, that in discussing questions respecting

the establishment of a religion by the civil magis-

trate, we must waive the question as to the truth

of each, because each will of course regard his

own as the true one, and there is no appeal to any
authority on earth to decide between the different

sovereigns. Whether Warburton's views are cor-

rect or not (which it is not my present object to

inquire,) so gross a misrepresentation of him is

neither fair nor wise.

But the writer from whom I have made these

extracts might, consistently, (and this is the point

which is important to my present view,) hold the

possibility of salvation of one whose religious

persuasion differed from his own : how he could,

consistently, admit of toleration, I cannot con-

ceive. And what I am now occupied in pointing

.nit is the non-connexion of these two things,

*hich are so often confounded.

tion ; nor does the absence of that per-

suasion preclude persecution. And the

notion is, as I have said, not only errone-

ous, but practically mischievous ; because
it naturally tends to make men regard

with suspicion, as leading to intolerance,

every one who sets a high value on a

right faith, regarding religious error as an

important evil ; and to suppose that libe-

rality and Christian charity consist in a

carelessness about truth, and indifference

as to all religious persuasions.

II. Another mistake as to the real cha-

racter of persecution is that of regarding

it as consisting in the employment of vio-

lent means against the truth;—as imply-

ing that the persecution must be on the

wrong side. Those who take this view

of the subject (as the Romanists seem al-

ways to have done) do not, in fact, cen-

sure persecution as such, but rather reli-

gious error. They can no more be said

to object to persecution than a man could

be called an enemy to laws because he

condemns what he thinks inexpedient\a.\vs,

! while he advocates such as he considers
1

wiser. If the persecutors of whom they

complain are doing only what would be

right, supposing the doctrines they enforce

were true, it is not properly the violence

employed that is complained of, but the

false doctrines supported by it. And it

may be added, that, on this principle, the

censure of persecution must be no less

practically vain, than it is in itself incor-

rect ; since no one will believe, or at least,

acknowledge, his own persuasion to be

wrong, and the cause to which he is op-

posed to be that of truth. All dissuasives

from persecution must pass by men " as

the idle wind which they regard not," if

the word be used in such a sense, that no
one will, or conceivably can, apply these

dissuasives to his own case.

III. Again, persecution is sometimes

characterized as consisting in the exces-

sive severity—the cruelty—of the punish-

ments inflicted, and of the coercive means
employed. But in cases where any secu-

lar punishment may allowably be inflicted,

it can hardly be said that any can be ex-

cessive which is not as great an evil as

that which it is designed to remedy, when
no lighter penalty will suffice. Now the

loss of men's immortal souls was justly

regarded by the Romanists as a greater

evil than the most cruel death of a heretic :

and they were not perhaps mistaken in

thinking, that such severity as effectually

puts a stop to the offence is, in the end,

even the more humane. On the other
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hand, where we have no light to inflict

secular penalties at all, all alike, whether

light or heavy, must be regarded as

equally of the nature of persecution and
cruelty, however unequal in amount. It

is not the degree of suffering, but the just

or wrongful infliction, that characterizes

each punishment. Persecution is not

wrong because it is cruel ; but it is cruel

because it is wrong.

IV. Nor, again, is it correct to charac-

terize persecution as consisting in the in-

fliction of punishment for the gratification

of revenge, or malice: according to which
view, two individuals might deserve, the

one praise, and the other censure, while

adopting the very same measures, the one

from a benevolent wish to deter offenders,

the other, from the impulse of angiy pas-

sion, and from a blood-thirsty disposition.

And it is certainly true that such an act

as the persecution of a robber, e. g., may
spring from a sinful desire of revenge :

but as in that case we do not condemn the

act as in itself unjustifiable, though we
censure the agent; so, those who hold the

principle just mentioned, do not, in fact,

disapprove n[ persecution at all, but only

of revengeful motives for it. And any
censure hey may profess to bestow on

persecution must be as ineffectual as it is

in truth incorrect : for few will even

think, and no one will admit, that he is

actuated by revengeful motives. In. the

bloodiest periods of the inquisition, the

professed object was always the preserva-

tion of men's souls by the prevention of

heretical infection. Nor are such profes-

sions necessarily hypocritical. A man of

the most humane and benevolent character

may be led by a mistaken sense of duty,

arising from error of judgment, to sanc-

tion the most dreadful severities, which he

regards as the onlv effectual check to a

greater evil, such as he thinks himself

bound to repress at all events. What
candid (or even uncandid) student of his-

tory can believe Cranmer cruel and re-

vengeful ? Yet he sanctioned the cutting

off of heretics by the secular arm, from a

sincere, though erroneous, sense of duty.

V. Sometimes, again, the mistake is

committed of characterizing persecution

as consisting in punishing men for their re-

ligious opinion: while punishment for

propagating their errors is justified.

But this is in fact to explain aw&y the

very existence of persecution ; since no

man can be punished for opinions which

he keeps secret within his own bosom.

All persecution, if there be any such thing

in existence, or even in imagination, must
be either for publishing opinions supposed
to be erroneous, or for refusing to re-

nounce them, and to subscribe to the creed

imposed. Will it be said then, that we
are authorized to prohibit and to prevent,

by penalties, the preaching of any doc-
trines we may deem erroneous, though it

would involve the guilt of persecution to

compel any one to abjure those doctrines,

and U- assent to ours ? Surely this is

drawing a distinction where there is no
essential difference. If it is our riffht and
our duty to prevent by forcible means the

spread of certain doctrines, and to main-
tain what we believe to be true religion,

we must be authorized and bound to em-
ploy what will often appear the only ef-

fectual means towards our object, by com-
pelling men to renounce those erroneous

doctrines, and to profess that religion ; or

else, at least, to quit the country. For we
should remember, that it never can, in any
case, be left to our choice, whether we
will employ coercive means or not. All

punishment—all denunciation of punish-

ment—in short, all compulsion and re-

straint—must be either a duty or a sin.

The civil magistrate may say, " I have

power to relea.c thee, and power to con-
demn thee ;" but he cannot have a right,

to do whichever he will.

And in the present instance, it is im-
possible to draw a line to any effectual

purpose between h.jbklding a man to pro-

pagate his religion, and compelling him to-

abjure it, on the ground that the one does,

and the other does not, offer violence to

his conscience; which was perhaps the

distinction set up by the Jewish elders,

when they were content merely to

" charge the apostles not to preach in the

name of Jesus.' 1 Peter and John replied,

ihat they could not but u declare what

they had seen and heard ;" and it is not

surely impossible, or even unlikely, that

others also may think themselves bound

in conscience to teach, at least, their

families and their friends, what they con-

ceive to be essential truths.

VI. Lastly, it is important to observe,

that though persecution itself does ne-

cessarily imply the actual infliction of

some penalty, we must by no means infer,

that where nothing of the kind takes place,

the spirit and principle of persecution is

absent.

On the contrary, wherever this principle

is the most vigorously and effectually

acted on, there will be the least actual

persecution, because there will be the

f2
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least occasion for it. For it should be

remembered, that no one wishes to perse-

cute. Penal laws against heretics, as

those against robbers, or incendiaries, are

not devised for the purpose of crowding

the jails, and multiplying the number of

criminals sentenced, but are designed to

prevent the offences against which they

are directed; and the laws are considered

as then most effectual, when the terror of

the penalties they denounce so operates in

deterring offenders, that there is seldom

any need to inflict the penalties them-

selves.

We never hear therefore of persecution

an those countries where no resistance is

made to religious coercion. The fetters

gall those only who struggle against them.

Accordingly, where the tyranny of the

Inquisition reigns triumphant, there are

no punishments for religious offences.

No tree is withered by the frost of the

polar regions, or by the scorching winds

of the Arabian deserts ; because none can

exist in those regions. And no Protes-

tant is now brought to the stake in Spain,

because, there, persecution has done its

work.

Hence the fallacious argument, for I

cannot but regard it as such, which is

often employed against persecution, on

the ground that it does not answer its

purpose of suppressing dissent. It is

evident that actual persecution, when it

does accomplish iu< object, must soon

cease. The fire will ^o out of itself,

when it has fairly consumed its fuel.

The more effectually the Inquisition

perates, the less it will have to do.

There are accordingly few Roman Catho-

lic countries in which some attempts at

reformation have not b&tt suppressed by

a vigorous, early, and steady resort to

secular force ; or in which such attempts

are not prevented by the apprehension

of it.

We must not therefore judge of the ex-

istence, or of the extent, of a persecuting

spirit, in any case, by the amount of

sufferings actually undergone ;
(else we

shall suppose it to exist least where in

reality it is in the greatest force;) but by

the penalties denounced—in short, the

degree of coercion that exists in religious

matters. And in our own conduct, the

rock of which we must steer clear, if we
would preserve the true course of Chris-

tian meekness, is, not the actual practice

of religious persecution, but the sanction

of secular compulsion and restriction

—

aot the actual infliction, but the enactment

of secular penalties. For the infliction

(in any case) of the punishment de-

nounced, is an accidental circumstance;

and it is never the object of the legisla-

tor's will, but depends in part on the

sons suffering; and if the law is just, the

penalty by which it is sanctioned ought

to be inflicted on any transgressor of that

law. And on the oilier hand, conse-

quently, if the case be such that the in-

fliction of the punishment would be per-

secution, the law ought not to be sanc-

tioned by the denouncement of that pu-

nishment. A compulsory enactment ne-

cessarily implies the resort to forcible

means, in case of resistance or disobedi-

ence ; in any case therefore where the one

would be wrong, the other cannot possi-

bly be right.*

§. 4. The ultimate penalty accordingly,

in this world, with which the Author of

our religion thought fit to sanction it,

was (with the exception of a few cases

of miraculous interference) the exclusion

of the offender from the religious com-
munity which he had scandalized! :

" if

he refuse to hear the church, let him be

unto you as a heathen man and as a pub-

lican :" if he would not listen when re-

peatedly admonished, he was to be re-

moved from the society. And it is worthy

ofbeing remarked, that the Romish church

itself claims no right to punish those who
do not belong1 to that Society : a " heathen

* Accordingly, T have always been at a loss to

understand how Christians, of those sects which
interpret literally the injunction to turn the cheek

to the smiter, and which regard all employment

of force as unlawful, can reconcile to their princi-

ples the practice (about which they have, I believe,

no scruple) of going to law for the recovery of

their rights.

If one of these has a sum awarded to him,

whether in the shape of damages, or otherwise, he

must be aware that the defendant would, in most

instances, refuse to pay it, but that he is compelled;

i.. e., knows that if he refused payment, his goods

would be forcibly seized by the officers of justice,

and that an attempt to resist or evade such seizure

would be punished by imprisonment or otherwise.

Do they then satisfy their conscience by the

plea that no force is actually used ; the apprehen-

sion of it being sufficient ] or do they plead, that

at any rate the force would not be exercised by

themselves, but by the officers, who are of a dif-

ferent persuasion ? The former of these princi-

ples might be used to justify a man's sending an

incendiary-letter, provided the threat proved suc-

cessful ; the latter plea might be urged in behalf

of one who should hire an unscrupulous assassin

to despatch his enemy.
+ For an able developement of this principle,

see Hinds' History of the Rise of Christianity

vol. i. p. 327—336.
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man" does not come under her jurisdic-

tion. In order therefore to retain the

right of coercion over all who have been

baptized, even by such as she accounts

heretics, the Romanists affect to regard

them as truly members, though rebellious

suhjects, of the Catholic church. In

literal and direct opposition to our Lord's

words, though censuring them for u re-

fusing- to hear the church," they yet will

not regard them in the light of il heathen

men."*
The language of the Apostle Paul cor-

responds with his Master's: "a man that

is a heretic^ after the first and second
admonition, reject." But no personal

violence—no secular penalty whatever,

is denounced against heretics and schis-

matics—"heathen men and publicans."

The whole of the New Testament breathes

-a spirit of earnestness indeed in the cause

of truth, and zeal against religious error:

but of such a zeal as was to manifest it-

self only in vehement and persevering

persuasion.

This, which the Romanists cannot

deny, they are driven to explain away,

by saying, that the apostles and other

early Christians were unable to compel
men to a conformity to the true faith;

they abstained from the use of secular

force, because (I cite the words o{ Au-
gustine, a favourite authority with the

Romanists) " that prophecy was not yet

fulfilled, be wise now therefore, O ye

kings: be learned, ye that are judges of

ihe earth ; serve the Lord with fear."

The rulers of the earth, he adds, were at

that time opposed to the Gospel ; and

therefore it was that the secular arm was
not called in against the church's enemies.

But the Romanists might be asked in

replv, if indeed such an argument be

worth a reply, why the apostles had not

this power. Surely their Master could

have bestowed it;—he unto whom "all

power was given, in heaven and m
earth :"—He who declared diat the Fa-

ther was ready to send him '• more than

twelve legions of angels ;" whose force,

as it would have destroyed all idea of

resistance, would at once have established

his religion, without any need of a resort

to actual persecution. Or, if for any
hidden reasons, the time was not yet come

might expect that he would have giver

notice to them of the change of system
which was to take place. But had he
designed any such change, his declaration

to Pilate would have been little else than
an equivocation worthy of the school of
the very Jesuits. Had he declared that
u his kingdom was not of this world,"
meaning, that though such was the case,

then, he meant it to be supported by
secular force hereafter, and consequently
to become a kingdom of this world ;

—

and that his servants were not allowed to

fight in his cause ; with the mental re-

servation, that they were hereafter to do
so:—He would have fully justified the

suspicion which probably was entertained

by many of the heathen magistrates, that

the Christians and their Master did, not-

withstanding their professions, secretly

meditate the establishment of a kingdom
supported by secular force; and that

though they disavowed this principle, and
abstained from all violent methods, this

was only a mask assumed during the

weakness of their infant power, which
they would (according to ihe principle

which Augustine avows) throw aside as

soon as they should have obtained suffi-

cient strength.

But the very idea is blasphemous, of
attributing such a subterfuge to him who
" came into the world that he might bear

witness of the truth." The immediate

occasion indeed of our Lord's making
this declaration to Pilate, was his desire

to do away the expectation so strongly

prevailing both among Jews and Gentiles,

of a temporal Messiah about to establish

a triumphant kingdom: but no occasion

would have led him to make the declara-

tion, had it not loan true, : and it would
not have been t- je, had he meant no more
than that his kingdom was spiritual, in

the sense of its having dominion over the

souls of men, and holding out the glories

and the judgments of the other world;

for ihis was what the infidel Jews ex-

pected, and expect to this day ; they look

for a kingdom both of this world and also

of the next;—for a Messiah who shall

bestow on his followers not only worldly

power and splendour, but also the spiritual

blessings of a future state, besides. They
did indeed expect the Messiah to reign

for conferring on his disciples that coer- ; over them for ever in bodily person : bu'

cive power which was to be afterwards j
the main part of their expectation would

justifiably employed in his cause, we have been fulfilled, had he merely founded

a temporal kingdom, and delegated (as

•Blanco White's Evidence against Catholicism, the Lord did of old, to the kings) his

p. 118. power, to his anointed, in whom his spi
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rit should dwell. Jesus accordingly not

only claimed spiritual dominion, but re-

nounced temporal : he declared not merely

that his kingdom is of the next world, but

that it is not of this world.

All the declarations, however—all the

direct and indirect teaching—of Scripture,

is unavailing to the uncandid inquirer,

who seeks in the
g
se books, not a guide for

his conduct, but a justification of it; and
who is bent on making the word of God,
where it does not suit his views, " of

none effect, by the tradition" of a sup-

posed infallible church, or by the subtle-

ties of strained interpretations.* But to a

candid rnind the instructions afforded by
the evangelists and apostles appear to me
not only sufficient to settle all questions

relating to the subject of persecution, but

also (to the generality of mankind) better

adapted for that purpose than any argu-

ments which human reason could supply.

§. 5. For I am convinced, after much
observation and reflection on the subject,

that in all discussions, whether with pro-

fessed Romanists, or with others, in spirit,

Romanists, who advocate such principles

as lead to persecution, the arguments

drawn from Scripture are to be preferred

for popular use, as best calculated to

satisfy those who are of a Christian spirit

and open to conviction, but of moderate

intellectual powers. Other arguments

have often been unanswerably urgedf

against persecution, drawn from its ulti-

mate inexpediency—from its liability to

be employed against the truth, as well as

for it. It has been condemned again with

equally good reason—from its tendency

to produce hypocrisy and covert atheism,

and, by creating a general suspicion of

insincerity, to Mreaken the evidence in

favour of a religion so supported. For
the argument from authority—the con-

firmation any one's faith receives from

the belief of others, is destroyed, when a

compulsory profession leaves it doubtful

in each case whether those others are

sincere believers or not. And the prohi-

bition, under secular penalties, of any
arguments against a religion, does away
with another and more important branch

of evidence, the defiance of contradiction ;

through the medium of which most of the

other evidences of Christianity present

themselves to the minds of the generality

;

* " Quicquid recipitur, ad modum recipientis re-

cipitur," is an ancient medical aphorism, capable

of a wide application.

j- Bishop Taylor and Locke have almost ex-

hausted the arguments on this subject.

who could not possibiv examine, in de-

tail, for themselves, any great part (no

one could, the whole) of the proofs of

each of the historical facts on which our

religion rests ; but whose confidence rests,

and justly rests, on the conviction, that if

there were any flaw in the evidence, it

would be detected and proclaimed.* Force

accordingly, together with fraud, the two
great engines for the support of the papal

dominions have almost annihilated sin-

cere belief in Christianity among the edu-

cated classes, throughout a great portion

of Europe.

Such arguments, I say, as these, are

sound indeed, and, to an enlarged and

philosophical mind—one capable of taking

a comprehensive view of human affairs

and of human nature—they are perfectly

convincing. And they afford to such a

mind, a pleasing confirmation of the su-

per-human wisdom manifested in the

* " Christians must generally, it would seem,

believe in Christ, because their spiritual rulers do,

and reject the infidel's views, because these people

are pronounced accursed. Nay, the supposition

of tbe clergy themselves having the qualification,

and the opportunity to go through the process of

proof, is only a supposition. They often want
either or both, and it is impossible that it should

not be so. The labour of a life is scarcely suf-

ficient to examine for one's self one branch alone

of such evidence. For the greater part, few men,
however learned, have satisfied themselves by go-

ing through the proof. They have admitted the

main assertions, because proved by others.

" And is this conviction then reasonable? Is it

more than the adoption of truth on the authority

of another? It is. The principle on which all

these assertions are received, is not that they have

been made by this or that credible individual or

body of persons, who have gone through the

proof—this may have its weight with the critical

and learned—but the main principle adopted by

all, intelligible by all, and reasonable in itself, is,

that these assertions are set forth, bearing on their

face a challenge of refutation. The assertions

are like witnesses placed in a box to be confronted.

Scepticism, infidelity, and scoffing, form the very

groundwork of our faith. As long as these are

known to exist and to assail it, so long are we
sure that any untenable assertion may and will be

refuted. The benefit accruing to Christianity in

this respect from the occasional success of those

who have found flaws in the several parts of evi-

dence is invaluable. We believe what is not dis-

proved, most reasonably, because we know that

there are those abroad who are doing their utmost

to disprove it. We believe the witness, nut be-

cause we know him and esteem him, but because

he is confronted, cross-examined, suspected, and

assailed by arts fair and unfair. It is not his

authority, but the reasonableness of the case. It

becomes conviction well grounded, and not assent

to man's words." London Review, No. II. p.

361, 362
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Gospel scheme. For men of that age

and condition of life, and of the Jewish

nation more especially, would never have

been, led by mere human sagacity to re-

ject and prohibit all temporal coercion,

and seek to propagate and maintain their

religion by no force but that of gentle

persuasion. And even in the present day,

I cannot but think that such arguments as

f have adverted to are not likely to be

comprehended in their full force, by men
of narrow or uncultivated understanding.

And therefore it is, 1 conceive, that our

£reat Master has graciously provided, in

his holy word, a support for the weak,

and a guide for the dim-sighted, among
his faithful followers;—that he has been

pleased to reveal what is, not indeed un-

discoverable by human reason, but yet not

so discoverable as to be capable of being

made clear to the mass of mankind ;

—

that he has prohibited, both by the pre-

cepts and the example of himself and his

apostles, that persecuting spirit whose in-

expediency and whose intrinsic turpitude,

some, even of the humble and sincere

amotiff his followers, might have failed to

discover for themselves. As for the pre-

judiced and the wilful, they are not likely

to learn the truth either from Scripture or

from reason:* but the plainest Christian,

who has indeed " the Spirit of Christy'

and not that of the Papal Antichrist, may
learn the will of his Master both by his

teaching and from his pattern ; and may
be made " wise unto salvation," by be-

coming a follower of him who was u meek
and lowly in spirit,"—who " did no vio-

lence, neither was guile found in his

mouth," and who " came not to destroy

men's lives, but to save."

§. 6. How blind even an intelligent

man may be to the abstract arguments

against persecution, is strikingly illustrated

by a slip which the acute and powerful

Bishop Warburton has made, in treating

of toleration. He would have all men
allowed liberty to worship God in their

own way ; but Atheists, he says, should

be banished from every civil government,

because they are " incapable of giving se-

curity for their behaviour in community;

and their principles directly overthrow

the very foundation on which it is built."|

This great man overlooked the seemingly

obvious circumstance, that, by a kind of

perverse inconsistency, his remedy would

operate precisely in those cases wheie

his reason for it did not hold good, and
would be almost sure to fail in the very

cases it was designed to meet. Such
Atheists as were, conformably to his sup-

position, utterly unprincipled and unscru-

pulous, would of course, were the system
he recommends established, make no dif-

ficulty of denying their infidelity, and
professing any thing whatever that might
be proposed to them ; those again, if there

be any such, who were too honest to save

themselves from punishment by falsehood,

would be the very persons to suffer the

penalty. So that those to whom his de-

scription applies, as being such that the

community could have u no security" for

their good behaviour, would remain in

the community ; and the sentence of

exile designed for them, would fall on

those, exclusively, to whom the descrip-

tion did not apply.

A like error results, practically, in some
instances, from our laws relative to oaths.

I have seen a case recorded, of a trades-

man suing a customer for a debt, which

the other denied; he produced his books,

and was about to make oath in the usual

form, of the correctness of the entry;

when the other party objected that he

was an Atheist, and therefore was not

entitled to take an oath: on being ques-

tioned, he admitted this; and the case

was dismissed. The magistrates could

not have acted otherwise, as the law

stands; but surely the law should be

altered when it operates, as in this in-

stance, to defeat its own object.* The
very purpose of an oath is to obtain some
security of a man's speaking the truth:

now in this case, if the tradesman had

been so unscrupulous as to make a false

charge, it is not likely he would have

hesitated to support it by a false profes-

sion of his belief in religion. The best

ground that could have been afforded for

trusting to his veracity, was his refusing

to utter a falsehood for the sake of esta-

blishing his claim ; and it was for this

very reason, in fact, that his claim was

disallowed.

§. 7. The feeling which tends to foster

the spirit of persecution, and to blind us

to the reasons opposed to it—that feeling

of hostility which naturally arises in our

breasts against such as reject our faith,

or our own views of it— in short, against

infidels and heretics—is chiefly remark-

able from the circumstance of its being

* " Remedia non agunt in cadaver." * See an able pamphlet entitled " Remarks on

j- Alliance between Church and State, b. iii. [ Oaths, &c." published by Hatchard, 1826.
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usually so much stronger, than our in-

dignation against those who, professing

our religion, disgrace it by an unchristian

life, or even by an avowed disregard of

religion. It should seem at the first

glance, as if the very reverse of this were

the more reasonably to be expected. For,

as far as the cause itself is concerned,

he surely injures it more who brings dis-

credit on it, than he who openly opposes

it. The professing Christian implies, by

a sinful life, either that his religion is

compatible with immorality, or else that

he professes it for form's sake only, and

secretly disbelieves it; by which means

he casts a doubt on the sincerity of the

professions of others, and thus weakens

the evidence their example would have

afforded. And as far as the individual is

concerned,- the irreligious, or profligate,

or worldly-minded Christian, is surely

more chargeable with impiety than the

unbeliever. An Atheist might, conceiv-

ably at least, have loved and obeyed his

Saviour, if he could have been convinced

of his divine mission: at any rate, he is

not living in habitual defiance of a God
whom he acknowledges. Jf two men
receive each a letter from his father, and

one of them, on very insufficient grounds,

rejects it as a forgery, he is not surely

Since men did not then profess Chris-

tianity as a matter of course, and had in

general to encounter some hardships and
inconveniences on account of their pro-

fession, an utter disregard of their religion,

or a life utterly at variance with it, must
have been much less common among- the

primitive Christians than among our-

selves : while, on the other hand, they

were living in the midst of unbelievers,.

and were themselves the exception to the

general rule.

It is also evident, that the reason given

does not apply, at least with equal force,

to the case of persons holding a different

form of Christianity. These are much
more frequently met with than avowed
anti-christians ; and they are the objects

accordingly, in general, of feelings less

hostile than the others; yet still, in many
instances, of greater hostility than is

usually felt towards those who lead an

unchristian life.

II. Another cause, which has the same
tendency with the foregoing, is that every

one who rejects the whole, or any part,

of our faitli, diminishes, so far, the con-

firmation which all men are disposed to

derive, more or less, on every point, from

authority—from feeling that others think

with them. I suspect there are few whose
more undutiful than the other, who, re- -acquiescence, even in the conclusions

coo-nizinff it as a p-enuine letter from his of Euclid, is entirely unmixed with this

father, puts it away carefully, and utterly feeling. In matters which admit of less

disregards all the injunctions it contains.
|

intrinsic certainty, it is of course a larger

The Apostle Paul accordingly enjoins I ingredient in that compound of evidence

his converts to withdraw themselves, not

from all intercourse with unbelievers, but

from any man of their own society, that

on which belief rests.* And in pro-

portion as each man is the worse quali-

fied for reasoning, or the more averse to

" walketh disorderly;"

—

u if any one that
j

the trouble of it, he will be the more dis-

is called a brother" bring a scandal on
I
posed to content himself with this de-

the church by living in known sin, " with

such a one not even to eat:" (i. e. at

the agapaj, or love-feasts :) and to "cut

off*' (excommunicate) those who w offend"

(i. e. scandalize) the society.

How comes it, then, that men's feel-

ings for the most part take an opposite

direction ? I. One obvious cause, as far

as we of the present day are concerned,

scription of evidence, and to acquiesce in

what is generally received, without sub-

mitting to the toil of seeking for other

reasons.

Now any one who rejects our tenets

goes so far towards shaking this confi-

dence, and disturbing this indolent tran-

quillity ; he drives us to take the trouble

of thinking—of supporting our conclu-

is, that avowed infidelity is comparatively
j

sions by argument—of contemplating and

rare. We are so much accustomed, un-

happily, to the case of Christians leading

an unchristian life, while the open re-

jection of the faith is an exception to the

general rule, that in respect of the one,

our feelings are blunted by familiarity,

while the comparative unfrequency of the

other fault makes it the more shocking.

It is evident, that with the early Chris-

tians the case must have been reversed.

answering objections—and of making our

opinions assume the attitude rather of

frontier towns, carefully fortified and

watchfully garrisoned, than of secure and

peaceful inland districts. And hence we
are naturally led to feel some indignation

* In truth, as has been already observed, (in

note, §. 5. p. 68.) the existence of infidelity sup-

plies one important branch of evidence.
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against the causer of this disturbance. On
the contrary, one who adheres to the

belief of our religion, while it condemns
his* own life, is, in fact, bearing strong

testimony in our favour, by admitting

what, it should seem, he must wish to

disbelieve.

III. Add to this, that one who is op-

posed to our faith, however courteous his

ing to account for, observation will, I

think, sufficiently prove. And indeed it

will often be found that the very persons
whose requisitions in respect of ortho-
doxy are the most rigid—who go to the

greatest extreme in narrowing the pale of
it—who make the least allowance for

minute differences of opinion—and are
the most bitter against all who do not

outward demeanour may be, and however
j

agree with them; are the very same who
liberal his real disposition, cannot, we feel, go the greatest lengths of indulgence in

tut inwardly look down upon us, as weak.

and credulous, or prejudiced and bigot-

;:(! to error, or in some way opposed to

right reason; and these sentiments we
feel as personally affronting to us. On
Ait other hand, he who, adhering to an

respect of moral requisitions—show the

greatest extreme of tenderness towards
those whose conduct is a scandal to

Christianity—and seem as if they would
have utterly disapproved the system of
discipline, in respect of moral delinquents,

orthodox Christian faith, lives a life at I
which prevailed in the primitive churches.

variance with it, seems to acknowledge I have seen accordingly severe censure

his own inferiority to those whose con- |
bestowed on a sermon of a pious and able

duct is such as, bv his own showing, his

ought to be. The one in short seems to

scorn, and the other to honour us, not

writer, in which he ventures to utter a

wish, (far short, by the way, of that con-
tained in our church's commination-ser-

by their external demeanour, but by the
j

vice,) that those who are Christians only

very character of their respective opi- !
in name and profession—" who have no

nions.
I

clear knowledge of what a Christian ought

IV. Lastly, it will often really happen, ! to be—would either take one side or the

and often again be supposed, and some- .other; that they would either be the ser-

times perhaps pretended, that a man's vants of Christ in earnest, or renounce

rejection of Christianity is, in fact, a step

beyond his disobedience to it ;—that he

has proceeded from leading an irreligious

life to the adoption of irreligious prin-

ciples ; and set himself against the Gospel,

because he found the Gospel against him.

In this case it may be urged, with truth,

that he is deserving of heavier censure

than the Christian who leads an ill life,

because he includes both characters.

Whatever we may suspect, however, I

know not that we are authorized to im-

pute these motives to any one without

actual proof.

This last is, of course, the reason

which, of all that have been mentioned,

would be in general the most readily

avowed, (and often in perfect sincerity,)

to account for the greater indignation felt

'.'.gainst infidels and heretics, than against

irreligious or vicious Christians. I am
convinced, however, that the other causes

enumerated, operate not less powerfully

towards the same result. And if such be

indeed the natural feelings of the human
heart, it behoves us to be ever on our

guard against their excess, and against

being led by them into those practical

faults, to whose frequency history bears

such ample testimony.

§. 8. That much of that kind of feeling

does exist, which 1 have been endeavour-

him openly, and say that they have no-

thing to do with Jesus of Nazareth, or

his salvation. Happy indeed," he adds,
" would it be for the church of Christ, if

all its false friends would declare them-
selves its enemies." The temerity of this

wish, we have been told, would be such

as to make us shudder, if it came from
the lips of an enthusiast. No doubt more
of the effect produced on some minds,

depends on the question, who it is that

says any thing, than on what it is that is

said : for the framers of our services have

been so temerarious as to express an

earnest wish, that the " godly discipline

ot the primitive church" might be restored,

under which those who had scandalized

their brethren were put to open penance,

or, as every one knows, in the event of

their refusing to make submission, or of

their not reforming their lives, were ex-

cluded from the society, till they should

so submit and give satisfactory assurance

of their repentance.

We have been told, however, that in

the event of even a voluntary secession

on the part of " the false friends of

Christ," there would be a vast portion of

society permanently cut off from the or-

dinances and institutions of Christianity :

(that is, I presume, as permanently as the

unbelieving Jews and Gentiles, who might
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choose to make their own unbelief " per-

manent ;" or as the incestuous Corinthian,

who was to be " permanently" cut off as

long- as he should persist in his sin and
impenitence:) that they would cease to

frequent the assemblies of the faithful

—

would never hear the word of doctrine or

exhortation—would have shut themselves

out from the appointed means of grace,

and would be publicly and solemnly
pledged to unbelief: that their hearts

would be sealed against the voice of the

church, and they would be fixed to their

life's end among the desperate adversaries

of their Redeemer. The existing condi-

tion of things, it is admitted, is discourag-

ing enough ; but it is a state, it is con-
tended, of millennial bliss, compared with

what would follow, if heaven were to

listen to the wishes of this preacher : i. e.,

compared with the actual state of things

in the times of the primitive churches. It

is urged, that now the unfaithful and
double-minded Christian is perpetually

and closely confronted with the principle

he professes : the offices and ministrations

of religion are loudly and incessantly ap-

pealing to the vows he has made, &c.
All this may be very true; nor am i

undertaking to prove, that the primitive

churches were not injudiciously strict in

their discipline ; or that our reformers

were not unwise for wishing its restora-

tion ; or that it was not a disadvantage to

those churches, that such as were strangers

to Christian faith and practice, were not

members of them as a matter of course,

but remained avowed unbelievers till they

were disposed deliberately and in earnest

to embrace Christianity. The early Chris-

tians probably thought, that the ungodly
or vicious were not the less, but the more-

\

likely to be reclaimed, by the loud warn-
j

ing as to their dangerous state, which
would be forced on their minds by their

exclusion from the visible church : that

when not merely told from the pulpit,

that the sacraments and other means of

grace are of no benefit to such as lead an
unchristian life, but impressed with this

truth by the actual refusal of these ordi-

nances, they would be the less liable to

that common superstition of regarding

these means of grace as a charm, and of

flattering themselves that, if not in a safe

state, they are at least in a safer state, by
virtue of their going to church, and of

being confessedly Christians, though they
do not (as one may often hear people say)

profess to be "saints."

In all this however they may perhaps

have been mistaken ; and I am far from
denying that there is much show of rea-

son in what may be urged on both sides.

But what is to my' present purpose to re-

mark is, that those who are thus anxious
to retain within the pale of the church
such professing Christians as lead a care-

less or immoral life, are not found, as some
perhaps might have antecedently expected

to feel any thing like a proportionate ten

derness towards differences of opinion.

On the contrary, they are usually the fore-

most in exaggerating into fatal heresy the

smallest shade of variation from their

own views of orthodoxy ; and the loudest

in urging all those, openly and at once, to

separate from the church, whose notions

do not appear minutely to com«-;de with
their own. If such arguments as those

just alluded to were urged on behalf of

those they denounce &e heterodox—if

any thing approaching to the same for-

bearance as they recommend in the case

of immoral Christians, were proposed to

be extended to such as have not quite

made up their minds as to this or that doc-

trine, or have taken such a view of any
points as appear incorrect in the eyes of

others who lay claim to pre-eminent or-

thodoxy—were such a plea, I say, to be

urged, almost in the very same words, J

cannot but think we should hear a loud

clamour against latitudinarian laxity and
dangerous liberalism.

I am not of course contending that

there may not be either a defect, or an
excess of strictness, in the requisitions

either of an orthodox faith, or of a

blameless life : it requires a discreet judg-

ment, to decide in each particular case,

under either class, the precise amount of

the departure from the right road. But
the circumstance to which I wish to call

attention is, that since those who are the

most lax on the one side, are the most
rigid on the other, this confirms what has

been above said of the tendency in our
nature towards a more hostile feeling

against such as oppose or disavow our
religion, than against those who disobey

and scandalize it.

And as this tendency is altogether na-

tural, so it is, as might have been expected,

eminently Romish. Never was there a

more prevailing laxity of Christian morals,

even among the very governors of the

church of Rome, and never was such

corruption more lightly thought of by her

zealots, than at the very periods when she

was occupied in suppressing heresy with

the most unrelenting" rigour. Louis the
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Fourteenth, who, during nearly his whole
;

regarded in the same light with tales of
life, was setting his subjects the example

j

fairies. Such doubtless was the notion of
of living in open adultery, was applauded some, whom I have known to express re-

to the skies by a Christian preacher, for gret that Buonaparte did not employ the
his piety in having burned, gibbeted, ! power he possessed in conferring so great
racked, or driven into exile, hundreds of a benefit on society as he might have
thousands of his Protestant subjects.*

|
done, " by abolishing Christianity." Thev

][ we would be really safe from the were thinking, probably, of no more ac-
danger of committing faults of a like cha- live measures than the withholding of the
racter with those which we regard with support and countenance of the o-overn-

abhorrence in others, we must seek that ment.

safety in self-distrust—in a vigilant suspi- In such expectations, every one who
cion of the human heart. believes in Christianity must feel confi-

§. 9. For it is to human nature we must dent that they would be deceived. At
trace both this and many other of those first indeed appearances probably would
evils which each man is usually disposed

|

be such as to promise favourably to their

to attribute to the particular system he is views. For most of those who profess
opposed to. As the Protestant is often Christianity, merely for fashion's sake,

inclined to look no further than to Ro-
j

or in compliance with the laws of their

manism for the origin of the persecution,
,
country, would soon fall away, and would

so is the infidel to regard Christianity as be followed by many of such as wanted
the chief cause of it. But both are mis- firmness to support ridicule, or the dis-

laken. I am convinced that Atheists, i favour of those in power. But after a

•mould they ever become the predominant ' time, the progress of irreligion would be
party, would persecute religion. For found to have come to a stand. When
nearly the same causes, or others corre- the plants u on the stony ground" had
spending to them, would exist, which have been all scorched up, those " on the good
been just mentioned as generating especial soil" would be found still flourishing.

hostility towards those who differ in faith Sincere Christians would remain firm;

from ourselves. The'Atheists would feel and some probably would be roused to

themselves to be regarded by the Chris-
!
exert themselves even with increased

tjans, not indeed as weak and credulous,
;

zeal ; and some apostates would be re-

but as perverse and profane: their confi- j claimed. Complaints would then be
deuce again in their own persuasion would

j

raised, that Christian preachers decried,

be as likely to be shaken by the Christian,
|
as profane and mischievous, the works

as the Christian's by them : all the hu- put forth by authority; and that they
man passions, in short, and all the views

j

represented the rulers as aliens from God,
of political expediency, which have ever and men whose example should be

tempted the Christian to persecute, would
j

shunned. Those indeed who had imbibed
have a corresponding operation with them.

;

the true spirit of the Gospel, would not

Not that I conceive most of them to have, ' fail to inculcate, after the example of the

themselves, any suspicion of this, or to apostles, the duty of submission even to

be insincere in their professed abhorrence
j

unchristian magistrates; but it is not un-
of persecution. As no one wishes to I likely that some would even take a con-
persecute, so they probably do not antici- trary course, and would thus help to

pate (under the above mentioned supposi- bring the imputation of sedition on Chris-

tion) such a state of things as would seem tian preaching universally. The rabble,

to call for coercive measures. They ima- again, would be likely occasionally to

gine, probably, that when they had de- assail, with tumultuous insult an'd outrage,

prived Christian ministers of endowments, the Christians; who would in conse-

had publicly proclaimed the falsity of the 'quence be represented by their enemies

Christian faith, and had taken measures as occasioning these tumults; especially

for promoting education and circulating if, as is likely, some among them did not

books calculated to enlighten the people, submit patiently to such usage, or even

the whole system of religious belief would partly provoked it by indiscretion. And
gradually but speedily die away, and be 'however free the generality of the Chris-

' tians might be from any just suspicion
•"Epanchonsnos coeurssur la pietede Louis ; ofa deg j .tQ regort tQ lawless violence

poussons ju^qu au ciel nos acclamations ,
°

c , . ... .,-, ,-,

\t
j

? • - i i
-*• '^4 1„ i; ,™ ui the cause of their religion, still it would

Vous avez extenn ne les heretiques ; cestledigne
i i

ouvrage tie votre regne ; e'en est le propre carac-
(

De evident, that a revival and renewed

t:re." Dosmet. diffusion of Christianity, such as they

10 G
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were furthering, must, after it should reach

a certain point, endanger the continuance

of power in the hands then wielding it;

and that such a change of rulers woul,d

put a stop to the plans which had been

commenced for the amelioration of so-

ciety. Representing, then, and regarding

Christianity as the great obstacle to im-

provement, as the fruitful source of civil

dissensions, and as involving disaffection

to the then existing government, they

would see a necessity for actively inter-

fering, with a view (not indeed, like re-

ligious persecutors, to the salvation of

soul.*, but) to the secular welfare of their

subjects, and the security and prosperity

of the civil community. They would
feel themselves accordingly (to say no-

thing of any angry passions that might

intrude) bound in duty to prohibit the

books, the preaching, and the assemblies

of Christians. The Christians would
then, in violation of the law, circulate

Bibles clandestinely, and hold their as-

semblies in cellars and on sequestered

heaths. Coercion would of course be-

come necessary to repress these (as they

would then be) illegal acts. And next

.... but I need not proceed any further;

for 1 find I have been giving almost an

exact description of the state of things

when the Christian churches were spread-

ing in the midst of Heathenism. And
yet I have only been following up the

conjectures, which no one (believing in

Christianity) could fail to form, who was

but tolerably acquainted with human na-

ture. For u such transactions," says the

great historian of Greece, " take place,

and always will take place, (though varied

in form, and in degree of violence, by
circumstances,) as long as human nature

remains the same."* Never can we be

secured from the recurrence of the like,

but by the implantation of some principle

which is able to purify, to renovate, to

convert that nature ; in short, to " create
the new man."! Christianity, often

as its name has been blazoned on the

banners of the persecutor—Christianity,

truly understood, as represented in the

writings of its founders, and honestly

applied, furnishes a preventive, the only

'permanently effectual preventive, of the

spirit of persecution. For, as with fraud-

ulent, so it is also with coercive measures,

employed in matters pertaining to religion

:

we must not expect that the generality

will be so far-sighted, as always to per-

* See Motto. f Eph. iv. 24.

ceive their ultimate inexpediency in each

particular case that may occur; they will

be tempted to regard the peculiar circum-

stances of this or that emergency as con-

stituting an exception to the general rule,

I and calling for a departure from the

general principle. Whereas the plainest

Christian, when he has once ascertained,

as he easily may, if he honestly consult

the Scriptures, what the will of God is,

in this point, will walk boldly forward

in the path of his duty, though lie may
not see at every turn whither it is leading

him; and, with full faith in the divine

wisdom, will be ready in pious confi-

dence, to leave events in the hands of

Providence.

§. 10. I will conclude this chapter with

a brief notice of some mistakes as to the

real character of persecution, on the op-

posite side to those formerly mentioned.

For as some may be in danger of uncon-

sciously countenancing persecution, by
narrowing too much their notion of what
it consists in, so others, on the contrary,

by forming too icicle a notion of it, may
incur the opposite danger of comprehend-
ing under the head of persecution what
does not properly deserve the title.

1. There is not necessarily any thing

of the character of persecution in doing

violence to a man's conscience' Though
at the first glance this may be a startling

paradox, it is evident on a moment's re-

flection, that to admit, at once, and uni-

versally, the plea of conscience, would
lead to the subversion of the whole fabric

of society. To say nothing of the false

pleas which would doubtless be set up,

when it was onco understood that all

were to be admitted, there would be no
limit to the possible aberrations of even

the sincerely conscientious. Some secta-

rians have a conscientious scruple against

paying tithes, on the ground that they

disapprove of a hired ministry. Not that

according to the strict use of language

the pastors of our church are lured at all

;

nor the tithes paid by the farmer, since

they only pass through his hands, allow-

ance having been made for them in his

rent; and he no more hires the minister

than he does his landlord.* But still, as is

* I have known a striking instance of the con-

fusion of thought resulting from inaccuracy of

language on this point. A farmer declared to a

friend of mine, that he would not attend the

ministry of paid preachers, hut would listen to

them only if they should go forth like the seventy

disciples " without scrip or purse," &c. Re did

not recollect that in that case he would have to
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well known, tlie collection of tithes has

been complained of as persecution. On
much better grounds might the same per-

sons scruple to pay taxes ; (which they

know are employed, among other pur-

poses, for the keeping up of a military es-

tablishment;) since these really are paid,

out of what was before (which the tenth

sheaf never was) the payer's own property.

Some enthusiasts again, in the present

day, have made it a religious duty to de-

sert their wives and families, when these

would not adopt their peculiar tenets.*

Others, such as the ancient German Ana-
baptists, under the pretence that Christian

men's goods are common, might incite

their followers to a general plunder of

those who had property, that the spoil

might be thrown into a common stock.

And some wild Millenarians, like the fifth-

monarchy-men, might feel themselves

bound in conscience to overthrow all

governments, as the necessary preparation

for the temporal reign of Christ on earth.

In short, there is no saying at what point

the plea of conscience, if once admitted

without further question, would stop.

The only possible principle on which we
must draw the line is, that the civil ma-
gistrate, to whom is committed the care

of the temporal welfare of the community,
should interfere in those cases (and in

those only) in which the persons or pro-

perty of the citizens are directly and con-

fessedly concerned.! I say " directly,"

and " confessedly," because remotely, and

by inference, every religious system may
be made out to affect in some way the

peace and well-being of the community.

There is, I believe, no religion existing,

respecting wdiich I have not seen an ela-

borate proof that it leads to mischievous

consequences in practice, and that its pro-

fessors are either likely to be, or, con-

sistently with their principles, ought to

be, the worse citizens; and again, I have

seen the direct contrary inferred respect-

ing every one of them. So that without

the limitation above suggested, there

would be an opening left for the forcible

suppression, or for the forcible establish-

ment, by the civil magistrate, of any reli-

gion whatever.

maintain the preachers, who are now supported

by endowments. The disciples were directed,

wherever they went, to " eat and drink such things

as were set before them ; for the labourer is worthy

of his hire.'"

* Fact.

+ « Render unto Caesar the things that be Cae-

sar s, and unto God the things that be Cod's." I

u But is the civil magistrate," it may
be said, " to determine what are the cases

that rail for his interference? And if so,

how can any principle be laid down that

shall not leave him an opening to call in,

whenever he is so disposed, the aid of

the civil sword?" Certainly this is not

possible. Coercive power must be en-

trusted to somebody; nor can those to

whom it is entrusted be withheld from

abusing it, if they are inclined to do, by
any rule that can be laid down. It is

notorious, that the Scriptures furnish none

such; nor is it possible, from the nature

of things, that they should. He who has

the power, and the will, to do wron& ,

will never be at a loss for a plea to justify

himself, even though he should be driven

to maintain (like the wolf in the fable)

that a stream flows upwards. But my
object was, not to lay down a rule that

should preclude (which is impossible)

one who is seeking an evasion, from find-

ing any; but to point out the principle

which should govern the conscience of

an upright magistrate: viz., to protect, by
coercive measures if necessary, the peace,

the lives, and the property of his subjects,

and to abstain from all coercion in matters

purely religious. But many persons are

apt to conclude, that whatever is left to a

man's discretion, is left to his arbitrary

caprice ; and that he who is responsible

only to God, has no responsibility at all.

II. Although, however, such is, of:

Christian principles, the limitation of the

civil magistrate's authority, there is nc

reason why tiie individual holding such

an oflice should not also be a member, or

an officer, of a Christian church, provided

he is careful not to blend together the

characters of a political and a religious

community. Coercive means cannot suit-

ably be employed for the propagation or

the maintenance of Christianity; but there

is nothing1 that necessarily goes to seen-

larize the kingdom which is u not of this

world," or that necessarily implies the

spirit of intolerance, in the possession, or

in the exercise, of coercive power for

other purposes, even by a Christian pas-

tor. Only there is the more call for care

and discreet judgment in cases where the

same individual has to exercise distinct

functions, and especially if he is thus made

to stand in two or more different relations

to the same men. Such, for instance, is

the case where the rector of a parish is

also a justice of the peace. Even if he

were so not by an accidental appointment,

but by virtue of some fixed general regu-
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ation, still he would be exercising, in

respect of the same individuals, two dis-

tinct offices, regulated by different prin-

ciples, and concerned with distinct kinds

of subject-matter. In the same manner,

if a military officer should chance to be

also a magistrate, this would not imply
his blending together the principles of

martial law and of common and statute-

law. So also some kings or other chief

magistrates hold also ecclesiastical supre-

macy ; some bishops have a share in the

secular legislature : others have princi-

palities annexed to their sees; and the

bishop of Rome in particular has long

been a considerable temporal sovereign.

With respect to that church, it is worth
remarking, that the persecution and the

other enormities with which it has been

justly charged, have led many of those

who have renounced it, to blend together

confusedly in their thoughts every thing

that in any way pertains to it. Whereas,
in truth, many parts of the Romish sys-

tem, even such as are in themselves utterly

indefensible, have no necessary connexion
with each other, or with Rome. Her
usurped supremacy, for instance, and her

false doctrines, are two distinct faults;

the latter of which is so far from being

necessarily connected with the church of

Rome, that she scarcely differs at all in

doctrine from the Greek church.

And with respect to the point now be-

fore us, let it be supposed, (and the sup-

position, however unlikely to be realized,

is perfectly conceivable,) that the pope
had, in respect of his diocess, proceeded

on Christian principles, and in respect of

his principality, had protected the civil

rights of his subjects, leaving every one

to exercise his own religion without mo-
testation, as long as the temporal peace

and security of the community remained

undisturbed :— if, I say, he had always

acted thus, as two distinct persons, it can-

not be maintained, that this state of things

would have introduced any thing ap-

proaching to a persecuting spirit—any
ihinff savouring' of that secular coercion

which amounts to intolerance, and is at

variance with the character of Christ's

kingdom.

The question then respecting such a

union, of civil office with spiritual or ec-

clesiastical office, in the same individual,

becomes one of meje expediency; and
one which of course will vary in its com-
plexion, according to the circumstances

of each country or period. What we are

at present concerned with is, merely to

determine what does or does not involve

the principle of persecution ; i. e., the em-
ployment or the denouncement ofcoeicion

in matters of religion.

III. There is nothing, necessarily, of

the spirit of persecution in a man's re-

quiring his servants, or his tenants, or the

tradesmen he deals with, or all that asso-

ciate with him, to be pious characters, or

to be of his own religious persuasion or

practice, even down to the minutest par-

ticulars.* This is so evident, that it would

not have needed being mentioned, but

that we are so liable to have our thoughts

insensibly led astray by language/]" We
hear, for instance, of a man's being com-

pelled to adopt this or that form of reli-

gion, as a condition of being in such-a-

one's service, or of obtaining a renewal

of a lease ; and we are thence liable to

forget, what is plain as soon as we reflect

on it, that this is not absolute compulsion,

since it interferes with no man's natural,

or previously existing rights ;J and that

to prohibit such a procedure would be an

interference with the right of the other

" to do what he will with his own."

Such a mode of conduct, as I have been

alluding to, might indeed be carried to

such a length, as justly to incur the cen-

sure of indiscretion—of bigotry—of il-

liberally ; it might be such as even to in-

dicate in the individual a disposition§

which would lead him to persecute if he

had the power; but still it would not in

itself involve the principle of persecution.

The same reasoning will apply to the

case of the exclusion from certain endow-
ments of one not belonging to the church

for whose benefit they are designed. A
man is said to be compelled to subscribe

the Tbirty-nine Articles, if he would hold

a church living, or a fellowship : he is

compelled to be a Presbyterian, if he

* I mean, of course, supposing him not to dis-

appoint any expectations that may reasonably

have been formed ; for reasonable expectation is a

ground of equitable right.

-f-
Elements of Logic, chap. iii. §. 5.

j I cannot but think, however, that there is

ground of complaint when a man cannot obtain

his rights, whether those to which all men are en

titled by nature, or those of the citizens of his par-

ticular community, without either taking some
oath, or going through some other religious cere-

mony, against which he has a conscientious scru-

ple. A special indulgence has been granted to

the Quakers in respect of oaths and the marriage

service ; but if this was reasonable in principle, I

cannot see why the principle should not have been

recognized and acted upon uniformly.

§ See above, §. 3. subsect. I, of this chapter.
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would' hold the office of minister at a

Presbyterian chapel, &.c. So also in order

to obtain a degree, he must have kept

certain academical terms, and must un-

dergo an examination in certain prescribed

branches of learning; nay, in order to

hold a scholarship on some particular

foundations, he must be a native of a cer-

tain district; and if he would retain his

situation, he must remain unmarried. It

is evident, on a moment's reflection, that

though we use in such cases the words
* must," " obliged," u forced," &c.,all this

has nothing to do with absolute coercion.*

On the same principle it may be main-

tained, that there is nothing, necessarily,

of die character of intolerance, in pre-

cluding those who are not members of a

particular church from having any share

in legislating for that church, in respect

of matters of a purely spiritual or ecclesi-

astical character : indeed to admit them
to such a share, is a manifest anomaly
and inconsistency, though one which may
sometimes be in practice unavoidable or

insignificant. That none but Quakers,

for instance, or Methodists, have a voice

in the general assemblies of Quakers, or

of Methodists, respectively, is so far from

being at all to be complained of as sa-

vouring of an intolerant spirit, that, on the

contrary, as long as they confine them-

selves to matters exclusively religious,

they would justly regard the interference

of those not belonging to their sect as a

violation of the principle of toleration.

And the anomaly is in itself just as real,

whether in practice it lead to the most
Important or the most trifling results ;

—

whether, for instance, a majority of the

assembly which governs a particular

church, be of a different persuasion, or

whether one single Roman Catholic or

dissenter have a voice in the election of

a member of that assembly .j"

* See Appendix to Elements of Logic ; article

" Necessary."

+ Some are apt to express themselves as if the

anomaly consisted merely in members of the

church of Rome legislating for a Protestant

church. Suppose that some particular descrip-

tion of Protestants, or, if you will, that all Pro-

testants, are more pure in their faith—less dan-

gerous in their principles—less hostile to our

church—than the Romanists ; still the question

remains the same, what has any man to do with

the regulations of a church he does not belong to 1

But some persons are even accustomed to speak

of " the Protestant religion," and even of " the

Protestant church," without reflecting whether

there are any such things, or whether they are

employing words without any distinct meaning.

But then, it may be said, if it so happen
(as is the case among us in practice,

though not by original appointment, ac-

cording to the theory of the constitution,

and early usage*) that the assembly,
which alone exercises the right of legislat-

ing for the church, in all matters, is also

the supreme legislating body in secular

concerns ; does it not savour of intole-

rance to exclude, by a test-law, from such
an assembly, or from voting for those

who are to sit in it, men otherwise quali-

fied ? Granted that they have nothing to

do with the internal regulations of a

church to which they do not belong;

the same cannot be said of the taxes im-

posed, and the laws enacted, by that same
assembly. In despotic countries, indeed,

the people have nothing to do with the

taxes, but to pay them, or with the laws,

but to submit to them : but in a free coun-

try, it cannot be maintained, that to pre-

clude from all share in legislating, or in

appointing legislators, in secular matters,

one who is not disqualified, in respect of

that particular branch of business, does

not deprive him of any of his rights, or

that it is not as great an anomaly as to

admit him to interfere in church matters

in respect of which he is disqualified.

Such are, in the abstract, the conflict-

ing difficulties in the case. It is as if a

man should put in an equitable claim to

a house, some parts of which are con-

fessedly none of his; or to a piece of

land, on which there are buildings erected,

to which he has no right. The problem,

to keep clear of both of these opposite

anomalies, has not, I think, yei; been

solvedf, nor has it, I think, hitherto

Dr. Hawkins, I am happy to find, has fore-

stalled me in part of this remark. " The term

' Protestant,' when it denotes a member of one of

the western churches who is free from Romish

error, is merely a term of convenience. It may

be employed perhaps with little regard to history

or etymology ; but it answers its intended purpose,

and it does no harm. Not so, such a phrase as

'the Protestant religion.' The very expression,

whenever it is not evidently synonymous with

' the religion of the Protestant church of Eng-

land,' implies inattention to the fact, that there is

no one religion common to Protestants as con

tradistinguished from the Romanists ; and it tends

to throw a veil over another important fact, that

the creeds of certain Protestant sects are far more

remote than that of the church of Rome from the

truth of the Gospel." Sermon preached at Mai-

don, p. 6.

* See Field's work on Church Government.

j-Itousrht to be mentioned, in justice to Mr
Wilmot Horton, that he is one of the few persons

g2
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been generally contemplated with suffi-

cient clearness and steadiness to allow

of a fair trial, whether it can be solved or

not : though about thirty years ago steps

began to be taken with a view to the

practical adjustment of the difficulties.

My object in touching upon the question

at present is no more than, (confining

or/self to the proper topics of this work,)

to point out in what relation that question

stands to the subject of the present

chapter.*

IV. Lastly, there is nothing, necessarily,

of intolerance, in protecting, by coercive

means, if needful, the professors of any

religion, against violence or plunder, dis-

turbance to their religious meetings, insult,

libel, cr any other such molestation, from

those of an adverse party. Such protec-

tion is so far from being at variance with

the principles above laid down, that it is

an application of them. It is not perse-

cution, but the prevention of persecution.

For lawless and irregular outrage is not,

fur that reason, the less of the character

of persecution ; and the unauthorized

cruelties of the people were, we may be

sure, anion? the severest trials the early

who have seen and fairly met the difficulty. I

cannot but think indeed, that according to his

scheme, (see " Protestant Securities,") other diffi-

culties would have arisen, in the practical adjust-

ment of the questions as to each measure, whether

it concerned the church only, or affected also the

property and civil rights of the community.

Still, he seems to have fixed on the right prin-

ciple ; which might, I should think, by some con-

trivance or other, have been adapted to practice.

At least the main objection usually alleged against

his proposal, that it would constitute in fact two
legislative assemblies for two distinct branches of

legislation, has always appeared to me its chief

recommendation. The distribution of the several

offices among the several ministers of state, viz.,

chancellor of the exchequer, secretary for the

home department—for foreign affairs, &c, is

open to the same objection.

* I have alluded merely to the grant to Roman
Catholics of the elective franchise, and to the sus-

pension of the operation of the test-law for ex-

cluding dissenters, because in these consisted the

anomaly, which alone it is for my present purpose

to treat of. As for the greater or less political

danger of any of the measures subsequently pro-

posed or adopted, it would be foreign to the pur-

pose of the present work to enter on the discussion

of these, or any other, political questions. Whe-
ther it were a safer course to leave the test-law

dormant, or formally to repeal it—to confine the

Roman Catholic electors to the choice of a Pro-

testant representative, or to leave them at liberty

to elect one of their own persuasion—these, and

all such questions of political expediency, T pass

by, as not properly connected with the matter in

hand.

Christians had to undergo. And yet

there are some persons who are ready to

denounce as persecuting, every system
which does not leave them at liberty to

persecute others.

It must not be forgotten, however, that

when the religion, in behalf of which the

civil magistrate lias been driven to interfere,

happens to be Ids oicn, he will be strongly

tempted not to stop short at measures

of mere immediate self-defence, but to

take what will seem the effectual step, of

putting down altogether the hostile party.

To guard against overstepping the

proper line of procedure in this matter,

and also to decide on what occasions the

appeal to the interference of the civil

power is not only justifiable, but expe-

dient also, are points which must, in each

particular instance, be left to the head
and the heart of each individual. Ge-
neral principles may be sketched out;

but there can be none that will teach

their own application, or supersede the

exercise of practical good sense, cautious

deliberation, and Christian candour.

It may be worth while, however, to ob-

serve, in conclusion, how important it is

always to keep in mind, that the Cross
which our Master and his apostles bore so

meekly, our proud nature strongly impels

us to refuse, whenever we can, by any
means whatsoever, avoid it. We are

tempted to admire at a distance, while we
revolt at the thought of copying, their

patience under calumny and derision, and
every kind of provocation. And, what i*s

more, this pride of the human heart is apt

to disguise itself to our conscience under

the appearance of piety; we are in dan-

ger, I mean, of regarding as zeal for God's

honour, what is, perhaps, in truth, rather

zeal for our own honour. He who does

but reject our faith implies, as I have ob-

served above, something affronting to our-

selves ; much more, if lie slander and in-

sult us for maintaining it : and it is from

this cause that we are prone to feel greater

indignation at such conduct, than at the

equal affront offered to God by those who
acknowledge his claim, while in their

lives they habitually disregard it, to their

love, gratitude, veneration, and obedience.

But yet, as every one who insults us on

account of our religion, does by so doing

insult that religion itself, we are likely to

flatter ourselves that this la,st is the sole

ground of our indignation ; when in fact,

perhaps, our personal feelings have a

great share in it.

But we must not expect, till the churcfc
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militant is exchanged for the church tri-

umphant, that Christ's devoted followers

will have no cross to bear, or that they

will encounter no opposition or molesta-

tion from his enemies. At least, till the

world, even what is called the Christian

world, shall have become much more im-

bue;! with the spirit of Christianity than

it ever has been yet, our Lord's warnings

to his disciples must be regarded as in

some degree applicable to us: "If the

world hate you, ye know that it hated me
before it hated you . . . because ye are

not of the world, therefore the world

hateth you." The Christian who is steady

and unshrinking, and active in his master's

cause, though it is his duty not wantonly
to provoke obloquy and opposition by any
indiscreet or violent conduct, yet must
not expect always to escape such mortifi-

cations ; and he should be prepared so to

meet them, as to show how far beyond
" the praise of men" he prizes the appro-

bation of him" who seeth in secret."

Still, cases may undoubtedly occur, in

which it will be our right and our duty to

use means for protecting ourselves or

others, against lawless aggression. No
rule, as 1 have said, can be laid down,
which will supersede the exercise of a

sound and unbiassed judgment, for decid

ing in each particular instance whether it

is allowable and advisable to call in the

aid of the secular arm for the protection

of the professors of religion. The right

medium, says the great master of ancient

moralists, must be fixed in each particular

instance by each man's discretion : but he

proceeds to give the best general caution

that can be supplied; viz., to lean always
towards the safer side; ever avoiding the

more sedulously the worse extreme, and
regarding that as the worse to which we
are by nature the more prone* On this

principle we should always, in respect of

any matters connected with our reli-

gion, be more willing to have it asked,

why we do not, than why we do resort to

the aid of the civil power.

And even when we have fully deter-

mined what procedure is in itself right,

we must be still watchful over our own
heart, subjecting our motives to the se-

verest scrutiny, and taking care that we
do not inwardly applaud and sanctify in

our own eyes, as a virtuous jealousy for

God's glory, what may be in reality

chiefly a regard for our own credit, and

a tenderness for our own ease and com-
fort

CHAP. VI.

TRUST IN NAMES AND PRIVILEGES.

§. 1. Mankind have a natural tendency

to pride themselves on the advantages they

enjoy—on the privileges they possess—on
the titles they bear as badges of those

privileges—and especially on their being

members of any society or class endowed
with such privileges. And they are dis-

posed not only to feel a pride and satis-

faction in possessing such advantages, but

also carelessly to put their trust in these,

independently of the use made of them,

as necessarily implying some superior be-

nefit to the possessor.

How strongly this tendency operated

among the Jews of old, we have ample

proof in the Bible. Even under the old

dispensation we may gather from the

writings of the prophets, that in spite of

their numberless backslidings, they still

flattered themselves that, as the Lord's

chosen and peculiar people, and as having

among them the only temple of the true

God. he would not execute on them the

judgments he had denounced. And when

their captivity and the destruction of their

temple had undeceived them in this point,

they still clung to the hope of the pro-

mised Messiah to arise from among them,

and who should restore « all things." In

this hope, indeed, they were not errone-

ous ; but their error was, in trusting that

they should surely be partakers of the

promised benefits, by virtue of their pri-

vilege as Abraham's children, of the stock

of his chosen descendant Judah, whatever

might be their own conduct; and that no

such change of dispensation could take

place as should put even the least deserv-

ing Jew below, or even on a level with, the

best of the unclean and despised race of

the Gentiles.

Accordingly, John the Baptist takes oc-

casion to warn them on this head at the

opening of his ministry: "Now is the

axe laid to the root of the tree : every tree

therefore that bringeth not forth gooa

* Arist. Eth. b. ii. ch. 9,
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fruit, ie hewn down, and cast into the fire.

And think not to say within yourselves,

we have Abraham to our father; for I say

unto you, that God is able of these stones

to raise up children unto Abraham." The
Apostle Paul in like manner is compelled

incessantly to warn the Jewish believers,

that " there is no difference" between

the Jewish and the Greek Christian, in-

asmuch as " all have sinned and come
short of the glory of God ;'3—that there

is " neither Jew nor Greek—neither bar-

barian, Scythian, bond, or free ;" and that
u in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor

uncircumcision profiteth any thing", but a

new creature;" and that the believing

Gentiles are adopted as equally God's

children, and heirs of his promises, no
less than the natural descendants of Abra-

ham.

Nor is he merely warning Christians

that God is " no respecter of persons,"

(as it had been first revealed to Peter,)

and tiiat " in every nation he that feareth

him, and worketh righteousness, is ac-

cepted of him"—not only are the workers

of righteousness cautioned against sup-

posing that the Jews by nature, or the ad-

herents to the ceremonial law, were to

obtain a higher share of divine favour;

but, what may seem more strange, the

apostle finds it necessary to guard them
against the error of trusting in the circum-

stance of being under the law, independ-

ently of the observance of it; as if a cer-

tain degree, at least, of divine favour was

secured by the mere circumstance of hav-

ing received by revelation the divine com-
mands, even though they were not careful

to obey them. The greater part of the

early portion of the Epistle to the Romans
is taken up in combating this strange de-

lusion: he assures them, the,t "not the

hearers of the law are just before God,
but the doers of the law shall be justified :"

"behold," says he, "thou art called a

Jew, and restest in the law, and makest

thy boast of God ;" and yet these same
persons he speaks of as dishonouring

God, by breaking the law in which they

made their boast, so notoriously, that the

name of God was " blasphemed among
the Gentiles through them."

§. 2. A like error seems to have pre-

vailed no less among the early Christians

generally, in respect of the pride and vain-

confidence with which they regarded their

privileges as Christians. The apostle

warns them in the same epistle, that as

the natural branch (i. e. the Israelites alter

the flesh) had been broken off, and they

grafted in, so a like severity was to be
expected by them also, as God had ex-

ercised towards the disobedient among
his favoured people of old, if, instead of
making the best use of his mercies, they

were high-minded—puffed up, i. e., with

boastful confidence in their peculiar privi-

leges, and neglectful of the peculiar re-

sponsibility these imposed. " If God,"
he admonishes them, " spared not the

natural branches, take heed lest he also

spare not thee." And in the same tone

he warns the Corinthians not to rely :n

security on their being God's elect people,

from the example of the Israelites, who
were also, all of them, " God's elect,"*

yet of whom one whole generation were
cut off, by various judgments, in the wil-

derness, for their disobedience : the his-

tory of these things, he says, was " writ-

ten for our admonition ; wherefore let

him that thinketh he standeth take heed

lest he fall." And the Apostle Jude again

seems to apprehend the same danger for

those he is addressing, and cautions them
by the same example, " how the Lord

after having saved the people out of the

land of Egypt, afterwards destroyed them
that believed not."

And as, in the first ages of Christianity,

Christians were likely to feel this proud
confidence in that title, as distinguished

from unbelieving Jews and Pagans, so,

the same feeling was likely afterwards to

show itself, in another form, among those

who were characterized as orthodox and

catholic Christians, in contradistinction

from heretics, whose tenets had been con-

demned by the general voice of the Chris-

tian churches. How strongly this feeling

prevailed, and still prevails, in the mem-
bers of the Romish church, every one is

well aware : but the circumstance to which
I wish to direct attention is, in conformity

with the views already taken in the pre-

sent work, that such a feeling is not

peculiar to Romanists as such, but origi-

nates in our common nature, and conse-

quently is one from which no one who
partakes of that nature can be exempt,

without perpetual watchfulness. The
Mahometans, as is well known, partake

largely of this spirit ; and even those of

them who are habitual transgressors of

their lav/, still flatter themselves that some
superior degree of divine favour is reserved

for them as "true believers," beyond what

can be expected by the best of those who
are strangers to the Koran : while the

* Essay III. Second Series.
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author of our faith, on the contrary, teaches

us that he will reject as utter strangers to

him those who are ready to make their

boast in his name, and to plead that they

have even "done many mighty works in

that name:" and the knowledge of his

Gospel he represents as bringing aggra-

vated condemnation to such as do not

live a Christian life ; since " the servant

who knew his Lord's will, and did it not,

shall be beaten with many stripes."

§. 3. h\ order to profit as we may do

by the example of the Romanists, and

even of the Mahometans, we must waive,

for the time, all questions concerning the

unsoundness of their tenets, and confine

our view to the danger which is common
to men of all persuasions, whether essen-

tially correct, or contaminated with more
or less of error. If Mahomet had been a

true prophet, as Moses was, this would
not have secured his followers from the

fault into which the disciples of Moses
did in fact fall ; viz., that of expecting to

be saved by their privileges, rather than

by the use made of them. And if the

Romanists were following in their system

of doctrine and discipline, not the dictates

of weak or wicked men, but those of a

truly infallible apostle, this would not

alone secure them from the very error

which the apostles themselves found

perpetually springing up among their

converts, even in their own lifetime ; the

tendency to substitute the means of grace

for the fruits of grace ;—the proud con-

fidence of belonging to a certain holy

community, church, sect, or party which
must secure an especial share of divine

favour to every member of it.

If, on the contrary, we dwell on the

groundlessness of the claim of the Romish
church to be the only true and Catholic

church, and on the doctrinal errors into

which that church has fallen, we shall of

course be likely to flatter ourselves, as

Protestants are apt to do, that our abhor-

rence of that church exempts us from all

danger of vainly trusting in a name, and

in our connexion wi|,h a highly endowed
society.

It is true that the Romish church has

erred in many essential points ; but no-

thing probably has more contributed to

lead her into those errors than reliance

on names and privileges. Spiritual ad-

vantages which are real, and titles which

are not misapplied, may be made subjects

of presumptuous boast, and may thus lead

to indolent security with respect to per-

sonal exertion ; this is usually the first

11

error men fall into : the second naturally

springs out of this carelessness ; the name,
that is, survives the thing signified;—the

advantages are actually lost, either wholly
or in part, through a confident reliance on
their intrinsic efficacy, without an endea-
vour to improve them ;—the land which
was fertile, becomes a desert, through a
confident trust that it will ensure wealth
to the possessor, while he neglects to

till it.

A familiar illustration of the tendency
I have been speaking of is afforded by
the parallel case of academical institutions.

To be a member of a learned body is re-

garded as an honour; it affords to thp

individual facilities for the acquirement of

learning; and, to others, some degree of

presumption that he has used his advan-
tages. How many accordingly pride

themselves on being members of such a

society, and on the title which denotes

this, while they think little of acquiring

the learning and using the advantages,

which alone give to the name, and to the

society, their value.

All this has been strikingly illustrated

in the progressive history of the church
of Rome. She was built by apostles on
Jesus Christ, the only true foundation

;

she was left by them with sound doc-

trines and pure Christian worship; her

members were cautioned by them not to

be "high-minded, but fear ;" not to rely

on the divine favour as a reason for re-

laxing personal exertions, but as an

encouragement to make them ; or to exult

in their deliverance from heathen super-

stition, and their adoption in place of the

disobedient, to be the people—the chosen

people—of God, but to take warning from

the example of his mercy combined with

severity.

But they were seduced from humble

vigilance into a proud and careless reli-

ance on the greatness of their privileges,

till they even lost the talent which they

had neglected to employ. What was

their condition at the close of the apostles'

ministry ? They had renounced idol-

atry ;—they worshipped the true God

;

—they had the sacred Scriptures, the

words of eternal life, in their hands, for

private study, and in their ears, at their

religious meetings ;—they had the means

of grace among them, the ordinances ap-

pointed by Christ, which are strictly

called the sacraments, and public joint

worship, itself of a sacramental charac-

ter;—they had learned to despise and

abhor the superstitious offerings, puriii-
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cations, and other ceremonies of the

heathen, and had been taught to trust in

the atonement of Christ alone, and to

seek for acceptance before God, by being

"led by his Spirit." All these were real

and inestimable privileges, and gave them
just reason for rejoicing (but for rejoicing

in trembling gratitude, and not with care-

less pride) in the deliverance that had

been wrought for them—in their happy
condition as contrasted with that of their

Pagan neighbours.

But their exultation in these advantages

led them first to neglect, and in the end

to lose them ; their vain confidence in

names, led them first to forget, and after-

wards to forfeit, the things which the

names denoted. Their minds were fixed

on what was past—on what had been

done for them, and withdrawn from a

vigilant attention to the future—from dili-

gence on their part to " make their calling

and election sure." Confident in the titles

of Christian—of Orthodox—of Catholic

—of the Church of God—and careless of

living " as becometh saints," they trusted

that no deadly error could creep into so

holy a community, and adopted, one by
one, the very errors (under new names) of

the Paganism which had been renounced;

thanking God, like the Pharisee, that they

were " not as other men are," they became
gradually like their heathen ancestors,

with the aggravation of having sinned

against light, and abused their peculiar

advantages ; and their confidence all the

while increasing along with their care-

lessness and corruption, when their "gold
was become dross," they boasted more
than ever of their wealth, and i.i the midst

of their grossest errors insisted on com-
plete infallibility. And tr what did all

this at length bring them? How far did

they ultimately depart from their primitive

purity? "How did the faithful city be-

come a harlot?" They ended in over-

laying Christianity, one by one, with the

very errors and superstitions (in sub-

stance) from which the first Christians

exulted in being delivered.

Idolatry of the grossest kind was gra-

dually restored: the worshippers of the

one true God manifested in Christ Jesus,

paid, practically, their chief adoration to

deified mortals : the Scriptures were se-

cluded from the people under the veil of

an unknown tongue,* and their interpre-

* A language, be it remembered, which gra-

dually became obsolete : for no church ever intro-

duced the use of an unknown tongue, in its

praters, or recital of Scripture.

tation fettered, and their authority super-

seded, even with the learned, by a mass
of traditions which made the word of

God of none effect; their sacraments be-

came superstitions charms; their public

worship a kind of magic incantation mut-
tered in a dead language; and Christian

holiness of life was commuted for holy

water—for fantastic penances, pilgrimages,

amulets, pecuniary donations, and a whole
train of superstitious observance?, worthy
of Paganism in its worst forms. " How
is the faithful city become a harlot!"

They trusted in privileges and names, till

the privileges were lost, and the names
became an empty sound. But still they

are as proud of them as ever. They dis-

tinguish themselves by the title of Catho-
lics,* members of the true church—ad-

herents to the ancient faith: nay, even

Christians is a title by which on the con-

tinent they distinguish themselves from'

those heretics,! as they term them, who
chiefly differ from themselves in trusting

in Christ as the one Mediator, instead of

a host of pretended saints. Such mon-
strous corruptions could never have been

introduced into any church by the arts of

a worldly and ambitious hierarchy, had
not the individual members of it been

lulled into false security, by boastfully

contemplating their Christian privileges,

instead of dwelling on the additional re-

sponsibility these privileges create; by
priding themselves on names, without be-

stowing a watchful attention on the things

those names denote.

§. 4. The warning of the apostle, in

his Epistle to this very church, they ne-

glected, and imitated the very example by
which he warned them—that of the pre-

sumptuous and disobedient Jews of old.

The admonitions, I say, of Paul to the

church of Rome were lost on the suc-

ceeding generations of that church : shall

they be also lost on us? Or shall we say

that Protestants have no need of them,

because we do not trust in the title of

Catholic, or in being members of an in-

fallible church;—because we have pro-

tested against the usurpations of that

church, and have renounced her corrup-

tions ? The apostle might reply to us, if

he lived in these days, "Be not high-

minded, but fear: those whom I then ad-

dressed were in the very same situation

* See note [A] in the Appendix, p. 86.

j- Those in the neighbourhood of the Vandois,

in particular, distinguish themselves from the

members of that pure and ancient church, by the

distinguishing appellation of Christians.
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as you : they were the reformed—the

Protestants of their day ; they had been

delivered from Jewish and Pagan infi-

delity, as you have been from Romish
corruptions of Christianity; they prided

themselves on that deliverance, as you
are liable to do, on yours : they felt con-

fident that they were in no danger of

precisely the same errors as those of the

infidel Jews and heathen idolaters, and

they incorporated into Christianity sub-

stantially the same errors, under different

names ; they have fallen from tb/ur first

faith; and are left with the candle of

God's word darkened, and their minds
bewildered by the false light cf a delusive

superstition : if God spared not this branch,

take heed lest he also spare not thee : be-

hold, therefore, the goodness and the se-

verity of God ; on them which fell, se-

verity; but toward thee, goodness, if thou

continue in his goodness; otherwise thou

also shalt be cut off.'"'

The examples which are adduced from

the cases of those in different ages and
countries from our own, are apt to lose

their instructive force, from the very cir-

cumstance which ought to make them the

more instructive ; viz., that there will

always be some, if not essential, yet cir-

cumstantial, difference between the tempta-

tions which arise,and the errors which pre-

vail, among different sets of men. Hence,

we are apt to lose sight of the substantial

agreement between two cases, and to de-
j

rive no profit from the recorded faults of
j

others, because those to which we are
|

liable, are not the same in name, and in
j

all the accompanying circumstances. Yet
j

this very difference proves that they were
i

not copied* the one from the other, but

originate in a common and deep-seated

source; it would enable us to draw the

more instruction from such examples, if

we would but remember that man's na-
j

ture is always, and every where, substan-
j

tially the same; because we view with a
J

more impartial eye such errors as do not

precisely resemble what prevail among
ourselves. For these reasons, the back-

slidings of the Israelites in the wilderness,
|

for instance, arc so earnestly set forth by

the apostle, for the instruction of the

Corinthians, as being an example likely

to be overlooked by them, and especially

profitable to be contemplated by them

;

disposed, as they probably were, to rest

in their high privileges as God's people,

even as the Israelites did of old, and to

think, like them, their deliverance com-
plete, and their attainment of ihe pro-

ii<i <--j '
3 •"•---•«••.>,,.,. s>-f»vvp- without watch*

fulness against the trials that awaited
them.

It is with this view, accordingly, that I

have attempted, in the present work, to

point out what instructive lessons may be
drawn from the errors of our brethren of
the Romish church. For when once it is

clealy perceived, that her corruptions are

such as human nature is prone to—that

they are rather the cause, than the effect,

of the system of the church—and that

consequently, those out of her paie are

not therefore safe from similar corruptions

—we are then the more likely to guard

watchfully against those fault?
-'.

>se c!<

formity we have seen fully displayed by

another.

§. 5. In pursuing this view, I took oc-

casion to illustrate the general principle,

by touching briefly on some of the par-

ticular points in which faults, essentially

the same with those of the Romanists,

have beset, and will ever beset, the rest

of mankind also, in proportion as their

vigilance against them is remitted : but to

enumerate and dwell on all these points,

would not only have led to too long a

discussion, but would hardly have been

needful. For when once the general prin-

ciple is embraced, it is easy, and it is also

best, for every one to follow up for him-

self the several applications of it, and to

pursue the train of thought thus suggest-

ed. Nor should this be done once for all,

in a single discussion, but, practically,

throughout the whole of his Christian

life : since if it be fully understood that

the system of Romanism, so far as it

disagrees with true Christianity, is in fact

a transcript of man's frail nature, every

one must perceive the necessity of con-

templating, as in a mirror, this portraiture

of his own infirmities, and of not merely

abjuring, once for ail, the errors he cen-

sures in another, but guarding against

them with incessant vigilance. The more

secure any one feels against his liability

to errors, to which in fact he is liable, the

greater must be his real danger of falling

into them.

In pointing out, accordingly, several

particular classes of faults to which Pro-

testants are liable, and which are substan-

tially the same as they condemn in the

Romanists, I have repeatedly dwelt on

that aggravation of the danger, the false

security we are likely to feel, in our re-

nunciation of the papal dominion, against

the errors of Romani&m. I cannot there-

fore moie properly conclude this treatise,

that by observing, that this very false

<eff.ir.HfV is
'' co^f nno ,\C I'm JTIOS1

'''"
I '

'
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.hose errors ;—that we are in fact imitat-

ing the Romanists, if we securely exult in

our separation from them :—if we trust

tii the name of Protestant, as they do in

thatofCatholit:; and look back, with proud

satisfaction, on our emancipation from

their corrupt system, without also look-

ing forward, to guard vigilantly against the

like corruptions; even as they triumphed

I-', iheir abandonment of Pagan supersti-

tions, while they forgot that Paganism it-

self was the offspring of the self-deceiv-

ing heart of man, in which the same cor-

ruptions, if not watchfully repressed, will

be continually springing up afresh.

A more acceptable subject, perhaps, I

might easily have found, in exposing the

enormities of the church of Rome, and

panegyrizing the comparative purity of

our own ; inasmuch as self-congratula-

tion is more agreeable than self-examina-

tion. But with a view to our own prac-

tical improvement, there can be no doubt

which is the more profitable. The apos-

tle's warning, " be not high-minded, but

fear,
1
' was not likely to be so gratifying to

the church of Rome, to which it was ad-

dressed, as unmixed praise and congratu-

lation ; but it would have saved them, had

they continued duly to attend to it, from

the evils which it denounced.

Let the Protestant then consider their

fall as recorded " for his admonition :

r> and

let him profit by the example before him.

The errors which, with these views, I

selected for consideration, as being among
the most prominent, and usually regarded

as most characteristic, of the Romish
church,* but which I have endeavoured

to trace to our common nature, are, 1,

superstition ; considered as consisting,

not in this or that particular mode of

worship, but in misdirected religious vene-

ration, generally : 2, the tendency to-

wards what may be called a vicarious ser-

vice of God ; a proneness to convert the

Christian minister into a priest in the

other sense of the word, and to substitute

his sanctity of life and devotion, for those

of the people: 3, the toleration of what
are called " pious frauds ;" either in the

sacrifice of truth to supposed expediency,

or in the propagation of what is believed

to be the truth, by dishonest artifice : 4,

an undue deference to human authority;

as, in other points, so especially in for-

getting the legitimate use of creeds, cate-

chisms, liturgies, and other such compo-
sitions set forth by any church, and in-

truding them gradually into the place of

Scripture, by habitually appealing to them
(where the appeal ought always to be

made to the records of inspiration) in

proof of any doctrine that is in question:

which practice I pointed out as not origin-

ally the consequence, but the cause, of the

claim to inspiration and infallibility set up
by the church : 5, lastly, 1 remarked, that

intolerance, or the spirit of persecution, i. e.,

the disposition to enforce by secular coer-

cion, not this or that system of religion,

but, one's own, whatever it may be, is a

fault inherent in human nature, and to

which consequently all mankind are lia-

ble, however strongly they may reprobate

(as, e. g., the Romish church has always

done) persecution, or any form of com-
pulsion, exercised on themselves.*

From these then, and all other Romish
errors, Protestants cannot, as such, be ex-

empt; and they are in the greater danger

of them in proportion to their abhorrence

of them as existing in that church, if they

regard them as properly the offspring of

Romanism, and not of human nature ;

—

if they build their security on their being

out of the pale of that corrupt church,

and neglect to guard against the spirit of

those corruptions, while they exult in the

name of Protestants. This careless reli-

ance on titles and privileges, is, as I have

in this chapter been tn eavouring to show,
itself one of the most mischievous of the

Romish errors, and which has mainly

contributed to favour the introduction of

the rest.

§. 6. In what way then, it may be

asked, are we to apply practically what
has been said, in guarding against this

particular error? Let any one (I would
reply) but look around him, and look

within his own heart. Are there not mul-
titudes who exult in the title of Chris-

tian—of Protestant—of Churchman—and

in their belonging to a society endowed
with such high privileges ? There are :

and would God the description, thus far,

were even more universally applicable

than it is ; for in these things we ought

to rejoice, even much more than we do.

But do all who congratulate themselves

on these advantages, and on these names,

and who regard it, if not as some sort of

merit, at least as a sure pledge of some
divine favour, to possess them—do all of

these reflect on the superior responsibility

which is thus imposed on them ? Do
none of them (in feelings and in conduct

at least, though not in express avowal)

cherish a hope of being saved by their

* See Appendix, [B.] * See Appendix [B.]
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privileges, rather than by the use made
of them ? Do they reflect on those pri-

vileges as aggravating their condemnation
if they do not rightly use them ; or do
they exult in their admittance to the wed-
ding feast, forgetful that the guest who
ik had not put on the wedding garment,"

was cast
,

u into outer darkness?" Do
they regard the names of Christian and
of Protestant as a reproach to those who
bear them, if they are not " led by the

Spirit of Christ"—if they do not in their

heart and life, as well as with their lips,

'protest against the faults which they con-

demn in the Romanists ?

Nor is it to the names of Christian and
of Protestant alone, that these cautions

will apply: every title which we claim

that implies any peculiar advantage, in-

volves a corresponding responsibility;

and a corresponding danger, if we forget

that responsibility. Does any one con-

sider himself entitled to the name of

churchman—of orthodox—of evangeli-

cal ?—let him remember, that there is a

perpetual danger of his relying in proud
security on these titles—of trusting, not

so much to his endeavours after personal

holiness, as to the sanctity of the society,

sect, or party, with which he is thus con-

nected.

Some members of the Romish church,

not satisfied with merely belonging to

that church, and with the title of Catho-

lics, have enrolled themselves in certain

subordinate societies, (or religious orders

as they are called,) enlisting themselves

under the banner of some founder, of

supposed superior sanctity. I am not now
inquiring into the peculiar errors and su-

perstitions actually connected with these

institutions : had they been exempt from

every thing of this kind, there would still

have been a danger (which, in fact, must
exist, more or less, in all religious com-
munities whatever) of that evil which has

so notoriously attended the religious so-

cieties of the Romish church :—the evil,

I mean, of considering the mutual con-

nexion of the members of such societies

as a kind of partnership ; in which each

member may hope to derive soine benefit

at least, from the piety and purity of the

whole body. This absurdity—the sup-

posed transfer of the meiits of one sinful

mortal to the account of another—has in-

deed never been distinctly avowed except

in the church of Rome : but the tendency

towards such a feeling must have been

inherent in the human heart, or men never

it. The danger of it is, as I have said

inherent in the very nature of a religious

community. As, in a partnership, the ne
gleet of one man may often be in some
degree remedied by the diligence of others-,

and as, in an army, the soldier who does
not himself right bravely, may sometimes,
through the valour of his comrades and
the skill of his general, be made partaker

of the benefits, and sometimes even of the

glory, of a victory ; so, men are apt to

transfer views thus familiar to them, to the

case of members of a religious society.

And this danger, being, as I have said,

one which necessarily besets every reli-

gious society, can never be escaped except

by incessant vigilance. For Christianity

is essentially a social religion. We are

j

" every one members one of another ;"

and the Author of our faith has decreed,

that Christians are to further their own
salvation, by labouring jointly to forward

the salvation of each other. But it is by
,
the personal faith and holiness of each

individual Christian, that each individual

Christian, after all, is to b . made, through

;
the intercession of the one Mediator and

Redeemer, whose Spirit sanctifies his heart,

acceptable before God. 'Hie pious labours

of others can do nothing for any man, un-

less they lead him to labour in like man-
ner for himself.

Richly endowed indeed is the church

'of Christ with the means of grace—with

privileges and advantages of inestimable

value; but if we fail to use these means,

and to avail ourselves of these privileges,

they will but increase our condemnation.

The name of Christian—of Reformed, of

Protestant Christian—instead of saving,

will condemn, as doubly inexcusable, on

the great day, when the secrets of men's

hearts shall be disclosed, him, who,

"naming the name of Christ," has not

" departed from iniquity ;"—who " hear-

elh his words, and doeth them not;"

—

whose life and heart are not u reformed"

—and who exults over the errors of the

Romish church, while he supinely over-

looks those evil propensities of our com-

mon nature, from which they took their

rise. u For he is not a Jew," (nor, by

parity of reasoning, a Christian—an or-

thodox, or an evangelical Christian—

a

Reformed, or a Protestant Christian,)

" who is one outwardly, neither is that

circumcision which is outward in the

flesh ; but he is a Jew, who is one in-

wardly ; and circumcision is that of the

heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter

:
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[A.]

The title of Catholics the Romanists claim,

and apply to themselves, not merely as be-

longing to them, (and it is not denied that

they are a branch, though a corrupt one, of

the universal or Catholic church,) bat as

distinctive, and peculiar to the members of

the church of Rome. And Protestants have
usually, in language, conceded this claim.

But I think that in so doing they manifest

too exclusively the harmlessness of the dove,

and leave the wisdom of the serpent entirely

with their opponents. It is urged that these

are offended at being called Papists ; consi-

dering that as a term of reproach, from its

being used only by their adversaries. That
I may not seem to seek a quarrel, I have
generally avoided that name : but let us not

be so weak as to imagine that " Roman-
ist," or any other title by which they can
be, properly, designated, will ever fail, when
it shall have become common, to be complained
of as reproachful ; or that they will ever

acquiesce in any appellation which does not

imply a reproach to ourselves. Even the ap-

parently neutral designation of " members
of the church of Rome," is one which we
must not too confidently expect them to

adopt or acquiesce in; nor is it unlikely

that they may complain of it as reproachful,

should it ever become their customary ap-

pellation among Protestants. For it implies

that there are other churches, properly called

churches, besides the church of Rome. We
indeed are content to be designated as mem-
bers of the church of England ; and we
regard them as belonging to a distinct

church, over which, though we censure it

as corrupt, we claim no supremacy; but

they do not take a corresponding view of

us : they do not regard us as constituting

any distinct church, but as actually mem-
bers, though schismatical and revolted

members—subjects, de jure, though rebel-

lious subjects—of their church. A name
therefore which implies that there are other

churches distinct from theirs, contradicts

one of their fundamental tenets; viz., that

they, and they only, are faithful members
of the one true church. And this tenet they
have embodied in the appellation they have
chosen for themselves ; which consequently
implies, as I have said, a reproach to all

other Christians. The title of Catholic,

vhen used as distinctive, implies the exclu-

sion of all others from the character of loyal

members of the society which Christ found-
ed—of " ihe holy Catholic church, the com-
munion of saints," as it is expressed and
explained in the Apostle's Creed: it implies,

in short, that all others are heretics or

schismatics.

This is no uncommon device. There is

a sect who call themselves " Baptists," i. e,.,

persons who baptize; thus implying lhat

no others are really baptized, and that infant

baptism is null and void. This is their dis-

tinctive tenet; which they are perfectly right

in professing, if convinced of its truth : but
it is an absurdity for any one who diners

from th„m to give them this title, which
palpably begs the question at issue, and
condemns himself. The title of Antipsedo-

baptist is to be sure somewhat cumbrous;
but awkwardness of expression, or even
circumlocution, is preferable to error and
absurdity. "The same caution might well

be extended to the use of the word Unita-
rian, as the title of a sect ; for the term pro-

perly expresses a fundamental doctrine

which the church holds. Socinian appears
tome a better appellation. But this tool
would avoid, if it gave serious offence; at

the same time being careful to make it

known that the word Unitarian is employed
in compliance with a custom, which, how-
ever £*ueral, and perhaps harmless, I can-
not but regard as objectionable."*

That the term Papist is a term of reproach,

(though I do not insist on its being em-
ployed,) I can never admit. A "term of
reproach" is one which implies something

disgraceful in the opinion of the party to

whom it is applied. Thus, heretic (in its ordi-

nary, not perhaps in its etymological, sense)

implies the holding of some erroneous tenet;

it is, consequently, a reproachful term.

But Papist implies simply one who acknow-
ledges the authority of the Pope : and those

to whom it is applied do, openly, acknow-
ledge his authority.
" Cons ;dering the tendency of words,"

(says a writer whom I am proud to appeal

to) " to influence opinions, I hold the right

use of this word Catholic to be of essen-

tial importance. The controversial writers

of the church of Rome never fail to take

advantage of the want of caution in this

* Note to Bishop Copleston's Sermon at the

reopning of Abergavenny church.
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respect observable among Protectants. Of
ihis a strong example is given in a recent

publication, which affords a gratifying proof
of the strength of our cause, and of the

weakness of the Romanists, whenever they

are respectively brought to the test of Scrip-

ture and of reason. I allude to the corre-

spondence between the clergy of Blackburn
and the principal and other members of the

Roman Catholic establishment at Stony-

hurst. From this interesting publication I

cannot do better than extract the following

passage in one of Mr. Whittaker's letters to

the principal of that institution.

" It was not from a love of contending

about words, still less from any reluctance to

give every possible satisfaction to the Romish
priesthood, that I persisted in refusing the

unqualified term 'Catholic' to them and
their church. The use which they make
of it, when it is conceded to them, cannot
be unknown to you. Dr. Milner, in his

End of Religious Controversy, (Letter

XXV.,) says of our church, ' Every time
they address the God of truth, either in

solemn worship or in private devotion, they

are forced each of them to repeat, J believe

in the Catholic church, and yet, if I

ask any of them the question, are you a
Catholic ? he is sure to answer me, No

!

I am a Protestant! !—Was there ever a

more glaring instance of inconsistency and
self-condemnation among rational beings'?'
' But,' says one of the Blackburn secular

priests to me, 'where is the man who can
or will accuse you of acting inconsistently

with your religious principles,' supposing
me to concede this appellation to their church
and its members exclusively? I refer him
for his answer to Dr. Milner, with whom I

entirely agree, that a more glaring instance of

inconsistency and self-condemnation ' can-

not well exist among rational beings,' than

that exhibited by Protestan's,. who confess

before God that they believe in h.M holy

Catholic church, and allow themselves to

limit the practical use of the term to the

church of Rome."

—

Correspondence, fyc,

published at Blackburn, 1829, p. 14.

" There is nothing I abhor more than

religious persecution—nothing I would cen-

sure more strongly than a wanton offence

given to the feelings of others, on account
of a sincere difference in religious opinion.

Yet I cannot carry this principle so tar as

to abstain from calling the members of that

church who refuse to join in our reforma-

tion of its errors, by some appellation which
marks their adherence to its communion,
and their submission to its authority. Pa-
pist appears to me the most correct desig-

nation, because the differences in doctrine

are often ingeniously softened down and

even explained away by the more enlight-

ened Roman Catholics; but I never met
with one who did not hold that spiritual

submission to the bishop of Rome in some
sense or other was indispensable. The
word Papist, however, is understood by

them as a reproach. Let us then, in Chris-
tian charity, forbear to use it. But some
phrase, indicative of their connexion with
Rome, and of their dependence upon the
authority of that see, whether Romish, or
Romanist, or Roman Catholic, I hold to be
not only allowable, but highly expedient,
and even necessary : and heartily do i wish
that all Protestants would form themselves
to a habit of thus speaking, both in public
and private : for then it would never be un-
derstood as a personal affront, but as a seri-

ous and firm resolution not to compliment
away an important point, in which our feel-

ings and our honour are at least as much
concerned as theirs."*

" Yes, but" (I have heard it answered)
"the term Papist implies more than mere
submission to papal supremacy; it implies

the adoption of an erroneous system and
submission to a usurped authority." It

implies no such thing. That indeed is my
opinion respecting the Romish system ; but

the word does not denote that. The differ-

ence is practically very great and important
between a word which itself expresses error

or wrong, and a word which denotes some
thing which the speaker believes to be erro-

neous or wrong. One person, for instance,

may think a democracy the best form of

government, and another may think it the

worst; the one will consequently have the

most pleasing, the other the most odious,

associations with the term democrat; but

the word itself is not used by them in two
different senses ; it expresses simply, an
"advocate for democracy;" and it is not,

in itself, either a term of honour or of re-

proach. On the other hand, "patriot" and
" traitor" imply, respectively, honour and
dishonour in their very signification.

Inattention to this obvious distinction

leads to endless confusion of thought and
practical perplexity. If every term is to be

reckoned reproachful, which is associated

in the mind of him who uses it with some
odious or contemptible idea, then, the title

of Catholic will itself be such, when applied

by Protestants to designate the church of

Rome. Every term, in short, will be a term

of reproach when used by one who disap

proves the opinion, system, or party, im-

plied by it. The Mahometans associate

with the title of Christian every thing that

is hateful or despicable ; shall we then com-
plain or be ashamed of being called Chris-

tians? "God forbid that we should glory,

save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ."

Mahometan, again, is a title which recalls

to the Christian the idea of "disciple of an

impostor : but the title itself does not imply

Mahomet's being either a false or a true

prophet ; and they accordingly do not regard

it as a reproachful title.

But the term Christian would be reproach-

ful if applied by one Mahometan to anotlier;

* Bishop Copleston's Sermon at Abergavenny,

p. 23, 24.
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because it expresses something which that

other holds in abhorrence. So also the title

of Mahometan would be a reproach if ap-

plied to a Christian; and Papist, again, for

the same reason, is a term of reproach, if

applied lo one who professes himself a Pro-

testant. An appellation, in short, is or is

not reproachful, according to the professed

tenets, not of him who applies it, but of him
to whom it is applied. To be called a Papist,

(i. e., "one who admits the pope's author-

ity," is a reproach to him who does not,

and none to him who does, profess that

principle.

But we are told that the term is used by
none but the adversaries of the Romanists,
and therefore they have a right to complain
of it. At this rate they may make any title

they will a term of reproach, by simply re-

fusing to apply it to themselves. And Ave

may be assured they will do so with every

title which does not imply a reproach to us.

To call themselves distinctively Catholics,

is (as they at least are well aware, whatever
we may be) to call us heretics. Let them
be admonished, that when they except
against the name of Papins, and assume
that of Catholics, declaiming at the same
time against the cruelty of using reproachful

language—let them be admonished, that

the censure applies, not to us, but to them-
selves.

And let it not be thought that this is a

trifling "question of words and names :" it

was a wise maxim, laid down and skil-

fully acted on by some of the leaders of
the French revolution, that "names are

things." Great is the practical effect in all

debate and controversy, of suffering to pass

unnoticed and to become established, such
terms as beg the question, and virtually im-

ply a decision on one side. 1 remember to

have met with a Ptomauist (by no means
bigotted) of the middle class of society, with
whom I had a good deal of discussion of the

points wherein we differed. What seemed
to dwell most on his mind was, the incon-

sistency, as he deemed it, of our professing

belief in " the holy Catholic church ;"

when "yours," he said, "is not the Catho-
lic church."

[B.J

Different persons will, of course, be
chiefly struck by different faults, among
those charged on the Romanists. Many,
for instance, would place foremost one which
I have not noticed under a distinct head, and
to which they give the title of " self-righte-

ousness." The word does not perhaps sa-

vour of the purest English :
# but what they

* According to the analogy of the other similar

compounds in our language, such as "self-love,"

" self-condemnation," " self-tormentor," &c. " self-

righteousness" should signify, upright dealing in

respect to one's self.

mean is, a confident trust in the merit of our
own good works, as sufficient to earn eter-

nal happiness, and as entitling us to that as
a just reward.

The Romish church, however, has not
in reality ever set this forth as one of her
distinct tenets. If any one will consult,

what is of decisive authority in that church,
the decrees of the council at Trent, he will

perceive, that though they may perhaps
have made an injudicious use of the word
" merit," the abstract question between them
and others (not Antinomians) is chiefly ver-

bal. For they admit, and solemnly declare,

that nothing we can do can be acceptable

before God except for the sake of Jesus
Christ; and that we are unable to perform
good works except by his Spirit working in

us : so that what is called a Christian's

righteousness is, at the same time, the

righteousness of Christ, although the Scrip-

tures promise, repeatedly and plainly, that

it will, through his goodness, not "lose -its

reward."
That part of their theory which is the

most objectionable on this score is the doc-

trine, that from the pains of Purgatory,
Christ has not redeemed us, but we are to be

rescued either by penances done in this life,

or by masses offered in our behalf after our
death.

But I do think, that, in practice, the Rom-
ish system tends to foster the error in ques-
tion; not so much, however, by the use of

the words " merit," and " reward," as by the

importance attached to the actual perform-
ance of a vast multitude of specific works,
many of them arbitrarily prescribed, such
as abstinence from particular meats on par-

ticular days, repetition of "Ave Marias" and
" Pater-nosters"—pilgrimages — crossings,

&c, which have a manifest tendency to ab-

sorb the attention in the act itself—to draw
off the mind from the endeavour after in-

ward purity—and to create the feeling so

congenial to our nature, that we have been

so far advancing in the performance of some-
thing intrinsically capable of forwarding our

salvation.

It is worth remarking, that the great hea-

then moralist, who understood more of the

character of Christian virtue than many
Christians do, dwells strongly on the prin-

ciple, that while, in the arts, the thing pro-

duced is what we chiefly look to, in moral
action, on the contrary, the frame of mind
of the agent is the principal point ; virtuous

actions being only the means, though the

necessary means, of making' him, and of

proving him to be, (what is to be the ulti-

mate object sought after,) an habitually good
man* But it is an easier task for man,
such as he is by nature, to conform his out-

ward actions to a certain precisely fixed

rule, and to applaud himself for that con-

formity, than, by incessant vigilance and

* See Arist. Eth. b. ii.
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self-examination, to rectify and regulate the
inward character.*

It is a great mistake, however, to imagine
that Protestants, even those who are the for-

wardest in condemning this particular kind
of spiritual pride, called by them " self-

righteousness," are therefore exempt from
the danger of spiritual pride altogether. On
the contrary, one may find but too plain

symptoms of the same disease, even in some
who the most abhor and condemn all reliance

on the merit of good works. For pride is

too natural an inmate of the human heart

to be effectually excluded by being merely
"at one entrance quite shut out." There are

some, as I have above remarked,f who sub-

stitute an unerring party for an unerring
church, or renounce the shackles of papal
infallibility, as it were in a spirit of rivalry,

that thpy may become each a pope to him-
self. And these will commonly be found to

have merely changed the form, not the sub-

stance, of spiritual pride. One may some-
times hear a man professing himself the

chief of sinners—proclaiming his own
righteousness to be filthy rags—calling him-
self a brand plucked from the burning—rest-

ing his confidence of salvation wholly on
the atonement of his Redeemer, and on the

imputation to himself of the righteous

works performed by Christj:—and acknow-
ledging that he has received every thing

from God's free and unmerited bounty; and
thence fully trusting that he must have com-
pletely attained Christian humility ; at least

as far as he does completely adhere to his

profession, that whatever he possesses is

due to the free grace of God. On this

ground we may conceive the Pharisee in

the parahle to have congratulated himself on
his humility as well as his other virtues;

since he exclaims, in pious gratitude, God,
I tfutnk thee, that I am not as other men
are!" But the Pharisee, it will be answered,

rested on his good works—his "scrupulous

fasting and paying of tithes. Is there then

110 other conceivable spiritual pride than pre-

cisely that of the Pharisee ? no other subject

of excessive self-confidence and self-con-

gratulation? Tf there be, it is evident that

we cannot, any more than the Pharisee, be

exempted from the danger, by merely ac-

knowledging (as he did) that all we have is

the gift of God. And in fact, it may too

often be found, that a Christian, who re-

nounces the Romish tenets respecting good
works, and who abhors lite very name of
" merit," as applied to himself or to other

men, will have renounced boasting, only in

words, and will be full of the most over-

weening confidence in his own gifts and
gracts. For there is a striking resemblance

between the Romanist and the fanatical

pietist, in their each craving after, (though

from different quarters,) and each in conse-

quence flattering himself as having attained

* See Essays V. and VIII. Second Series.

j-Chap. IV. £ See Essay VI. Second Series.

some such definite and certain assurance, the
one from his church, the other from his

feelings, as may finally supersede hesitation

and self-distrust—destroy the true nature
and value of faith—and deprive the presen
life of its character as a state of discipline.

As the one accordingly relies in proud secu-
rity on his unerring church, so the other wil
proclaim himself enlightened throughout, as
to the whole Gospel scheme, by the Divin»
Spirit; and so far he is right, that the aid of
the Holy Spirit is promised us to " help our
infirmities," and that without this help
sought and granted, the clearest intellectual

powers will leave a man bewildered, or ill-

satisfied. But he who honestly avails him-
self of this promise, and is truly " led by
the Spirit," will be filled with gratitude in-

deed for the past, and with cheering hope
for the future, but with no arrogant self-con-

fidence, or uncharitable disdain. Without
entering into any minute discussion (for

which this is not the place*) of the different

kinds and degrees of spiritual assistance, it

is evident that all such enlightening of the

mind either is or is not of such a character

as to amount to inspiration, and imply infal-

libility. If in any case a man is convinced
uvat he has not any claim to this, he ought,

b tame way or other, to manifest that convic-

tion, and show that he makes allowances
for this, difference : if he does reckon him-
self properly inspired, he ought aL least not

to censure the Romish church for the pre-

sumptuous arrogance of her claim, but

honestly to join issue on the question,

whether they or he are justified in such a
claim : a question which, it appears to me,
can only be settled by the performance of

sensible miracles.

And I cannot but think the Romanists
have the advantage in point of consistency

over many modern fanatics, inasmuch as

their church does acknowledge the reason-

ableness of such an appeal, and claim mira-

culous powers. But one may find in some
Protestants, while they pretend to no such
powers, and abjure all arrogant assumption,

a decided pretension, if not always expressed

in words, at least implied in the whole
tenor of their language, to inspiration, pro-

perly so called. They state their own views

of religion with no less oracular dogmatism
than the Romanists ;—they bestow no less

unhesitating and unsparing censure on all

who do not coincide in these views, or who
do not, to the minutest tittle, conform to their

phraseology in expressing them ;—and they

look down with the same pharisaical and

self-sufficient contempt on every one who
does not adopt the notions which they (as

they often express themselves) have been

taught by the Spirit of God. And if any
one remains unconvinced by their argu-

ments, or by their assertions instead of argu-

ment, or if he meet these with such objec-

tions as they are at a loss to answer, they

* See Essay IX. Second Series.
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will in general boldly and promptly resort

to the cheap expedient of pronouncing him
incapable of comprehending the subject,

from being in an unregenerate state : for

" the natural man receiveth not the things

that are of God ; and such, they conclude

at once, must be the condition of any one

who disallows, or, still more, who refutes,

their opinions, which they are sure are the
" things of God." Any, the slightest, de-

parture from the standard of their (as it

might be called, in analogy to their own
phraseology) "self-infallibility," is regarded

by them as a decisive proof of entire spi-

ritual blindness.

But still, inasmuch as they abhor "self-

righteousness," claiming no merit whatso-

ever for their own good works, and pretend-

ing only to the character of the peculiarly

favoured and inspired people of God, they

flatter themselves that they are quite safe

from spiritual pride ; and thus they complete

their presumptuous confidence, by adding

to the list of their other perfections, the per-

fect attainment of genuine Christian humi-
lity. Being utter strangers to self-distrust

and humble vigilance, they feel, for this

very reason, the more secure against any
deficiency of these ; and the very complete-

ness of their spiritual pride makes them the

more completely confident of being wholly
free from it.

If such be, as I fear it is, but too true a

picture of the language and tone of feeling

which may not unfrequently he met with,

even among those who not only condemn
the arrogance of the Romish plea of merit,

but are sedulous in warning Protestants

against the like sin, this furnishes a strong,

and afflicting, and awful instance of a de-

lusion by which our spiritual enemy can

obtrude upon us some vice, dressed up in

the very garb of the opposite virtue, even at

the very time when we are occupied in the

most vehement reprobation of it : while we
are, in one point, scrupulous to " strain off

the gnat," and in another, ready to "swal-
low the camel."
Never will the sin of spiritual pride more

easily beset us, than under the guise of a

self abhorring humility. And never will

the preacher be more successful in making
(apparent) converts, than when he is un-
consciously flattering the evil propensities

of man's corrupt nature, while he appears

to repress them. " It is sometimes con-

sidered as a proof of the advantage to be ob-

tained from the habit which I am here pre-

suming to discourage, ihat such preaching

generally proves attractive to the lower
classes. This, however, may be accounted

for, without furnishing any justification of

the practice. For, first, the lower classes,

unless they are truly religious, usually are

gross sinners, and, therefore, are neither

surprised nor shocked at being supposed so

themselves, and at the same time feel a sort

of pleasure which need not be encouraged,

when they hear their superiors brought

down to the same level : and, secondly, it

seems to furnish them with a sort of excuse
for their sins, to find that they are so uni-

versal, and so much to be expected of hu-
man nature."* Nothing indeed is more
likely to be popular, and less likely to be

profitable, than to act the part of the Stoic

philosopher to Damasippus
;
(Hor. Sat. hi,

b. 2;) who assured him that he need not

feel any shame at his own follies, at least

as compared with those of other men,f
since all except the true wise-men:}: were
equally foolish and insane, ||

though in vari-

ous ways ; and that he had only to enrol

himself in this privileged and enlightened

philosophical sect, adopt the maxims of his

new school, § and immediately look down
with disdain on those he had been accus-

tomed to look up to with a mixture of reve-

rence, envy, despair, and dislike.^

The whole of this admirable satire is well

worth a re perusal, with a view to the pre-

sent subject, for the sake of the light it

throws on the substantial identity, under the

most different forms and names, of human
nature in all ages and countries.

It ever must have been, and ever will be,

a far more irksome task to human nature,

to drink, drop by drop, the medicine, so bit-

ter to the " natural man," of self-abase-

ment, than to get rid of the potion in a sin-

gle draught ;—to weed out, one by one,

deep-rooted habits, and gradually to retrace

his steps by daily perseverance, than to leap

at once to a secure eminence, from which
he may look back, in the exultation of su-

periority, on those whose greater forward-
ness in the Christian course he had been
used to regard with almost hopeless morti-

fication.

Well therefore may we expect, that those

who are not sedulously on their guard, will

be often seduced by a temptation which ad-

dresses itself at once to the impatient indo-

lence, to the jealousy, and to the pride, of

the human heart.

To the topics I have touched on in the

course of this work, I might have added,

besides many others, some allusion to the

re-introduction among some Protestants of

auricular confession, though so far modified as

* Sumner, Apostolical Preaching, p. 133.

j- . . . . . hoc te

Credo modoinsanum ; nihilo ut sapientior ille

Qui te deridit. Sat. iii. b. ii. 1. 51.

t . Hsec populos, hsec magnos formula reges,

Excepto sapiente, tenet. 1. 45.

||
It should be remembered, that the equality of

all faults was a favourite doctrine of the Stoics.

§ unde ego mira

Descripsi docilis praecepta hsec, tempore quo

me
Solatus jussit sapientem pascere barbam,

Atque a Fabricio non tristem ponle reverti.

1.34.

\ ..... amico

Arma dedit, posthac ne compellarer inultu*.

L297
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not to bo made to apricst; by which alteration

I conceive both the good, in some instances,

and the evil, in many more of the Romish
practice, is diminished. That good as well as

evil—beneficial as well as pernicious effects

—have been produced by auricular confes-

sion, I have not a doubt. And this perhaps
has had its share in the wide diffusion, long
continuance, and partial restoration of the

practice. But the chief cause is, I am con-

vinced, (as in the case of the other Romish
practices,) that there is a natural craving in

mankind lor this unburdening of the con-

science, by confession to a fellow-creature.

The Romish system has taken advantage
of this, by misinterpreting the scriptural re-

commendation, to " confess our sins one to

another," as a requisition of a regular and
complete periodical confession, making a por-

tion of Christian disciplne. And the prac-

tice so established, whether with Romanists
or Protestants, I am convinced does evil ten

limes oftener, and of ten thousand times

greater magnitude, than good : nor can I

but regard it as, practically, one of the very
worst parts of Romanism. Indeed, my
chief reason for not dwelling on it further

is, that I could not, with propriety, exhibit

it in its true colours, or describe what I not
only believe, but I may say, know,* respect-

ing its effects.

Enough however has been said on several

points, and perhaps mere iLan er.crugh, for

minds disposed to follow up a principle in

its several applications, to show the neces-

sity of unceasing vigilance, and, not in-

deed of often repeated thorough reformations,

(which are always attended with more or

less evil,) but, of such perpetual revision,

renovation, purificat>n, and progressive im-

provement, in every system, as shall super-

sede the necessity of great changes ; such
constant attention to keep every thing, as it

were, in good repair, that there shall be no
need of totally pulling down ant! rebuilding.

But there is an error common to many of
those who in other respects vary infinitely in
their views ; to many, both of the adherents
of the unreformed Romish church, with its

long accumulated load of abuses; and of
those who are fully satisfied with the sys-
tem of some reformed church; and again
of those who advocate further reform, from
the most extravagant to the most moderate.
The error, I mean, of conceiving a sys-
tem, whether actually existing, or ideal,' so

!
framed, as to keep itself in good order;—one

j

that either is, or may be, so wisely constituted

j

as to remain perfect, or as near as is possi-

;

ble to perfection, without any call for inces-

santly war..' :ul care on our part. This
error, I say, is common to men of the most
opposite view:. Some attribute this charac-
ter to the church of Rome, as founded by
the apostles ; or to some Protesiant church,
as reformed by Luther or Calvin ; resigning

themselves to tranquil security against all

but external dangers, and apprehending
none but sudden and violent innovations

;

forgetful of the wise remark of Bacon, that
" Time is the greatest innovator ; though
his changes creep in so quietly as to escape
notice."* Others, on the contrary, see num-
berless defects, real or imaginary, in these

churches, and wish for a total, or for a par-

tial change: still flattering themselves, like

their opponents, that a system once esta-

blished on their principles will continue,

without further care or vigilance, to answer
all its purposes for ever;—in short, that the

machine will go right, if undisturbed, with-

out ever needing to be regulated, or to be

wound up. Never let it be forgotten, then,

that we are beset by the same truly chime-

rical hope, in human affairs, which has mis-

led so many speculators in mechanics ; the

vain expectation of attaining the PER-
PETUAL MOTION.

See Dedication.

* " Novator maximus, Tempus
quod novationes ita insinuat ut sensus fallant."

&
THE END.
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